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Program Chair's Statement
The go.- -,f the STARS program is to increase productivity, reliability, and quality of DoD
applicatuj , software. STARS is approaching this by synergistically integrating support for modern
software development processes and modem reuse concepts within state-of-the-art software
engineering envirinment technolgy. STARS is focused on accelerating a change in the way
software is developod within the DoD. This change represents a shift to a megaprogramming
paradigm.

The STARS program would like you to "Join us in the transition to megaprogramming." The
conference program has been designed to introduce you to the concepts of megaprogramming and
describe the role STARU is playing in the transition to this new paradigm. The plenary session
will provide you a high level overview as well as some ecouomic analysis of the potential benefits of
inegaprogramming.

The closing discussion by Dr. Barry Boehm will describe the relationship of megaprogramming and

STARS to the DoD Software technology plan.

Three of the four track sessions will focus on the major elements of megaprogramming:

" Procoss-driven devel(, ment,
" Domain-specific reuse, and
" Technology support.

The fourth track will concentrate on the STARS technology transition activities associated with
accelerating the shift to this new way of doing business. The format of these track sessions is
intended to provide ample opportunity for discussion and informal interchange.

The STARS program needs your help to move these concepts, processes, and technologies into
widespread use. To this end, we are 3oliciting you to become part of the STARS Affiliates
program. The STARS Director, John Foreman, will describe the program during the plenary
session and there will be evening sessions for those of you conidering becoming Technology
Transition Affiliates to discuss your interests with members of the STARS staff.

My sincere thanks go to the members of the program committee who coordinated the selection of
topics and the development of the presentations. Moot of the credit for tne program, however,
must go to the individual presenters who put a great deal of personal effort into creating the 34
presentations you have in your proceedings.

I would also like to thank the conference chair, Don Harmon, the conference committee, and the
publications staffs for a splendid job of organizing this conference. And finally, my special thanks
to BGen Denis Brown for making time in his schedule to address us at STARS' 91.

Dick Drake
Program Chair, STARS 91

IBM Corporation
800 North Frederick Ave.
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
Internet; DDrake@AJPO.SEI.CMU.Edu
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STARS '91

PLENARY SESSIONS

Tuesday December 3, 1991
8:30-8:45 STARS '91 Overview Don Harmon, Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.

8:45-9:05 SIARS and Megaprogramming Dr. Barry Boehm, DARPA

9:05-9.45 STARS Vision, Mission, Strategies John Foreman, DARPA
and Achievements

9:45-10:15 Break

10:i5-10:45 Economic Impact of Dr Thomas P Frazier IDA
STARS-Supported Technology

10:45-11:15 Technology Transfer and John Foreman. DARPA
Community Involvement

11:15-11:45 Questions and Answers John Foreman. DARPA

S
STARS '91I

PLENARY SESSIONS

Wednesday December 4, 1991
3.00-3:40 DoD Softrare Technology Plan Dr. Barry Boehm. DARPA

and STARS

3:40-4:00 Final Remarks/Closing John Foreman, DARPA
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STARS '91 OVERVIEW

Don Harmon
Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.
3 December 1991
(703) 620-7559
harmon@stars.reston.unis)s.com

Good morning! Welcome to SrARS'91. Let me spend the first few minutes explaining our program so you can get
the most out of the nett two days

Our conference theme is "Join The Uasition to Megaprogramming" and, consistent with this theme, we have
selected some ambitious goals and objectives for our program. In STARS'91, we will provide you with detailed
presentations and demonstrations of our results to date and obtain feedback from you. And we will tell you how your
organzation can Join in the transition to megaprogramming.

If you look toward the screen you can see where we have summarzed the STARS'91 goals.

I&
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iw, STARS '91 OVERVIEW

CONFERENCE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 0
" Global

- Discuss/explore the economic impact of STARS supported
technology

- Accelerate transition to megaprogramming

" Technical
- Review progress in STARS technology thrusts
- Demonstrate work in progress
- Give insight into upcoming plans
- Obtain feedback

" Opportunities to participate
- Expand Technology Transfer Affiliates program
- Preview plans for demonstration projects

We sta with the global objectives of discussing the economic benefits of STARS supported technology and of 0
accelerating the transition to megaprogramming.

Our technical goals consist of reviewing STARS technical work, and secondly-getting your feedback on this work.

We also will present opportunities for you to panicipate with STARS. In part this will come from an expansion of our
Tchnology Transfer Affliates Program, and, in part, by previewing the plans for our Demonstration Projects.

Nert, let me go over th-. highlights of our program.

4
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STARS '91 OVERVIEW

IGHLIGHTS
" Keynote Speakers

- STARS and Megaprogramming: Barry Boehm (DARPA)
- DoD Software Technology Plan and STARS: Barry Boehm (DARPA)
- STARS Vision, Mission, Strategies, and Achievements:

John Foreman (DARPA)
- Technology Transfer and Community Involvement: John Foreman

(DARPA)
- Economic Impact of STARS Supported Technology: Tom Frazier (IDA)

" Four Parallel Tracks
- Process Driven Development: Dick Drake (IBM)
- Domain-Specific Reuse : Teri Payton (Unisys)
- Technology Support: Larry Frank (Boeing)
- Technology Transition: Joe Morin (SEI)

" Technology/Tool Demonstrations

" Evening Reception and Informal Discussion Groups
- Invited Speaker:. Denis Brown (DISA/CIM)

STARS'91 is fortunate !o have several distinguished keynote speakers who will present the overall STARS strategy.
These include Dr. Barry Poehm, Director of DARPA/SISTO, who will talk on "STARS and Megaprogramming". Dr.
Boehm will also be on our program tomorrow to discuss the "DoD Software Technology Plan and STARS". John
Foreman, the DARPA/STARS Program Director, will discuss the "STARS Vision, Mission, and Strategy and
Achievement?", as well as a second talk on 'Irechnology Transfer and Community Involvement". We also have Dr.
Thomas P. Frazier who will provide some insight into the "Economic Impact of STARS Supported Technology'.

The main body of our program will feature four tracks. These will be led by the three STARS System Architects:
Dick Drake of IBM, Ten Payton of Unisys, and Larry Frank of Boeing. The fourth Track, Technology Transfer, will
be led by Joe Morin of the SEI.

We are fortunate to have Denis M. Brown (BGen USAF. Ret.), Director of DISA/CIM, as our invited guest speaker
this evening. Finally, we have a reception planned for this evening to be followed by informal discussion groups. You
will hear more about these from the Track Chai.

Next. our administrative announcements.

5



STARS '91 ON ZRVIENV

ADMINISTRATIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS 1A
" Registrants receive full STARS '91 proceedings

" Attendee list available tomorrow

" STARS '91 posters available

" Administration information available in registration package

" Messages, fax

Each of you should have a 3-ring binder containing the STARS'91 Proceedings. This binder contains copies of all
briefings. Tomorrow we will have copies of the attendee lists available at the registration desk which can be added to
the presentation materials.

STARS'91 posters are also available at the registration desk. Please help yourself.

If you want to mail material back to your home station, you can take advantage of our mailing service located in the
lobby. You will also find a r.essage center there for telephone cal

0



Time Event

7:30am-&3Oam Registration and continental breakfast

8&30am-8:45am STARS '91 overview Den Harmon (Unisys)

8:45am-905am STARS and Megaprogramming Barry Boehm (DARPA)

9-05am-945am STARS Vision, Mission, Strategy and John Foreman (DARPA)
Achievements

9:4Sam-10O.lSam Break

1O:15ani-1O0.4Sam Economic impact of STARS Supported Tom Frazier (IDA)
Technology

10k4Sam-11:I5am Technology Transfer and Community John Foreman (DARPA)
Involvement

11:15ain-11:45am Questions and Answers John Foreman (DARPA)

S 11:45am-2:00pm Demonstrations (buffet lunch available)

*At a glance, here are this morning's activities. Note that they all take place here in the Grand Ballroom. Our
keynote speakers, Barry Boehm, John Foreman and Tom Frazier will provide the strategic themes that establish the
context for STARS, tie the various pieces of the program together, and provide an overview of future plans. John
Foreman will close this morning's sessions with a Q & A period.

Starting at 11:45 we have an extended lunch period. This provides you with an opportunity to visit the demonstrations
and exhibits. These are setup in the Junior Ballroom which is adjacent to the dining area



STARS '91 OVERVIEW '_ i

DEMONSTRATIONS AND EXHIBITS

* STARS-sponsored technology demonstrated in STARS booth

* Invited CASE tool vendors in exhibit area

- Emerging technology compatible with STARS vision/mission/strategy
and some commercial developments based on STARS technology

- Support unique DoD needs (i.e., Ada, 2167A)
- Recommended by STARS primes and their commercial counterparts
- In general, demonstrated capabilities are commercially available

Ow.XWwVO

Next let me digress a minute and talk about the STARS'91 Exhibits and Demonstrations. These consist of a STARS
booth in which STARS-sponsored technology is demonstrated. The STARS booth is located just inside the Lord
Faidrfax room where we will have our buffet lunch. In the adjoining Junior Ballroom, the invited CASE Tool vendors
will hold their demonstrations. These companies have been selected because their products are consistent with the
STARS vision, mission and strategy.

8



STARS '91 OVERVIEW

o FLOW OF ACTIVITIES, DAY 1 (CONTINUED)

TIme Event

2:00pm-2:4Spm Track 1.1 Track 2.1 Track 3.1 Track 4.1

2:45pm-3:lpm Break/informal discussions

3:lSpm-4.OOpm Track 1.2 Track 2.2 Track 3.2 Track 4.2

4:00pm-4:30pm Break/informal discussions

4"30pm-5:lSpm Track 1-3 Track 2.3 Track 3.3 Track 4.3

S:30pm-6:00pm Invited speaker. Denis M. Brown (DISA/CLNI)

6:00pm-8:00pm Demonstrations and reception

8.00pm-9".34pm Community involvement woring sessions

Track I Track 2 Track 3 Tracki 4

This aftemoon we will bLeak into the parallel tracks. Within each track there will be six sessions of 45 minutes
followed by a thirty period of informal disussions and break. On this vu-graph the notation Track xy is used, where
x is numbered 1 to 4 to indicate one of the four tracks, and y indicates the session within the track. Generally, people
will want to stay within a track, but the breaks are structured so that individuals can cross from one track to another.
Track room Assignrnents are shown on the signs outside this meeting area.

This evening w-: continue with the demonstrations and eihibits in the Junior Ballroom plus a reception has been
scheduled. And later, starting at 8 pm we have informal working discussions. You will hear more about these in the
Track sesions. Also don't forget, Denis M. Brown will speak at 5:30 in this room.

9



Time 14Event

7:30am8:30a[Reistration and continental breakfast

8&30am-9-15am Tak14 Track 2.4 Track 3.4 Track 4.4

9:l5am-9:45am Breakiinformal discussions

9.45am-103Oam Track, 1. I Track 2.S Track 3.S Track 4.5

10.3Oa-llO -T -inklformal discussions

11.O0azn-11:45am Track 1.6 Track 2.6 Track 3.6 Track 4.6

l1:45am-l:45pm lDelnonst tions (buffet lunch available)

Day 2 continues with the parallel Mrack sessions. The lunch and demo period will be the same as on the previous day.4

10



STARS '91 OVERVIEW

FLOW OF ACTIVITIES, DAY 2 (CONTINUED)

Time Event

1:45pm-2"-3Opm Track 1 feedback Track 2 feedback Track 3 feedback Track 4 feedback
session session session session

2:30pm-3:Ojpm Break

3:00pw-3:40pm DoD Software Technology Plan Barry Boehm (DARPA)
and STARS

3:40pra-4 :00pm Closing remarks John Foreman (DARPA)

0 After lunch, there will be a final "Iack Feedback session conducted by the STARS Program Managers. This is a
general feedback session so attend the one for the Track you have been most involved with. And then starting at 3
pm, a final plenary session will be held. Be sure to stay. Dr Boehm will be talking about the DoD Software
Technology Plan and STARS, and John Foreman will summarize significant issues raised during the Conference and
point out where we need to go from here.

11
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STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING

Barry Boehm
DARPA
STARS '91
3 December 1991

STARSAD AND ME.APROGRAMMI

* The Megaprogramming Vision

* Critical Success Factors

" STARS and Megaprogramming

" The Bottom Line

ITAW w Upp.pqE 9 tvw
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STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING [ ..

COMPOSING SW COMPONENTS RATHERTHAN LINES OF CODE

Machine Language
Programming

Assembly Language
Programming

FORTRAN, C, Ada
Programming _ _ _ _.

I7~~III%?1I~.Seven League Boots

Megaprogramming

SUAM ma Mww.W9V )

STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING

MEGAPROGRAADIING BENEFITS

" Development productivity
- Fewer components to assemble, Integrate, test
- Smaller teams; less overhead
- Opportunities for application generators

" Maintenance productivity
- Update (40%): open interfaces; alternative components
- Adaptive (25%): open interfaces to infrastructure software and

hardware
- Corrective (25%)- fewer residual errors; effects encapsulated

" Reliability, Availability, Security

- Proven vs unproven components

" Portability, Interoperability
- Well-defined open interfaces

" Operational Capability
- Darwinian evolution of best components
- Accommodates hardware technology improvements I

14



STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING

PROGRAM RESULTS BY SOURCE OFO SAVINGS

60-

40- Rio nWork Avoidance

s+nWorking Smarter

10- +Working Faster, (Tools)

1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008

Year

aset

STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING

MEGAPROGRAMMING PARADIGM SHIFTS

" Not programming as taught, practiced today

- Requires higher level of thinking, engineering

* Evolution and opportunity-oriented rather than "requirementssnapshot" oriented
- Supports continuous system-level Improvement

" Requires domain expertise, assets as well as programming expertise, :
assets

•Requires open-systems approach

•Evolutionary progress feasible

- Doesn't depend on unpredictable breakthroughs

15



STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMIMING

MEGAPROGRAMMING: CRITICALSUCCESS FACTORS

" Life cycle prozess models supporting architecture-oriented software
evolution

* Software component composition principles and open interface

specifications

" Domain-specific software architectures (DSSA)

" Software asset libraries and access mechanisms

" Software engineering environments with built-in megaprogramming
support

* Software understanding and re-engineering support at the component
level

" Policy support of the above

VTAZ md Mwqu....g8 8.l

STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMMING
WRONG PROCESS MODELS CAN

DISCOURAGE REUSE - e.g., Waterfall Model

Banelined;

Sut onnccatron

"Response time < i see."

Deign

16



STARS AND) MEGAPROGRAMMING
WRONG PROCESS MODELS CA±N

DISCOURAGE REUSE - e.g., Waterfall Model

Baslined;

V,

"Best COTS can do is 2 sec,
Have to build custom SW"

Tools and enironments built to waterfall model will also discourage reuse.

DAPRGA SUMMAONRY CHART -AR

Avionics IMUCI/UIex Wright Labs

Command and Control GTE ContellL'SC-ISI CECOM
GMU

Vehicle Management Systems TFS/Stanford ARDEC

Guidance, Navigation & Control Honeywell/UMd ONR/NAWC

Distributed Intelligent Control ORA/Cornell MSI ARDEC

Prototyping Technology Insertion TRW/Stanford ONR

17



STARS AND IMEGAPROGRAMMING I"

0

* The Megaprogramming Vision

e Critical Success Factors

e STARS and Megaprogramming

e The Bottom Line

STARS AND MEGAPROGAMMING

STARS SUPPORT OF MEGAPROGRAMMING

Megaprogramming Critical Success STARS Support
Factors

" Process models • Reuse processes
e Process Asset Library

" Composition principles e Demonstration projects

" DSSA's * Domain analysis process
* Asset management

" Asset libraries 0 ASSET, ALOAF
* DoD Reuse Coordination

" SEE support • SEE/Library coupling
* SEE/Reuse process

" Policy Support e Demonstration projects, other tech

transition activities

1TAN - M~WWW-8 &^*.4
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STARS INTERACTIONS WITH DARPA
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

InentSoftware,-Poes oen- Softwar SoftwareEngineering -P1e:ss Detinfe*ions
Cononnt ExhageInstitute User Interface

- odulce Manageoment
-~~ Interlacea Voua lion

- User Iterface anagemen

F TRSi ormal e to adrs thSDsriue

Eerbod ca wn y aricpain

- speci f7.4tk - National Re

- Irsgraion nto yst9
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STARS
VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY AND

ACHIEVEMENTS

John Foreman
STARS Program Manager
3 December 1991
(703) 243-8655
jtf@sei.cmu.edu

VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY ACHIEVEMENTS

OUTLINE

w.m=)P. * Introduce STARS

" Vision, Mission, Strategy

" Objectives/Approach

" Achievements
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~VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

. WHY STARS?

Facilitate fundamental changes in DoD software development
process/technologies

Address issues beyond the context of any particular development
program- -neutral ground to develop new ways of doing business

" Influence commercial industry to accommodate DoD
needs/directions

" Facilitate enabling technologies for market in DoD specific reusable

components/architectures

" Address DoD software problem sooner

- DoD need for application software exceeds available funding
- Current software development paradigm inefficient

VISION, R MISSION, V L STEGY' ACHIEVEMENTSGO L[

REDUCE REDUCE INCREASE

COSTS TIME OUAUTY

KOM M 9W- AWJ.J F./VG#
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VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS 1rV r

STARS PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

DARPA STARS
Managment *Joint Advisory Committee

Afriliate ... S AF Electronic Systems -Senior Technical Review Group
.I Division (ESD) .. *Distinguished Reviewers

Cooperating 'mme Contractors

Boeing I BM Unisys

+ Subcontractors + Subcontractors + Subcontractors

r.-kX SMW W. A- A r-- V

VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

STARS ROLES AND RELATIONSHIPS

STARSCommercial

(3PrTimeapessh~i r
3outerart

ys Un s23



" Techluogy~ Supported

" Colaborative Development by Geographically

Dispersed Teams

Prcs-r~Dmopmxint Deswu Specfic Romse

" ude ya ei e uam. - Guided by rem proom
- Dem~opd k m vsal proess bila Mocks. . Based so applcati. domain architecture.

- Adeptsal to moet pe*Wtpre as.5
- Promoes a alaboenhanmd sto work. .Sytes composed fires reusable assets.

" Soppofted by twla Assets inclue anylall life-cycle artifacts.
.Supports contihlous improvemts in rouse

" Supor cotinum iproemen inproessprucessdprdacts.

*Tecawlel Support Netwrkc.baaed Clauortv Developmnt

Bae p pen archmecture framerwork. Baden highly automated cotlaborative
*Adaptable approach 6r inmeruatial new de wa Poes

tecboogkLSuppor tarMe physically dispersed teams.
*Packaged as an integrated Software Engineerig .Provides tausparent seems through wide area file

Environment (SEEL. SSmS

*Support Distributed Cmputing sad netwk. Indludes peupwart. strucured electronic mriews,
bosed collaborative dreld~smenL. clectroa metings etc
Ci aslfty. and esmibiist' t dpai- Spot contiuous im ov t an cg
icy Coethabiouand mpew JMt grou puabflyadeail *Ea WOL
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* MIEGAPROGRAMMING CONCEPT

Domain-specific Developments Application Development

Domain Assets Application Application Adapted
Tailoring Software Engineering Environment

- Pnreces s Tools F #~

CurrenProbemsMiapngatinoSluno

Dificuly in undrstanigcur an&eldfdachtcuecnet
mantinngsotwredeelpe bComponentitrae oaiaino

DiffCultes nt lnPolarge Megaprogramming r toan
dLkoomn byndetnydeplith teholge sprtnrchitecture- ae ai rttpn
reqverintbweneddue skill bashed-user an ollartve

deeeeoppen
New slytm oftunenstrate sIBiding unprecedentfi ed ftetreomtxt
mantacedngtwar deeopdb compoentied acoesloaitonf

Catcadiefcetdevelopment Debne processes with tcnlgesuprigachittiure

process improvement
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VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS
A NEW WAY OF DOING BUSINESS

* Software and hardware selection decisions will increase emphasis on
Interfaces, tradeoffs and overall system engineering benefit

" Contractors will invest in process and reuse technologies and
infrastructure to maintain competitive edge

" Competition would be based on integration of process, reuse,
application knowledge and experience, and quality indicators as
opposed to cost/LOC

" Government tailors and modifies acquisition processes to reflect a
life cycle system view, as opposed to cost/LOC, low bidder, etc.

" Industry and government increase partnership across life cycle

- Increased end user participation
- Adopt "product line" perspective within application domains

VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

OUTLINE

" Introduce STARS

" Vision, Mission, Strategy

* Objectives/Approach

" Achievements

2 M S A ,J P,1mlJ
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o ~TOP LEVEL PROGRAM OBJECTIVES P)

" Demonstrate the benefits of megaprogramming in a familiar context
(create motivationj

" Reduce megaprogramming adoption risks by providing transition
guidance

" Develop and accelerate the availability of processes and technologies
to support the use and continued evolution of megaprogramming

VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

STARS ACTIVITIES

Establish broad-"ectrm rems Estabbls and validate reuse

Establish harnenda suppor
mum~~~~o prcrssoutmteres

ftamework definiin

Softwaremeasurement
Inoeerncally EngzuEtblish a

fi;Environment process
capabiiy aset

IrmaeSMDemonstration supponfo
for deti =soon oci
Prop"c a=ptton,

~, Assess lessons tailoring,
Etbihlearned improvement

0 Prepare application Measure
programt megaprogamming

impacts .- N 00 $BWMW~t AlA IH~
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VISION, MISSION, STRATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

STARS APPROACH

Solutions C Evoton C 1t1>

* Prototypes * Scesful demon-
* Adhoc solutions sutations in real-
* Scandalone capabilites * Scalable solutions * Gwdelines world contei

"Conmmon interfaces e C benefit * Significantly impactsate-of-thepra-
- Multiple solutions * Proces and acqah- t hce

for fle bility sition chanes 9 Commerci on
" Iztegratioa wth oth- * Adotroa risk reo

er capabilities ducoon
* Migraton paths

0
VISION,L MISSION, SR A ATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS EI

OVEL P A
28 --
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*Introduce STARS

*Vision, Mission, Strategy

* Objectives/Approauch

* Achievements

VS SV. A -UG;

VISION, MISSION, S17RATEGY, ACHIEVEMENTS

KEY ACH[IEVEMIENTS

** plw gwii -mo Acor q wMa"M

*Am L&Mu opw ank 0 rDuJ 4,p
PUGI for rent Lbw A CRD
40ncaoperbWay Nav NTSC

PROCESS
* Pleop poem 0 Ptcn deuumr * 14ea

unapmaa aaba (24.. doa IJ.mJm

TECHMOLOGY
SUPPORT

* Adb/X bU160 * loitkal psrude profile

* Unnommi Ads Tam * SEE Pmmscww
Leagule (VA~T) ~ Me"
3 SEE Twt

SGLOMA STARS Faundinwsr p im on m AF PRISM 0 *anw

Counw"ns
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*Reuse processes and supporting tools including tailorable asset library
mechanisms

*Automated process support and a library of process components

*Adaptable etivironment solutions integrating reuse and process
capabilities

Integrated on or packaged within conforming commercial product
solutions

*Megaprogramming has significant potential to reduce costs and
increase quality of large-scale DoD software Intensive systems

" Megaprograniming involves cultural change and STARS has a strategy
to address this

" We have interim products supporting the transition to
megaprogramming

" Join us In making this transition a reality

V SM-UW. A-W 0-G
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WAM

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
STARS SUPPORTED TECHNOLOGIES

Tom Frazier
IDA
(703) 845-2132
tfrazier@fatvax.ida.org

K.Wwl AmljinEa STAWWOW.
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* Introduction

* STARS Model

" Four scenarios

* Conclusions

KY~f.Mftwb AWYMi of SrAXSWMMWutI

This bridza i divided =no fobw part. The Iwoducin revie w wtcolabradon with Bany Boehm on an
a==,mi analysi of DoD wcftm cosm Toe work presentd her is a moe &detied ezznsoa of tha
amlym. The 3=00d Put of the briefing prese1 a description of an aioreated moel used to ainlyze the
ecomic imp=c of mep.ropa .mng technologies. The third pvt of the briefimg dails the results froa
qspying this model to four, scarios. The fuWnal ptOf the briefig pres~ a set of conclusions drawn from
our wMLk
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STUDY TEAM

* Tom Frazier, Project Leader

* Bruce Angier

* Letsy Bailey

* Phil Lurie

Tom, Frzier, Brce Angia and Phil nrie am Reseach Staff M.bers in the Cou Analysis and R earch
Division of the Instine for Defene Analyses (IDA). Bety Bailey is an Adjunct Staff Member at IDA.
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SWTP COST SAINSGS -AM

60-

0

0

(0

10 Achevable

1992 1994 19916 1998 200 2002 2004 2006 2008

KRYWWWIAN Am?"& of STAXTam"O

Ilia figure above was taken from Cliapte 10 of the Software Technology Plan (SWTP) and represe=t the
resulits of an earler ecoaesac analysis that we collaboated on with Bzry Boehmn This earlier work helps to
set -±a sage for the presentation today which describes a mom detailed extension of that analysis. The top line
(Baseline) 1qee P;P4Pa he projected growth in DoD software expenditure in the absence of specific DoD
technology invesum= It auutmm that the 199 expenditure total S24B [EIAO, ELA3S. ELAMO AVWK91J
and that the rninal growth in denmak is 4% (EIA9O] coupled with a 4% ammial growth in productivity as a
result of advance from the costmwaa! secor in CASE technology (MARTIN93. LEVITAN88].

The -iodle and boa=i lims (Currn and Achicv3Ale) are projections 'uased on two diffe:en invemm
sczzos in mqaproprmning technologims The Current scenaroio rees projections based on the

onremiy pblamd unvemm outlined in the SWTP. The Achievable scenaro represents further savings from
increased levels of investment.

One of the goals stated for the Software Technology Plan is to achieve a factor of two reduction in softar unit
costms1 by the year 2000. One of the questions to be explored through the ecowmic modelirg discussed here is
whether this ambitious goal can be realized.
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SIeTP COST SAVINGS BY SOURCETa

0

I Baseline Total

= ~~~ ~~Reuse Poes o~
3 0-,,
0

0
(n
a20
0

Ci

0-

0 I I i i 1 I I

1992 1994 1996 19 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008
Years

KeYMOTIMsuu ASaaSMOf 5rTALr, r4

The analysis descnbed in the SW7'f assumes savings from three sotrces: reuse, process improvements,
and too-z or software engineing envioments (SEEs). The figure above shows the conaibunon of each
techn oogy to the savings found under the Achievable investment scenario.

The term reuse" is in tnded to apply generally to any form of work avoidance through software reuse,
application generatos and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) sdtware. Process imprvvemezs, which
include prototyping and risk management, enable projects to avoid costly rework and work smarter.
Improvements in SEE's result in bett, ior eroperable tools which allow software practitioners to
work faster.

In the analysis described in the SW'?. for each of these technologies, thee was a time series of parameter
values for each year fm 1992 to 2008 whichrepesat the fraction of savings (FS) from the use of the
technology and the fraction of time (FT) that the technology is actually used. The realized savings for a
given year were rrived at by multiplying the FS and FT togethe: and then subtracung the product frc' 1.
This value was then multiplied by the baseline e-'penditures to yield a new projecton which takes into
account the savings result nag from the technology. For example, if the FS for reuse in a given year is
.70 and the FT is .10, then the realized savings are (.70)(.10) = .07. Subtractng from I givom .93 which is
then muliuplied by the baseline costs to give the new projected cost.
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STARS ECONOMIC MODEL -

* Extends earlier model

- Includes
-Reuse

-Process

-Tools

*Cost of these technologies reflected in labor rates

- Adds synergy factor

- Incorporates SEI Process Maturity levels

*Maintenance modeled as inventory flow

*Includes effect of quality (defectslKLOC) on maintenance costs

LX'Imm. iyI r*o STA*'FnMUiS

Ile extension to, the ealier mode' examines savings from the same three technologies. It also reflects the costs
incurrd in implementing these technologies via inceased labor rumes

We felt that any realisti anPt to model the economics associated with megaprogrAinming must consider the
impact of process maturity. The model distinguishes berween the five SE Process Maturity levels. Though not
explicit in the SE framework, we believe thene is a correlation between process mannity and the level of
sophisticaton of the megaprogmm~ming technologies. This corelation is reflected in the model by assuming
that, for any given year, the FSs and Frs increase with procss maitiy level. Additional gains are realized at
higher levels through the addition of A factorto accetst for synegy between technologies. While the SEIis
prmaily responsible for failitating :be movement of software organizations to higher levels, STARS is
expected to be a faciimor as well by enhancing the technologies which underlie this movement. The analysis
is conservative in that STARS is = given any credit for this facilittion.

A portion of the model deals with developmn costs and a portion with inaintcrnance. Maintenance is modeled
as an inventory flow process and will be described in moe dozil in a Later vugraph.

Thbe model assumes that quality incases with increases in SEI level. Varions in code quality
(defect/KLOC affect the amount of corrective maintenance required in the model and are reflected in
maintenance costs.
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SCENARIOS EXAMINED AW

* Megaprogramming Baseline

* STARS Value Added

* Further Acceleration of Megaprogramming

" 2X Reduction Goal

K~saymU.ram Aas)wm ef 5' ARInmff

The results of modeling several diff renm sceios will be desribed. The scemarios we listed above. Each
sienario will be discussed in detail in later vugraphs.

The Megaprogramming Baseline refles our ben estimate of the rate a, which the FS and FT asscciated with
reuse, process, and SEEs will change over time. Several studies have shown that the adoption of new
technologies is exmemely slow. Saude by IDA have shown th, on avetage, it takes 9 years between the
iuroduction of a techlogy ,,'uil it is used 50% of the time (Fr - .50) and 18 years until its ise approaches
100%. The STARS Added Value scenario reflecs changes to the Frs and FSs to reflect acceleration in the
ado2to of these tehnologies and greawe savinW from their use. The Further Acuelenion of
Megaprogramming scenar looks at the impact of moving the adoption of these technologies up even faster
than the rte we envision with STARS. Finally, the 2X reduction scenario looks at one combination of model
parawten which do produce the stated goal outlined in the Software Technology Plan of reducing software
unit costs by a facto of two. The feasibility of meing thesz parameter values will be discussed.

For each of the senzrios, the botom liz values of interest are the total DoD softwe costs for each year
included in the scenari and the Net Preseat Value of savings in the future. The later discourts future consant
dollar saviings by 10% per year and, as such. represems a conservative measure of the economic value of

megarogrmmn technologies

Prior to presenting the scenros. the basic sructure of the model is briefly described.
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Delpe Expenditures

DeByelopLeve

Code=AdytT~SFraI

and~~~ by SF1 Levely lv

The model is iinle=,-ed as an Exce Tm r preaishme conzining approximately 40,000 cells. It requires about
1.2MB of disk space.

TwExcel is a registu vadeaik of Microsoft Crporatioo
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NEW DEVELOPMENT PORTION

OF MODEL -AM
*0

PM= cz(K sI) Reuse *Process *Tools * Synergy

I SEI Level 5

SEI Level 2

SEI Level 1

19"2 .0 .50
Reuse = 1 - (FT *FS) 1993 .11 .1

Process = 1-(FT*FS)

Tools = 1- (FT * FS) •
Synergy = f (Process, Tools) 20(4 .3o 60

Kewwtammm Amim or STAR5/vmnwa

The sucure of the Developmem portion of the model is shown above. A COCOMO-Ike aquation is used to
cakulaze effort and cost. Effort calcua iom are made for each SF1 level for each year from 1992 through
2009.

The alpha and beta tenrs vary across SEI levels as shown below. These coefficients generate software
development producivities conistem: with those reported in [PUNANM91).

SEI Level 1 4.75 1.06

2 2.80 1.05

3 1.50 1.04

4 1.20 1.03

5 1.00 1.02

The Reuse, Process, and Tool factors in the equmion represent the product of FS and FS which is subti-acted
from 1. These operate az do the Effort Adjustment Factors (EAFs) in COCOMO. The cotnbution of each of
the thre factors can be further enhanced via the Synergy facto; which is set to I for SEI Levels I and 2 and
less than I for Levels 3,4, and 5.

0
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0.190
0.175

0.15 Linear Growth

&sae wa.ReueUrs

0.00

The incaoraaoc of new technologies is represemed by the FT paameters in the model. As described arlier,
these parametm represe the fraction of software: that is being developed using the _ ng
technologies. The values of these pum~m am key de=minams of the dollar savings estuna using the
model

The figure above shows two ways thai the FT paramcus could be modeled. The stright line sh&ws a fixed
increase every year. While this is the simplest way to model changes in FT over time, it may not accurately
reflect the path by which some technologies come into use. For example, software rmms may be associated
with a substantial overhead at first as software librares are developed andl populated with componnts. This
would result in a slow increase in the catty years followed by a accelaatio. as libraries become more: fully
poplated andi finally aflneaisg out as proecs reach a&ceiling interms of the propori on of software that can
be developed from reusable componews This technlogy transiun pat is represened by the S-shaped
curve in the figure. In the model, the VTs ame linear across tim for procms and SEM and S-shaped for reuse.
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FE itng)
Code

Maintained Code

(New Code) * LAdaptive Code

COCOMO-Like Equations Obsolete
To Calculate Maintenance Cd
Costs

XeaVAwmma AamYm ot sTAR 7r.uas

The Maintzenance prtio is modelda n ivvatoy flow process. Maimen==~ beins with a stock of existing
code to be maintainedL Each ,y., nwly developed code is Wded to the total stock of mai-nid cwst. Some
code is deleted from the total stock via obsolesec and some is rectiginwaed. A porton of the 3tock of
maintained code is changed as a result of cr, , rve, adaptive, and perfective maintennc. Variations is code
quality (dedecfKLOC) affect the amiount of corrective maintenance and am reflected in mainte~iace costs.
The model assumes different defer densities and different maintenarce productivites for differeat SE! levels.
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MIEGAPROGRAMMING BASELLNE [AM-

* Reflects technology savings (FSs) and technology use (FTs)

without STARS

* FSs and FTs increase over time and across SEI levels

* Distribution of firms across SEI Levels

Level 1 .80 .59 .39
2 .12 .24 .25
3 .07 .11 .18
4 .01 .04 .14
5 .00 .02 .06

* 1992 SEI distribution from SEI assessments

Ltpr1amk A=Al 61 STAXS~rWWt1

The fir scenario represens the Megarxopammig Basel. This scemario rflects our ben estimates of the
savings (PSs) resulting from t-ghnologies and the fraction of tit= (FT) they are likely to be
used in the -bsum of STARS-relatd dfaoru to ark thes mchnologies.

The disutribuo of projects a'oss SE levels is shown above. The starting values were taken from the results of
the most recem SEI assessmen KITSON9 11. Te dstibuton changes anally with fewer projects in
Level 1 over tie and a p w propo tn at the higher level. The movement woes levels reTresens am
best cisae based on work by (PUTNAM9 I]. he SEI curremly has no such projectios.)

In the Me..a..rnming Baselina thc i'S -ad P 7 values increww pwuL j o,--" time and as one moves up the
SEI levels.
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STARS VALUE ADDED

0
" Distribution across SEI levels identical to Megaprogramming Baseline

(conservative assumption)

* Higher FSs and FTs
. 5% average difference for FSs
- 15% average difference for FTs

* Example with FTs for External Reuse

12 2000 0
Megaprogramming .09 .20 .30

STARS .09 .23 .38

* 10% more code can be maintained per person year

.#YBWWTAmmmk Asmal7 of ST.RfS&fMw

The dinbuon of proueac o SE level is the sun for the SrARS Value-Added scenaro as for the
M e-propmming Baseline Whbe the fas and FTs begin with idemical values for the first ye (1992),
the rate of increase is higher for the STARS Value-Added scueziio with the reslt that. on avenge, the FS
valuea e ampp wmezly 5% hiow' than for the ng Baseline while the FT values we
apomzy 15% hher.

One addinonal difference between the two scomos is a 10% irase for the STARS Value Added in the
amom of come that can be mauinmo per paon person yew.
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STARS VALUE ADDED: RESULTS (DIk

u31-

29 ______________________ .

is~

STARS Value Added A

K"aUM-Ea ABaIn o dSA*SUnMWl4

This chart presns the estimated addnonal savings DoD might reali= due to the STARS program. Again. the
estmates are presented in billions of then-year dollm. If we compute the value of the savings in todays dollars and
also accunt for the tim value of mow.ey by "discounting" the stream of savings. the result is a finzial measure of
mm called the Net Premen Value (NPV). The Office c( Management and Budget (0M:B) guidelines specify a
disco=~ rate of 10%. This rute was used in all the reported NPV results. The NPV of the additional STARS
savings is estimated to be $6.6 billion.

This is a consevzuve estimate of the potential savings fromi the STARS program for two reasons. First, many of
the savings will only be realized in the first dlecad of the nex cenany. For purposes of this study we ignore those
savings. Secood, we assiae it will take some wine for the hill exten of the payoff fromt STARS technology
infusion. Given OM3I's 10% discount raze, savings that occur in the out-years are rativ severely discounted.
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FURTHER ACCELERATON OF
MEGAPROGRAMMING (BY 1 YEAR)

• FTs and SEI leve! distributions moved from 2001 to 2000

* intermediate values interpolated

1992 1993 ... 2000 2001

Level 1 .80 .74 - .35
2 .12 .14 .-- .25
3 .07 .09 -.--- .19
4 .01 .03 .14
5 .00 .01 .07

XeymWlanmowk Abinm d STAkM.US 0

The at scea looks at the efecs accelerating technology uansidon by one yea. The STARS Value
Added scenario was chosen as the basel; for tis aaliysis, The disrbution of firms acro SE! levels in
the ye 2001 was assigned to the yen 2000. In addiio, the FTs fram the yw 2001 we assignod to the year
2000. Value betwem 1992 and 2000 were imrpolaed

0
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FURTHER ACCELERATION OF [

D

* FTs and SEI level distributions moved from 2002 to 2000

" Intermediate values interpolated

1992 1993 ... 2000 2001 2002

Level 1 .80 .74 .32
2 .12 .14 4-- .24
3 .07 .09 . .20
4 .01 .03 .16
5 .00 .01 .08

X&?v'Emwei8 Atjm of STARntruntft

Tis -mm looked x the ffeCt of ac4eh iang technology vansiion by two yeas. The STARS Value
Added aomaamo was agn chosm as the baseline for this analysis. The distibution of firms across SEI levels in
the ywv 2002 was assigned to the yew 2000. in addition, the Frs from the yew 2002 were assigned to the year
2000. Values beween 1992 and 2002 wer iiwpolated.
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2 X REDUCTION SCENARIO AM

What Does It Take To Reduce DoD Software Costs By A

Factor Of Two By The Year 2000?

One Approach: STARS + Accelerated movement SEI Levels

1992 12L4 12a9 i 2 00

SEI 1 .80 .60 .40 .20 .05

2 .12 .15 .19 .22 .10

3 .07 .18 .29 .39 .50

4 .01 .05 .08 .12 .25

5 .00 .03 .05 .08 .10

Many other approaches possible

As noted earlier, one of the goals of the Software Technology Plan is to rc4ure DoD softv,-ar costs by a factor
of two by the year 2000. We tried various combinations of savings genated by STARS arnd savings genereaec
by moving firms up SEI levels in order to -asceain if such a reduction was possible. Using the Megaprogramming
Baseline expenditures of $24B (in constant 1992 dollars) for the year 2000, we found a combination of savings from
STARS plus savings from moving firms across SEI levels that wiU result in expenditures of $12B in the year 2000.

Note that currently, 80% of software frms are in Level 1. This valu: has to dec-ese. to 5% in just eight years
to real= the 2X reduction goal. Is it pcssible to move from 80% of the firm in Level 1 to only 5% by the year
2000? It seems unlikely. --oweve, wthout prograrns such as STARS it is virtually impossible.
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2X SCENARIO: RESULTS

a-3 STARS Value Added

I Yr. A='L

2 Yr. A~cL

a5

325

1992 1993 1494 1995 194 4 48 16

Scnan PV(SQ
STARS value Aded S&6
I Yr. ACCei. 4.1
2 Yr. A~CCC.2.
2X Reduction 151

Th~e resu of the final sceno am presented grzphicaly abome The estimated NPV of the additional savings frorz

this sceario is $15.1 billion.
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CONCLUSIONS

* Small percentage changes in model parameters have large dollar
impacts

* To the extent that STARS can effect these changes, it will have an
enormous payoff

" Large savings can be captured by simply advancing technology
improvement by one year

* Reducing DoD software costs by a factor of two by the year 2000
will be very difficult to achieve

KvMWM k Am,,m STA.RSTmi.A0
This research is on-going n. theref any oonclusions we mighz draw about the partcular dollar savings
must be viewed as t-uzive. However, them are several conclusions that can be put forward.

First, the model is very senitive to small changes in several key parameters. These include the distibution of
fu-ms across SEI levels, the vlues of Fr, especially in the early years before their impact is dampened by
d,.coung, and the amount of code that can be - aintaed by one perion per year.

Second. to the extent that the STARS program can effect these changes, it will have a relatvely large payoff.
Even if the estimated discounted savings ae cut in half, STARS is still exemely cost effective.

ThrLd, the modtl suggests that a small a elerauon in the intoduction of new software technologies has a large
payoff.

Finally, acheving the goal of reducing total DoD software costs by the year 2000 wili requre signilkan
i.r"ove=~ in the way DoD develops and raintains software.
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ACRONYMS

DoD Depazunen of Defase

STARS Softwzre Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems
SEI - Softwae Engirag Institute

IDA In. ate for Defete Analyses
FS - Fration of Savings

FT - Fraction of TunM

PM - Person Month

CASE - Conputer Aided Software Ennginn
COCOMO - Consuuve Cost Model
LOC . Lie of Code
DARPA . defined on odin preseno
KDSI - Twusmids of Delivered Source Intructon
SwiTP - Sdwat Twbnology Plm

I

I
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TLCIHLNOLOGY TRANSITION
AN!)COMMUNITY INVOLVEM[ENT

John Foreman
STARS Progra a~ zIdnager
3 December 15t?,
(703) 243-t)55
jtf@,scic~nu.edu

TRANSITION AND COMMUNIMs INVOLVEMENTr

BRIEFING PURPOSE

*Discuss STARS technology transition CTT activities/plan

*Identify community participation opportunities
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

OUTLINE0

* Megaprogramming and
Culture Change

e Community Involvement

* Affiliates Prograrn

-do T w C-. hs -%W

TRANSITION AND COMMUN .rY INVOLVEMENT I

WORKING TOGETHER TOWARDS
MIGAPROGRAMMING

" Work together to evolve point solutions to meet broad cultural and
organizational needs

" Trial usage needed to evolve Megaprogramming processes and
technologies

" Suppliers and customers need to work together to better understand
and overcome the cultural impact and barriers to acceptance

58
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

* CULTURE CHANGE ISSUES

* Culture changes requires community involvement

* The changes will require us to work together to:
- Create a clear vision of Megaprogramming
- Gain insights into cost and benefits of Megaprogramming
- Develop, test and demonstrate the processes and technologies

necessary to support Megaprogramming
- Identify and validate migration paths
- Identify and reduce barriers and risks to adoption

0
TRANSITION AND , NCOMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT [@"

" Megaprogramming and
Culture Change

* Community Involvement

" Affiliates Program

S
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

RECENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT( 0

" Information Dissemination

- STARS quarterly newsletters

- TRI-Ada 90 and 91 booths

- STARS brochure
- STARS catalog
- Technical papers/presentations
- STARS Users Workshop (Sep 90)

" Provide neutral ground to foster community consensus/convergence

- Framework convergence meeting (Jan 91)
- CASE Vendors Workshop (July 91)
- ASIS Working Group (July, Oct 91)

TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

RECENT COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:)O

* Work within community to establish megaprogramming infrastructure

- Instrumental in establishing RIG
- Initiated SEI/STARS Process Asset Library development

- Established ASSET to facilitate electronic distribution of community
megaprogramming products

T.C .- "m ;CF VG.0
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOI.VEMENT

0CONTEXT FOR AFFILIATES PROGRAM

* STARS technology transition coordinator

• Packaging of interim products

* ASSET: Asset Source for Software Engineering Technology

* Commercialization

* Demonstration projects

0
TRANSITON AND COMMUNITY INVOLVENIENTF

STARS AFFI]LIATES PROGRAM OVERVIEW

" STARS Information Affiliates
- General community information dissemination

* STARS Technology Transfer Afriliates
- Commitment of cffort (STARS and Affiliates)

" STARS Prime Affiliates
iCase-by-ase basis between Uiliates and STARS

prime(s)

T rw, l T - C WM F- 1VGIO
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TRANSITON AND COMMUNMr INVOLVEMEN7'

INFORMAT!C N AFFILIATE

" How do you get information
- STARS newsletter, conferences, STARS mailing list
- Monthly brief.ngs and demonstrations at STARS Technology Center

(Start 1Q92)
- STARS bulletin board

" How do you get products
- Publicly released products described in STARS Catalog
- Hardcopy through DTIC and NT.S

. Electronic distribution through ASS;-7

" Cost
- Minimal, time to read and evaluate

* How to sign up
Fill out Information Affiliatc form in your package //

0
TRANSITON AND COMMUTY INVOLVEMENT

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (TT)
AFFILIATES

" How do you get information

- You will be provided an account on ASSET upon request

- Mailers, news groups on ASSET,...
- Technology exchange working groups

" How do you get products

- AFS account on ASSET for access to internal STARS work products

* Cost:

- Your organization committing a specific individual
- Staying up to date on STARS activities

- Participating in reviews and/or evaluations
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (TT)Q AFFILIATES (.,

How do you provide feedback

- Providing review and feedback on STARS work products

- Conducting alpha/beta test of products and providing lessons learned
- Participating in joint technology experiments
- Participating in TT Affiliates meelngs
- Futore STARS Conferences become TT/Prime Affiliates Users

meetings

0
TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

TECHINOLOGY TRANSFER (TT)AFFILIATES (3)

2 way technology transition

- Broaden exposure for your technology to technically knowledgeable
community

- Publicize your prodacts supporting megaprogramming in ASSET
- Potential use of your domain specific assets on a demonstration project

* How to sign up

Number of TIT Affiliates Limited
- Participate in appropriate technology area sessions this evening

Submit "iT Afiliates questionnaire and information forms

7 r CJ P.'VCI.
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TRANSITON AIND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

STARS PRIME AFFILIATES 9YA-A

* Approach: extended 'IT affiliate that also works directly with STARS

prime(s). Examples:

- Co-development of SW engineering capabilities
- Joint commercialization effort
- Prime may provide access to SEE testbeds for selected integration

experiments

* How to sign up
- Negotiation with individual STARS primes on a case-by-case basis
- Contact Boeing, Unisys, IBM, program managers

T.A i T - . C - v h.f-f1 h--WIIlGIJ

4

TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

JOIN US IN TRANSITION TO
MEGAPROGRAMMING

Point __ Te thnol. ' C• A ltad tn;-
5o4 zbitons _ '> EVOUUtion Impact - t70ttf
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TRAINSITON AND COMMUNITY NVOLVEMENToTECHNOLOGY TRANSITION APPROACH ( -,PA

PrnntTecbnolo CuraI nasaoIionl-
onE L on Impac izai

Mlipto Disjoint I oegitted Tftenlog Adopbo,. Barrer Gesru Commenty
Techgotgy Tr~sr gedhu 1arsson Strat.o Risk Reduction Adepaio.
-Ndwsi)tters -Idq*hirm2w* of

-cutrocsreceptor grups Lessons Lasrved
-Sawledi Bar -Aiphaibets Usage

by Primes
-AITaies Progress Mig...i Path$
-STARS

STARS Cawala/ ASSET ASSET
DTIC dunbbss.

Sbcigwa disaibli~im Packaging interm Demo Projects Commamerasaie
.( STARS Peost products -tmsalisted was5..
Solutios Wm
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN. AND
STARS

Barry Boehm
DARPA
STARS 91
4 December 1991

DsO $SW?? -t STx~fl 5 JV1J

0
THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

OUTLINE

* Software Technology Plan (SWTP) Overview

* Relation to Software Action Plan (SWAP)

* Why will the SWTP make a difference?

- Driven by user needs
- Focused on high-leverage strategies

- Integrated across technology and management

- Developed by its responsible implementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

STARS support of SWTP

SSWTP participation opportunities

07
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND -TARS
OVERVIEW OF DOD SOFTWAI.

TECHNOLOGY PLAN

" Part of DDR&E Software Action Plan

" Scope includes all DoD software technology base, FY 1992-2007
- 6.1, 6.2, 6.3A Software Science and Technology Programs

" Being created by DoD software technology program managers

- With extensive external review cycle

" TWo investment program levels defined
- Current program: flat out-year budgets
- Achievable program: increase to cover technology opportunities

" ROI analysis performed to determine whether investment justified

00 JWTP -d STAM4 £ &VJ

I

THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

SWAP CONTEXT

" Software is key to smart, flexible DoD forces

- Desert Storm: PGNI's, Patriot, surveillance, logistics

" Software is difficult to acquire and support

- USAF/ESD: 70% of problem projects due to software

" Software cost increasing from current $24-32B/year level

I
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

o SWAP OBJECTIVES

By year 2000:

" Reduce equivalent software life-cycle costs by a factor of 2

" Reduce software problem rates by a factor of 10
- Acquisition: problem-project rate
- Operations: software failure rates

" New levels of mission capability, interoperability

- Global surveillance and communications
- Precision strike
- Stealth/counter- stealth
- Undersea superiority
- Superior ground combat vehicles
- Training, readiness and simulation
- Technology for affordability

THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

SWAP APPROACH

1. Bring software process under management control

2. Integrate controllability and efficiency .ia technology
- While expanJing mission functionality

3. Concurrentiy pursue other enabling actions
- Personnel, education, data rights, policies and standards

4. Effect closed-loop continuous process improvement
- Via integrated management and technology program

9
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLGGY PLANi AND STARS

SWAP CAPABILITY GOALS AND
INITIATIVES

CAPABILITY GOALS CURRENT INITIATIVES

* Modern, integrated system/life-cyle process a DoD-STD-2167A, 7935A upgrades

" Reinforced by strong management assessment * DAB software expert reviewers
capabilities * SEI SW maturity assessments

* Reinforced by cost-effective software * DoD Software Technoloay Plan
technology • Open system standards

" Performed by capable, mature, DoD contractor * SEJ SW maturity assessments
organimtions and people * SW personnel, education initiatives

" Quantitative improvement via instrumemtation * Core SW metric standards
and analysis * SW in StIL-STD--881B(W S)

THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

OUTLINE

* Software Technology Plan (SWTP) Overview

* Relation to SWAP

* Why will the SWTP make a difference?

S- Driven by user needs
- Focused on high-leverage strategies
- Integrated across technology and management

- Developed by its responsible implementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

* STARS support of SW!?P

* SWTP participation opportunities
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

o TIE Sli TP IS DRIVEN BY USER NEEDS

* Initiated by analysis of service needs documents

* Integrated with DoD S&T strategic framework

* Iterated with user community

" Involves users in technology development

&. SW.7 -. ST4Af'A B..t

0
THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

EXAMPLE OF NEEDS AND CAPABILITIES

C31 Function Needed Needed Software Capability Current Software Capability

Evaluate threat situation and * Decsion-oriented information e Only for relatively simple
available options, particularly for presentation decision situations
compk. deceptive, adversary
situations

e Smooth hypermedia * Fragile, moderte-scale initial
inormstion structure capabilities
navigation

e Rapid prototying e Good for graphic user
interfam; limited for
information navigation

0 * Scalable, integraled database o Some initial medium-scale to
and knowledge-ba.l arte-scale capabilities
capabilitie3
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS
DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY

NEED AREAS

Process

Q=1reter- Coi a Unmannedale Tailoring Efficent- !n,.n~dManufg,. Interoperable *Protoy 9 developmentVePlatom Science * Portable *Rqts. Enigr - modification
FueVhk& oto Engr - Usable Design * Visible

O* Sensors and Robust Support
Eeue Surveillance Seur * Product

*Manage Saloftrnc
*Transmit Info - Tactical DecisionAsuac
*Dwv Uf supr Management

- mu'sa- & Inter-Unit ~1-
Ck""uicaliions * Finance

Integratead Comibat Systaim.

THE DOD SOF"TWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS
SWTP ITERATION WITH USER

COMMUNITY

1990 Drafts 1,2,3 Scoping current efforts, technology areas

4/91 Draft 4 User needs, technology integratioi.

8/91 Draft 5 Si~ -cific programs; investment yriorities

10/91 DraP 6 Public relezse version approval
- Funding details not included

1/92 Contractor and researcher review; integration
w~ith POM 94

3/92 SWI? Public Forum
(3/31 - 4/2/92, Tyson's Corner)

5/92 Baseline Plan
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THE DOD SOMV'ARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS 00:[ R
0OUTLINE

" Software Technology Plan (SWVTP) Overview

" Relation to SWAP

* Why will the SWTP make a difference?

- Driven by user needs
=moo.] - Focused on high-leverage strategies

- Integrated across technology and management
- Developed by its responsible implementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

" STARS support of SWTP

" SWTP participation opportanities

0
THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLA&N AND STARS

SnT FOCUS ON HIGH-LEVERAGE
STRATEGIES

9 Return on investment (ROI) analysis

- Re-engineering
- Reuse

- Process

- Tools

- Technology transition

* Building or strengths

- Organizational roles
- External technology

0.0 SW"? STAU'8 ft-WJ4
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STARS AND MEGAPROGRAIMMNING
PROGRAM RESULTS BY SOURCE OF 0

SAVINGS (P

0

0

01

1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008

Year

STARS AND MEGAPROGRAMIMING
BUILDING ON STRENGTHS: EXTEkN4AL

TECHNOLOGY

" Where possible, get DoD technology commercialized

" Or, get commercial technology DoD-ized
- Ac-cominodadng Ada, embedded real-time, high assurance, high

performance .oftware

" This makes the "Iron Law of Software Mahitenance" affordable
- -For every $1 you spend on Software Product Development, you will

spend at least $2 on its maintenance"
- Commercialization spreads maintenance costs over much larger user

base tban DoD

D.01W7 17408 ji.0M~
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAkN AND STARS

oOUTLINE RPA
" Software Technology Plan (SNNTP) Overview

" Relation to SWAP

* WThy will the SWTP make a difference?
- Driven by user needs
- Focused on high-leverage straiegies
- Integrated across technology and management
- Developed by its responsible imnplementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

" STARS support of SNNTP

" SWIT participation opportunities

THE~~~~ DOD? SOTWR TECHNOLOG PLA ADSAR

" Integrating technology visions: ICS-2007, CIM-2007

" Product flow and dependency integration: roadmaps

* Technology area maturity snapshots and progi-am plans

" Integrating strategic themes

" Investment portfolio management guidelines

A0
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS
PORTION OF SNVTP PROCESSAf

TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP W__

SW

I--
C.4fM C M-CALCAS1 I

"WId SW iS
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

SWFTP INEGRATING STRATEGIC THEMIES (P
" Nlegaprograinming

" High-level re-engineering

" Process support and techn,3ilog/management synergy

" Commercial technology leverage

*Integrating artificial intelligence and software engineering
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND) STARS

0OUTLINE

" Software Technology Plan (SWV'P) Overview

" Relation to SWAP

" Why will the SWTP make a difference?
- Driven by uset needs

- Focused on high.leverage strategies
- Integrated across technology and management
- Developed by its responsible implementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

" STARS support of SWIP

" SWFP participation opportunities

D.C SWTP. '4S 7AWIE ll ~l

TIN DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

SWTP TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION
INITIATIVES

* User involvement in technology development

" Joint government/industry/university projects

* Process maturity assessments

" Mid-life cost-effectiveness reviews

" Stimulate technology advocates and receptors

" Closed-loop IR&D process

" Annual DoD Software Technology Conference

" Open systems

7
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECH NOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

OUTLINE[

" Software Technology Plan (SWTP) Overview

* Relation to SWAP

" Why will the SWIJ make a difference?

- Driven by user needs
- Focused on high-leverage strategies
- Integrated across technology and management
- Developed by its responsible implementors
- Focused on technology transition to customers

=- a STARS support of SWTP

" SWT. participation opportunities

STARS SUPPORT OF SWTP

SWrP THEME ST.AARS SUPPORT

" Megapropammi * SEE, Reuse support

" Commerlal technology leverage * Primesicommercial counterparts
* CASE vendors/SEE frameworks

" Process support 9 SEE, Process technology

" Tool integration * SEE franwork

" Metrics and continuous process improvement * SEE instrumentation
* Evaluation projects
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THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS

0 STARS TOOL INTEGRATION CHALLENGE
Requirement Engineering Team Support Management

Requirements elictation Data interchange Metric data gathering, perturbation
Prototyping Control flow. aoces management analysis
Domain analysis Decision and process management Metrc selection
Simulation and modeling of Generatoa Metric analyis and synthesis
components and systems Compilers. optimizers VM/CM

Specification and reasoning Appliction generators Traceability
Design Support Domain specific Cost, risk estmation and analysis

Desin elicitation and process Multi-language interoperability Tool integration and management
support Component composition Scheduling. projection. status

Architecture and interface Life Cycle Resource allocation management
management Reverse engineering Code Management

Interface conformace Process management and support (specs. code, design, procem, etc.)
Prototyping Impact analysis Syntax analy i

Reengineering Errw Repair
A Cusmtciation, adaptation Debugging

Test, test caoe generation InstrumentationA a li s static semantic .flow _PerfrmaneU e nefa eD sg
Use- Interface DesignFormal analysis Instrumentation of software/hardware

Inspection Analys Menus
Hybrid test/formal analysis Simulation of components/systems Reports

Documentation

Searching. KB manirs
Hypertext. hypermeia
Design information reerd
support
Generation

&OWTPr..¢ ffAPS a EllmwGS0
THE DOD SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PLAN AND STARS[

PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNTIES

1990 Drafts 1,2,3 Scoping current efforts, technology areas

4/91 Draft 4 User needs, technology integration

8/91 Draft 5 Specific programs; investment priorities

10/91 Draft 6 Public release version approval
- Funding details not included

1/92 Contractor and researcher review; integration
with POM 94

3!92 SWrP Public Forum
(3/31 - 4/2/92, Tyson's Corner)

5/92 Baseline Plan

0
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STARS '91
TRACK 1 PROCESS DRIVEN

DEVELOPMENT

Tuesday December 3, 1991
2.00-2:45 Proces Driven Development Vision, Dick Drake, IBM

Strategies, and Achievements

2:45-3:15 Break

3:1S-4.00 Process Concepts Dr. James E. King, Boeing

4:00-4:30 Break

4:30-5:15 Process Asset Library Jun Over SE

8:00-9.30 Community Involvement Working
Group: Process Driven Development

0
STARS '91

TRACK I PROCESS DRIVEN
DEVELOPMENT

Wednesday December 4, 1991

8:30-9.15 Experiment in Process Definition Carol l~ngidr, TRW
and Repre srntation

9.15-9.45 Break

9.45-10-.30 Enacting the Software Process William H. E, IBM

10.30-11.00 Break

11.00-11:45 Process Measurement Hal Hari, TRW

1:45-2:30 Technology Feedback Session Bill Hodges, Boeing

0
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STARS '91

PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
VISION, STRATEGY AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Dick Drake
STARS Process Architect
IBM Federal Sector Division
3 December 1991
(301) 240-6149
ddrake ajpo.sei.cmu.edu

0



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

OUTLINE

* Background

- Motivation

- Key terms

o Process vision

- Assumptions

o STARS strategies and achievements

- Objectives

- Approach

- Product plan

- Achievements

o Summary ,t. D- D
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PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

MOTIVATION
0I

" The national capacity to develop quality software does not meet

current need

" Quality is a determinant of cost and schedule

" Software quality is determined by:

- People (skills and domain knowledge), process and technology

" Process management improves the effectiveness of:

- People, process and technology

" There are few products that have the explicit capability to support a

tailored project-specific software development process

Why is software proc.ss important? The national capacity to develop quality software products in a reliable, predictable

manner, does not meet the crrent need in the United States. Software product quality is a key determinant of both software

cost and schedule. Lack of attentioti to the quality of a software system during its complete development cycle will almost

certainly result in increases in cost and schedule over the long run.

Software quality is determined by people (their skills and their knowledge of the application domain), process and technol-

ogy used to produce the software product. Process management has been shown to improve the effectiveness of the people,

process and technology used to produce software. However, within the domain of software development. there are few

products that have the explicit capability to support a tailored, project-specific software development process. The STARS

mission is to accelerate the availabiiity of processes and technologies to support process dnven dCvelopn L
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PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

WHAT IS SOFTWARE PROCESS?

~0

Software Process: P = A3

A set of Activities performed by
Agents (people / machines) which create and manipulate

Artifacts (data) to produce a system

Software Process Element - a component of a process ranging from

individual process steps to very large parts of process

e Examples

- Configuration management process

- Inspection / review process

- Meeting process
-M D, CWamWV,4

First let's define a few key terms and concepts which will be important to an understanding of how STARS is supporting

the definition and automation of software process. One simple way to define software process is to look at it as a set of

Acivities. performed by Agents (people or machines). which create and manipulate Artifacts (data. wock products) to pro-

duce a system. It is important to remember &hat process is always there whether we carefully define it or not. Problems

occur when processes are poorly defined, misunderstood and inconsistenly applied.

Software processes = made up of software process elements. A process element is a component of a process ranging from

individual p==s steps to very large parts of a process. For example within a configuration management process you

might expect to ind a number of process elements for conducting inspections or reviews. Likewise you would probably

find meeung processes incorporated within a review process.

6



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

DEFINED PROCESS LIFE CYCLE

r1
A defined process is a process that is

* Documented

* Taught

" Applied Define

An evolutionary life-cycle for Evolve
improving a defined process: Use Evv

SMeasure

O One of the mos important concepts with respect to process driven development is the notion of a defined process. To qiWaJ-
ify as a defined process it is not sufficient to have the process described in a notebook which can be found on the desk of all
project personneL A defined process muss be documented, it muss be taught to the people expected to apply it and it must
be applied as documented and taught.

Process, however, is not a statc thing. Proccsses are constantly changing and a process which is not changing is probably
obsolete. Therefore, one must %iew process in zeims of an evolutionary life-cycle for improving a defined process. A sun-
ple way to think r4 this life cycle ts:

" Defim - Establish the organizabons process, adapt it to Jte specific pro.ect and product requirements ayd ran peo-
ple in its use.

" Use - Apply the process As d-,fined

" Measwe - Constantly monitor and measue the process as it is being peiformed

* Evolve - Continually evotve and Lmprove the process based on the measurements and experience gained.

At each iteration through this cycle the definition would be refined.

0
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" Technology Supported
" Collaboradve Developm~ent by GeographisalIy

Megppagramg i an emergig paradigm which wil dramatically change the way we product suftware. A change of
this proporton will takte a long am to pervade the industry. A key ekcment of this emerging paradigm is process dn'.en
developmnent. The following pages will define what is meam by process driven and provide some underlying assumptions
about how it can be applied.



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

PROCESS - DRIVEN VISION

e Organizational process is established and then adapted and tailored
to meet project and product goals

• Software developmerf is guided by a defined process

* Environment and tools are integrated to support a defined process

e Defined process promotes collaboration and teamwork by making
activities, roles, and dependencies visible

* Process management discipline supports continuous improvement of
the defined process through measurement and feedback

Process driven development begins when ar "- -.. n establishes the processes necessary to support their objectives.

T'hese proceto ,h,., A .. ored to meet the needs of the specific project and product to be built. The software
.. -,nment activities will be guided by this defined process (documented, taught and applied). A software development

environment and its tools would be established and integrated based on the tailoled process. This implies that you under-
stand your process before you select your tools to wry out the process.

The use of the defirned process will promote collaboration and teamwork by making acti'ities, ro!es (taken on by agents)
and dependencies visible to all project personneL The discipline associated with a defined process will result in continuous
process improvement through measurement and feedback (Define, Use, Measure, Evolve).

So in summary, process driven development implies that you have a defined process which is tailored to the problem and
which is commually improved through measurement and feedback.

@9



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

VISION ASSUMPTIONS
4

Process creation:

* A process architectural model can be defined that prescribes the
architectural features of process components necessary for their
creation and use in process design

* A process can be partitioned into component parts (elements), that
can be reassembled into other ei.ective, project-specific processes

* A reliable technique can be defined to support the development of
project-specific processes from component parts

Ther are several important assumptions underlying process driven development. Processes will be developed somewhat
like software itself. A process architecture will be created in order to support the use of process elements in the construction
of the process. Process will be consrt-cted by assembling existing component parts to support project and product specific
rquiremnents. In other words, the processes will be constucted using libraries of exisang process elements. Since proc-
esses need to be corntriwed, tailored and refined, a "pocess life-cycle process" will be developed to guide this process
evoluton.

1
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PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT Am![ l

VISION ASSUMPTIONS (CONT.)

0
Process automation:

* A process definition can be embedded in and govern the tailoring of a
project-specific Software Engineering Environment (SEE)

Process management within a SEE will require specific tooling for
representation, design, modeling, enactment and measurement of
process

* Process instrumentation and data collection can be automated within
a SEE by providing enactia.ent services and data collection processes

Pross driven development will require significant automation. The assumptions related to automation include the notion
that process can be defined in a formal enough way to be embedded within the software engineering environment. This
implies that the process is cenral to the tailoring of the environment. The resulting environment will contain knowledge of
the process and thereby it will be able to offer many opportumities for automation.

The management of large complex software applications will require process support. In the future software development
environments will contain support capabilities for representing, designing, modeling, simulating, measuring, enacting, dy-
namically changing and evolving software process.

The key to process improvement is measurement and feedback. Software engineering environments can be expected to con-
tain support for insunmentaion and data collection. These capabilities will have a great potential for automation in an envi-
ronment which has an embedded process definition incorporated within iL

11



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

STARS STRATEGY AND ACHIEVEMENTS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-ig AnEegngPrdg

*TecbnooV Supported
*CoUaboadv Development by Geognpbicaliy

The previou pas have provided conwxt and definizon to the Megapogrammiring nwotion of proes driven developfmL
The resnainder of this peetaaon will concentrate on t STARS actvites in suppor of the STARS misson to acccleral
the trnton tw the poesdriven deveiopment aspects of Megaprogrammning.

12



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

STARS PROCESS OBJECTIVES
0

" Provide empirical evidence supporting the concept of:

Process Process SEE ImprovedS . e Pros . Quality,Concepts I Definition S pr Productivity,I I + Support - PrdcitI
L ~ Reliability

* Successfully demonstrate the ability to combine and adapt software
process elements to create project specific processes

" Successfully demonstrate the benefit of automated process support
provided by a SEE

STARS has an objective to demonstate the value of process duiven development. This includes providing evidence sup-
portng the following coocepc

" If you stan with a good set of piocess concepts, den create a process definition to support f project and product
goan md support this with automated process support within the envuvooment,

* Then the results will be improved quality, producivity and reliability.

STARS will demonsrate the ability io combine and adapt software process elements in order to crate a project specific
procs STARS will also demonwam tde benefits that autemanon for the process within te SEE. The remaining pesenta-
aom within s track will elaborate on dis concept.

13



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

STARS PROCESS OBJECTIVES (CONT.)

Provide process and technology support to assist software development
organizations in their progression up the SEI Capability Maturity
Model (CMM) for defining, measuring, and evolving the project's
life cycle processes

STARS~~,jj p~~v~e w4 ~gv uppor to ssis softare evelPoess o ontroaln herprgesinu
th S] apbiit MiwtyMoel(CM) Tisinluesboh upor fr heuasiio t pocPrdrvecdeeopes
suc ascnaeps, uidlies nd ocniqes el asbasc ablie andtoosnee o Optim cess drve evlpm

Fou4o



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

STARS PROCESS APPROACH

Soluion Evolution

0 Crncept pvois - 0 S,-,.,u demon-
*~~~~sx tdiira i a Omf pro==

-z ~n- f fndemzat O~k~tmn an ~i defimton and man-
librapft e L ry o ftmdamead 9 Gudlines and tech- agemeat on DoD~tO=3 Caq~t to assets ptoo defini- Mole=

t bomrne and mcanremnt * Cum Wa
* pos Iodeb3 0 ~zazvv Gowecivea for tailorint o

e~lf mna frm i e prm s
" Pm aa a derapint: s339Mzib ___

apaunam9 *ja~ to ande andceplk
appa aotrn- * Idemrtiy and puIm Manaltta

= a ea9n ma a= benefit models
of a deft pno tI for -ddevetopinem

I'm STARS approach to accelerating the shift to Megaprogramming involves starting with point solutions and then evolving

thom solutions to support software in the large, This involves mauring and integrating the capabilities within the software
engineering enviromeaL At the same time as the capabilities ar being matured. STARS will address cultural issues of
how to apply these concepts and how to tansition organizations to a process driven approach. STARS will focus its efforts
in the key areas:

* Process definition and iceresentation

" Proces Asset Library

" Proces enactment and meamement

STARS will atempt to begin the inaszionalizanto of the process driven conc.pts by demonstrating the benefits on real
DoD projects. The STARS prime contactors will work with their commercial counterparts and the CASE vendor commu-
nity to commercialize the process support capabilities and integrate them within software engineering environments.

15



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

STARS PROCESS PRODUCT PLAN

October '91:

" Prototype process definition and management tools

" Experienced tested process examples

* Evaluation reports and guidelines

October '92:

* Refinement of above to support "friendly user" evaluation

- Opportunities for technology transition affiliates

0.
Over the last year STARS process efforts have been focused on evtperimennng with and evaluating a number of point solu-

tions. This includes prowtypos of a number of different process definition and management tools. STARS in conjunctioo

with the SEI has gathered from industy sources a .nany expenence tested processes and has defined a severul modem proc-

esses STARS has also published cocepwt guidelines and lessons learned reports. The specific items are described later in

this presentation and further elaborated in other presmaons within this Lck.

Over the next year STARS will mature these capabilities and begin integrating them in software engineering environments.

By the fourth quarter of 1992, these capabilities will be applied in a number of test projects (alpha test cases) in order to
gain expere e to help reflie the capabilities. This may offer opportunities for interested Technology Transition affiliame
to work closely with the STARS program.

0
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~PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

i STARS PROCESS PRODUCT PLAN (CONT.)

October '93:

* Process Asset Library (PAL)

* SEE support for demonstration projects

- Tools for definition and modeling

- Tools to support process enactment and measurement

* Guidelines and training materials

* Establish a process support team to assist demonstration projects

October '94 / '95:

Refine and commercialize

O The STARS demonsration projects will begin in October of 1993. At that time STARS will have capabilities available to
support these projects including a Process Asset Library and process definion. modeling, enacunen and measurement
ools. Guidelines and traning material will be available to support these capabilities. A process support team will be
formed to provide ongoing support for the demonstration projects.

During 1994 and 1995, STARS will work with the demonstration projects, the STARS affiliates ant, the CASE vendor
commuity to enhance and refine the capabilities.

0
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PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

ACHIEVEMENTS 0
* Tools and languages to define process

- Software Process Management System (SPMS) prototype
(IBMISAIC)

- Artifacts, Agents and Activities (AAA) Process Formalism
(Boeing/Honeywell)

- Process Experimentation in SADT, MVP-L and APPL/A
(Unisys/TRW)

Further infirmation on the dcaients, tools and processes listed on these charts can be found either through the STARS

Catalog or through participmnon in the STARS Technology Transer Affiliates prograrn. Many of the capabilities are avail-

able for dmonsauion.

18



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

0ACHIEVEMENTS (CONT.)

Tools supporting a defined process

- Policy representation prototype using control point process
enactment mechanism (Boeing/Honeywell)

- Action item browser (human agent interface to process
enactment)

- Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant (CEPA) prototype
(IBM/SETIUES)

- This is an applicati.n of the KI-Shell product from UES

- Software Process Management System (SPMS) prototype
(IBM/SAIC)

- Interface and packaging support for Amadeus Measurement
System, available 1Q92 (Unisys/TRW)

Amadeus comes from the Arcadia project and UC Irvine

19



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

ACHIEVEMENTS (CONT.)

Processes

- Cleanroom engineering software process (IBM/SET)

- Composite Process Model (Unisys/TRW)

- Risk-reduction reasoning-based development paradigm tailored to
Navy C2 systems (Unisys/TRW)

- Software-first system development process (IBM)

- SEI/STARS joint effort to acquire experience tested processes

- Domain analysis process (IBM/SAIC)

- Asset certification process (Unisys)

- IEEE P 1074 process component set (SAIC)

0
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0 ACHIEVEMENTS (CONT.)

Concepts / guidelines / lessons learned

- Process Concert-t Summary (Unisys/BoeingflBNlOthers)

- Software Process Tools and Techniques Evaluation Report (IBM)

- Process Concepts Scenarios (Boeing)

- Process Definition Advisory Group (PDAG) Workshop Report
(SEI)

- Process Programming Language Experimentation Report
(Unisy..TRW)

- Process Programming Experiment: Initial Lessons Learned
(Unisysi/TRWIUniversity of Maryland)

21



PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

SUMMARY

Project/ProdudExecuti s

-oti :. Z:-

Process driven c~velopmenm begins with a defned proes which has been tailored to meet the specific: ptL)ject and produi
requirements. The process is performed, nmitored and measured. The feedback is used to evolve the process and refine
the process definition.

22
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STARS'91

Traci: PROCESS Session: 2

Title: Process Concepts

Presenter. Dr. James E. King Organization: The Boeing Company. Defense & Space Group

Theme:
Process-driven Environments provide the means to achieve improved quality by reducing variability in planning, by
eliminatin costly and eror-prone sequenes of tasks, and by prtviding data which assists in improving the defined
processes being used.

Objective:

Articulate the long range concepts and identify what STARS will be able to achieve.

Abstract

What is a process-driven software engineering mvironment? How will it effect the way I work? How can it help me
work beer?. These questions and other related topics will be addressed by examining the effects on typical users of
the environment, the types of activities that will be affted. and the interrelationship between users' activities that
will result from the transi ion to megaprogramming. The concepts will be illustrated through scenarios of user
interction with the envisioned process-4riven software engineering environment. The scenarios will represent user

views specific to activities performed by different users at various times in the life of a system development project.

0
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

OUTLINE

" STARS Program

* STARS Process Approach

* Process Concepts

* Process-Driven Development

* Project Management

" Process Enactment

" Process Modeling and Design

* Future Directions a

Slide 2: Tile: Process Concepts

STARS is focusing its attention c an emerging paradigm. enitled Megaprogaming. which is baled o
incorporating,

Process-driven.
* Domain-specific reuse-based
* Temoogy supported.
* Collaborative development

technologies into software development.

STARS mission is to acoaeere the shift to this emerging paradigm.

Although STARS has identified these four major thrumsts, they are not independent In fact the process thrust is
another instance of a specific domam. Each of these areas which are presented through the four tracks at this
conference are highly interrelated The defined process is deployed with technology support to provide a process-
driven Software Engiteering Environment (SEE). The SEE provides network based collaboraive development and
distuibuted computing in an open archtecre.

The focus of this presentation is to elaborate the STARS view of process driven software development and how this
emphasis leads to higher levels of product quality. A long-term view of process-driven development will be
presented. Different views of this system will be illustrated in terms of activities associated with different users.
Early point solutions will be discussed and the ground-work laid for the STARS process activities. 4
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

OSTARS PROCESS APPROACH PW

Point Technology CurrlInstitution-

*Process Fait. istra
- ComparlSlon Study
- AAA Process Formalism~

*Process Asset
- Process Asset Ubrary

*Process; Enactnerrt
- Control-Pokft Risk Management Strategy Applied Process-Driven
- Role-Based to Capability Improvement and Softwar Engineerin

*Process Managemnent Integration with the SoftwareEniomt
-Software Process Engineering Environmeont

Mgmt. Systm
*Process Engineerling

- A wss ModelingO & Design Capability
*Process Measurement

0- Amadeus, Expermom

Slide 3: Tide: STARS Process Approach

STARS approach for developing the process-driven development capabilities is touse an iteratve development, risk-
reduction approach which begins with point solutions which are being or have been developed. They include (1)
process formnaliam comparisons which is the topi of a later session in tbis track, (2) process formalim definition
which is used to specify the process definitions used in the Control Point Process Demio, (3) process asset collection,
the topic of the next session in this track. (4) enactment mechanisms such a the Control Point and Role-Based
solutions which are being demnstated at this conference and described both herm and in a later session in this track.
(5) process management capabilities which are discussed both here and in a later session and demonstrated with the
Software Process Management System (SPMS) in the exhibit ara. (6) process modeling and design capabilities
discussed later in this session , and (7) process metric capability which is described in a later session in this tack.
These concepts and prototypes are evaluated against a risk management strategy in order to, prioritize the
development activities during each phase. Early solutions and capabilities ame integrated as appropriate with the
developing SEE in order to evaluate further capabilities and to minimiz the risks in developing the process-driven
SEE.
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

PROCESS OBSERVATION & HYPOTHESIS

Observation
Having an agreed-upon and commonly shared software
development process model is a major factor in an organization's
software development effectiveness (Curtis, Krasner, lscoe ,1988).

Hypothesis
The software process is an Important leverage point from which
to address software product quality and productivity issues.

The state of software engineering practice is largely ad-hoc.

Establishing the use of defined processes as standard software
engineering practice is a prerequisite for improvement.

Slide 4: Tite: Process Observation & Hypotbesis

As background for the emphasis oin process driven software cevelopnem thate have been nmerous studies of
software projects which focused an the effectiveness of an organization to develop quality software products (see
Curtis, K~rasner, & Iscoe, 1988, Communications of the ACM 31 (11) 1268-87). These studies have identified a
qin -ng correlation between the product quality and the presence of an agreed-upon and commnly shared software
development proess. Recent articles and conference topics have identified the need for defined prnc ess to guarantee
repeatability, measurability, and adaptability of process definitions in order to facilitate process impovemenL.

Some of the probems that can result from a lack of an explicit process model are that each softwe develomen
project muss manually perfo- the tasks necessar to produce project-specific plans, which is susceptible to costly.
error-pra sqene of tasks. In addition, the plans ane highly variable in content and quality, depending on the
individuals involved& By n= having a defined process, it is difficult to obtain meaningful measmemenws of the
process that is being used so that process improvement. cnno be obtained. The variability of processes used from
project to project m= that any historical data gathered is difficult to correlate and use to predict behavior for
another projecL Therefore, a defined process supports the STARS objective of getting the processes practiced in a
--- ne that allows measurement, and consequently analysis and improvement which promotes improved product
qualty.
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0~f PROCESS CONCEPTS
LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION (o

Developers of Software tcs
-Is applied to develop -rcs Process Engineer

and *ON* -Project Managers
*Software Engineers

Software Development Process J1J
- Isappled t~eveop ~Developers of Software Product

sapid e oevelo Poiet Mhnagers
an vleSoftware Prodicneersi

Deploaed SofwoduPcduc

Slide S: ide: Loevels of Abstraction

One of the most overused words ;n recent technical discussions is the word process. It has different meaning to
different people. It often takes on different meaning based on usage such as a process for an organization
CUmpaed to a proe. for raquirements traceability. In this discussion, process is used to reference several
diffeent levels of abstraction. Most often process is used to referenc-e the Software Development Process that is
used by a project to develop and evolve the software product. However, this Software Development Process is
determ2aed by composition, adaptation, and taring of pr.es blocks %"hich are -aintined in a proes reuse
library. This compoisition, adaptation, and tailoring, Is itself performed by a process, the Software Development
Proces Process and instantiated, scheduled, and installed by a Software Process Management Process. In a
process-dr ive development, all of these levels are presenL Measurement of the processes in use suggst
improvements to the software development process as well as to the higher level Software Development Process
Process. As a SEE becomes more process-driven, the need for a specialist in composing processes develops. This
specialist define process blocks and works with project managers and software engineers to adapt the definitions
to the needs of the project.

S
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PROCESS CONCEPTSI

ORGANIZATIONAL INTERACTION_____

Custoe

DefinedPrpro"

P~i Deve lopmentt * ais/constrailts
P? ~emU Support Project - Guldance/Hlstorlcal Data

* * Resources

Parent
pwdv Organization

Vendor ExperienE, ces, Metrics
-CUM *o Proems Improvement

9Wd sw *Completed SW Product
fteft" *Wd Resource Requirements

*FuneMadeg I Prem ste

#A"" ~ ~ "M -on om w~sf I cotaco

Slide 6: Title: Organizational Interaction

A dend ;woCessI does not exist iaolated from the interactions of the development or support project and the
remainder of the organization and external stake-holders. For in organization to improve its ability to produce
higher quality products, it is necessary for the defined processe to be adapted and tailored to other projects within
the orgaization. Th1s process use will provide historical data which will contribute to understanding improvements
in processes to provide higher quality. In addition the parent organization provides goals and ornxiss relative to
the business interests of the organizaion as well as resources to suppot the project.

Many larg development projects involve numeous subconuwatzs that are often geographically dispersed.
Prcesses which are desiped to support network-based collaborative development provide measurement capabilities
and historical informion which can be used to improve the processes and prrvie- lower risk. higher quality
strategies for product development. Often, all or portions of the defined process are provided to the subcontractcms

Process activities are often performed by tools, many of which are purchased from vendors. By establishikg the
interface definitions for the product transformations assoiated with the activities of a defned process, it Ls possible
to be able to identify new ormproved tooling whichcan beaddedto or suiut d forexising capaii~es.

Lastly, by utilizing a defined process, the project can track the development progress more accwatey and be able to
identify potential risks earlier. This provides the customer with better understanding of the project develpme
through accurate management and engineering data. A defined process also includes a promes for change

management so that effects of proposed changes can be evaluated accurately and quickly.
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

0 SW DEVELOPMENT PROCESS SCENARI

Consider a simple software development and support
organization which has received a requirements
change and wishes to modify an existing product to
conform to the new requirements.

Develop a defined process which specifies the
proceses needed to coordinate changes to the desig
the coding, and testing of a module resulting from a
requirement change request.

O A portion of the Sixth International Software
Proees Wouting Group ISPW-6) sample problem. h.gr ?

Slide 7: hTie: Software Development Process Scenaio

In order to provide a focus for discussing a defined process, let us consider an example which has been used by the
process co munity to examine the adequacy of a process formalisra to represent some of the requirements for a
viable ptocess-driven environmen The example was developed aromd several process issues including:

Smultiple levels of Aswacion
• sequencing, constrats on sequencing, iterative and conurent activities, looping
• decision points
" feedback
" creative activities
• objet management, sucmre. amtibtes and interrelationships
* or ton responsibilites
" omuton mechaim
• process measuements
• hman and tool enactment
" professional judgeewt or discretion
• temporal aspects including versioning and scheduling
" planned and optioal sequencing between activities
" pm and post-conditions on activities
• project management and tracking of progress
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

ACTIVITY GRAPH FOR EXAMPLE

Responding to a change In requirsmers for a single code unit.

Slide 8: Tie: Activiy Flow fRr Example

The example scenario idenifies a typical orgamianoo involving inanagemenl, software designers and programes,
and testers. In addition thereis arequirmnts changeboard and aconfiguratinmanagement activity. For
simlification, the actrvires primarily related to the supo project are idntifie d in this actvity graph.

The suppot project manager is primariy involved with the sceul and asignment of tasks to the pr'oject team.The manager also monits the developmen acvies. Softwe designer are involved with the Modify Design and
Review Design activities, propram with Modify Code, nd Test Engineers with Modify Test Plans, Modify Unit
Test Package, and Test Unit. The actvity born aligned e can all be performed oncntly according to

the example. Some proposed changes may sot involve a design modification so that the could progress while other
changes causing design moiicto ar inopoae in the design. As a result of testing, there may be chne that
need to be made to the test plans that are deenet of the design and code. However the Unit Test Package must
be modified based on the final versions of the design, code and tet plans Lasty, several steps involved potential
it ortn bor final a al is achieved.

d the pe's d process. E of the avitie can have both pFo- and pt-cdiion t must be met
before progress can coninue. For instanc, suppose the Support Org on has decided that the Modify Code

activity cannot begin until notice from the Modify Design activity is received indicating which pants of the softwareprdtare not aet design modcaon. This is a policy that becomes a pre-condition for starting the
Modify Code activity and a pt t ion for a Change Analysis step within the Modify Design activity. Other
policies and condition can be imposed based on the goals and policies of both the Support Project and the other
stakeholder s as inicated earlier.

30
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OUSER ROLE HIERARCHY
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Slide 9: Tile: User Role Herachy

Cearly in a la software develoapmem project, there we mer us activites that are often performed by specialism
in the related domais Our approach in the STARS view is to identify specific user roles and determine the products
and activities with which they interface. These roles are described ;hrough Entity-Relationship models to more
accurately represent the role activities. The roles have been grouped into a class hierachy in order to relate users to
related orgamzazonal activities. Depending on the size of ibe project, one person may have several roles to fill or
only a pordon of the role identified in the hierarchy. The approach to establishing the processes and activities for a
SEE are centoeedn the roles of the users of the SEE The illustrations in the remainder of this presentation take
views associated with diffem roles.
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

io PRCESSDRIVEN DEVELOPMENT0 PR CESS (Planning)
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

SOFTWARE PROCESS MANAGEMENT 0

PROCESS MODEL-* Defines HOW a process Is to be performed

PROJECT DATA-*Oefines WHAT is manipulated by process.

PROJECT PLAN-'tnstantlates the HOW and WHAT.

PROJECT RESOURCES-*- Defines WHO (role) is to perform a process
and WHERE a process is to be performed.

PROJECT DURATIONS AND SCHEDULES-0Define WHEN parts of the
process are performed.

SCHEDULED PLAN WITH RESOURCES-0Combines HOW, WHAT, WHO,
WHEN, and WHERE.

SCHEDULED PLAN
with MONITORING Methods
and ENACTMENT mechanisms-- SOFTWARE PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Slide 12: Title: Software Process Management

Software process management can be simplistically described in terms of the following concepts. A process model
in the most general sense defines how a prcess is to be performed. It contains protoMpcal sequences of tasks that
must be done in order to accomplish desired goals. A phta is defined to be the instantiated and elabomaed
information produced by ombining process model and project specific dami A process odel provides the
framework for producing plans that can be replicated for specific software development projects. It does ot.
however, provide the detail necessary for individuals to perform specific tasks to produce specific products of a
dew-rd quality for a specific ca or in a defined me frame. Process model information must be combined with
project-specific informaion to create a detailed plan that includes the cost, schedule, and quality requiremens. This
project specific information includes data on what is to be built, who is available to perform the work, and where
the work is to be performed. Schedules baud n esimatzed durations of tasks and available resources provide data as
to when tasks may be started and completed. Combining the project-specific informanon with the process model
data cocerning how, provides the basis for conventional project management planning. If this information is
combined with antotnated techniques for mnitormg and supporting some of the tasks that individuals nwust perform
in the execution of the plan, then it may form the kernel of a software process management system. The degree to
which the software process managemet system automatically supports and monitors the ongoing process is, in part.
determined by the process model.
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Important Roles:
- Software Engineer
*Programmer

Software Development Process in USE * Testing User
*System Engineer
- Configuration Man.w, jiect
*SEE Administrator

Slide 14: Thie Process Driven Development (Enactment)

Now let's focus on the programmers, software engineers and other users of a process driven development that are
directly related to the enactm~ent of the defined process. The enactment concepts of this process driven environment
can be pictorially represented in more detail. This chart eMand the enctment and monitoring activities. It focuses
primarily on ths activities associated with the enginee.rs and developers of the project products.

As minmpes of STARS point solutions, two different strategies have been examined for process enactment. The first
of these involve attaching actions to the pre. and post-operations of activities to notify and control the behavior of the
SEE. The second involve monitoring activities in the eirvironinent and presenting to ach user the appropriate
current view of the development so that the user my select the next activity from choices which are appropriate to the
ws role.
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

0 Control Point Process Enactment

Process Control P Cag
o E vePointPoint

iton Invocation

AO0 Bufi Sciswx SrAMs m~tList

Slide 15: Tide: Control Point Proces F-actezi

The first type of enactment involves me ftmdatmen interaction with the environmen framework. Various
function are available for invocation in order to perform the activities related to the process. These include editors,
compilers, browsers, and function evaluators. An underlying asswmption about this type of enactment is that every
operation is performed utilling a function model which has an entry event and an exit event associated with the body
of the function. A history of the events is maintained and the events can trigger actions which are called control
points. Further information regarding control points is provided in the short extract from the Process Operation
Concepts Documet entitled Process Concepts Scenarios, available in the lit-atere for this rack.

Associated with a control point is an enable/disable parameter which can be dynamically set during execution. A
condition based on process and product state variables which are maintained in a persistent store is also associated
with the control point If the control point is enabled and the condition is true then the body of the control point is
enacted. Control points are themselves functions so that they have the events and body to express the desired
behavior.

Another factor that affects enactment is related to policies that are enforced relative to the specific behavior desired.
For instance, an Ada design process may have a policy such as 'only individuals with 5 years of Ada coding
experience are allowed to perform this activity. To determine the truth of this policy, it is necessary to determine
who is enacting the activity, what are the qualifications of the user and whether or not the user's qualifications meet
the requirements of the policy.

Once the policies are determined to be satisfied, the enscmrent of the activity can occur. In this view, both humans
* and tools can be the enactment agents for the activity. Tool invocation occurs through the normal scheduler in the

environment. If a human is the agent, the person must be notified about what is expected to be done and why. This
is accomplished through an ActionItem. The ActionItem message is sent to the user with appropriate instructions for
accomplishing the activity.
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

PROCESS USER NOTIFICATION

PROCESS EVENT: ChangeRequet

ACTIVITY: ReviewChangeRequest
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Slide 16: Title: Process User Notiication

Assummg a series of Actionltems have resulted from development activities, how would the user interface appear?
To facilitate navigang through the Actiontem messages, an Actiontem Browser has been developed which forms
the primary user interface. When a user logs into the system, the user may select the ActionItem Browser to inspect
activities that have been assigned to the user. Thus the user's view of the system is often through the ActionItem
Browser.

Returning to the example des:rbed in Slides 7 and 8, consd that a request to change a requirement has Just been
processed by the Change Board and the Change Approved action has been selected. As pat of the completion of this
action, an ActionItem s caedd for the Software Manager to respond to the change reques As a result, the action
item illustated is sent to the manager. The Actionhtn Browser allows information related to the AconI,tem to be
identified and collected so tb the manager can review any information before making a decision about the
ActionItem. For this illustation, the softwme manager may view the originating change request, the rqrement
involved in the change or the tasks involved processing the change. At any time the manager may obtain context
sensitive help, review options defined for the manager's task or commit the chosen action.

This action item has identified two actions that can be taken by the manager. The manager may accept the change
request and trigger the activities necessary to implement the change or can reject the change which will cams a post.
condition to ask for an explanation.

This enactient mechanism has been developed into a STARS point solution and is being demonstraed at this
conference by the Boeing/Honeywenl STARS team

I
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

0 ROLE-BASED PROCESS ENACTMENT

An object-based approach Is used to record and enact a METHOD which Is:
- a model or descrtptlon of ROLE.%
- ACYIVMTES that constitute the work-flow process that must be completed by each role,
- APPUiCATYONS that must be Invoked within the activitles, and
- DATA that must he manipulated.

PROCESS METHOD REPRESENTATION
DEVELOPMENT Rol*, ActIvit, Data Us* and 0

AND MODIFICATION Ap~pication iUnvto

SE ASSISTANT

PROCESS METHIOD REP!IMENTIATioAft-

O A64Mid 100M IBM STARS wok ATBAES 1 Pa=WJVWG17

Slide 17: Tie: Role-Based Process Enaconent

The second mechanism of process enactment is based on guidac provided in a role-sensitive context. Many
methodologies associated with software development identify the activities associated with different user roles
associated with the medhodology. These defined activities can be incorporated into a process definition which
supports the methodology and cani be organized around the associated roles. In term of Role-Based Process
Enactment, the role specific sibprocess is called a method. The method describes the activities, applications, and
data that are associated with the role. The method is then instantiated in the environmn along with process
monitoring capabilities to enable user process guidance. When a user lops nto the system, the user Ls asigned to a
role. The user may change roles if he has proper authority. The steps in the enactment of tbe process are selected by
the user until the task is comipleted.

This mechanism is being demonstrated by the STARS MBN. team as the Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant
(CEPA). It is discussed in more detail in the Software Process Management presentnon later in this trck
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PROCESS CONCEPTS

* PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
(Process Engineering)
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processes using approache simila to sysem, engineering concept development or software engineering CASE
design.
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0 PROCESS ENGINEERING
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PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT
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STARS '91
Process Asset Library

Jamm W. OWa
Saftwom EDMWD 1~nu~t
03 Daambw 1991
(412) 268.7624

Abstract

Based on the results of Software Engineering Institute (SED
assssents, the state of software engineering practice is immature.
As a c€ tuence, software cost and schedule are largely unpredictable
and quality is lacking. The software process provides an important
leverage point from which to address software productivity and quality.
To mature and improve the software process will require the use of
defined processes as standard software engineering practice.

One way to leverage this capability (defined processes) into
widespread practice is to make tailorable, adaptable examples of
experience-tested software processo. readily available. In
collaboration with the STARS prime contractors, the SEI is 164ding a
joint effort to develop a library of reusable software engineering
processes. Together, the SKI and STARS prime contractors will
demon te the benefits of reusable process assets within the STARS
prces-etered environments.

This presentation provides an overview of the effort to develop the asset
library, and initial results of a recent STARS/SEI workshop on process
asset library concepts.

0
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Motivation for Process Improvement

PROCESS

Software product quality is determined by
the quality of the people, proceew-, and
technology involved in its production.

PEOPLE TECHNOLOGY

The state of software engineering practioe is largely ad-hor.

The software proc. is an important leverage point from which
to address software product quality and productivity isues.

Processes are improved through focused no

evolutiousry cycles. EvskU15( Use
Measue

Establishing the use of defined processes as standard software
engineering practice is a prerequisite for improvement.

Many software organizations are facing the critical challenge of
developing quality software in a reliable and predictable manner.
People, technology, and process are the three leverage points that
organizations have to meet this critical challenge.

People are currently our most important resource. Personnel/team
capability is the most significant cost driver in software development.
But even the best people require the infrastructure provided by a
disciplined process in order to do their work.

Technology has, and will continue to enable, the development of better
quality software products But the effective use of technology requires
that technology be woven into the fabric of the software process.

Based on the results of SEI assessments, the state of the practice is
largety ad-hoc. There is little process discipline, and low process fidelity
(adherence to defined process)

Process has been proven to be a very effective quality leverage point in
other induftries, and early result from software process improvement
efforts have demonstrated comparable benefits. Product defects are
halved or better, return on investment is on the order of 7 to L

Because many organizations have the most trouble defining and
executing the steps that transform user needs into a software product
(i.e. the software process), focusing on installing a defined process can
provide substantial benefit while maznizirn the effectiveness of
existing technology and people.

To improve, an organization must get defined processes into practice.
then begin the measurement and evaluation cycle that leads to
cont!nuous process improvement.
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0
Motivation for Process Asset libr-,u-

The transition from ad-hoe practice. t.o process-driven
development is challenging.

Activities include:
* identifying and evaluating practices
* defining and documenting a software process
* initial pilotingtsting of the software process
Stailoring/adapting a software process

* creating a process-oriented organizational culture

Making tailorable, adaptable examples of software procese
readily available will facilitate the transition to process-driven
d-velopmont

Demonstrating benefits of process-driven development will
accelerate adoption

Establishing the use of defined process as a standard software
engineering practice is difficult and expensive. There are manyCchallenging activities, including:.

" identifying and evaluating practices

" defining and documenting an effective software process including a
process framework, process models, standards, templates, guidebooks
and training

" piloting or testing the process to ensure usability and applicability

" creating an organizational culture that is based on a disciplined
approach

One strategy that reduces the risk of meeting this organizational
challenge is to:

* undertake at the national level a -isk reducing exercise that will make
available experience-tested models and examples of software process, and
supporting materials that falitate transintion

- and demonstrate, through application, the benefits of this approach to
convince others to take the risk

By establishing and applying a library of reusable process assets, this
joint STARS/SEI effort can accelerate the adoption of defined processes
as a standard software engineering practice, anu thereby meet its
mission objectives with respect to process-driven development
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Process Asst Library
Joint SEI/STARS Process
Asset Librar-y Objectives Q

Develop a lirary of reusable, tailarable, adaptable
ezperiano..tested, so~ftware engineering processes

" to apply and evaluat, the process asset library concept
" to serve as a starting point for further elaboration

Develop methods and criteria for composing project-specific
processes from components

Demonstrate the benefits in various ontexts
" variety of DoD software domain@
" multiple technology bases
" different organizatioral settings

Transition into widespread use

To meet this need, the SEI and STARS have undertaken this joint
activity to develop a prototype of a Process Asset Library to apply

and evaluate this "accelerate by example" transition strategy.

The work will serve as a starting point for fither elaboration and
refinemesnt, guided by the evaluation of this initial application.

This effort will include the collection, cataloguing analysis,
partitioning, distillation, and synthesis ot software processes
submitted by industry, government, and academic organization&.

Other processes, methods, and criteria will be developed to szloport
the composition, tailoring, adaptation, installation, and evolution of
the librazy's process assets.

The SE! and STARS will partiripate in th~e use of the PAL on STARS
demonstration projects in order to demonstrate the benefits of this

As !he libray and metbods mature, an efforL to transition this
approach into widespread use will be undertaken.
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O i i Process Asset Library

: Participants in PAL Task

Ii Software Engineering Insttute (SEM) - focal point for

coordination. development, support, and trwuition of the library

Software Technology for Adaptable Reizbe Systems (STARS)
program provides:

" technology required to support development
and continuing evolution of library

" acess to demonstration projects for testing
* senior professionals to support development

SETIndustry will collaborate to provide experience-testied process
source material

Process Definition Advisory Group provides for broad
participation from community

To be successful, an effort of this type requires broad participation.
Many varied capabilities must be assembled and applied to theCtask. STARS and SEI working together have the combined
organizational characteristcs required.

The SErs mission, and on-going work in the process area,
including process capability maturity modeling, process
assessment and evaluation, and process definition, metrics and
improvement work play an important role in this task. The SEI is
therefore we!-positioned to serve as a focal point for the
coordination, development, support, and transition activities

The STARS mission in the shift to megaprogramming, especially
its focus on process and supporting technology provide a capability
for maturing the required techrilogy base and providing access to
pilot projects for testing.

The SEI and industry will collaborate to make available the
experience-tested processes that will be used as source material for
the library

The Process Definition Advisory Group will provide the broad
community participation that will be necessary to evaluate and
transition the library, in order to achieve success.

0
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Level of involvement
* forty to fifty participants
" two mneetings per year

Initial meeting
* PDAG Workshop; October 1-3, 1991; Pittsburgh, PA
" topic. of discussion. include: usage scenarios, procss

architecture, and process asset types and instances
* summary report available by January, IMJ

The Process Definition Advisory Group (PJAG) was convened to
ensure broad participation in the Process Asset Library (PAL) effort,
and to provide a forum for defining and debating issues related to
the task.

The PDAG also participates in the refinemen-& and evolution of
objectives and requirements for the PAL, and in prcduct review

Over fifty people were invited to the the first meeting, forty
attended. Response to the first meetinjustifies the cro-ation of a
PDAG correspondents mailing list Thea members wil receive
copies of the PDAG metng summary reports, and are invited to

povide feedback.

The initial meeting was held on October 1 to 3, at the Holiday Inn,
Pittsburgh, PA.

This meeting was conducted as a workshop, to define issues,
objectives, and requirements in three areas:

"PAL usage scenarios
" Process/PAL architectural concepts
* Process asset types and instances
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0 Process Definition Advisory Group

Participants list from October 143,1991 PDAG Workshop
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" Cooteiation and plest n

" Demonstration project support
" Technology transition

STARS technology is being evolved by experimenting with point
solutions, then integrating and matring these through early use
and application. An iterative development model supports this
evolution

The PAL effort will also be done iteratively, producing several
iterations or increments. Each increment will consist of four
product engineering activities:

" Product definition
" Product design
" Product development
* Test and integation

PDAG meetings at regular intervals will provide guidance to the
development effort, and review of the work products.

Though depicted here as four equal-length phases of six months
each, later increments may be longer resulting in fewer
increments.
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Proes Asset Library
Sumnmary of October 1-3
PDAG Workshoy results

Focus
* long-term and short-ter nimse scenario.
* process and PAL architectural concepts
* amset y~pes and instances

PAsalt.
* 100. page suizmnary report
* a variety of usa,-, scenios
* ezamples of architectural concepts
*a "inind-map" of proces asset library concepts

The PDAG workshop of October 1-3 produced a large quantity of
information that will contribute to the development of the PAL

The workshop focused on PAL long-term and short-term usage
scenarios, architectura concepts, and components or asset types andC their instances

Results were impressive and are beyond the scope of this
presentation, but highlights include:

* 100+ page summary report covering output from each of
six discussion groups

* a variety of usage scenarios for various roles and functions
* examples of ar hitectursl concepts from other disciplines

and the application of these concepts to PAL or process
architecture

* a "mind-map* containing properties, functions, and
asset types for a process asset library

The summary report will contain all of the workshop products. To
provide some insight into the contents, this section of the
presentation will feature summaries and examples of the work
products of the P DAG discussion groups.
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Dez-wed from experience-tested process models to reduce
adoption risk

Supports the coposition of effective project-specific prOCesses
from component.

Has well~defined. lroe architecture and framework that guide
sset creation and composition

Includes pIno selection. tailoring, and adaptation guideline.
and Processes

Encourages proces fidelity and improvement against quality
objectives

Facilitates measurement, evaluation, and evolution of ite
oontent.

The following represent properties of the PAL derived from the
workshop discussion which were capbnred on video tape.

The workshop participants sgreed that the PAL should contain
examples of expeience-tested process in order to reduce adoption

Also, the PAL needs to suppor the compositioni of effective Processes
form its component parts. In other words, it should make it easier
to produce a usable, applicable process that Promotes product
quality objectives.

This Property is facilitated by the process architecture and
framework such that these guide the compositior. process to yield
effective processes and effective assets.

The pAL needs to include its own processes for the selection,
tailoring, and adaptation of assets. Guidelines or criteria that drive
these processes should also be included.

The PAL must support the achievement of the key motivators such
as process fidelity and process improvement

Finally, the PAL should facilitate the measurement, evaluation, and
evolution or improvement of the assets it contain&.
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Process Asset Lrary Cnet

" pratal omanars , n pojc
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support, guidance, contents

PAL. PAL asets include:
Cues *procoes activities, artifacts, agents,

roles
*relationships betwen components
*metrics and measurement prosesses

Several interesting concepts emerged from the PDAG workshop.
Solna provided confirmation of edsting PAL concepts, others provide
fresh insight into the near and long term possibilities.

A commonly shared view among most participants was the primary
users or roles that need to be supported. These include personnel
from an organizations Software Engineering Process Group, referred
to as process engineers. Project managers will also make use of a
PAL as their role expands to include process management
responsibilities. And it was felt that other users such as software
engineers and other participants might need to have access to the
PAL

Several contexts were discussed. The notion of the PAL as a
national, organizational, and project library of assets was explored.
The underlying technoloa such as library mechanisms also received
some attention. Finally to help distinguish some of these dimiensions
as well as others, the term PAL+ has been coined as an overarching
term. Dimensions inside PAL+ include scope, mechanisms, support
tools, guidance and training, and the contents of a library.

Examples of assets to be found in the library include activities,
artifacts, agents, roles, relationships between components, metric
and measurement processes, and historical data.

I
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Next Steps
*refine conceptual view of PAL
*design "build-toP templates for components
*construct components
*integrat, and test against uge scenarios
*hold broad review (PDAG - 4192)

Near-term reslts
*PDAG Workshop Summary Report January V92

*PcesAsset Library prototype April'92

Near-term fuiture direction includes the analysis of the October
PDAG workshop to establish additional requirement., synthesize
usage scenarios and architectural concepts to refine the conceptual
and structural models of the PAL

Subsequently, "build-to* templates for component types will be
d".Igned, and then populated with instances of process from the
evolving archive of experience-tested processes.

The component. will be integrated and tested against the usage
scenarios and presented for review at the next PDAG workshop
tentatively planned for April '92.

Near-termn results include:

" PDAG Summary Report from the October PDAG Workshop
" Process Asset Librar prototype for the April '92 PDAG
Workshop
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Process Definition Advisory Group participant
*attend PDAG workshops
*participate in PDAG correspondanoe group
*recerve PDAG workshop summary reports

Process Asset Library contributor
*provide exemuplary proo
*participate in development as STARS or Maagiiato
*support development as alpha/beta user

To further encourage broad participation in this activity, the SEI in
conjunction with STARS is providing additional opportunities for
participation for your organization as:
" Process Ddniition Advisory Group participant
" Process Asset Library contributor

Please omplete the following form,. indicating you~r de-sird
participation and mi or FAX to:

Jim Over
Software Engineering Instaite
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213489
FAX (41.2) 268-5758

or send *-mail to: jwo~seicmumedu

Nan*

Addross

Phone f FAX I
"et

oPDR6 participant CPAL contributor
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STARS '91
EXPERIMENT IN

PROCESS DEFINITION AND REPRESENTATION

Carol Diane Kiingler
TRW
4 December 1991
(703)-476-8573
klingler@trwacs.fptrw.com
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This presentation will explain the reasons for defining a process and show some examples of a few of the many
diffe cnt notations that can be used for representing this process definition.
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EXPERIMENTuLNIN PROCESS DEFINIT1ION

0
" Introduction to process definition and representation

" Process definition achievements

* Experiment i3 process definition and representation

- Process definition experiment goals
- Four candidate representations of "Analyze Asset" process

* Results of the experiment

- Experiment comparison of process notations

- Experiment lessons learned about process definition

- Experiment conclusions

In this presentation, we fr introduce the topic of process definition and representation. We then mention thc process
definition achievements that have involved the STARS projecL. The remainder of the briefing examines one particular
process experiment carried out by TRW for STARS. The goals of the experiment are shown and the example process
that was examined is outlined. A small portion of the process dcfinition is shown in four different candidate notations.
At ft cnd of the presnwtion, we present a comparison of the candidate notations, the lessons !earned in the experiment
about process definition, and the conclusions that we made from the experiment

O
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION
INTRODUCTION:

PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

Project/Prod uPS Context Assets

DeSine due-Plannin. -' E ov Execution i

"@o\Monitor and! Use
" ,. Measure

and Install

Adavied from Software Pvo~sCl"~ Coiuonium work.
Pfcu D.fJ ,wjKziiavVGJ

To create quality software, we nccd to improve our software development process. Before a process can be improved, it
must fast be studied. To study a process, it must first be defined. This figure shows where process definition fits into
the process driven development lifecycle. When a project begins, the project's software development process is defined,
within the scope of the particular project or product. The process definition may include process assets found in a
Process Asset Library (PAL), tailor, d to meet the project needs. As process definitions are developed, thcy may also bc
placed in the PAL for use by future projects. When the process definition is complete, the process is scheduled and
installed. The process is then used (enacted) to execute the project. As project execution continues, the process is
monitored and measured, and this data is fed back to the process evolution task in which the process definition is
improved and refined.

6
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITInON
INTRODUCTION:MA"

REASONS FOR DEFINING A PROCESS0

" Assurance of product quality

" Team coordination and communication
" Process environments with integrated tools

" Control and monitoring of process

• Understanding and insight into pi ocess

These different reasons for defining a process give rise to different types of

process representation languages.

P,v~m Ott",, A.DV CA,, G

A process must first be defined in order to be studied and improved. This slide shows some of the reasons for dcfining a
process. The main reason for defining a process is to study and improve the process to ensure the quality of the product
that is created by the process. Another goal is to facilitate coordination and communication between team members
carrying out the process, such as managers software engineers. quality assurance, configuration managers, testers. ctc.
Another reason to define a proc,ss is to develop a machine-enactable process definition, which can be used to create a
process environment with integrated tools to support the software enginees. A goal at the opposite extreme of the
spectrum is the goal of controlling and monitoring the process to "lay down the rules" for how the process is carried
out by the software engineers. The integrated support environment and control goals are two extremes that must be
carefully balanced to allow software engineers the freedom to be creative while still allowing project management to
control the overall process. Another rason for defining a process is to provide understanding and insight into the
process, for the research aim of studying the process itself. These different reasons for defining a process give rise to
many different notations that are used to represent a process definition. The different notations are not mutually
exclusive. A combination of notations may be used, tailored to fit the project goals.

6
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION
INTRODUCTION: REFERENCE MODEL FOR

PROCESS REPRESENTATION

Layer Synta ' Sclil.tics Example User
[! Notations-

Orgitniza tional Iifl'ormal In foln a|1 English Softwuare
Engineers
and Project
Manager

Architectural Semi-Formal Infornal Data Flow Project
Diagram Manager

Design Formal Formial - MVP-L Process
Operational Engineers

JIn

Program F1 orinal Formal - APPL/A Process
Operational Engineers

Enactnent For1al Formal Niachine Machine
Code

A process is dcfined by reprcsening it in one or more notations. There is no one correct notation to use. Different
notations may be used, at different levels of abstraction, dcpending on the re.asons the process is being defined and the
level of detail needed. This chart shows a reference model for process representation developed by STARS. This
reference model serves as a means for talking about processes at various levels of detail, and as a focal point for
discussing representations which are more appropriate for specific levels. For example, at the organizational layer, a
process's requirements may be specifieo in English, with informal syntax and semantics. Once analyzed, these
requirements may be translated into an architecture in a graphical or hybrid graphical/textual notation, such as Data
Flow Diagrams. At the architectural layer, notations have, a semi-formal defined syntax, which can be tailofed to the
needs of the particular process definition activity. Below the architctural layer, at the design layer, a textual
rcprescrtation language is used, such as MVP-L. This is the layer in which process engineers formally define the
process in a notation with a formal syntax and formal semantics. Notations at this layer may be translated from the
notation(s) used at the architectural layer. Below the design layer, at the program layer, the process is coded in a
notation at a level of detail sufficient for encctment on a machine. Again the notation may be partially or fully
translated from the notation(s) at the layers above. The lowest layer is the enactment layer, in which the process code
is run on the machine. These process representation layers do not portray concrete, absolute boundaries for process
definition activities. A specific process notation may be appropriate at more than one layer. Process reprtsentations in
any layer may be enacted by humans. Lee Osterveil, in a paper entitled "Software Processes are Software Too".
suggests that the development of process representations shou!d follow a paradigm similar to development of a
c:nvenuonal softv, are product, and will include activities such as rquirementrs analysis, high-lTxel design, low-level
?'s :n. and coding. These activities correspand to the organizational, arciiitectural, dcsi,.n and program laicrs of the

r,"I.nce "nodcl. Osterweil continues his analogy by suggesting that the activity of building explicit, formal softwarc
I ;:,css reprcrscn'atons be referred to as process programming, and that the rcsiltinc reprcscntations by called process
programs. This is the reason why many notations suitable for use at the program laycr arc re'crrcd to as process
programming languagcs. Process rcprCScntauons in any 1ayer arc usually dcfin~d by process engineers. Once defined,
process representations in the architecturl laycr may be used by project managers to gain an undcrst',nding of theO o'crall process ar-chtcturc. Process rprcscntations in the organizational layer. nnd po.sibly the architeLturil laver, are
usually used by the individuals carrying out the process to guide them in their tasks. In the design and program laycs,
the proces representat:ons arc used primarily by ,he process enineeis who have developed them. In the enacLmcnt
layer, the proccss is rep,'sented by machine code, which is ascd by the machine to enact the process.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION

PROCESS DEFINITION ACHIEVEMENTS

- Process Notations:

- Box Structure Notation

- Extended ETVX

- Artifacts, Agents, and Activities (AAA) Process Formalism

- Process Definitions:
- Cleanroom Engineering Software Process

- Composite Process Model
- Risk-Reduction Reasoning-Based Development Paradigm Tailored to C 2

Systems
- Software-First System Development Process
- Domain Analysis Process

- Certification of Reusable Assets Process

Pm= Def..,uK4,4LwvVC6

STARS has been involved in many process delinition activities. We !ave participated in efforts involving the use of a
number of notations used to define processes, for example the box structure notation, used in the Cleanroom
Engineering Software Process; Exutnded ETVX, used in the Software Process Management System (SPMS); and the
Artifacts. Agents, and Activities (AAA) Process Formalism, used in the Policy Representation using Control Point
Process Enactment Mechanism. Prototype demonstrations of these three systems can be seen at STARS '91, and fact
sheets and other documentation is also available. STARS has also been involved in definirg many processcs, including
the processes listed at the bottom of this chart. The remainder of this presentaton discusses a STARS experiment,
performed at TRW under subcontract to UNISYS, in which a Certification of Reusable Assets process definition is
represented in a number of different notations.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFIITION

PROCESS DEFINITION EXPERIMENT GOALS

Learn about process definition
- Determine potential benefits of process definition

- Determine costs of process definition

- Inv 'igate suitability of existing languages

- Recommend an approach to process definition

Evaluate the MVP-L and APPL/A process notations

Example process: Certification of Reusable Assets Process
- Evaluate whether an asset is suitable for library inclusion
- Prepare asset for inclusion into library

- Load asset into library

PV=

O Our experimcnr involved a case study in process definition and representation, by a small team of individuals. We
wished to learn about the benefits and costs o! defining a process. We also wished to investigate the suitability of
some existing notations for use by process engineers without prior familiarity with the notations. This is an important
aim because much of the work on the use of process notations is being performed by the same organizations that
created the notations. We wanted to present an unbiased opinion on the appropriate uses of some notations currently
zvailable. We also planned to write down our lessons learned and recommend an approach to be used by other
orpnizations to define processes. We examined 18 notations used to represent a software change process, in an exercise
at the 6th International Software Process Workshop (ISPW). After careful considerations, the notations were narrowed
down to two. MVP-L and APPL/A. These notations were used, along with English descriptions, Data Flow Diagrams,
and Hierarchy Charts, to represent our process definition. The Certification of Reusable Assets process defined in the
experiment consists of evaluating whether an asset is suitable for inclusion in a reuse library, using domain analyses
and other evaiuations, preparing accepted assets for inclusion in the library, and loading them into the library. The
entire process is too large to examine in this presentation and is highlighted in our "Process Programming Languages
Experimentation Report". We have also produced a paper on our use of the MVP-L process representation language.
Both of these reports are available to anyone interested. In the remainder of the presentation we focus on one process
element in the Certification of Reusable Assets process, namely the process of analyzing an asset to produce the
evaluations used to determine if the asset is suitable for inclusion in the particular reuse library. We show the
representation of this process element definition in four different candidate notations, English, Data Flow Diagram,
MVP-L code, and APPL/A code. We also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each of these notations, as
determined from our experiment. These examples will illustrate a few of the many varied methods in which a process
may be defined.

0
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EXPERIMEIN7 IN PROCESS DEFINITON

CANDIDATE 1: ENGLISH DESCRIPTION OF BR
"ANALYZE ASSET" PROCESS 0 0

Data is collected on a submitted asset to determine if it is suitable for
inclusion in the reuse library. The data is summarized in the asset
evaluation forms, which are placed in the asset reuse folder. This data
may include ratings; size, complexity, and other metrics; deficiency,
performance, and trust test results; formal mathematical analyses; and
domain analyses. The data is collected by a Reuse Engineer, using the
asset identification form and the submitted asset, and reviewed by a

Senior Engineer.

P,,CM DefK.4W ~VU

This slide coniins an English dcscripton of the "Analyzc Asset" process. Anyone involved in software development
has seen English descriptions of clcmnnLs of the software dcvelopment process, for example, programming standards,

s proccdu -. and configuration managcment manuals. This dcscription shows that the "Analyze Asset* process
consists of a Reuse Engineer collecting data on an asset, using the asset itself and an identification form, and placing
this data in the evaluation forms. Thcse forms are tcn rcvicwcd by a Senior Enginer.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF -RPA

ENGLISH DESCRIPTION0"
Advantages:

" Very high flexibility
* Very high completeness

" High understandability

Disadvantages:

" Lack of conciseness
" No machine analyzability
" No machine executability

This chart shows the advantages and disadvantages of using English descriptions to represent a process definition, as
determined from our experiment. English descriptions of processes are very flexible a process can be described in many
different ways in English, depending on the process definition activity's goals. The process can be completely described
in English, due to the wealth of words available. English words are also very easy for humans to understand, since no
special knowledge is needed. If a lot of detail is not required, a process can be easily described in a small amount of
space in an English description.
However, the English description lacks conciseness. The ambiguity of English and the lack of formal syntax and
semantics leads to a process definition that can be interpreted differently by different people. Also the process definition
cannot be analyzed and executed on a machine, due to the lack of formal syntax and scmanUcs. The lack of
analyzability makes it difficult to determine whether an important porticn of the process is left out of the English
descripton.

0
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION

CANDIDATE 2: DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

FOR "ANALYZE ASSET" PROCESS

Submitted
Asset

evaluaio foneEvaluation

70yze Forms ..
IdentificationAse

Form

The D ia Flow Diagram in this chart shows one possible graphical representation of the "Analyze Asset" procms. This
diagram illuwtates that. the submitted asset and identification form are input to the "Analyze Asset" pr'ocess and the
evaluation forms we produced.
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EXPERIMN IN PRCS DEFIITIO
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

Advantages:

" Very high understandability

" High conciseness

Disadvantages:
" Low completeness

" Low flexibility
" Low machine analyzability
" No machine executability

Pw= Def',qtoo 
VGI

This chart shows the advn-itages and disadvantages of using Data Flow Diagrams to represent a process definition, as
determined from our expcriment. The Data Flow Diagram is very simple and easy to understand, and conscqucndy a
good notation to .;se to communicate a process dcfiniuon to project managers and participants. It is a concise notation;
the entire "Analyze Assc" process can be represented in one small diagram. However, there arc important aspecLs of
the process that are missing; for example the critcria used to determine when thc process may start and stop and the
names of the participantv in the process. There is little flexibility in this notation. The notation allows some machine
analysis and no machine ixecution of the process. Some of ti'e more advanced graphical notations that are used to
define processes have so-ie of the characteristics that are missing from Data Flow Diagrams but we have not yet
examined these graphicai notations. We will be examining the SADT graphical notation in a follow-on expcrimcnt.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION
CANDIDATE 3: THE MVP-L PROCESS

REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE

- Developed at University of Maryland

Believe larger payoffs from high-level process guidance rather than

automating parts of the process

- Process modeling in-the-large

. Describe interactions
- Facilitate communication and coordination

- Language design goals
- Build descriptive models of processes, products, attributes, & resources

- Instantiate process models for specific project plans

- Provide libraries of reusable models

P'mass Ofc]'.iK i wAVG I 0

The Multi-View Process Modeling Project (MVP). at the University of Maryland. developed a rle-based language
called MVP-L. This language is one of a number of textual process representation languages that can be used to
represent a process at the design layer of representation. The MVP project believes that larger payoffs can be gained
from high-level process guidance rather than by automating small process elements on a computer. Therefore, MVP.L
was designed for modeling the entire process "in-the.large". The language concctrats on describing the interactions
between process activities to fa.:ilitatc communication and coordination between the team members who carry out the
process. MVP.L allows refinement and abstraction of processes, so that the entire process can be described at the
highest level and then broKcn down into its components. The language contains process models which describe
activities carried out; product models which describe the artifacts used and created- attribute models w'ich contain
attributes of processes and products, for example, process status; and human and tool resources, which are the agents
that carry out the process. Project plans Ass.mble process models and instantiate them, adding project-specific
information; for example, the total amount of time allocated to the effort. Each MVP-L prcess, product, attribute and
resource model is a separate units to facilitate the creation of a library of reusable models, which can then be tailored for
a specific project. Formal syntactic and semantic definitions of the language have been developed. At the present time,
the language does not include tools for graphical viewing, analysis, or machine execution of MVP-L code, but these are
important parts of the research effort that will be addressed more fully in the futu'e.

0
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION

MVP-L CODE FOR
"ANALYZE ASSET" PROCESS

OEXPORTS effort : ProcessEffortModel := 0;

CONSUME PRODUCE
submitted-asset : CONSUME SubmittedAssetModel;

identification form : CONSU'ME Identification FormModel;

evaluation forms: PRODUCE EvaluationFormsModel;

LOCAL ENTRY CRITERIA

submitted asset.status = 'submitted' AND

identification form.status = 'complete';

LOCAL EXIT CRITERIA

evaluation forms.status = 'complete' OR submittedasset.status = 'rejected';

PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT

ReuseEngineer: ReuseEngineerResource;

SeniorEngineer : SeniorEngineerResource;

P' ,n Dw f, . tcle VGI3

This slide presents a portion of the code that is needed to represent the "Analyze Asset" Process in MVP-L. The
"EXPORTS" section contains the 'effort', which is an attribute describing the amount of time spent so far in the
OAnalyze Asset process. The "CONSUME-PRODUCE' section describes the products (documents or other artifacts)
used by the process, in this case the "submittedasset* and the "identific3tionjorm", and the products created by the
process, in this case the "eva!uation-forms.* The "LOCALENTRY_CRITERIA" describe the conditions ne,.essary for
the process to start execution. When these conditions become true, a human decides when the process actua'ly begins.
In this case, there must be an asset that was submiued and a completed identifiation form in order for the "Analyze
Asset' process to be ready for execution. The "LOCALEXITCRITERIA" describe when the process terrinates. In
the "Analyze Asset* process, the process ends when the evaluation forms have bccn completed or thc subrr ittcd assct is
rejected. The submitted asset may be rejected at any time by the "SeniorEngineer if it is felt that the effort required to
evaluate the asset is not worth the time that would be spent. The "PERSONNELASSIGNMENT" .;ction indicates
that "Analyze Asset is carried out by a "Reuse_.Engineer( and a "Senior_Engineer*.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFIITION

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
MVP-L CODEO

Advantages:
" Very high conciseness

• High completeness

" Medium understandability
" Medium flexibility

Disadvantages:
" No machine analyzability
" No machine executability

Pm= 0Kf~ iK t , ave"'"V

This chart shows the advantages and disadvantages of using MVP-L code to represent a process definition. as dtermined
from our experiment. MVP-L code is a very concise notation for describing in a modular manner the parts of a process,
the products used and created, and the tnteracions between processes. These modules can be easily tailored and reused
on different projects. We did not find the language to be wo-dy. or contain unnecessary features. The language contains
all of the features needed to specify processes at the design layer, although in a very few instances we thought of
alternate structures that may have been helpfuL The University of Maryland is evaluating our recommendations and
making any necessary changing to the MV?.L language. In our opinion, for a textual language, MVP-L is asy to
understand. The language uses natural English words that make the models easy to read. It contains some flexibility.
especially in the methods provided for desribing how .:Ltibutes change values. However, there is no static or dynamic
machine analysis or machine execution currendy supported by the language.

0
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION

CANDIDATE 4: THE APPL/A
PROCESS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

* Developed by University of Colorado as part of the DARPA Arcadia
program

* Flexible, machine-executable support for the object management needs
of process programming

* Superset of Ada
* Language design goals

- Integrated support for persistent data

- Data abstraction
- Representation of the relationships among objects

- Automation of object-management processes

- Flexible modei of consistency and transactions

APPLIA, the Ada Process Programming Language based on Aspen, is a language useful for process representations at
the program or coding layer of abstraction It was developed by the University of Colorado as part of the DARPA
Acadia project to provide flexible, machine-executable support for managing the products created and used by processes.
The language contains the large variety of constructs needed to represent a process at the high level of detail necessary
to allow the enactment of the process on a machine. APPL'A is a superset of Ada, which contains all of the Ada
constructs plus new constructs for product management. It provides integrated support for the storage and rctrieval of
persistent data. Persistent data is data that needs to be reWned in storage over long periods of time, even when the
process has finished cxecuting. Data abstraction is provided through Ada constructs. The products and relationship:
among products can be stored as data, through the use of a construct c',iled a "relation". An cxamplc of a rclationship
that could be stored using a "relation" is the compilation relationship which creates object codc from source code.
There are also constructs available to run automated processes automatically; for example, whcn source code is stored,
the code could be automatically compiled to create and store the object code. Other features ensure consistoacy and
allow specialized transactions. Contilnuing our previous example, the consistency feature could be used to ensure that
there is object code in the data store for ea:h instance of source code. An example of the specialized transactions is the
"atomic" statement, which allows a process to exciude other processes from accessing the data store when the process
wili be changing the data.
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APPL/A CODE FOR ( P-A
"ANALYZE ASSET" PROCESS

TYPE AnalysisType IS TUPLE
asset ID : AssetID Type;
asset-version : AssetVersion Type;
evaluation forms : EvalFormsType;

END TLTLE;-

ENTRY INSERT (
asset ID: Asset ID Type;
asset -version Asset VersionType;
evaluation-forms: EvalForms Type);

TRIGGER BODY getmetrics BEGIN LOOP SELECT
UPON asset analysis.insert (

asset ID : Asset ID Type;
asset version : AssetVersion Type;
evaluation forms : EvalFormsType)

ACCEPTANCE DO
run metrics collection (assetID, assetversion, evaluation forms);

OR TERMINATE; END SELECT; END LOOP; END get metrics;

This eample shows a small portion of the APPL/A code that can be used to represent the "Analyze Asset" process
definition. Fbsr.- there is an "AnalysisType" TUPLE', which shows names and types of the attributes used to store
the "evaluation forms. In the example, the "assetlD" number, "asset.version" number, and the "evaluation-forms"
themselves we stored. The INSERT "ENTRY specifies the procedtre call used to store the "evaluation forms" with
the other attribute values. The attributes sp cified in an "ENTRY" may not be the entire set of attributes specified in
the TTPE*: for example, the object code atrbute may not need to be supplied if it is compiled from the source code.
The "TRIGGER" construct specifies tht "runmetrics-coulection" is automatically executed when the
"cvaluatonfonns" are inserted into storage. The "run_metrics.collccuon" procxdurc collects metric data on the
and adds it to the "evaluation forms."
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEF INITION[

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
~APPL/A CODE

Advantages:

• Medium machine executability
• Very high flexibility

" Very high completeness

• Medium conciseness

" Medium machine analyzability

Disadvantages:
- Low wider.rtandability

D This chart shows the advantages and disadvantages of using APPL/A code to represent a process definition, as

determined from our experiment. Most of the constructs supplied in the APPL/A language are currently executable by
a machine through translation of the code to Ada. Machine executability is one characteristic of process notations that
is not suppoted by many other notations, due to the complexity involved. There is also a high amount of flexibility
in the APPLIA language, due to the very rich set of constructs available from the Ada language. Also, the product
management needs of process progamming were carefully analyzed when the language was created, to ensure that the
language contained the complete set of constructs needed. APL/A is not a highly concise language, due to the large
number of features provided for flexibility and machine executability. Some machine analyzability is supported
through translation to Ada and analysis of the Ada code. The biggest disadvantage of APPL/A code is the low level of
granular"y needed to specify a process at the machine enactment level, which makes the language less understandable
than many process notations at higher layers.
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EXPERIMENT IN PROCESS DEFINITION[

EXPERIMENT COMPARISON OF
PROCESS NOTATIONS

0

Lan2uase SuDort

Characteristic IEn~lish DFD J MVP-L I APPL/A

Completeness Very High Low High Very High

Conciseness J Low High Very High Medium

Understandability High Very High Medium Low

Flexibility Very High Low Medium Very High

Analyzability None Low None Medium

Executability None None None Medium

~0

This chart summarizes the comparison of process notation characteristics described in the previous slidcs. English i.- a
complete, flcxible notation, but contains no support far machinc analyzability or execuLability. Data Flow Diagrams
(DFDs) are understandable, but do not contain some of the constructs needed to completely dcscri" a process. MVP.L
is complete and concise, but does not support analyzability or executability. APPI/A suppo'ts some analyz:'Jity and
exccutability, but is not as concise or understandable as the other notations.
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EXPEREIENT LESSONS LEARNED ABOU:T A

I Benefits

- Improve understanding of a process

- Enable better communication

- Discover problems in original English process de-scription

Costs
*Creating process descriptions is time consuming
Retaining understandability at level of detail needed for enactment is

difficult

- Learning curve is nontrivial
- Process description e.Neerts are vital

Suitability of experiment notations
. Different notations for different uses
. Research prototype status of MV P-L and APPL/A

This slidz details some of tlhc lessons learned about procc-cs definition from our expcriment using the NIVP-L and
APPLIA proces representation languages. The benefits achieved by defining out process includzd an improved
understanding of the overall process and all of the steps that were involved. This understanding helped us to better
organize the process definit~on. Writing dawn the process definition in English, graphical niois, and MVP-L made
it much easier to communicate the proccss steps with those who were not familiar with the Certification of Reusablz
Assets. Another benefit of represnting our proces in graphical notations and MVP-L was that we discovered required
informatton that was unintentiorzaIly left out of our original English description of the process. We are now weii into
t program lay.tr in our experiment and hope to solon have machine-executable APPL/A code so that we can determine

the beniefits of mchine executability.
There were many costs associate1 -with creating our process deflaitions. We found that creating process definitions was
time consuming and more difficult than we had excct. We were z.irprised at the large amount of text needed to
represent a process formally. At the l_,vcl of detail necedzd to represent a process dcfiniuon in a notation such as
APPL/A for machine ertactmcnt, it was difflicult to retain undezrstandability Of the Code produced. We also spent mor.
time learning about process dcfiniuon and programming than wve had expected. We found that process dcfinition ex~zrts
were vital. We did not have expcr~s available at the beginning of cur task, but adding experts to the expenment team
near the end. The. experts were able to produce proczss de-finaions in a much shorter time than the no'.ices. -\s

o n the prcvicus ch~urt, we round zh t diffcereri prxecss no~aiions arc suunablc for diffeCrent useS. k also found
Mat. dUe Qo Lhe research prOtLype') Sa-LLIS Of\ \VP-L a.nd A PPL .A ':- as a c',:k of LSc, !,,cumrn.,Luo~n .dA;
surport. Other, rcces not3:ions, ;ncudirng ,he; some used :r ,he STARS '91 dC:nOnSu-:11iCa1, are no.0 research
pretoiypf-s. and wouid not have Pr!eertd many oi these difficulues.
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EXPERIMIEN'T IN PROCESS DEFINITON

EXPERIMENT CONCLUSIONS (
0

" Process definition can be utilized to gain insight into a softwarp procEss

" Appropriate level of detail must be used to maximize benefits while

keeping costs affordable
* Process definition training is necessary

• Formal process definition may follow all or part of conventional life

cycle

- English for reqirements analysis

- Graphical notation for requirements analysis and design
- MVP-L is good for textual high and low level design

- APPL/A for code phase

- Testing of all notations is necessary

* Greatest benefits achieved at lowest costs through tailoring and reuse of

experience-tested process definitions

P,oc O ,.=Lv=e,VCO , 0

In conclusion, in our expcrimcn we found that process definition can be of great bencfit for gaining insight into a
software process but it must be used with care. The appropriate level of abstraction must be used that matches the
needs of the specific organization, to maximize the benefits of process definition while keeping costs within the project
budget. The coszbenefit tradecff or defining a process is similar to the tradeoff faced when deciding whether to use
CASE tool technology on a proi.CL "ThC use of both of these methods requires more money and time spent in the early
stages of the software develop,,A 1: xtss for tool purchase and execution of the methodology, but a bcuer quality
software product is usually produced. Training in process definition greatly improves the productivity of engineers
describing the process. In many respects, process definition does follows the same steps as the software development
lifecycle, of requirements analysis, high-level design, low-level design, coding, testing, operation, and maintenance.

E .nding on the level of detail necessary and the layer(s) that are addressed, the coding step may be skipped. It is
important to note trat testing and maintenance are necessary for a process definition represented in any notation, in
order for the process to evolve and improve. Various notations are appropriate at different steps in the definition of the
process, depending on the project goals. However, we have found that great benefits can be achieved at a low cost
through the tailoring and reuse ofzxpeience-tested process definitions. We invite the auenmce to read our lessons
learned and guidelines for process defiiuon, and to apply them to describe ,heir software processes.

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

OBJECTIVES

To have you walk away from this talk with a basic understanding of:

" What process enactment is

" Why you should want automated support for process enactment

" What work STARS has performed in providing automated support
for process enactment

0
The subject of process enacunent is a difficult subject to cover in detail under a thirty minute dme consaint. Therefore.
this presentatuon will outline the basc concepts of process enactment and automated process eac.tment support and will
identify some of the benefits to be derived by providing automated support for e=cting t software process. This knowl-
edge will enable you to understand how software engineering environments and techiology to atomate process enactment
can be applied to help software development teams follow a defined process and facilitate software process unprovement
within an orgaananon.

Important areas that dill not be covered in this presentation are:

1) Process enactment technologies being investigated by STARS. The conract deliverable reports produced by the
STARS prime contractors are good sources for this informanon.

2) Planning for automated process enameu.t .uppon - how to ,ake 3 defined process an" mplnent it tosipper
process enacament. The conrac deliverables produced by the IBM team's Cleanroom Sofn'are Process Case Siddy
provide an example of taking a defined process, the Cleanoom Engineering Software Deveiopmeat Process and tm-
plnenting it in a tool caled the KI Shell A simular exainpie can be found m Boeing team's work on poLicy enact-
ment. in which control point enactment mecharusms were used to implement the case st.y prepared for ie SiAh
Inernaaral Scft,.'e Process Workshop.

We urge you to visa the IBM and Boeing team*s proem enactment technology demonstranoos at STARS "91 to view first
hand, the STARS technology point solunort to provide automated support for enacting an organzation's process.
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PROCESS

PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

Planning ecto

This chaii dUI iI aspects of process diven developmetit from project and process pI~anzina, process defiiruzn, and proc-
ess implementation to process enac~ent (execurion or Performance). Support for enacung iii" softwar process, whether
automated or nor, deals with supporting an enactment agent tw:

" Follow (use) a defined software process

" Capture measrnents to periit process perfornnance analysis and improvement

" Mianage p 1 "ces m arnd lhstoy dama to permit management reporiing oni the stai of process and project acavities.

Before processes can be scheduled and installed they must be planned, modeled, implemiented and tested. Planning f or
process enactmenit may require the ability to stiulzme processes prior to their unplementaai ri. thus autoniatee process en-
actment support may also serve a role in testig process definuioas.

This presentaon *ill focus on process enactmient %upport in the "execution- area of the chami where whether we prov.ide
autmwated support for eaung the process or roim ow focus is on support for the extecuaion or performance of a defined
process-
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

OUTLINE

" Objectives for the Talk

" Process Driven Development

" What Is Process Enactment?

" Automation Envelope for Supporting Software Process Enactment

" Levels of Process Enactment Support

" Simple Software Module Specification Process

" Simple Software Module Specification Process (SADT Data Flow Representation)

" Simple Software Module Specification Process (Informal Notation Representation)

" Level "A/BIC/DIE" Support for Process Enactment

" Why Should You Want Automated Support for Process Enactment?

" STARS Process Enactment Work

• Conclusions
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

WHAT IS PROCESS ENACTMENT?

The executioniperformance of process descriptions by an agent, where:

* The agent supports, guides, checks, and/or enforces a defined process

Defined procu A are enactable exhibit these characteristics:

* Entry criteria

* Process steps and process states

* Validation and exit criteria

• Enactment agents

• Stimuli (data/control) / required data resources

* Responses (data/control) / resultant artifacts

Prccess enactment is the execuown or performance of process descriptions by an agent, where the agent enacting the process

is a human or a coaiputer system that is provided with sufficient knowledge.

Regardless of the agent of enactment, the agent's purpose is to support, guide, check, and enforce if necessary, the following
chartencs of a defined process:

- Defined entry criea - the condmons that must be met, before the process can be enacted

- A set of process steps, and the identification of internal process states and snu. transiton conditions

- VaLidatim and e it crina - that must be met before the results of h t process can be
passed to other processes

- One or more agents to enac the process

- Stimuli (daWcontrol)

- Responses (daWconuol),' Resultant artifacts.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

AUTOMATION ENVELOPE FOR SUPPORT-

ING SOFTWAJZE PROCESS ENACTMENT 0

SOTAE DEVELOPMENT PROCS

SA'

Ema4o St- Pm=WCA

The software development process for an organization represents a system of processes put into place to meet the organiza-
tion's or project's objectives of developing conpute software. As in other disciplines, the ability to provide automated sup-
port depends largely on how m alI the processes to be automated ar understood and on whether the computer systems can be
provided with sufficient knowledge and caVbilay to perform the processes.

Accounting systems existed thousands of yeats before the advent of the f'st calculator. When computers came of age, how-
ever, accounting functions were analyzed for potential automation, and subsequently many bookkeeping systems were auto-
mated. At the advtnt of c.line ransaction dama processing, some of these bookkeeping systems were replaced and other
transaction-oriented bookkeeping applications were automaed. At the advent of expert systems technology, accounting
functions were analyzed to see what accounting processes this new technology could automate. Financial statement prepara-
non was identified as a target for automanoc, when it was felt that an expert system could be developed to automate "rou-
tme state ent preparaton tasks, so that humans could be left to produce the complicated statements that current expert
systems just could not hope to preare. An accounting system for an oganization is still a complete system of methods and
practices for performing bookkeeping and financial statement preparation. Automation has only redistributed how book-
keepas and accountants nine is spent in supporting the accounting system.

This same analogy holds for developing 'stems to provide automated support for enacting an organization's software de-
velopment process. We hope to redistibute how software development professional's nine will be spent in deveJoping soft-
ware, permitung software engineers to concenuanng on the creanve aspects of software development, while still me.tung
our process measurement and improvement, and product quality objectives.

There are two important aspects to conasider with respect to providing autonated support for enacting the software process. 
namely (1) our ability to automate manual steps and (2) ho% ou automation ability may change the process itself.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVELS OF PROCESS ENACTMENT

SUPPORT

Level A) Manual-based process support
- Process by the manual

Level B) Computer-assisted manual-based process support - same as A +
- Process manual online

Level C) Passive automated process support - same as B +
- Simple work flow automation
- Process advice tied to tool invocation

------------------------------------------
Level D) Interactive passive process support - capabilities of C+

- Process-supported SEE (accessing tools is unit of work)
- Computer-based models of how tools and data relate to processes
- Unobtrusive data collection and management reporting

Level E) Active process support - same as D +
- Process-driven SEE (accessing process tasks is unit of work)
- Unobtrusive management of all project activities and artifacts

produced h-w"WvM

I This chart characterizes five levels of support for enacting software processes. The purpose of this chart is not to establish a

ranking system of process enactment support, but to identify levels associated with our ability to extend the "automation
envelope" in providing process enactment support" Given today's state of technology in software process manageme-, the
enty criterion is a high one - an organizanon must have a "defined" process, as having a "defined" process is a pr'xondi-
ion to plan for any automated process enactment support

Levels "B" and "C" relate to computer-assisd process enactment support where the organization has a defined process for
performing software development, but does so using tools that provide limited integraon.

Levels "D" and "E" relate to computer-assisted process enactment support where the organizaton has invested in a modern
software engineering envirornent and wishes to provide fmer-grained process support for enacting the software process and
for automatcally performing necessary work steps.

The major difference between level "D" and "E" is how process is presented to the user and how process support is planned.
At level D, the main unit of work is the invocation of tools, where finer-grained process enactment support can be provided
than at level C. The met of level -D" process enactment automation is to bring process activities and alvice closer to us-
ers through their use of tvols instantiatfe into the software engineering envirorment. At level "E," the proctss for a P:oject
is a wefl-planned and designed system, where the unt of work in the software eagineering environment is through invoking
pocess steps, where tools and dam are made available for performing each process step.

D
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PAl) Assign SW Module Specification Task

PA.) Prepare SWmoeduleSpecification

PA3) Conduct team review of SW Module Speciication

PA4) Review Team Review Results and accept or reject
SW Module Specification

1m 2S P,,M.dlaAG

This represents a simple process for preparing Software Module Spec qlcadw. As humans. we can view a process Uie this
and have a good understanding of what is involved in following it. It does not ho~wever, meet our 'ecfinition of an ernac-
tabie process.

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

S/W MODULE SPECIFICATION PROCESS

Reo s '~n&W Asssged SW C SEPG
Anigrd slduieModule

I~i PAI S/W -Moul Spodajie,%ct Sr-.nv.( ~7!K
Le~i. Teama S/w~.

PAPA4

spactrication Team Review Moderator Senp
Revie Reviewed SWW %(Qdule So=f1Co

O Ths represenrxaoa of our sunle process for repanS) fortwar Module Specfiaosi.Aatio ( rewt review re o
proesssWs avi zuact prdzced Fro~ibi ~w w ca b~zzz .n~r~ad hw te ruc~% tcs in member) cbe
by~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ePaxxJ-n Revaafo.Ti roesdsito t de o etordfie Tom an ea= rcshwvr

L0 tReiwo
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION
PROCESS O

Refer to VG27 - PA2: Prepare S/W Module Specification Task

Description meets criteria for an enactable process and:

" Process steps are defined as an algorithm

" Process steps can be assessed for automation potential

Candidate activities for automation:

• Setting state attributes

* Completing metrics forms

* Managing calendar coordination

* Notifying configuration management too!s of artifact state

* Updating project management tools based on process state data

0
A more detailed process desiption can be fotmd on charts VG23a through VG30. If you refer to chart VG27 -PA2: Pre-
part S, Moduie Specificanon Task you will observe that this process meets our criteria for an enactable proce-.- in addi-

tc, the process is defiaed as an algouithm. Further, because we have taken a more formal approach to describing the steps
of ou procss, these steps can be more easily assessed for their automaton potential.

We have identified some activmes that are candidates for automanon:

- Process state atibutes could be automatically set at the completaon of process sizps

- Assistance for completing metrics forms could be provided, where process metrics could be captured as the work
was perforn ed and aummancafly included on t&. form

- Assistance for managing calendar coordination could be provided, depending on ability of the tool(s) selected to support
calendar management

- AssisL-we for commursucanng the state of artifact o a confv-anon management toot

- Assistance for updating project management tools. based on changes mn selected process states, e.;., update the project
management system database when a milestone has been reached
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ENACTING THE SOFTVARE PROCESS
LEVEL "A" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT

Manual process enactment support

* Assumptions

- No automated process enactment support

- Manager has PC-based project management system

* Summary

- Automation was not required to enact the process

- Manual acquisition and completion of all forms were required

- Manual interpretation and codification of metrics forms were
required

- Project management system was manually updated by the software
increment manager

D
This chart chaxactzes what it would be like to manually enact our example process.

The following are assumed:

* The process is manually enacted.

" The software increment manager uses his or her favorite PC-based project management system to plan and manage
the software, ncremenl

Automanon was not required to enat the process. Therefore, none of the benefits of automaton were realized. All re-
qured forms needed to be manually prepared. Paper-based forms were submitted to the SEPG for manual interpretauc-

and codificanon. The pro)ect management system needed to be manually updaxd by the software r-xerent manager.
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LEVEL "A"9 SUPPORT FOR PROCESS
ENACTMENT (CONTINUED)

Manual process enactment support (continued)

e Comments

- Process compliance was on the honor system

- If process not consistently followed, process data collected ma, be
biased

- Foils ideas of improving process through measurement

- Metrics forms completion and processing

- Small project / Small problem

- Big project / big problem

- Problems can scale up

0
Compliance to following our example process was on Eh. "honor systerm" This is acceptable if software development per-
sonnel are aned in the processes they am expected to follow. However, if the prccesses are not consisently followed,
data collected on the process (process and product metrics) will potentially be biased. This bias foils the concept of process
analysis and improvemem through measurzmenL

Rega, dng the metrcs forms completion and processing, we have examined a number of paper-based memc collecuon sys-
tems. They tell us that they are probably only going to be a small problem for a small project However, small problems
can ,.ale up to become big problems in big projects and depending on the sie and organization of the project, problems
r: ay not necessarily scale linearly.

Note: We view processes as being flexibly defined but rigorously enforcr. This means hai processes should not be de-
signed to "control" the software enginee's every move. It simply means that along with the creative steps of softare de-
velop-ezn, there are process steps to ensure h quality of the products we produce and to collect data to determine how we
can make our processes for developing soft -.ar better. The .ilnmate goal is to rmnimize "bTusy work- for soft-are engi-
neers, providing them more time to spena on the c-reatve activiei of softmare engineering.

0
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ENACTING TIM SOFTWARE PROCESS

LEVEL "B" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS
ENACTMENT0

Computer-assisted, manual-based process enactment support

" Summary

- Process was enacted manually, without computer-based assistance

- Manual interpretation and codification of metrics forms were
required

- Project management system was manually updated by the software
increment manager

" Benefits of level "B" process enactment support

- Process manual available online - but process enactment same as
level "A"

- Benefits of automated support not realized at level "B"

0 All of the comments that applied to level "A" basically apply to level "B" as well. The big difference is that the process

software developers ae expected to follow is available online. Forms that the process requires could probably be extracted
from the online process, and thus the forms could be completed using a text editor or word processr. However, these
forms would still have to be manually processed.

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVEL "C" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT . .

Passive automated process enactment support

" Summary

- Environment for implementing levels "B" and "C" process
enactment support is POSIX (UNIX/AIX)

- Tool-to-tool control integration is through shell scripts

- Data integration is through special purpose tool-to-tool data
bridges

* Potential benefits of level "C" process enactment support:

- Automated enactment support from shell scripts:

- Assist in online data collection and forms completion

- Display process guidance when tools are invoked

0
Compuing ezvionmtesn to support level "B" and level C" ae typically POSIX-compliant environment such as AIX or
UNIX. At level C. only conse-pained process steps can easily be implemented to provide support for enacting the soft-
ware process. This granularity is determined by the tools selected and the program integrton capability they afford.

At level "C," potental benefits can be realized from providing automated process eananen support. Support for complet-
ing the forms requrd by the process can be implemented and tied into shell scripts to appear either before or after a tool is
invoked Process guidance could be provided upon tool invocation. Further, rudimentary process metrics could be collected
from shell script such as elapsed tool use wne and elapsed wie on r$ten, ass-ciazed with a particular work item. Metics
forms could be partially completed auwmaticafly, but would still rely on the software egeer to manually complete the
fom. based on the and records hshe kept.

Pro)ect management data on activities and milesoes sd require manual updating by the software increment manager.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVEL "C" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT (CONTINUED)

Passive automated process enactment support (continued)

* Potential benefits of level "C" process enactment support (continued):

- Automated enactment support from shell scripts (continued):

- Automatically collect rudimentary measurements
- Elapsed tool use time
- Elapsed time on system

- Partial manual completion of metrics forms as required

- Project management system was manually updated by the software
increment manager

E-qd. $a-l PM-&WktVG13

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVEL "D/E" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT

Interactive passive and active automated process enactment support

Assumptions

- Tools integrated into the SEE and the processes they support

- We understand:

- Process tasks and their preconditions for enactment
- State
- Available data

- Project artifacts and the processes that create, maintain and
employ them

- Process, product and project metrics and the processes to collect,
analyze and report them

mAN" *A $*AS PIna/E/VGI#

At levels 'D" and 7E," we assume that process enactent support will be integraed with a modem software engineering
enviromnent where process es are defined to the SEE, as well as the tools and daa required to support them. Process ewact-
matr spport applicawins an be provided wth knowledge of.

" The precordirions necessary for enatng a process step, and the rules for nasnonng betwe process saes

" Project anifacts and the processes that can ce.ate, maintam, manipulat and/or employ them

" Process product. and project mevics and the processe thu need to collect. analyze. and report thern.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVEL "D" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT'0 "
Interactive passive automated process enactment support

Potential benefits (process-supported SEE):

" Stronger tie between process and SEE use
- Finer grained process/tooL'data integration is possible

" Forms on-line and presented at selected process steps
- Unobtrusively collect data and measurements
- Automate partialltotal forms completion
- Process guidance as needed

" Greater potential for task automation
- Tasks could be semi-automated, based on menu responses
- Tasks could be spawned to perform other tasks

-Update project management system
-Initiate other work steps

Among the potential benefits, at levels "D" and "E." we have the ability to provide a swnoger tie between the process enact-
ment support tool(s) and the SEE. At level D." we a preparing fe process-supported SEE.

With the process-supported SEE we want to provide finer grained processtol/data integration to provide:

* Process support where process srpport is ne-aded not just where it is convenient to implenent;

SBeur automtd support for metrics collection and required forms completion. For example, at level "C" we could
only cipwe data on elapsed time using a tool or elapsed time working on a system for a given work item. At level
-D" we can collect metics and data associated with a process step, based on the results of the process step. Conse-
quenty. some of the process metrcs that we required the software engineer to manually maintain can now be totally
captued automatically. relieving the requirement to complete pocess metmcs forms entirely,

" Greater potential for task automadion were tasks could be semi-automate& based on human responses to menus,
etc. and where tasks can be automatically spawned to perform other tasks, such as the automatic updaung of a pro-
ject management system when a mdestone has been reached.

0
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Active process enactment support

Potential benefits (process-diven SEE):

"SEE use is through process
- Processes are accessed
- Tools are invoked and data is made available through process tasks
- Support for following the process is unobtrusive
- Work activities are properly staged

" Task automation
- Housekeeping activities are automated to the extent possible
- More time made available for creative activities of software

development
- Forms completion and processing problems not eliminated, but

reduced

lam". t Sakwe rpoImUiGIS

At level M" owt focus is to make SEE users process users, where t SEE is used throughi the process. At this level. we 2ne
preparing t procesi-drive SEE.

With the proens-d'mi SEE:

" ]),Ies tas are accessd, not tools. Tools we invoked and data is made available through the invocation of process

" P1oes vappont is mobfsive. User stil do the me work they did before and proabbly use the sae tools. The
real difference; is their mnethod of invocazio end t awtmatic houseleeping being peformed.

" P1e tashs are property saged to present tak to umwben the cowlitions &'x peformng the tasks have been

For task .ii~azn. housekeeping activities, sucha as me*and data collection we auvimated to the extent possible. Fur-
ther. tasks niot requifing hurm invoca1" wbere the aecessxy peconditions have been miet. can be automatically enacted.
Althogh formis completio and iomts prmessiag problem wdl procably not be totally eliminauted, the effort required to
complese and process them wdl be reduced. With this automtatmo we hope to achieve our goals of mnaking more time avail-
able to the software engineer to comnawe on the areaorve activities of software development, while unobauively collect-
mng ineics from a consistently applied process to faciliate process analysis and improvemeni

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
LEVEL "E" SUPPORT FOR PROCESS

ENACTMENT (CONTINUED)0
Active process enactment support (continued)

Potential benefits (process-driven SEE) (continued):

The larger the project, the greater the need for automated process
enactment support

- Manual process enactment cannot scale up, automated process
enactment support can

The larger the project, t greate= the need for automated .opress eacunent support. Problems realized from manual proc-
ess enacunent can scale up. Automated process eacment support is required to address those problens.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

WHY SHOULD YOU WANT AUTOMATED 0
PROCESS ENACTMENT SUPPORT?

" The cost of no support for process enactment versus automated
process enactment

- Organizations that have the ability to quantitatively analyze and
improve their process for developing software will achieve a
competitive advantage

" Collecting and completing measurements on software development
activities is equated to important" busy work

- Let computers assume as much busywork and housekeeping as
possible

- Free software developers to concentrate on the creative aspects of
software development

- Process improvement depends heavily on the results collected

U, o - P .. ~G

0
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ENACTING THlE SOFr'WARE PROCESS

O WHY SHOULD YOU WANT AUTOMATED
PROCESS ENACTMENT SUPPORT? (ID)

" I can have process improvement without process enactment support!

- True, but the activity will be very labor intensive.

- IBM Houston "On-Board Shuttle Program" views process
automation mandatory to reduce its process management costs

- Automated support can help ensure process "consistency"
- Process consistency helps assure more reliable measurement
- Reliable measurements is one of the keys to making statistical

quality control work

" Automated support for process enactment can help keep projects in
"intellectual control"

- Large numbers of tasks to assign and track

- Need automated task status reporting to help monitor task needs

- Task status reporting could be made a step in selected process tasks
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ENACTING THE SO]FTWARE PROCESS

STARS PROCESS ENACTMENT WORK 0
What has STARS done in the area of software process enactment
support?

" Boeing/Honeywell Team: Policy representation prototype using
control point process enactment mechanisms

- Action item browser (human agent interface to process enactment)

" IBM/SETIUES Team: The Cleanroom Engineering Process Assiskant

- A KI-Shell Process System application

- Artifact of IBM's Cleanroom Software Process Case Study

- CEPA is a system to provide assistance in enacting the Cleanroom
Engineering Software Development Process

What can be seen here at STARS '91? - The Action Item Browser
interface and CEPA!

0.
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

0CONCLUSIONS
" Organizational process maturity will differentiate which software

producers can supply high quality products and services to their
government customers in the coming decade (SEI mandate)

" An evolutionary, incremental, reuse-oriented, prototyping-based
(Megaprogramming) process moael allows large programs to deal
with complex, software intensive systems more effectively than
previous approached (DARPA mandate)

" Automated process enactment support carries our process planning
work into predictable process "execution" or "performance" and
controlled process evolution

" Automated process enactment support is necessary to achieve a
process maturity beyond SEI level 3. in a COST EFFECTIVE manner

" STARS has developed point solutions to begin addressing this
problem - there is much work yet to do

0
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS

S/A MODULE SPEC PROCESS

PAl) ASSIGN SW MODULESPECIFICATON TASK

PA2) PREPARE SWMODULESPECIFICATION

PA3) CONDUCT TEAM REVIEW OF SWMODULE SPECIFICATION

PA4) REVIEW TEAM REVIEW RESULTS AND ACCEPT OR REJECT
SWMODULE .:PECIFICATION

Notes on reading the following process:

1) Arguments:

a) LNCR = increment
b) SWENG = software engineer id number
c) WKI = work item, such as a SW MODULE SPECIFICATION
d) RTNO = count of individuals on the review team

Enaaug ibe Softwmu PTo~s&S1E/vG23a
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0 ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
ASSIGN SW MODULE SPECIFICATION '" ASK

EN-TRY CRITERIA FQR PL

IF SOFTWARE -INCREMENT STATE(I NCR) = "RELEASED- AND

TASKS FOR PAI:

FPATtI: PLAN SOFTWARE INCREMENT

AGENT: SOFTWARE INCREMENT MANAGER;
SUBTASKS:
1) DO PLAIN SOFTWARE INCREMENT UNTIL COME LETED;
2) INCREMENT -'PLANNEDSTATE(INCR):= "YE";
VCtt: IF INCREME[NT PLANNED STATE(INCR) ='"YES"0 THEN DO PAT12;

AGENT: SOFTWARE INCREIMENT MANAGER;
SUBTASKS:
1) DO IDENTIFY AVAILABLE SOFTrWARE ENGINEER UNTIL COMPLETED;
2) DO ASSIGN SOFTWARE ENGLNEERTO TASK UNTIL COMPLETED;
3) SW ENG INCREMENT RESOURCE STATE(lNCRSWENG,WYKI): "ASSIGNED W VKI"
VC12: IF SW ENG -INCREMENT REFSOURCE STATE(INCRSWENG,WKI)=

"?ASSIGNE'& wKr'
TIFEN DO PATt3;

I* SOFTWARE ENGIEER CAN ACCEPT WORKLOAD AND HAS BEEN ASSIGNED A
SOFrWAR .MODULE -SPECIFCATION TO WORK ON *

Enasug the Softwng Pi~cesuj/EVG24
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
ASSIGN SW MODULE SPECIICATION TASK (CONT)

PAT13: SCHEDULE WORK ASSIGNMNENT REVIEW

AGENT: SOFTWAkREDiNCRE.MENT MA NAGER;
SUBTASKS:
1) DO SCH DULE WORK ASSIG.NMENT R.EVIEW UNTIL COMPLETED;
2) REVIEW WORK ASSIGNM,-ENT STATE(LNCR,WKl) := "SCHEDULED"
VC13: IF RE VIEW WORK ASSIGiNMNT STATE(INCRWKI) = "SCHEDULED"

THEN DO PATl4;

PAT14: REVIEW WORK ASSIGINMENT WITH SW-ENGINEER

AGENT: SOFTWARE LNCRLMNTMNGR SOFTWARE-ENGINEER;
SUBTASKS:
1) DO REVIIEW WORK ASSIGN NT WITH SW ENGIN'EER UNTIL COMPLETED;
2) REVIEW WORK ASSIGNMENT STATE: "COMPLETED";
VC14: IF REIWWR-SINETSAELCWI = "COMPLETED"

THEN DO PATIS; _____

fPATIS: RECORD WORK ASSIGNMENT IN PROJECT MANAGEMIENT TOOL

AGENT: SOFT WARE INCREMEN'T MANAGER;
SL'BTASKS:
1) DO RECORD WORK ASSIGNMENT UNTIL COMPLETED;
2) RECORD WORK ASSIGNMIENT(rICRWKI) := "TRU'E";
VClS: IF RECORD WORK ASSIGNMNENT(INCRWKI) = "TRUE"

THEN SOFTWARE MODULE SPEC STATE.(INCRWKI := "WIP'
AND PASS PAI(INCRWKI):= "TRUE";
If VERIFY SOFTWARE MANAGER HAS RECORDED THE WORK1

EXiT CRITERIAM PAJI F PASS PAI(INCR,WKI) = "TRUE"
THEN DO PA-2;

EA&=g thg Softwm sscu&/W/VO2
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0 ENACTING THE SOFTW.ARE PROCESS
PA27: PREPARE S1W.NMODULE SPECIFICATION TASK

ENTRY CRITE.RIA FOR PA2:

IF PASS -PAl(INCR,WKI) = "TRUE"
THEN PASS -PAl := "1DONE",

DO PAT2l;

TASKS FOR P!A2:

PAT21: DEVELOP SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION (USIN G BLACK BOX
TECHNIQUES

AGENT: SOFTWARE ENGLEER;
SUBTASKS:
1) DO BLACK BOX STEPS;

* 2) DO SOFTWARE MODULE SPEC SELF VALIDATION UNTIL COMPLETED;
3) SOFTWARE MODU-LE SPEC STATE(INCRWI): "SELFVALIDATED";
4) DO PREPARE SW MODULE SPEC METRIC FORM(IN.CRWKI) UNTIL COMPLETED;
S) SWyMODULE-SPEC .METRIC FOR-M STATE(INCRWI): "COMPLETED";

VC21:
IF SOFTWARE MODLE SPECSTATE(INCRIWKI) = "SELF VALIDATED"
AND SW MODLE SPEC METIC FOR.M STATE(INCR,WKI) = "COMPLETED"
THEN DO PAT22;
/s SOFTWARE ENGINEER VALIDATES THAT ALL STIMULI AND RESPONSES IDENTIFIED HAVE
BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR 0/

PAT22: REQUEST TEAM REVIEW OF SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION

AGENT: SOFTWARE ENGINEER;
SLJBTASKS:
1) DO REQU-EST TEAM REVIIEW OF SW MNODU-LE SPEC UNTIML COMPLETED;
2) SW.M ODULETEMRE VIEW STATE(LNCRWXI) := "REQUESTED";

VC22: IF SW MODULE TEAM REVIEW STATE(INCR,WKI) = "REQUESTED"
THEEN DO PAT23;

0 macsid tk Soft-uam PmcuF/uiiVG26
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ENACTING THE SOFT WARE PROCESS
PA2: PREPARE S1W MODULE SPECIFICATION TASK

(CONTIUED)

AGENT: SOFTWARE LINCREIMENT MANAGER;
SUBTASKS:

1) DO TEA.M CALENDAR COORDINATION;
2) DO SCHEDULE SW -MOD)ULE SPECIFCATION UNTIL COMPLETED;
3) SOFTWARE MODUILE TEAM REVIEW STATE(INCRWKI) := -SCHEDULED";

VC23:

IF SOFTWARE MODULE TE-AM REVIEW STATE(INCRWKI) = "SCHEDULED"
THEIN DO PAT24;
/* SOFTWARE ENGINEERIG MA&NAGER SCHEDULES TEAM REVIEW

PAT24: FREEZE SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION '0d~k
.AGENT: SOFTWARE INCREMENT MAN AG ER;
SUBTASKS:

1) DO PREPARE CONTIGURATION MANAGEMENT ENTRY(INCRWKI) UNIL COMPLETED;
2) SOFIWARE MODL-LE SPEC STATE(INCRWKI) := "LN REVIEW";

VC24:

IF SOFTWARE MODULE SPEC STATE,(INCRWKI) = "INREVIEW"
THEN PASS -P2(INCRWKI) n "TRUE",;

EXIT CRITERIA@ PA2

IF PASS PA2(INCRWKI) = "TRUE"jTHEN DO PA3;

Eoacmg dum Schwan. PmauSWI/hVGf'
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0 ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
PA3: CONDUCT TEAM REVIEW OF THE
SOFTrWARE MODULESPECIFICATION ______

ENTRY CRriTERIA FOR PA3:

IF SOT R-OUETAM-EIWSAELCWI " SCHEDULED"
A.ND START START RE VIEW DATE(LNCRWKI = CURRENT DATE
THEN PASS PA2 := "DONE",

DO PAT3I;

TASKS FOR PAJ:

PAT31: PRESENT SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION AIND
COMIPLIANCE TO VALIDATION CRITERIA

AGENT: SOFT WARE ENGrIEER, TEA.M MEMBERS(RTNwO), TEAMMODERATOR;
SUBTASKS:

1) DO TEAM REVIEW PRESENT7ATION U.NTI COMPLETEDO2) TEAMREVIEW PRESENTATION STATLUS([NCR ,WKI):="FIISHED";
3) DO COMPLETE TEAM REVIEW METRIC FORM UNTIL, COMPLETED;
4) TEAMREVICEW PRESENTATION STATUS(EiCRWKI) := "FINISHED";
/0 REVIEW 1) TEAM MODERATOR REFCORDS, 2) ALL SPECIFICATION PROBLEMS AND
TYPES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE REVIEW AND 3) TIMES TAKEN FOR THE REVIEW
0-

5) DO HOLD ACCEPT-OR -REJECT DISCUSSIONS UNTIL COMPLETED;
6) TEAMREVIEW SW MODULE SPEC ACCEPTANCE(IN CRWKI) := "PASS" I "FAIL",
7) SW -MODULE -TEAM RE VIEW STATE(INCRWKI) := "COMPLETED";
8) DO CON LETETEAM -RE VIE W MODERATOR SCRIPT UNTIL COMPLETED;
9) TEAM REVIEW MODERATOR SCRIPT STATUS := "COMPLETED';

VC31:

IF TE-AM REVIEW PRE.SENTATION STATUS(LNiCR,WKI) = "FIISHED"
AND TEAM REVIEW ,METR"kIC FORM -STATUS(INCR,WIU) u "COMPLETED'
AIND TEAM REV'IEW SW MODULE SPEC ACCEPTANCE0NSCRWi) =

"PASS" I "FAIL",
AND TEA'M REVIW MODERATOR SCRIPT STATUS = "COMPLETED"
THEN DO PAT32;

thma a Saftwm PmamSiWuVG2$
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ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
PA3: CONDUCT TEAM REVIEW OF THE

SOFTWARE MODU'LE SPECUIICATION (CONTINUED)

AGENT: TEAM MEMBERS (INCLUDING TEA..M MODERATOR AND PRESENTOR);
SU'BTASKS:

1) DO CO.MPLETE CHECKLIST FOR SW MIODULE SPEC(INCRWKIIRTNO)
UNTIL COMPLETED-,

2) TEAM REVIEW SW MODULE SPEC CHECKLIST(LNCRWKIRTNO):
"COMPLETED"

2) DO SEND FORM UNTIL COMPLETED;
3) REVEEW FORM SENT(INCRWk-,RnO) := "TRUE";

VC32:

IF TMREVIEWSWMODESPECCHECKLIST(NCRWKI) ="COMiPLETED"
AND REVlEWFOLMSENT(NCRWKI) = "TRUE"
THEN PASS PA3(INCRWKI) "TU;
1* TEAM REVIEW CHfECKLIST FOR SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFCATIONS HAVE
BEEN COMPLETED AND SENT TO THEIMEETING REQ UESTOR

EMI CRITERAs PA3

IF PASS -PA3(INCRWXX) -rRUE"
THN DO PA4;

ismg th. Scaftwi Pmcm/dEW/Vr29
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o ENACTING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS
PA4: REVIEW TEAMREVIEW RESULTS AND ACCEPT

OR REJECT SWf MODULE SPECIFICATION

ENTMRY CRITERIA FOR PAA:

[ IF PASS -PA3(riNCRWI =-rTE
THEN PASS -PA(ricRWK1):= "DONE"-

DO PA4l;

TASKS FOR PA4:

PAT41: REVIEW SOFTWARE MODULE SPECIFICATION TEAM REVIEW

RESULTS AIND ACCEPT OR REJECTI

AGENT: SOFTWARE INCRE.MENT MAINAGER;
SUBTASKS:

I) DO REVIEW ( TEAM IREVIEW MNODERATOR SCRIP&T(INCRWKI),
SW MODUESPECMCAION(NCRWI),
(CHfECKLIST FOR SW MODULE SPEC(INCRWKIRTNO)

NoFOR RTNO = 1 THRU REVIEW- TEAM-COUNT) )
UNTIL COMPLETED;

2) IF TEAM REVIEW SW MODULE SPECIFICATION = "PASS"
AND IS FOUJNDCETBEB THE SOFTWARE INCREMENT MANAGER
THEN SW MODULE SPECIFICATION STATE(INCR,WI): "COMPLETED"
ELSE SW-MODLESPECIICATIONSTATE(DiCR,VXI):= "WIP";

VC41: IF SW MODULE SPECIFICATION STATE = "COMPLETED"
THEN PASS -PA4(INCRWKI) := "TRUE"
ELSE PASS PA4(LNCRWiM):= -FALSE";

EXIT CRITERIA: PA4

IF PASS PA4(INCRWKI) = "TRUE"

THE N FXITI

oE~Eauto the SoAhw Picam,/jVGIO
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* Motivation for Measurement

" Process vs Product vs Project Management Metrics

* Measurement Systems

* Me.asurement Capabilities in STARS Products

* Near-Term Payoff Opportunity

rm going to present to you the "WHY," the "WHICH," the "WHAT," the "WHERE," and the
"WHEN" of the Measuzmrnent facet of process-driven developmnt.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT
MOTIVATION -f

You can't control and improve
what you can't measure

* Applies to quality characteristics of software Products

* Applies to software development Processes
(including Project Management activities)

* Also applies to processes outside the software field, e.g., Industrial
control processes, Business enterprise processes, Sports training
processes, etc.

O MOTIVATION

Measment -

How can we teU that we have a good process? - We have to measure it!

How can we tell what to change if our process isn't good enough? - We have to be able to
measwue it!

How can we tell if the change was a step forwards or a step backwards? - We have to be able to
measure it

How can we tell if the change had enough benefit to offset the cost of instituting the change? - We
have to be able to measure it!

You can't control and improve what you can't measure!

It has been fairly well accepted that measurements and metrics are useful, if not crucial, to judging
the QUALITY of software products developed by teams.

The same applies to software development processes, and those aspects of development processes
that interac with Project Management activities, which are subset of a project's total activities.

Of course, most of what we're talking about here in the measurement area, and most of all our
efforts in the whole Process area, apply outside the software development domain as well

*industrial control processes, business enterprises, etc.
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PROCESS MEASUREME N']

PROCESS DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

Project/Produc Process
Context Assets

Define
Planni, Evolve Execution

development oe atioa ncept. It effects just what I said: Being able to evolve and improve the

proj¢m, be used to improve the activities of a project This is DECISION MAKING, Measurement-
assisttd decision making, empirical data measurements assisting human decisions during a project.

1
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

GOAL

0 A STARS GOAL IS INTEGRATION OF
MEASUREMENT AND PROCESS

Guide decision-making during a development process, given
impossibility of completely specifying a process that covers every
situation

- Provide empirical data and analysis to assist decision-making

- For example, resource re-allocation during Integration & Test as
its impact becomes apparent

" Provide evidence upon which to evaluate which process steps are
working effectively and which are not, leading to Process
Improvement

D A STARS GOAL IS INEGRATION OF .MEASUREMENT AND PROCESS

So, I repeat, one of STARS's two major goals in the Process Measurement area is to assist or guide
Decision Making, collecting and presenting for use empirical evidence data that makes project
decision making on firmer ground than it was without quantitative data.

For example, being able to re-aflocaw resources during Integration and Test (I&T) as certain modules
are found to not integrate, and perhaps catsing ripple effects if there are a select few modules found
to be troublesome in their interfaces with many other modules,. This has an impact on the process
and particularly on Project Management activities in their allocation of manpower

But then. it's overall Process Improvement, institutionally, over the long run, spanning all of an
organization's projects over the years, that is the other dimension where Measurement is critical, and
is the other major STARS goal in the Process Measurement area. This was the big loop I showed
first on the previous chart.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

MEASUREMENT IN THE SEI's CMM

More Measurements a nlt Level 4Reatable

are now required at b on itci s Ae :

Levels 2 & 3: Example an e ame

Her's noherresonwh I hik eeryod inth rom ugh t b. onernedh abu esueet

( -K" P,-Ctke e. ractice

fac. i te 191verio ofth CM , esrmn if m orrecpotattLve2th iwsbfo.

Actual results and esomnnce of t Corrective t ateoaare taken whev

"Software~ ~ ~ ~ C''a Prjc Trcig.nvesgt iakearatLvl2o.Toeypactices

software project are tr(aed against t acual results and performanoe of the
docu(r2) ted anr approved acton when projec es lject deviate signf l fr cn.

Kkep te f g tfrom the plans b

procedure tou omp arned~ to anniegother? a (2 How do you implement corrective actions?a

yrsor ce g csue te t, anpsfroumal projctsu ofJ Can you shor zampets frat st, rojects of
thayu Ont aaint the other? beoOrre for Ce.C 4OAfolLOW-US,

Extensive n i rocess measurement and analysis is still at Level 4,
and Optimization based on it is at Level 5.)

MEASUREM EINT IS MORE NMPORTANT IN THE NEW SET CMM: An Example

Herm's another rasn why I think everybody in the room ought to be concerned about Measurement:
Measurment plays a prominent role in the SErs process Capability Maturity Model (CMM) . In

fact. in the 1991 version of the S M. Measurement is more important at Level 2 than it was before.Using the style of the Key Practices assessment model ther, h~ert's an example from Level 2:

"Software Project Tracking and Oversight" is a key area at Level 2 now. Two key practices
establishing that level-2 capability are (1) tracking actual project results against approved plans, and
(2) taking corrective actions when actual project results deviate significantly from plans.

Key indicators of these key practices are the following two questions which might be asked of an
organization undergoing a capability assessment or a contractor evaluation: (1) 'so you use an
eared-value planning and reporting system, a resource tracking system, and regularly scheduled
procedures to compare one to the other?" and (2) "How do you implement corrective actions? Can
you prduce documented examples from past projects of orders for corrective actions, an follow-up
reports, repm of dispositions, and reports assessing effectiveness of such corrective actionas?"

Overall, there are mom measurements are now called out in the Key Practices at Levels 2 and 3
than there were before.

Extensive incorporation of process measurement and analysis for identifying improvement
oporuitis is stil the essence of Level 4, and incorporating Process Improvements based on that is

still the essence of Level 5.

Pr118tu MeozerjHw'UVG6118



PROCESS MEASUREMENT

PROCESS OBJECTIVES & METRICS

0
EXAMPLE PROJECT PROCESS OBJECTIVES & ASSOCIATED
METRICS:

Prioritize ECPs: complexity & error-history measures

0 Make vs Buy decisions: Effort & Quality (or defect ;ate) histories

0 Design For Reuse: Correlations of design approaches to domain
characteristics sensitivity

• Design for maintainability: Correlations of design approaches to
ease of change

O PROCESS OBJECTIVES and METRICS
I will intoduce and distinguish 3 different kinds of metrics on the next chart: Product, Process, and
Project Management metrics.

Some quick examples of Process objectives and the associated metrics:

Prioritizing Engineering Change Proposals - how do you tell which ones are the most important to
work first, or which ones require the most staffing?: Complexity and error-history measures, error-
proneness and past histories of trouble with particular modules are very useful measures.

Make vs Buy decisions: Does the Effort offset the gain in Quality relative to buy ... Effort and
Quality (or defect rate) histories give helpful indications of how to make this decision.

Designing For Reuse: Reuse is an increasingly important project objective; do you have some data
that indicates for your applicaion domain, one design approach will increase the reusability index
relative to others? Correlations of design approaches to domain characteristics sensitivity are results
of measurements.

Same for Maintainability, and the answer may or may not always be the same as the answer fur
Reuse. Correlations of design approaches to ease of cnange are key to examine here, and a history
of measurements of change activity against various design approaches in the subject domain would
help.

* These questions can be answered if you have an empirical, quantitative history database.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

3 USAGES OF METRICS

PROCESS vs PRODUCT vs PROJECT MANAGEMENT METRICS

Product measurements can be inputs to Process measurements
and Project Management activities
- The difference is only How they're used
- Project Mgmt Measurements could improve Process too

EXAMPLES

QUALITY PRODUCTIVITY PREDICTABILITY
(Conformance to (Outputs produced (Improve estimating,
Customer requirements) / Inputs consumed) planning, & tracking)

Product Metrics Process Metrics Proiect Myrnt Metrics
Size, Complexity Effort & Cost Size
# Defects in a Module Defects found Cost &Jor Effort
Reusability Defects corrected Actuals vs Budgets
Reliability Defect source identification Earned Value vs Budgets
Testability Milestone completion When is activity done?

PROCESS vs PRODUCT vs PROJECT MANAGEMENT METRICS 0
Now, lookDng at all 3 kinds of metrics together (Product, Project Management, and Process metics),
Product measurements at the lowest level are what is usually collected in practice today, sometimes
manually, sometines by tools. How you establish relationships or analyze particular product metrics
may make them also inputs to Process Measurements, or they may make them into Project
Management measurements. As I asserted before, Project Management activities are just a subset of
total project process, so project measurement may be rightly regarded as a subset of process
measurements.

The chart lists some examples of each of the thre kinds of metrics No surprises here for Product
metrics. Some of them may be hard to measure other than based on companisons with empirical
feedback from previously deployed modules. Most Product Metrics relate te QUALITY obj-ctives.
Software module Complexity has loug been regarded as a key indicator or immediate and future
problems; many of you are familiar with some of the varying Complexity metrics sets, such as
(McCabe's) Cyclomatic Complexity numbers, (Hastead's) Software Sciences metrics, function
points, path analysis, fan-in/fan-out counting, etc. Now, with Process metrics, PRODUCTIVITY is
the encompassing goal. Clearly, Productivity includes Quality as a dimension, for example, Quality
measurements directly affect the numerator in a quotient of Product Value (divided by effort and
other resources consumed) which calculates Productivity. In other words, QUALITY is an essential
factor in Process measurement! Project management metrics and activities, generally deal with
PREDICTABILITY - estimating, planning, and tracking of progress against that plan, which may
be same as the Process Plan.

You see that some of these metrics,for example, size, appear in more than one of these columns.
What this really illustrates is that most of the Product metrics are among the basic inputs combined to
establish whether estimates are good or bad and to improve estimating, to develop plans and to assist
replanning. For example, under Project Management. Tracking is a relationship between various of
these Product metrics and schedule or calendar.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

METRICS IN PROCESS MGMT PARADIGM

Ts i i ig s esntat ad Proust

o th Pro e t car igot f rocessPMate t.

patcua project n sotwr e neein eriro i - h esrmn oeadtefebc
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maagm'r neics whcTa ecletdb oiorin tol eatelfom h ofwr

~~ ~ 14=al,,,, ..... ..&'_ ." nw

ofth a z i & Serdule n inort

MERIJCS I]N rE PROS MANAGEMENT PARADIGM

This diagram you saw in r King's presentation and it puts the roles of these 3 kinds of process
metrics, their similarities and differences, ne,u total context of the Process Management paradigm ofdefinition through instantiation on particular ,lrojects through the carrying out of the process for a
particular project in a software engineering environment - the measurement role and the feedback
to be able to improve the defmitions, either of the projects or institutionally. Added on here are, so

you can see the relationships betw,:e n them are process metrics, project metrics, aad projectmanagementt metrics, which may be collected by monitoring tools separately from the Software
Engineering tools, or they may wise from part of the information collected by Software Engineering
tools. Some of those are analyzed in ways that make their usage project management information,
and sorre of them art product metrics used by the project team to gauge their convergence on
customer satisfaction (quality) goals.

Thc mnetrics arm used for different purposes, but there's a lot of similarity between them. And,
there's a lot of similarly between where they're detected and stored in the SEE. As I said before,
product metrics in most cases are also inputs for calculating Project Management and Process
Lma:uxcs.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

GOING BEYOND PRODUCT METRICS

PROCESS MEASUREMENT GOES
BEYOND PRODUCT METRICS

* Feedback analysis to Improve Decision-Making during software

development processes

" Correlation and validation of Estimating techniques

• Correlation of selected process steps to product Quality

• Feedback analysis to Improve Processes

GOING BEYOND PRODUCT METRICS 0
So, let's recap: How does Process Measurement go beyond the in-practice notion of Product
metrics?

It's the PROACTIVE usage of measurement that distinguishes Process meics activities from
Pmduct metrics. Collecting the metrics might be clearly a product measurement, but project actioas
that are influenced or changed due to analysis of metrics are Process actions.

For example, feedback analysis to Improve Decision-Making during software development
processes.

Or, refinement of Estimating techniques by comparing past estimating procedure outputs to
subsequent actuals, thereby either validating the estimating procedure or suggesting improvements
based on the empirical data.

Or, determination of which process steps correlate most dir-ctly to product Quality, in the sense that
increasing effort in particular process steps leads most directly to Quality gains, thereby improving
an organization's process(es) for future projects.

This is essence of why we deal with Process Measurement. If you don't have the vision of
improving and institutionalizing processes, you may collect many product metrics and not
accomplish any improvement. You might not even be getting basic assistance in achieving your
current product customer-satisfaction objectives.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

. Provide a way to speciy User-defined metrics to collect

+ usually a tailorable default set of metrics

* Instrumentation

Collection

• Reporting

- Including feedback for decision making or improvement

• Proactiveness

- Automatically trigger specified process steps when certain
metrics values or thresholds are attained

- For example, project replanning when % calendar schedule is
inconsistent with product Earned Value

0 ,SMASUREMENT SYSTEMS ate how one collects these metrics. Many of the metrics are specific to a project or anSzartim and hence are ur defined, in the sense of the project member or another organization representative such
as SEPG members. Usimily there's a core set of default metrics that everyone's intersted in, so theyre all provided by
a Measment System as automatic user selections, for example. (Source) Lines of Code (SLOC or LOC) predicted
and produced [no one's favorim metric, but too widely used to ignore) .. And so, measuring, storing, and coantng
SLOCS associated with modules and subsystems is one of those metrics you expect to be collected in anybody's
minimalistic Measurement System. These systems provide for inmtrumptntation, that is the identification of

cor points in a process at which different metrics are established and available. They provide collection of
measurements based on what's been instrumented into activities. They provide reporting, which can be done in a
variety of ways, including numerical calculations and azialyses for feedback or presentation, perhaps interactively, to
project managers or perhaps other team members in making the decisions that inevitably come up because we don't
have perfect insight into defining every minute detail of processes ahead. So, there's always a degree of uncertainty
about software processes (as with almost all human endeavors) going into the project.

Proactiveesa - that's one of our gals. To be able to really support the well disciplined recognition of when
particular metrics s thresholds or attain specific relationships that should trigger specific events, process steps, for
exampe, when I&T has expended 50% of its budget and only 20% of the modules have come together (or maybe even
50150 is a red flag. since you might expect the easier ones to be done first) somebody ought to take corrective actions,
perhaps replanning, perhaps changing test cases, perhaps changing integration method. Or, when a certain % of the
total project calendar has passed and the measured system product's Eared Value that is collected in the EV system is
far less than that % (assuming the plan calls for, and has EV measurements supporting. EV growing according to
roce or schedule expenditure).

Notice t didn't say anything on this chart about Automation. All of this can be done, and much of it is being done in
practice today, manually in many organizations. It's an obvious opportunity for automation, although not absolutely
mandary. STARS's objective is to provide low-cost measurement capabilities, based on automated aids, that clearly
outweigh their cos in providing thorough, timely, reliable, flexible measurement information for usage by all ot
project technical personnel, project managers, prtxss envuieers. and organizations such as SEPG's. Not just Process
Metric.s but also Product and Project Management metics, remernmbenng that the collected measurements input for
these 3 purposes are often the sane. But. Process purposes, which in a sense subsumes the purposes for the other
kinds of measurements also, is our main mc ivaton in STARS developments.
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SPROCESS IMEASUREINIENT

STARS PRODUCT:
ARCADIA's AMADEUS SYSTEM

ii i 0
An Example of the Science->Technology->Practice
Pipeline Working at DARPA (Arcadia -> STARS)

Developed by Univ. of Calif. at Irvine, Prof. Rick Selby, PI;
part of Arcadia; collaborating with industry and now STARS

" Flexible design-for-integration
- Stand-alone -.apability now
- Integrated v .th Arcadia's APPL/A now
- Will integral with other SEEs and Frameworks

* Industry Orientition
- Proven Meal urement & Analysis Algorithms
- Scalable

* Low Entry Barrier

A STARS PRODUCT: ARCADIA's AMADEUS SYSTEM 0
One measurement system that STARS is cooperating with now is Amadeus ...

This is a good example of the Science->Technology->Practice Pipeline, which is DARPA's long-
term mission, working between two DARPA programs: Arcadia, which is very much and R&D
program, and STARS.

Amadeus is developed by Univ. of Calif. at Irvine, with Prof. Rick Selby as the Principal
Investigator.

Prof Selby has been working on Amadeus as part of the Arcadia consortium for about 4 years, and
also in collaboration with local industries to provide history databases and collected metrics, to
validate his ideas and approaches about how a measurement system should be constructed and used
by inter _"ting with people responsible in companies for defining and carrying out measurement and
improvement activities, and to acquire additional algorithms for computing various measures. So,
Amadcus has already advanced beyond the level of university prototype. And, collaborarion with
STARS is now also underway.

Following charts will overview sorv- of the reasons why STARS has selected Amadeus as a
candidate for insertion into STARS S'E's, work started now and anticipated to be completed in the
1993 timeframe. These important features of Amadeus include flexible design-for-integration,
proven incorporation of measurements and decision aids useful in industry, and a low-cost of
starting to use it in current tool platforms (such as Unix).
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USERS CONTROL METRICS

Amadeus provides flexibility in specifying and dynamically changing
what causes metrics to be collected, which ones are collected, and what
happens with them

• Provides measurement associated with the 3 common kinds of
"Events" of interest:

- Product (data) changes

- Process events

- Time (clock/calendar) events

" User specifies interpretation of or response to Events, via
"Agents" which may trigger any other program or process step

- Association of particular Events with specific Agents is a
measurement system parameter easily specified and changed at
any time during a project's lifecycle, via "Scripts"

O THE USERS CONTROL WHICH METRICS

The Amadeus systemhas the ability for users to specify events of 3 different kinds of Events:...
(I) Changes in project products or data (documents, software, test database); (2) Process events
(for example, completion of milestones such as PDR or I&T, or usage of a design tool); and (3)
clock-based events (passage of specified intervals of calendar time).

Li Amadeus system, there is the capability to specify Events of interest at the time projects are
started, or when tools are installed, or even by resetting notification mechanisms on databases,
frameworks, mailers, etc.. Such Events trigger the collection of particular metrics into a persistent
database. This specification is detached from the specification of Agents, which invoke analysis
procedures, or interact with project members in a decision-making dialog. Because of that
decoupling of Agents from Events, Amadeus offers a great deal of flexibility to modify a projects
measurement activities, and thereby improve the process, during a project.

1
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Conceptual Operation of Amadeus

I-t * -s Ck"f A" '

L '-  ...,.. * =--

= University of California, Irvine

CONCEPTUAL OPERATION OF AMADEUS

This a quick conce"ptual opennmon illustration for Amadeus.

The scripts represent Events that art of interest and the associated Agents. Each script specifies one
Event-Agent pair. These are what are set up at project initiation and that can be changed during the
carrying out of the project. An Agent may trigger Data Collection activities, or they may trigger
analysis programs. The Events may come from Process Programs; they may come from clocks; or
they may come from changes to the data store. The Amadeus system is tied to an environment's
persistent storage, and provides an interpretive approach for installing and running scripts, thereby
providing the ability to dynamically change what's measured during a project, due to the interpretive,
not hard-wired, carrying out of specified measurement activities. Amadeus provides the ability to
install Analysis Tools that may be become available after project stant-up, perhaps in response to
Events that are determined after project start-up to be worthy of signalling for data collection or other
measurement or analysis actions. There's an event stream that flows through this interpreter, and if
there's no script currently ins(.aJIed and activated that cares about a particular event, it just "goes on
by." But if you later decide that, for example, designs weren't passing reviews even after rework,
project management may want to install a new script to compute and collect Complexity metrics over
designs after every update to the design database. So, a user can either author a script, or take a
script from a translation of a changed Process Program that describes this refinement to the process,
and install it into the active script table, and that particular process improvement would henceforth be
effected on the project automatically.

C@1 &*Ow
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PROCESS MEASURMENT

INDUSTRY USEFULNESS

O ~ A4MADETIS - DESIGNED FOR INDUSTRY USEFULNESS

* Scalability addressed

-Multiple-server architecture, etc.

* Rich set of error-detection algorithms validated and embedded

- Classification Tree tools for error-proneness predictions, etc.

* Assisting decision-making is an important design objective

- Many empirically-based decision aids are implemented

* Joint industry efforts to test, validate, acquire algorithms

Pro Seby as onesevralthagsto distinguish Amiadeus from blue-sky prototypes&

One of them is scalabffity. lie has observed *ad learned that, without special engineering of the software prototypes,
too otten protoypes that work well for one-person- situnons fail to wor6. for hundred- or thousand-peantutin
without seiou, ostly, sometimes mischievable redesign.

Hfis approach to scalability is io have concurrent interpretem multiple instances of tha measurement scipt interper I
mentioned on the previous chart. so that. depending on the undeflying equipment architecture, that ftr-:6oaality can be
disniua wo avoid bottlenecks with monivting of a highly cot ncat: set of activities coresponding to a larg propnct
a. Additionally, they architected their persistent storage as Seveal interfaces that are known to be typically

impemaml on existing coummercial database systems, so that the perfommance is at least predictable and Vadable
with respc to very large volumes of dam.

I mentioned before the decotrpling given by Amadeus's design between dhe events that signtal noments whon the staw
of project developmt is worth examining, and dhe Agents that collect specific data at ths moments or perform
actions specified in response to arriving at such moments. Recall that an Agent can call a particular analysis
algorithm, and also recall that die Agents can be rernapped to Events (meaning analysis changes) by changing scipts
dining a project, as well as between projects ammo an orgaruzaion Amadeus provies a fairly extentsive set of useful
analysis algorithms, from both the research commnunity and industy that they have collected (some of which Prof.
Selby and his colleagues developed). An example follows on the next chart - Classification Tree tools for

- ulictin modul&

Assisting decision making is an important objective in Amadeus. The Amadeus system is available with
impemientanons of basic decision aids klike those I've mentioned earlier) based on the included moetrcs and algorithm
Of cowse. the scrupt mechaniw allows project users to develop themr own decision aids and install them into theirb tmaun flexibly using Amadeus.
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Empirically Based Techniques

* Scalable to large projects Q
* Calibratable to new environments Focus on High-Payoff

" Measurements are integratable Areas: the 80:20 rule 1
" Leverage previous experience

" Pr:.cess, product & team attributes

0 0 - AtAttbutetrn

"+" : Classified as likely to have property P (eg integration " >s

* Classified as unlikely to have property P Hw Q

University of-Californa ,'Irvine Q"

EMPIRICALLY BASED TECHNIQUES: A CLASSIFICATION TREE EXAMPLE

Awibe J is a product metric gbte or computed on a software module under deveopmecm. It does't nLeesarily
have to be quantified (nwnaicai); it could be "Yes* versu "No," it could be "developed by computer programmer" vs
"by sytm archize" vs by prca engineer" vs "by l&T team"; it could be a reflection of a rese modules heritage.
Based on ranges of values of that attribute 1, other product metrics of interest may then be indicated as worth
examining;, at the 2nid level, the aigorithm might just compute one metric broken into many ranges, or maybe some
different metrics with fewer ranges each, as illustrated in this eixample which depicts a classification tree to identify
modules likly to exhibit some troublesome property. "['his repeated clafcaton might be repeated hierhicaly
sevelvls ('2inthe ase illtlevel 3 gt ,e vetualy boiling dow to adefinitive prejcioa as to
whether or no a module is likey or unlikely to be aong the 0 mos error prone, or to exhibit some other prery
which is de sbject oa dUrri clasicaon tre.

A txtr singut ding in the field is that there is no single or small number of roonode product metsis that are always
mo useful to be examined u rt in calculating eer proneness. This varies so much between organiztiOn pracicesv,
application domaisr, equipment achitctture, t[et me*thods, etc.. that it is almost impossible to develop generally
applicable claificion tre alus :iohms that are not highly pametrized y i such application-domain and other
characterstic of the setng of the software development project This means that it is almost impossible to
implement a stmpler appoa than indicated her as a calculation over multiple collected measurements - noic

a l these i te at least 3 datferent meenacs depending upon the range generated by the fi meic (the pr t node).

Prof. Solby's group is pa of li a broe d community t a is building up m pirical datbasr e and learning about what the
rlevant mesubct are top in classification trees under what circumstances, and thereby rening the pationing
reflected by the branching in the tee. They're learning by building up a body of knowledge to improve these
lgorithms: They're leani about applicaUon domains and te correlations between psrmticular properties of those

domains .d rticular properuie (metur by product metrics) of software tha i'dicalm for example, evor proneness,
or reu bilit, or ease of change. ec. Given a s of chariclrisucs, there's a y growing aliihood tha they have alrady
idcnu' d the rool-node product mrcuic to compute and g robably the next level mc trics s t too.

So. there's a Jgo of pagmatc analysis, underlying theory and supporting empirical data and evolutionary learning and
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Validation Studies
* Goal: Identify components within two target classes ---

top 25% of faults and top 25% of effort

* 16 NASA systems

* Correctness: 89.6% [= (a+d)/(a+b+c+d) x 100]

* Consistency: 79.5% [= a/(a+b) x 100]

• Completeness: 69.1% [= aI(a+c) x 100]

actual
+ - , total

predicted + a b a+b
- c d

total a+c a+b+c+d
0 University of California, Irvine

VALIDATION STUDIES (OF THE CLASSIFICATION TREE EXAMPLE)

Two classification trees like that illustrated on the previous chart have been recently validated against
16 NASA systems: one predicting top-quartile error proneness and the other predicting high effort
upper quartiles for software modules entering an I&T activity.

Correctness is measured as the sum of modules predicted correctly to be error-prone plus those
corrctly predicted to not be error-prone, divided by the total number of all modules (which includes
those predicted wrong either way as later determined by integration experience). 90% correctness is
regarded as outstanding, and would certainly be welcome predictions for project management prioi
to aa I&T activity.

Another approach to validating the error or effort prediction technique is Consistency, measured aspercent of those predicted in the top quartile that actually turned out to be. And, Completeness ispercent of actual top-quartile modules that were identified by the predictor. Validations of almost
80% and 70% prove how useful these algorithms would be distributing labor during I&T.
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Interconnectivity Analysiso
________ - 85 Applicabons:

87- evese enigineern
68 St etSoftware structure

62- --- evaluaton

62-ut

6 * Multiple interconnection criteria
50* Multiple visualizations of system

ut&tati f .~ip structure

In one application, technique was successfully used to locate components that were
six times more error-prone than otier components

University of Califorinia, Irvine

INTERCONNECrIVY ANALYSIS: ANOTIER AMADEUS-SUPPORTED PROCESS AID

A quick glimpse at one more "dn of analysis - Interconnectivity analysis.

This telb% you, given a "troublesome" module, what other yet-untested moduies are most likely to
share the same troublesomeness. That's the essence of Intcrconnectivity analysis.

Some Interconnectiviy analysis algorithms are available with Amadeus, and Prof. Selby's group is
part of active research developing more such algorithms.
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PROCESS LEASUREMENT

LOW ENTRY BARRIER

D AMADEUS NOW:

• Can provide mechanisms automating Metrics collection today wi.th
current unix-like platforms (does not require n FrameworkBased
Integrated SEE)

" Generic interface to Amadeus Measurement SyAiem includes
bindings to Ada (APPL/A) and C (inclu-ding shell scripts) now,
demonstrating generality of interface approach and likely success of
integration with other langi:ages and tools

" Integrates easily with independent analysis tools due to Event-Agent
decoupling

LOW ENTRY BARRIER

Finally, "low entry barrier" was an important objective in the design of the Amadeus system,
meaning that organizations can insert the Amadeus measurement systems into their development
settings regardless of the sophistLation or integration existing in their available tool platforms or
environments. Stated otherwise, that an organization could very gradually, at small start-up cost and
taining, insert some or all of Amadeus's automated capabilities.

Amadeus runs stand-alone on Unix-like platforms today. It can be instrumented and controlled by
C-shell-like scripts today. The interface to the underlying Amadeus system already has bindings to
Ada (thertfore APPL/A) and C today. This already demonstrates the success of the generic interface
approach in Amadeus's design, and indicates the likelihood that integration with other languages,
including process description languages like MVP, will also be straightforwardly accomplished; such
further language integration, as well as platform portability, are being started as collaborative efforts
with STARS.

And, Amadeus supports the indcipendent insertion of newly developed or newly available analysis
tools, via the Event-Agent script paradigm I described earlier. This promotes both initial integration
of analysis tools already in practice and familiar to a project team, and the expansion of analysis tools
available to the team.
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PROCESS MVEASUKEMENT

AMADEUS EVOLUTION

AS OTHER TECHNOLOGY IS PRODUCTIZED:

Can provide platform integration approaches to accommodate
migration to Integration Frameworks and open architecturally for
integration with other emerging process capabilities

- STARS SEE area synergy

* Ind.pendence of particular process languages or notations, or rather
a multiple-perspective Interface that can be easily integrated with
many tools and languages, is key

STARS COLLABORATION WITH Amadeus:

* Developing public interfaces to Amadeus system

" Will develop bindings to PCTE, SoftBench, ...

* Will provide test & validation of concepts & approaches

* Will port and integrate Amadeus with STARS SEEs

AMADEUS EVOLUTION 0
As other process and SEE technology is procauctized, Amadeus's architecture, based on the generic
(language-independent) interface approaches which characterize all of Arcadia's environment
architectuwnal approaches, facilitates inuoduction of and evolution to the highly integrated, synergistic
framework-based SEEs of the future. This is already an instance of significant synergy between
STARS's SEE and Process developments areas.

And additionally, as I mentioned before, there is the promise of interfacing Amadeus to other process
programming languages and specification approaches than APPL/A - meaning that process
engineers might use statements in these languages to indicate where and what metrics and
measurements and analyses and possibly what red-flagged actions are of interest, and then
translators for those languages produce outputs that directly or indirectly lead to Amadeus scripts.

I have already described a significant Amadeus implementation that runs today and is being
productized, refined, extended, and validated by current activities in collaboration with many
orgaizations, particularly industry. STARS organizations are part of that effort.

Furthermore, STARS is directly supporting several activities toward productization of Amadeus that
we have determined to be vital to STARS's objectives. These include (1) developing documented
public interfaces to Amadeus system; (2) developing bindings to PCTE and probably SoftBench and
other framework-like products; (3) testing and validating Amadeus concepts and approaches via trial
usage on friendly projects at the cites of STARS contractors, including incorporation of in-practice
industry metrics and analysis algorithms back into Amadeus as possible; and (4) porting and
integrating Amadeus with STARS SEEs. The first two of these activities are underway now, the
third has started via collaboration between UC Irvine and TRW's CCPDS-R project, and the fourth 0
will be facilitated by the first two (or three).
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PROCESS IMEASURLEMENT
STARS PRODUCT: PREIS APPROACH

0 Actlonttem Message to Programmer

Modify Source Cod

Assigned Ti Erie
Requested B- Erie

Last Modiflec Sentember 16 1991 ]21713
Desciption Status: tndone

changed. If Testing Feedback is available, it
indicates problems to be addressed in the
previously modified SourceCode. Modify
the code so that it sausfies the Design (and
Testing Feedback. if present).

Task: Modify Sou.ceCode ( )
Task Deadline: Ocqober IS1991
Task Hours Remaining:

Products: Status: needsWo*
IT-tn ~emenmton

Adqp fm Ama=f ,ywd STARS ,,__.

PHM0WWH&JG

O STARS PRODUCT: PREIS APPROACH

There are at least three prototype STARS products that you have heard about or can see in the
demonstrations that incorporate varying aspects of measurement capabilitues. All of these are
products being delivered in the 2-year STARS timeframe, and you already see the recognition of the
importance c: integrating measurement with these diverse Process-automation products.

The first is the prototype EIS system. You see t,at :.t obviously has a set of collected measurements,
here reflected in the Action Item Browser's Process Merric Notification feature. As enactment
occurs in the Control Point enactment system, notices in the form of ActionItems are sent to the
appropriate users. Included in these messages is information concerning the product and process
data collected during process execution from the metric parameters defined for the process. This
represents a fairly fixed set of metrics associated with the particular process definition embodied in
EIS now.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

STARS PRODUCT: SPMS APPROACH

SPMS Integrates Quality Metrics and Process Models

RADC Quality Metrics SPMS Process Component
Framework

Factors
"ilitie") 4

Criteria Task 'A" Task "B" Milestont "

Merics
(questions) (qmiioI Task "E" Task "F"

Adapted from IBM/SAIC STARS Work

PSTARS PRODUCT: SPMS APPROACH 0
SPMS Integrates Quality Metrics and Process Models.

The RADC Quality Metrics Framework represents 13 factors ("ilities"), 29 software-oriented criteria,
and several hundred metrics/questions/formulas for calculating software product quality attributes.
SPMS has stored the entire RADC framework and provides the tailoring tools so that a workable
subset can be defined for a given project Specific mreuics from the tailored quality model can then
be associated with the exit criteria of tasks in the defined process model by the creation of "data
collection forms" (DCFs) that will trigger when a particular task with such an exit criteria is"executed". The data input at that point will then be used along with the pre-stored formulas to
compute a value that is compared to a "threshold" established in the process model task which causes
the execution of the task to pass or fail. Failure would then be handled by cloning a rework
network, etc. Such capabilities are being provided extensively in SPMS's process simulator.

The RADC Framework was chosen because it is so fully defined, truly capturing years of Metrics
research and avoiding time-consuming, costly development on STARS, and guaranteeing project
usefulness in the 2-year STARS window. But additionally, SPMS intends to add other metrics
capabilities (for example, those from Selby and his colleagues as done by Amadeus).

0
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

STARS PRODUCT: CEPA APPROACH
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0STARS PRODUCT: CEPA APPROACH

The Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant, implementing a particular defined process, also
prevides e-vidence of the integrated role of measurements and metrics in Process Managemnent.

So, you see, metrics is pervasive in all good processes and supported in the automation of good
processes. Metrics and measurement cut acrosc them all. You should not be surprised that all of
these other products include facets of metrics and measurement.

Hence, common underlying support, supportive of many metrics and analyses but not necessarily
tied to any one set of them, looks like a cost-effective solution. That's why Amadeus is constructed
to be used the way I described, and Amadeus could be be installed and integrated with Process
Automation systems such as seen here in PREIS, SPMS, and CEPA, without necessarily changing
any of the user screens shown for those systems, but offering flexible extensions of those and other
user screens presenting measurements triggered by Amadeus Events and processed by Agents.
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

SUMMARY

MEASUREMENT WILL DELIVER 0
NEAR-TERM BENEFITS

* Helps decision makers at all levels do their jobs better

* Low risk to automate: product and project management metrics
collection being done now in practice

Measurement systems will evolve to integrate with other emerging
process technology, e.g., reusable process assets, process
definition languages and notations, process management and
enactment

Provide a foundation for improvements based on the SEI CMM

The key to Continuous Process Improvement!

SUMARY 0
So, in summary, Measurement technology will deliver near-term benefits, for example, helping
makers at all levels do their jobs better. This is Process, and it's Process improvement within the
contxt of an ongoing project.

Extensive measurement represents a low risk to automate - significant automation of product and
project management metrics collection is in place now in practice in many organizations. And, it
does not require the existence of a SEE integration framework to be able to use it now.

Measurement systems will evolve to integrate with other em.rging process technology and process
capabilities you've heard about in this track, for example, reusable process assets, proces definition
languages and notations, process management systems, and enactment aids.

Going to automated measurement, which you can really use to assess, guide, and control project
activities, will provide a foundation for improvements based on the SEI's Capability Maturity ModeL

And, as has been stated repeatedly: You don't know what to improve, or if attempted improvements
are paying off, if you don't have real measurement.

Measurement is The key to Continuous Process Improvement!

0
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PROCESS MEASUREMENT

CONCLUSION

0
As we delve into this subject [process] it is clear that there is a
richness and substance to the technology that is barely discernible on
the surface. In principle we are talking about the design of processes
that will permit fallible humans, with the aid of machines, to produce
infallible products. To do this economically and to responsively meet
our users' needs is a challenge of the first order. The challenge of
software process research is thus to find economic and effective means
for applying numbers of people to the performance of complex and
precise intellectual tasks. As this field evolves, the technology it
develops will undoubtedly be of value to many other human activities.

Peter H. Feiler and Watts S. Humphrey
"Software Process Development and Enactment:

Concepts and Definitions"
October, 1991 (draft)

O IN CONCLUSION OF THIS TRACK

I would like to read you an interesting quote from Peter Feiler and Warts Humphrey in an SEI report
on Process concepts and definitions that will soon be published.

As we delve into this subject [process] it is clear that there is a richness and substance to the
technology that is barely discernible on the surface. In principle we are talking about the design of
processes [tha,"s our Process Definition activities] that will permit fallible humans, with the aid of
machines, [there's our Process Management or Process Automation activities] to produce infallible
products. [At least, that's the -vision] To do this economically and to responsively meet our users'
needs [which Measurement technology helps us gauge and determine if we're succeeding, that's the
essence of the Quality-oriented Product measurements] is a challenge of th; first order. The
challenge of software process research is thus to find economic and effective means [How to you
know if they're "economic" and "effective" if you can't Measure them? These are the Productivity
and Predictability objectives of Process and Project Management metrics] [Also, just as software
Reuse might be our highest-leverage software approach, so this is the Process Asset Library's
justification, so we learn and leverage from the best process practices and achieve economies and
effectiveness] for applying numbers of people to the performance of complex and precise intellectual
tasks [by carefully defining disciplined processes using Process Definition languages and
Notations]. As this field evolves, the technology it develops will undoubtedly be of value to many
other human activites [outside the software domain].
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STARS '91

0 TRACK 2 INTRODUCTION

Tuesday December 3, 1991
200-2:45 Domain-Specific Reuse-Vision, Ten Paryon, Unuys Defense Systems Inc.

Strategies and Achievements

2:45-3:15 Break

3:15-4.00 Reuse Concepts Maggie Davis, Boeing

4.00-4:30 Break

4:30-5:15 Integrating Reuse into a Bonnie Danne, TRW
Life-Cycle Process

Domain Analysis Process Dr. Ruben Pneo-Diaz Reuse, Inc.
Model

S00-930 Community Involvement Working
Group: Domain-Specific Reuse

0
SAR, S '91

TRACK 2 INTODUCTION

Wednesday December 4, 1991
83-9-15 STARS Asset Lbrary Open Dick COp, Un, ys Defern S)),m Inc

Architeenrc Framework (ALOAF)

9-IS-+AS Break

9-AS-10-30 STARS Library Mechanisms: Mawene Haze, AM
Comparison and Experkinces

10.30-I1.00 Break

1100-11AS ASSET in Moore. IBM
CARDS Rose Annson& EWA

11A5-i"45 Lunch

1"4S2:30 Domain-Specific Reuse Dow C4ly. IBM
Feedbak Session
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DOMAIN-SPECIEFIC REUSE:
VISION, STRATEGIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Teni F Payton
STARS Reuse Architect
Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.
3 December 1991
(703) 620-7770/(703) 351-5308
payton@stars.reston.ulasys.com



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

OUTLINE

" Problems we are addressing

" Domain specific reuse vision and context

" STARS reuse strategies

" Products and achievements

This presentawon will begin to artulate the problems that architecture-based domain-specific reuse addresses. It
will elaborate the megaprogramming vision with respect to domain-specific reuse and provide a top-level view of
STARS reuse strategies that assist in transitiouing to megaprogramming Holights of STARS achievements to date
wil be presented. Currently available intezin reuse products will be identified. STARS is, interested in working with
Technolog Transer Afmiates, for review, tril usage and feedback on these interim products. Subsequent
presentations in this track as well as the STARS demonstraions in the demo area will provide more detal on the
interu products.
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Curn Prblm Megaprogramming Solution I

development by many people with technologie supporting architecture-based
diversified skills reuse andcolbrtvdelpmn

* Fewincerivesto ruse; any bstaces *Reuse industzy meigDlned
*~ Ne systemas often treated as unrecedented * Building unprecedented systems from

precedeared components

'nTe problem that are addressed by domain specific reuse ame nct siply the commonly recognized issues with
respect to the need to decase cost or increase reliability by reusing ezsig well tested software. It goes much
further than that in terms of grappling with the underlying problems of building DoD software that truly meets the
end-use needs. Numzerous past studies have identifled lack of a common understanding of ruquiretments as a
signifca t problem. Domain specific reuse enables a change in the way we do business by faciitatiag
architecture-based component-supported prototyping in which the end-user can be involved prior to defiuzation of
the requirements. This will allow improved cost, schedule and functionality tradeoffs.
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* Guided by Reuse Process

* Based on Application Domain Architecture

" Systems Composed From Reusable Assets

" Assets Include Any/All Life-Cycle Artifacts

" Supports Continuous Improvement in Reuse Process/Products

Theseasses caninclde aplicaion en girs g e[*l require-nts Atifts dayrlvn iecceatfcs

Ithe procee woul envclud rems-bsed ototypenineetonassrstessesequidint deveitiravotion of raidpotpe

and eventual systems would be composed from reusable assets based on application domain architectuires. We
enviision appication generators to become increasingly important as one of the means of capturing and reusing
application domain knowledge.

A system may also includ- reengineered components but that reenigineering effort needs to be done in the context of
the domain architecture The reengineered components could then be provided back to the reuse library for usagt on
other programs.
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DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE (
REAL-WORLD SUCCESS EXAMPLES

" There are several successful instances within DoD and external to DoD
of process-driven domain-specific reuse based development
- Australian C3

- Foxboro process control
- NobleTech (BOFORS)
- Navy FCDSSA RNTDS
- CCPDSR

" STARS goal:
- Provide processes and automated capabilities to enable more DoD

mission areas to transition to this approach
- Work within the DoD community to catalyze removal of political,

cultural, business and technical barriers

There are successul instances of reuse today which have resulted in significant cost savings and quality improvement
for the organizations involved. 7e lt provides a few examples ranging from commercial process control applications
through European, Australian and Ameria defense experiences. One item of signnce is that the Navy Fleet
Combat Directorate Systems Support Activity which is a post deployment support organiation has been successful at
reuse in its maintenance actvity on several ship platforms as part of the Resmctured Navy Thctical Data Systems.
They have achieved over 80% reuse and significantly reduced the size of the workforce and the overall DoD costs in
evolving these systems.

STARS goal is to enable more of these ucesu -ories in additional domains of interest to DoD by providing
processes and automated capabilities to support reuse-based software engineering and by assisting DoD in
understanding and addressing the non-technial as well as the technial barriers to reuse.

7



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

STAGES OF REUSE

Systematic

knowedg tha asReeaabpoleadprecs

Adored rom corS.CMut es
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ad~greean oftnensu hasferen eo sMtablishe ith ghe cotwmeurnity tur ad inotraes.nfo ,ruet

inlyntesystematic reuse .Mstoaaweons tae aliut te eneusgofe ta.Idoiainad savaptnge and geaing
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DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

STARS REUSE OBJECTIVES
0

Establish a basis for a paradigm shift to reuse-based software
engineering

" Demonstrate benefits of reuse in familiar DoD context

" Provide transition support to reduce adoption risks in evolving to
rense-based development

" Ensure basic reuse processes and technologies are available and
validated for use

STARS seeis to establish a basis to enable a paradigm shift to reuse-based software engineering The basis will be
expanded over time by other prograis as the community moves forward with megaprogramming. STARS is working
to accelerate the movement forward. To do this STARS is focusing on 3 main reuse objectives.

STARS will demonstrate the benefits of domain speific reuse. This will help the community understand reuse, the
investment costs and the benefits to be gained. It will thus help motivate others to inv-,t in architecture-based reuse.

STARS understands that there are both technical and non-technical barriers to reuse. STARS will provide transiion

support such as guidelines and migration paths that should make it easier for others to introduce reuse into their
organimtion's way of doing business.

STARS will work within the community to ensure there are well defined reuse processes and basic technology (tools)
to -upport reuse-based s ftware engineering. STARS is developing some of the processes and tools and working with
others to leverage their developments.

9



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

STARS ACTIVTIS

Establish Establish and
Broad-Spectrum Reuse Validate Reuse Library
Concept of Operations Open Architecture

Establish Automate
Framewor, . Reuse
for Reue Processes
Processes -

0
Key STARS reuse activities are depicted here. STARS is establishing a framework for understanding reuse and reuse
processes and for understanding where standards or common interfaces would fadlitte reuse. STARS has been
workng on several specific reuse processes, eg., a domain analysis process and asset certification process. STARS
has also b,.en investigating how to tailor life-cycle processes to the needs of specific application domains and how to
include r-me into a life-cycle process. Examples of the reuse process work will be discussed later on today. STARS is
interested in automating reuse processes. To date, most of the automation work has focused on developing reuse
lbrazy mechanius. A presentation of these will be given tomorrow and demonstrations are available on the demo
floor. As reuse processes evolve, STARS will investigate other aspects of automation.

0
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DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

STARS REUSE APPROACH

PitTechnology 'tultzralsolutions oLution I.Ia°t

" STARS sponsored * Successful demonstrations
prototype libranes- , of domain-specific reuse
- CAMP e Open architecture e Early reuse guidelines on real DoD programs
- RAPID framework for libraries e Reuse concept of e Commercial technology

" Initial STARS * 2nd generation STARS -'n to support reuse
Repository librane- ' , ASSET fosters reuse

e Capability to exchange @ in industry
assets across libranes - -:. ture

* Integration with SEEs .. ... a ,. ,1 hand-
* Processes and tools to -

support asset creation, 1u.,c "blueprinr
utilization and * Gu .- ;son integrating
management reu.-' to overall way of

doing ousiness
* Tailored software

development plan
" Analyze/publicize success

stones and lessons
learned

" ASSET

O The STARS approach to accelerating the shift to megaprogramming involves evolving from adhoc point solutions to
a new way of doing business. The slide depicts the overall STARS strategy in each of the areas.

In the reuse area we are currently on our first iteration between technology evolution and cultural impact. We have
created a reuse process framework, developed 2nd generation lib-azy mechanisms and begun to get feedback from
their usage. We ha.; defined the basis for an asset library open architecture and begun to prototype those interfaces
within our library mechanisms We have sample reuse processes and have recommended changes to the acquisition
regulations in order to foster reuse. The Asset Source for Software Engineering Technology (ASSF) has been
established as a focal point for reuse to help stimulate a national reuse industry.

0
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4 F ;-; ~ National Level
- 'Yellow Pages"/Iter--ibry service
- Process assetsA. ~ -Multi-domain componentsialgorithmns

such as Ada Bindings
e Intteoperability Infrastructure

CARDS RAASP CLM/ Others - Network evolution, interconnectivity
Rapid - Open architecture definition

* Domain Specific Libraries
-Assets particular to applicaion areas or
companies (way contain common assets)

Domain Specific Libraries

STARS envisions that the future will involve a distributed network of interoperating reuse libraries

There will be multiple libraries using differet underlying technology and access schemes dependent on user needs
and preferenices Proects, organizations, application domain. etc. may each have their own library.

There are some issues that need to be addressed at a national level. ASSET was established to address the national
level issues and will provide a "yellow pages' across multiple geographically distributed Ifraries.

There are other interoperability issues on which consensus within the community is necessary. STARS is seeking to
understand where common interfaces are needed and would assist the evolution of a reuse industry. 'IO support
interoperability among reuse libraries SEARS has bq-un work on an Asset Library Open Architecture Framework
which will be discussed tomorrow. A demonstration of early capabilities for asset interchange is available in the demo
area. STARS has helped to establish the Reuse ibrary Interoperability Group (P30)-an independent pre-standards
group of over 25 organztions- that is worlang towards consensus on reuse library interoperability issues.

12



DOMAIN-SPECIHlC REUSE

PLANNED REUSE RESULTS

• Reuse transition support guidelines

* Reuse-based software engineering concept of operations

• Modular descriptions of reuse processes associated with various user
roles (e.g., domain analyzer, asset certifier, asset cataloger)

* Reuse library open architecture framework

" Asset library mechanisms that support the acquisition, classification,
browsing, retrieval, and general management of reusable assets

" Tools to support the reuse process

QThe next two slides identify some of the key achievements in the reuse area. We have emphasized usage and
edback of mteri work rather than identifying particular internm products.

13



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

REUSE AREA ACHIEVEMENTS (1) C
" Initial usage of STARS Library Mechanisms

- AMS: Foundation for NTSC Reuse Initiative
- SRL: Supporting early ASSET capability

SAIC Corporate Repository
- RLF: Tailored for NRL's Navy C2 Electronic Warfare Domain

Being used in AF CARDS
Internal Unisys alpha programs (e.g., ASW library)

" STARS reuse process for domain analysis
- Being used on NAVAIR flight simulator

" Example reuse based life-cycle process tailored to an application
domain

STARS is interested in working within the software engineering community to ctailyse a transition to reuse based 0
software engineering. STARS was insrmental in establishing the RIG and continues to actively participate in RIG.
It is our intent that the STARS libraries be upgraded from compliance with our own asset Library open architecture
to complianc with RIG pre-standards as they become available.

STARS staff participated in the JLC San Antonio I reuse panel to identify barriers and actionable recommendations
for DoD to make reuse a reality. STARS continues to work with the Army CECOM in supporting the JLC's efforts
in this area.

The other acluevements identified on this slide represent early STARS work in providing transition support and
addressing the cultural issues involved in moving to reusebaed development.

14



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE 4" - % Z

~REUSE AREA ACHIEVEMENTS (2)

•Catalyzing convergence within DoD community

- Reuse Library open interface&, for accessing/exchanging assets
- Instrumental in establishing Reuse Library Interoperability

Group (RIG)
- Co-chaired JLC San Antonio I Reuse Panel

" Specification for government/contractor CDRL library

" Reuse guidelines

" Lessons learned: operational library management, interactive
certification of components, and AFS usage

" Inte".ive interviews/synopsis report across most government reuse

efforts

" Recommendations for FAR/regulation modifications supporting reuse

" ASSET began operations

O A high level view of final STARS reuse products is provided by this slide. Interim versions of the products will
receive trial use within alpha-test projects by the Primes, in the demonstation projects, in the AF CARDS program
and by Technology Transition Affiliates. The final products will reflect the feedback from this usage. The STARS
reuse products address both an evolution of the technology base and tranon support guidelines that help address
the cultural issues involved in moving towards a new ay of doing business.

15



DOMAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

REUSE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE NOW

Point Solutions 0
Prototype Libraries

- Software Reuse Library (limited distribution)

Products Supporting Technology Evolution

" Reuse Processes

- Domain Analysis Process
- Asse. Certification Process

" Standards/Conventions

- Asset Library Open Architecture Framework

" Second Generation Library Mechanisms

- Reusability Library Framework (public distribution)

- Asset Management System (beta InQuisiX license from SPS)

The interim products listed on these two slides are organized according to the stage of the STARS approach the 0
product supports. Thus they are characterized as: point soluuons, products supporting technology evolution and
products supporting cultura change.

Further information on the processes, tools and reports listed on these slides can be found in the STARS Catalog or

the remainder of the presentations at STARS '91. Many of the doc~ments identified on the next two slides will be

handed out to you today. All of the library mechanisms are being demonstrated in the STARS booth. We invite you

to join with us m accelerating the transtion to megaprogramming by working as Technology Transition Affilitates and

providing us feedback on these early products.

16



DOINAIN-SPECIFIC REUSE

* REUSE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE NOW

Products Supporting Cultural Change

Transition guidelines
- Reuse Concept of Operations
- Composite Process Model integrating reuse

- Sample process tailoring to application domain risks
- Reusable Software Acquisition Environment report

17
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STARS '91
REUSE CONCEPTS

Maggie Davis
The Boeing Company
03 December 1991
(206) 773-3313
mjdavis@stars.boeing.comn

In support of the STARS missioa. represmlt-tives from each of the three prime contractors (Boeing. IBM, and
Unisys) along with epresentativc-s from Mitre and the SEI were chartered as a reuse concepts joint activity teamn
The team has been developing a consensus description of the reuse aspects of software engineering following the
envisioned STARS paradigm.

This description is captured in an evolving document called the STARS Reuse Concept of Operations. The focus of
version 0.5. a recently-released first draft. is a framework for considering and defining reuse supporting composable
pmcesw&

The framework supports composing these processes into broader contexts such as reuse-based organizational
strategies and product life cycles.
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REUSE CONCr.T1S

OUTLINE

* Reuse perspective on STARS vision

" Reuse process conceptual framework

- Benefits
- Content
- Domain concept

" Next steps

This talk Vves an overvnew of the reuse perspecove an the STARS vision with regard to specific trms of the vision
sta emnt and with regard to the reuse cocepts docurne

This talk will describe assumpioas and benefits of the reuse process conceptual funewrk as well as describe what
the frarnework contains.

The final tcpc will address what we believe are the logical next steps in evolving ad refing reuse coacepts for
STARS.

20
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REUSE CONCEPTS

REUSE PERSPECTIVE ON STARS VISION

"Vell-defined and consistently applied

PROCESS-DRIVEN processes for creating, managing,
reusing assets

REUSE-BASED Derive new and modified systems from
existing assets

DOMtAIN-SPECIFIC Assets, processes, technology are
appropriate/tailored to domaii(s)

Substantial automated support for
TECINOLOGY-SUPPORTED processes;

Assets and tools integrated into SEE

Assets shared among geographicallyCOLLO A E- -dispfzrsed libraries on heterogeneous
DEVELOPIENT platforms

Being PROCESS-DRIVEN means that software engineering is done in accordance with well defined processes that
are consistently applied. Support for guidance. monitoring, and definition of processes is provided by the software
engineering Mvirom=ne.

Being REUSE-BASED means that the standard approach to software-intensive system development and evolution is
to derive new and modified systems prncipaly from existing assets rather than to create them anew. Note, this
approach requires that relevirnt assets be available, as well as processes defining how to use the assets to produce
systems. The reusable assets assumed to be available include not only the software components most commonly
associated with reuse but also additional kinds of information such as requiremecLs, specifications, architectures,
designs, test procedures, domain knowledge models, data dictionaries. algorithms, process definitions, and rationale.

Being DOMAIN-SPECFIC means that the reusable assets, the development processes, and the supporting technology
are appropriate to, perhaps tailored for, the domain in which the software is being developed. We believe that the
same reuse concepts and the same geizric processes and tecbrology apply to domains of various types and levels.

Being TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTED means that there is substantial automated support for the reuse processes.
Further. the reusable assets and the support tools are iwegrated in the software engineering environment being used.

Doing COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMEN'" means that reusable assets can be shared among libraries that are
geographic.lly dismbuted and hosted on heterogeneous plafforms. The vision is that a user can use a single interface
to interact with all libraries, unaware of whether or not an asset comes from a local or remote library and of the
particulars of the user interface or of the data model associated with the onginating library.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS DOCUMENT 0

DOES:

* Elaborate on reuse VISION
• Define conceptual FRAMEWORK for reuse processes
" Establish common reuse VOCABULARY

DOES NOT:

* Prescribe THE way to do reuse

WILL:

* EVOLVE over time

- Review
- Feedback from use

The STARS reuse concept of operations document is the first step in providing guidance on baow to evolve reuse-
based approaches and in making sure that appropriate reuse swpport capabilities are known. Thus, the document
aticulatzs STARS concepts and expectations for reuse with respect to system and software development by:.

- e!aboraing on the STARS reuse v-siom
- defining a framework for defimtaio of reuse processes.
- establishing a common STARS termirology for reuse;
- a-ldessing the impact and opportunities for use of distributed. heterogeneous asset libraries as a

reuse-enabling technology (this topic wiWl be covered in the following session of the Reuse Track);
nd,

- providing a context for understanding STARS reuse plans and products.

The STARS reuse comcepts joint activity team believes that thee is no one "right' software development process that
it applicable to all organizatons. applications. piojects. or methodologies. Thus, the rese concept o: operations
document does NOT:

- prvvide a concept of operaions for a total software development process;
- provide a concept of oi-ranons for a specific organization; or
- prescribe "the" way tc do reuse.

We expect to release version 1. volume I in January 1992. This new version will reflect technical review by
individuals anside and outside of STARS. Furthermore, we expect to continuously evolve this volume as other
organizar ons provide feedback from reading it and from trying to use it as guidance. Volume IL which will contain
elaborations on the processes within the reuse process framework will be incrementally released as process
descriptuos become available. It is our hope that these two volumes vill be used by those technologists w.'o create,
momtor. adn-ater. and modJl) systems and sofiNare development and maintenance processes.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

0 PRIMARY BENEFITS OF FRAMEWORK

* Adaptable to different:

- Goals
- Organizations
-Projects

* Common viewpoint for reuse processes:

- Discussing
- Defining

4O  cn 7anV ' " I
To reinforce our belief that there is not one way to do reuse, the reuse concepts joint acivity team explicitly
developed the reuse process framework to be generic, and thus, adaptable with respect to its application by specific
organizations, within specific methodologies or approaches, or as supported by a specific soitware engineering
efnvironment.

It is our intent that the reuse process framework will aid in understanding the technical issues involved in integrating
reuse throughout a system or software life cycle process. This assistance is a cc-usequence of the framework
providing a common viewpotu for discussing and defining reuse processes.

We expect that this framework will be of interest to:

- Software Program Managers in understanding how reuse may affect the development process and
be incrrated into project panning,

- Acquisition Planner, who plan acquisition strategies and prepare request for nroposal (RFP)
packages;

- Acquisition Policy Makers who are .eeking to better understand how to fcster reuse; and,
-- Process Engincers developing composable reuse processes and merg'ng them into larger process

contexts such as life cycle models.

0
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REUSE CONCEPTS[

~FRAMEWORK SUPPORTS MULTIPLE
0 REUSE-BASED LIFE CYCLE MODELS

Supports composition of reuse processes into different life cycle models

- Independent of life cycle model styles

SWATERFALL SPIRAL

- Examples:

Domain development & evolution
System integration
System evolution

X v G 7

Historically. organizations have based their software development plans on methodology, technique,
or tool selections made to implement an idealized project life cycle rather than on composable process selections.
Indeed, software development has mostly been considered as one gigantic waterfall life cycle divided into major
phases encompassing system conception to demise. In contrast- STARS is promoting the concept that there are
rmltitLple, valid modern software life cycle models approorate for different organizational goals, strategies, and
strengths. That is, STARS is generalizing the concept of life cycle model from a strategy for software SYSTEM
development to strategies for software PRODUCT development, where product includes components, interface and
protocol standards, architectures, domain models, application generators, and systems.

We expect that the reuse process framework will be used to guide composition and iistantiation of reuse-
based sof,.ware life cycle models by selecting compatible processes from among its process families. The
processes selected should be compatible among themselves, with organizational goals, strategies, and
strengths, with project requirements and constraints, and with characteristics of the dor.ai.

Please note that the reuse process framework is also independent of any particular life cycle model style. By style,
we mean the model's strutum' with respect to elapsed time. -uch as waterfall or spiral. The framework has no pre-
defined entry point but it does indicate what information flows among the process families.

Some example reuse-based life cycle models are:

- Domain Development and Evolution, whose goal is production and evolution of reusable assets in a
single dcvnain;

- System Integration. whose goal is constructing new, complex software-intensive systems that are
integraions of reusable assets from mulflple(sub)domains; and,

- System Evolution, whose goal is maintaining the viability of a system as its underlying domain and
solution tecbnology mature and evolve.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

BENEFITS OF WELL.DEFNED.
COMPOSABLE PROCESSES

* Tai~orable for

- Organization
- Domain
- Project

" Discrete unit facilitates

- Management
- Measurement
- Improvement

" Identify similarities among processes

- Reuse of technology
- Reuse of engineering skills

There is one, very basic assumption underlying the reuse process framework. The assumption is that processes can
be defined in DISCRETE. WELL-DEFINED units that can be composed into broader contexts. This is the reuse
technical area's leverage point with STARS process ehnical area.

We believe the benefits of this assumption to be:

- F-asier implementation and :iloring of life cycle models in support of individual domains,
organizations, and engineers.

- Simplified management, measurement, monitoring, and improvement, of life cycle model
implementations and improvement in life cycle models.

- Identification of the similarities in appropriate methods, techniques, and tools supporting various
life cycle models and processes.

- Identificaton of similarities among required engineering skills.

These benefits accrue because discrete, composable processes are easier to define, may have formal representations.
have defxite begin and end poms, have definite stan and stop critena, span a shorter time duration than life cycle
phases, and can be customized to avidable tools and environment support.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

REUSE PLANNING PROCESS FAMILY

ii. &ORGANIZATION
,-m n STRATEGIES

ORGANIZATION & I I STRATEGIE
PROJECT PROJECT PLANS
CHARACTERISTICS

DOMAIN M.ATUUrTY & F s PROCESSES
CHARACTERISTICS u LI CYCLE

MARKET ANALYSES MODELS

TOOL/rECIINIQL'ES GOALS
EVALUATIONS

LESSONS LEARN7ED

PROCESS ASSETS

An important function of the planning activity in the reuse process framework is to define a reuse strategy and plan
for its implementation within the organization that is undetaking a reuse program. A second function is to
implement the strategy in plans and processes for a specific project. A related function is to measure and evolve the
process for executing the plam. Note that many of the planning activities and products aie appropriate at both the
organizational and specific project levels.

Reuse Strategy Development: A reuse strategy is used to guide the asset creation, management, and utilization
processes. The activities required to define the strategy will depend on the nature of the organization. e.g., whether
it is a company seeking to market reusable components. or develo" qystems based on them, a DoD Program
Executive Officer establishing a reuse program for a given dora,- "rogram Manager developing a specific
system. or a maintenance _ganization. The strategy will be inil y the organization's goals and top level
reuse policy. The reuse strategy may defme processes that identify, ev,.Aate and select domains for reuse; define a
set of methods for asset creation that are compatible with the methods for asset utilizatiom create plans for asset
creation, management, and utiization; and define goas to measure the effectiveness of reuse. A software reuse
strategy may include, but is not limited to. a domain selection method, an asset creation plan. an zsset management
plan. an asset utization plan. and process and product improvement plans.

Process & Product Improvement planning: The reuse proctss measurement and evolution function receives input in
the form of data captured about the asset creation, managemezi. and utilization processes and products. It also
receives lessons learned, asset requirements, process requirements, and any other form of relevant feedback from
individuaJs involved in those processes. Feedback from the users of the software products is also input to this
funcuon.
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S REUSE CONCEPTS

ASSET CREATION PROCESS FAMILY

Domain Analysis

Extraction Modeling

Reverse Technology &

Engineering Requirements SOFARCHITEC
Forecasting 

TURZS

SOFTWARE
PLANS Software Application COMP0NETs

Architecture Generator -4 APPLICATION

LESSOS Development Development GENTRATORS
LESSONSDOMAIN

PROCESSES Soft nt MODELS

xREoU~C- Component Evolution
Development

The goal of DOMAIN ANALYSIS is to develop a domain model, reisable requirements, and domain variability
description applicable to solution systems within the domain. Note that domain is being used here in its broadest
sense, i.e. as an area of activity or knowledge. At a high level. domain analysis is a combination of reverse
engineering, knowledge extraction, technology and requirements forecasting, and modeling.

The purpose of SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT is to produce an architecture that can be used to
implement numerous systems for the dnmain as detined by the domain analysis.

The goal of SOFTWARE COMPONENT DEVELOPMNT is to develop reusable software components that
implement the previously developed domain-specific architecture. Before this activity is urdertaken, reuse planning
has already evatuated whether component development i more appropriate than or complementary to application
generator development or use. Reuse planning activities will also have evaluated whether translation of code from
legacy systems may also be appropriate.

The goal of APPLICATION GENERATOR DEVELOPMENT is to provide a capability that allows a reuser or
application developer to create software- (sub)systems using the concepts and terms belonging to the domain. The
potm is to support the end user in staing "what" is desired rather than detailing "how" the desired effect is to be
achieved. Ths "'what crientation can also be Lemed requirements-based.

The goal of ASSET EVOLUTION is to respond to the feedback of asset evaluations from the asset management and
asset utilization processes. There should be explicit processes that receive and analyze this feedback with the objective
to enhance the appopr ate domain model, software arcWitecture and components, and application generators. The
feedback may also be used to improve or better tailor the processes of modeing, component and architecture
cre-aton, and applicauon generator development to the needs of particular domains or organzations.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

D DOMAIN: AREA OF EXPERTISE

MILITARY SYSTEMS Application
Domains

(Decomposed
AVIONICS BATTLE MGT by Purpose)

: AVIONICS ::: :i:.-- Domain* Functional Mod el- Surface-to-A :!il;
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Domains have been characterized as application, hozontal, or vertical. technology, computer science execution.
execution models, etc.. The figure graphically depicts relationships among some crcerztons of domains.

In the figure, application domains represent the knowledge and concepts tha! pertain to a particular computer
application area such as battle management, avionics, C31, and nuclear physics.

Mid left on the figure is a depiction of a vertical domain. A vertical domain is a representation of the the essential
functionality of a resticted set of systems that pertain to a particular member of an application (sub)domain. This
figure also anempts to show that a domain model should be related to one branch of a vertical decomposition of an
application domain.

At the bottom of the figure, boriLond domains are depicted as the knowledge and concepts that pertain to a
particular functionality of a set of software cments that can be utilized across mor than one application domain.
Example horizontal domains include user iuterfaces. database systems, and statistics. Most horizontal domains can be
decomposed into a tree or family of more sp-cialized (sub)4omains where the decomposition is guided by
charact..istics of the solution software. Distinguishing characteristics may be software decomposition style
(functional, ooject-oriemed, data.onened, control-oriented, declarative, etc.), conceptual underpinning (relational,
hierarchical data models), or particular requirements for hardware or performance characteristics. These
requirement characterizations may be used to relate particular sets of software components to a specific domain
model for instannanoa in a desired system.

The reuse concepts joint at-uvuty team agrees this is very complicated. We have attempted to develop a simpler view.
and will continue to do so We feel that reaching a consensus on what we mean by domain contributes to
understanding where and Low dcnain modeling and analysis fits into reuse-based development.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS FAMILY

I0 Me~

Acqusion Acceptance

IA.set I miStSEtio
SESSONSS

The goal of asset ACQUISITION is to obtain assets from external asset libraries and other soinces in o of
asset creation and asset uMeti-iron activities.

The goal of asset ACCEPTANCE is to ecue that an asset satisfies all legal and policy consKins and that sufficient
informaton is available to catalog the asset.

The goal of asset CLASSrFICATION is to develop a scheme for categorzing assets on the basis of their domain-

relevant chiactena'stcs. The classification scheme provides library usr with an organizational framework for
locang and undersanding domnai as.set..

Asset CATALOGING is broken down into three steps: asset categorizao asset description, and asset installation.
A t CATEORATION is the proces of determnig where an asset belongs within the clasification scheme.
AsTet D.g sC CEPTON is the p of creating capturing, or adapting all the information that is needed to desucibe

the as set in the context of the library's data model, once the asset has been categorized. Asset INSTALLATION is
the procers of instllng the categorized and described asset in the library s-teme.

The ultimat goal of asset CERTIFICATION is to guarantee that software assets implement their requirements and

tha ter executon will be error free in their intnded environrentL

The goal of LIBR. ,RY AN'D ASSET MLETRICS COLLECTION is to improve the effectiveness of the library in
pporntg reuse processes thin clien organizatwons.

Te goal of LIBRARY ADMindISTRATION and operaeeon s to assure the availability of the asset libray for asset
treaon and asci utiaizaton ihtivities.

The goal of the aset MAINTENANCE and enhancement proces is to iteratively improve the assets in the library

relative to user and domain needs.
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REUSE CONCEPTS

D) ASSET UTILIZATION PROCESS FAMILY

' System Composition[ I Asset Identification

Asset Understanding

____________ Asset Tailoring -YSEM

System Generation ASSETS

SYSTEM EDS LAsset Identification-j FRnB,7,

A SSETS& LAsset Understandingj
DESCRnEMONS ['--" o -- ""-I

Asset T aoring_ _j

There are two primary methods of asset utilizarion corresponding to system composition and system generation.
These two asset utilization methods are complementary and can kOth be employed within the same domain or for a
single system development. The other processes shown here (asset identification, asset
understanding/evaluation/selection, and asset tailoring/intep-.,on) each have the same goals but are are approached
differently within each utlizanon method.

Asset-based system COMPOSITION is a process in which the software engineer constructs new products (e.g.,
requirements, design, code, tests, documentation) from previously developed or newly generated parts. This is
typically done by identifying, understanding, evaluating, and selecting appropriate generalized domain assets and
tailoring and imegratmg them to meet specific system needs.

System GENERATION is a process for producing systems or subsystems that ideally incorporates all the variation in
a domain into a set of parameters expressed in terms of a specification language or template. A generation tool
accepts specifications from engineers that define values for the domain parameters and resolves the vari.tion
accordingly to generate components of the target system.

Asset utilization may reveal the need to amen.e' the domain model, to construct new assets, and other or tn' change or
delete other assets. Similarly, each reuse-based development effort shouid yield lessons that can be applied to asset
management within the domain. Engineers' experiences with browsing and querying the library may result in
recommendations for refining or correcting aspects of the library taxonomy or asset descriptions; experiences with
th:e tools used to facilitate asset undcrstanding, tailoring, integration. and generation may yield recommendations for
addinonaJ tools or improvements to the existing tools; problems with assets that were thought to be well-qualified
may reveal inadequacies in the asset qualification process; lack of adequate access to the remote libraries may result
in recommendatons for improved library ccmnectivity or interoperabiLity.
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RES COC!T

NEXT STEPS

" In-depth review of:

- Framework
- Vocabulary

• Develop/acquire:

- Processes
- Lifecycle models

* Construct volume II of reuse concepts

- Elaboration of process categories
- Feedback and trial use

* Construct process descriptions

• Reuse adoption handbook

XI =m MNOd4 0

We have reached the final viewgraph in this presetation. We want to tell you where we think we go from here.

We will be improving and refiing both the framework and the set of findamental terms. We invite and would
welcome review by you. Version 0.5 of the Reuse Concepts document is available here toaay to facilitate your
participation.

We will be developing or acquiring composable process definitions and life cycle models. Contributions from you
and you orgaaizazions would be most welcome. They may also be made to the process asset library being discussed
in the process track.

Our immediate next step is to consnct volume II of the rese concepts document. 7his volume will elaborate on
processe: we have identfied in the decomposition we used m volume It will also elaborate on the considerable
flow of information shared among differeu process families. This is aga an opportunity for you to provide us
with fedback and rco-uendanans.

Results from DSD Laboratories and the CARDS program will be used in developing a reuse adopuon handbook that
addrcsses the non-technical barers to reuse.

0
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STARS '91
INTEGRATING REUSE INTO

A LIFE-CYCLE PROCESS

Bonnie P Danner
TRW
3 December 1991
(703) 876-8776
danner@rrwacs.fp.rw.com

Under STARS tasking. we integraed software development reuse activities into a risk-driven. spiral-based process

model. We also initiated the adaptanon of the reuse-based process to a specific application domain.

This work is documented in two separate reports:

1) STARS Subtask US40.2 Composite Paradigm Report for Software Technology for
Adaptable Reliable Systems

2) US40 - Risk-Reduction Reasoning-Based Development Paradigm Tailored to Navy C2

Systems

Copies of these reports are here o, the table and will be available today after the briefings.
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INTEGRATIN G REUSE

OUTLINE 0'
* Adaptation for Reuse and Domain Tailoring

" STARS Reuse Framework Integration

" Composite Process Model Foundation and Key Elements

" Assumptions, What It Is/Isn't

" Ovenriew of The Process Model

" A Closer Look: Quadrants and Sectors

" Domain Tailoring Example

" Conclusions

This briefing provides an overview of reuse-based process model enhan:ements and an initial domain tailoring of the
life-cycle process descriptiors. We will examine the process model foundation and the compositicn of the integrated
process. We will then review the domain tailoring example and discuss conclusions and recommendations.
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For the STARS Program Unisys tasking, we adapted previous TRW process modeling work under the DARPA
SISTO project, Advanced Computing Systemis (ACS). The Composite Process Model is a risk-driven, reuse-based
process model for high assurance software developmient. The model provides an initial framework for specific
process activities and embeds reuse into the spiral based paradigm. Task goals for the Composite Process Model
were to integrate STARS reuse proceuses into a full life-cycle paradigm, to adapt previous DARPA work. to provide
a foundation for more detailed reuse process desciptions, and to provide top level guidance for meuse-based process
descnpuons in a nisk-dniven paradigm. The model represents an interim step toward broad STARS goals for domain-
specific reuse as an element of megaprogram-iing support. This task illustrates the integration of reus into a life-
cycle process. Current reuse and process efforts and thc STARS reuse process framework provide input into major
spiral stages of activity. As an irnenmi step, the Composite Process Model is applicable to future domain-specific
process modeling. For this tasking, the model has been combincd with preliminary Navy C2 domain analysis work
to define a domain specific process model. The focus of the resulting model is domain specific; however, the overall
paradigm has more general application as a process model representation. In addition, reuse process model
represenauon exper~nents were .nzuated under this tasking.
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IN-TEGRATING REUSE

STARS REUSE FRAMEWORK
ENTEGRATION 0

I Objectim aW ,l Fisk Analysis &

S CTAR esnePProjecs roeesse ect

Ada Systems

The fundamental reuse process activities that make up the STARS reuse process franework were interpreted tr

project implementation and integated into the risk-driven, life-cycle spials of the TRW DARPA ACS Process
model. Project reuse activities were identified for each of five major spirals for high assurance system developmenLThese spRrals will be discussd later in this bnefmg. The spiral basis for the Composite Process Model is illustrated
here with csrvular clockwise rotations around fotw defined quadrants of activities. Spiral activities are initatod in
Quadrant L Startig at Quadrant 1 (9:00), the objectives and consrants of the spiral stage are determined. In
Quad.ant m. spiral risk analysis and risk mitigaTon are accomplished. Principle activities are analyses and
assessments as well a prototypes and simulations depending on the particular spiral stage and objectives. In
Quadrant III the spiral products are devetifd. In Quadrant IV. the projoct spiral planning and managemnt activities
aTe onducted. Transi onng cr ate support evaluations before a decfson is made pt advance to se next major
spiral. There i no lntended is phicaton o elapsed tume witsin a sp ial. Some spirals may be of lung dirauon
while others may repru.cnt avry rap d set of activities and products. In addition. there may be subspirals within a

upiral to address specific nsks, and spals may overlap within a project life-cycle. A true conceptual vie of the
spiral process will depend on an actal project reas pnation.
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- INTEGRATING REUSE

COMPOSITE PROCESS MODEL
FOUNDATION AND KEY ELEMINENTI7S

Primarv Primary
MotivationiI1rivers Foundation Constraints> , I Objectives and _I Risk Analys &constraints -- l-.'ig tioa /

Truast -- 'CY /iJ Poiri-alISocological
Tha /Cos____________"A"_ Envronm'ent

Performance KAvailabie Technology/
eKnowledze

Reuse Deanvg.mo 4 ,elc~opmenl Available Assets/

Key Elements of the Composite Process Model

" Risk Aanagement * Engineering for Trust, Performance and Reuse
" Ada * Control and Assurance

1Jvw PiD...VG3

O.. ing te TRW DARPA ACS process model as a technical foundauon,we developed thc reuse based activities with
t-%o prnmary s-ategies. First- the Composite Process Model stresses the early identificarion of risks (a characteristic
of its spiral foundauon) and organizes subsequent development activities to mitigate them. Second, the Composite
Process Model calls for the .ntegration of reuse, trust and performance engineering with modem software practices.
The figure shows the motivations, drivers and key elements of the resulting model. Reuse-based drivers and
conm-rins are highlighted. The domain of a specific application will constrain the adaptation of the Composite
Process Model. The spiral insert illustrates the conceptual base for four generic quadrant classes of each cycle and
the segments of activities *',ihin each quadrant. We will look more closely at conceptualizations of spiral activities
later in this briefing. The model key elements may include, for example, I) Risk Management: fo-mal risk
methodclccits, rnode!inv, piann:ng for rtuse. protot)ping and dcmonscraitins, analysis of -euse carcidatEcs and
n-Triental developmcnt. 2) Engincr.ng for Trust, Performance and Reuse: architecture "ssessmen (modcl,
prototype). critical mechanism protor.ptrig and integration of c'nuzal, reusable assets, 3) Ada: h, nmogeneous
repmwsentauon, consistent memcs and languiage support for reuse; 4) Control ar' AssL ance: reasoaiing-haxc
analyslsvassurance, reuse of assurance results, CM and control, controllmanagemeni of reuse library.

0
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INTEGRATING REUSE

ASSUMPTIONS, WHAT IT IS/ISN'T

Composite Process Model Assumptions

" Domain Well-Defined

" Early Domain Analysis and Planning Done

" Top Level Reuse Requirements Established

* Reuse Infrastructure Exists

Composite Process Model Is

* One Example of Reuse in a Life-Cycle Model

* Tutorial Description of Composite Process

* Not a Detailed Prescription

* Not Domain-Specific

* To be Interpreted for Application

The Composite Process Model describes domain-independeni, top level project activities that must necessarily follow
project conceptualization, planning and an already established initial approach. There are fundamental assumptions

about the state of rruse prior to the fst spiral of activities. These assumptions are: the domain of
interest/app",uon is well-defineA. early domain analysis and planning are already accomplished, top level reuse
requirever. (goals for project use, management and creation of reusable asse ) arte established and a reuse
infrastruc are (ibrary of assets engineering environment, methodology and tools) exists. The Composite Process
Modo:l is an interim stp toward a domain-specific process model. As previously mentioned, we initiaiy modeled
the process for domain analysis and precontract activities in the Navy Command and Control (C2) domain with a
Spiral 0 followed by the five spirals identified in the composite process, tailored to the application domain. The
Composite Process Model is onr. example of reuse in a complete project life-cycle model. Because of its vast scope
and :Ls top level objecuves, it is not a dctailed prescription, rather it is a tutorial description of the composite process
that incorporates reuse and traditionai project activities into a risk-driven process model. As mentioned, the
Composite Process Model is not domain-specific, it must be tailored to a specific domain. Importantly, the model
must be interpreted for application to any real world project; and prescriptive guidance with specific activities,
development environment characteristics and management controls must be defined.

0
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INTEGRATING REUSE

Oyv RVIEW OF THE PROCESS MODEL

Spiral 0: (Domain-Specific) May Defime Domain Analysis and Relevant
Early Activities
Spiral 1: Initial Project Plans and Analysis of Reuse, Trust and
Performance Requirements

Example Reuse Activities
- Identify Reuse Policy
- Assess Reusable Assets
- Assess SEE Capabilities
- Document Reuse Requirements
- Incorporate Reuse into Life-Cycle Plan
- Identify Reuse Risks

D "'The r.ext five viewgraphs present 3 modetl overview that lists the iniual domain-based proce.ss Spiral 0 and Lie fivemajor spirals that make up the composite process model. Principle rcuse-based activities are listed for the
Composite Spirals 1-5.

The Composite Process Model consists of spirals representing the five major groups of activities in the developmentof high assurance systems. These spirals are discussed in the Composite Process Model report, and a list of primaryactviues is detailed for each one. In addition, a concepmal view of each spiral is illustrated with major activitiesdefined in each quadrant. Reuse activities are integrated into each quadrant and spiral. Implicily and expltcidy, reuseis a daily driver of the projecL The prescnbed, ordered sets of activites withm each quadrant stem from iterativeattemps over several cycles to reduce the c"vcial technical and program risks in ruse-driven developments and insystems requiring high trus and performance. Assuming a domain-specific basis, the Composite Process Modelincorporates the considerauons fox r.euse activities within the quadrant segments for:Spiral I Iniual PTojc-t Plans and Analysis of Reuse. Trust and Performance RequirementsSpiral 2 Reuse and Trust Enforcement Strategy and Basic Architecture
Spual 3 Cnucal Elements and Architecowre Refinemcnt
Spiral 4 System Dcvclopment and Assurance
Spual 5 Mainienance.An initial spiral for aomain analysts may be conceptuaiized as Spiral 0. The actual repre-entation of spiral and thenumber cf spirals may vary depending on a ,pocific project s need. For example, Spirals 1 and 2 could becc c.uplaly combined into a s:nj!e sp-ral en a small enough project that has relatively loA risk whiie on the oherha.IJ. Sp-ral 4 may reo :re paruuor.mg into muItip!e spuals on a more complex project Example reuse xtu.iLeswh,,. re esent a subset of the fHIl iist of acu.iues for Spirals I through 5 are presented here to ilsLrate some ofthe defined a'cu. tes. Each ore of these actiitues can be Ltiought of as a subprocess to be modeled for a particular

project Aitthm a defined aplauon doman.
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II:NEGRATING REUSE

OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS MODEL.o

Spiral 2: Reuse and Trust Enforcement Strategy and Basic Architecture

* Example Reuse Activities

- Develop/Refine Reuse Strategy
- Assess Reuse Technology as Required
- Assess PM Application and Initial SEE Support
- Initiate Prototypes for Reuse
- Define Basic Architecture that Applies Reuse
- Tailor SEE for Reuse Needs
- Revise Reuse Plans

0
INTEGRATING REUSE

OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS MODEL %,V

Spiral 3: Critical Elements and Architecture Refinement

* Example Reuse Activities

- Incorporate Reuse Constraints into Critical Elements Analysis
- Develop Critical Reuse Elements
- Assess Prototype Reuse Qualifications
- Reassess Reuse Risks
- Prototype Reuse Approach
- Establish Reuse-Relevant Architecture
- Provide Asset Assurance
- Revise Reuse Plans

0
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IINTEGRATING REUSE

0 OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS MODEL

Spiral 4: System Development and Assurance

* Example Reuse Activities

- Use Acceptable Assets in Development
- Assess Reuse Requirements Compliance
- Test, Evaluate and Certify Reused Assets
- Document Assets for Future Reuse
-- Apply CM for Reuse and Trust
- Develop Guidelines for Maintenance and Reuse
- Review Lessons Learned

D
INTEGRATING REUSE

OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS MODEL

Spiral 5: Maintenance

* Example Reuse Acti-dties

- Implement Reuse Change Tracking
- Maintain Baselined Assets
- Update Reuse Constraints
- Assess Impact of Proposed Changes to Assets
- Assess Technology to Support Reuse
- Identify New Reuse Risks and Ways to Mitigate

Develop Design/Design Revisions to Assets (as needed)
- Retest, Reevaluate, Recertffy as needed
- Revise Reuse Risks as Needed
- Review Lessons Learned
- Plan for Future Reuse
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INTEGRATLNG REUSE
A CLOSER LOOK:

QUADRANTS AND SECTORS____
I. Objectives and Constraints HI. Risk.Analysis and Mitigation0
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represents project planning. plan revwsons; and evaluation of current progress before the vansition to Spial4 can
occzr.
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DOMAIN TAILORING EXAINIPLE

Initiated Domain Tailoring of Composite Process Model
- Risk-Reduction, Reasoning-based Development Paradigm Tailored to

Navy C2 Systems

Integrated the Following:
- Composite Process Model
- Preliminary Navy Command and Control Domain Analysis
- Definition of Pre-contract activities
- Domain Risks applied to Spiral Process
- Determination of Government-Specific Activities (as well as

contractor activities)

Uncer STARS tasking, we conducted an initial domain analysis and identified a prehmiiary set of domain risks and
characterstics for Navy C2 System develogment. The Composite Process model was adapted to the Navy C2

domain, and the resulting Navy C2 Process Model (NCCPM) is documented in the STARS report. Risk.Reduction.
Rcasonrng.Based Development Paradigm Tailored to Navy C2 Systems. The preliminary domain analysis work is
summarized in an Appendix A to this report. The NCCPM work adapts the Composite Process Model to the
prelimunary omtain analysis, defines pre-contract activities for the Navy and other organizations, applies domain
risks to each spiral of actvity and deter'runes and integrates specific Government and contractor development
activitues for each spiral.
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" Developed Risk Summary Tables
-Technical and Programmatic Risks

- Risk Mitigation Activities IMapped to Relevant Spirals

*Defined Preliminary Tables Mapping Standards to Spirals

" Created Spiral 0: Concept Through Contract Award
-Domain Analysis Activities
-Pre-Contract Activities (Sponsoring and Performing Organizations)
-Description of Domain-Specific Reuse Activities
-Five Subspirals

The NCCPN report specifies domain-specilic reuse risks and ae';vities that mitigate those risks throughout the
process life-cycle. These acti% ies are surnmanized in risk tab that map risks to spirals (0-5). The Composite0
Process Model tailoring to a specifis domain also includes iniiuaL tables thai map such starndards as DoD 2167A and
DoD 5200.25-STD to project spirals. The NCCPM includes a Spiral 0 for domain analysis and precontract process
modeling for both sponsoring and performning organization activities. Spiral 0: Concept Throlgh Cortract Awa:d
consists of five subspirals that list the many early activities required to define the system concept, initiail
specification and REP. preporatons to respond to the REP, and the writing and evaluation of proposals.
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INTEGRATLNG REUSE

CONCLUSIONS A

" One Interim Step Toward STARS Reuse Goals and

Megaprogramming Support

Paradigm Well suited for Large Scale and/or High Assurance
Developments (e.g., C3 Systems, MLS Systems, Safety Critical
Systems, Weapon Systems, etc.)

* Paradigm Supports Research-Based System Developments

• Suggestions for Community to Enhance Applicability:

- Develop More Prescribed Guidance (Guidebook)
- Tailor to Other Domains
- Validate Through Real-World Project use

D The Composite Process Model is one example of integrating reuse into a process model; one interim step toward the
STARS reu.e goals. Interpreted for a specific application domain, the Composite Process Model is one approach
for STARS domain-specific, reuse-based megaprogramming support. The model addresses the full life-cycle
development process for a risk-driven system developmen It provides a paradigm for large scale systems and for the
development of high assurance (trusted) systems. Some of the types of developments that are especially suited to the
paradigm are safety critical systems such as flight control, medicine dispensing applications, etc, and higly trusted
systems such as multilevel secure systems. In addition, because of its built-in flexibility and nsk mitigation
emphasis, te Composite Process Model is clearly appropriate for research.based system developments. (e.g., In
phase I! of the DARPA ACS research project, TRW and its subcontractors are applying the foundation process
model to the develop ment of a misted X Window System prototype aimed at the B3 level of mist) There are future
tasks that would enhance the applicability of the Composite Process Model. Our suggestions to the software
engineenng community we: 1) Duvelop a gudebook for the Composite Process Model that would provide more
prescnptive steps for interpretator and use of the model for a real-world application, 2) Tailor the Composite
Process Model to other example domains aid provide feedback for improving the current process as well as more
explicit process model descrptions that ae applicable for their specific domains; 3) Validate the Composite Process
Model through actual project use; provide feedback for process ;mprovement so that the model can evolve to a
viable, visible supporing element of the STARS reuse vision.
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STARS '91
DOMAIN ANALYSIS

PROCESS MODEL

Ruben Prieto-Diaz
R:use. Inc.
3 December 1991
(703) 742-7107
7G. 10.301 4@compuserve.com

D AWf P ?,in 0 S6'G

'This presentaw~n is a brief inmrdiicuon anid overview of the STARS Dom; .n Analysis Process Model.

It is one of the building blocks of a model for reuse library processes being developed for STARS.

The model for Reuse Library Processes is available in report formwa fromn STARS. Iti s entitled STARS Reuse Library
Process Model.
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DOMNAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

OUTLINE

9 Context for the Domain Analysis Process Model

- Basic activities for building libraries I
- The domain analysis building block process

Domain analysis concepts

- What is domain analysis (DA)
- Why necessary
- An approach to DA F

e Domain Analysis Process

- High level view

- A peek into details

* Applications
- Naval Training Sy:tems Center Project (NTSC)

- Other STARS activities
- Future work

The Domain Aalsi s Pocess Model was develoed as ont of the subprocesses for developing and managing reuse

This pmsntanon describes briefly the activities of the library process model to illuwra= the role of domain analysis within
the contxt of creaung reuse libraries.

Some basic concpts, jusuficaon. and views of domain analysis will be introduced along %-ith a descnpuon of the process.

The proiess is sunmaried by listng the tugh level acivitics involved. Selected diagrams ar also shown.

The prestaLon concludes with description of some of the applicaons of the model inside and outside STARS.
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

CONTEXT FOR DOMAIN ANALYSIS AM

Part of a model for reuse library processes developed for STARS

* Formal characterization of reuse library processes

" Includes creation, operation, and management of reuse libraries

" Supports franchise view of distributed libraries

" Focus is on domain analysis

" SADT format

The objective of the library process model is to formally charterize the various processes that take place in the context of

Reuse Librarnes.

These processes include not only the operation and management of reuse libraries but the preparation and analysis work

requir for establistng such libranes in panuzipang organizations.

This model supports afrancase view of hbrar, development. The current versna of the library process model concenirates

on how to create standard reuse libranes to faciltate the implementation of a nationwide reuse program.

Standard gtudeires make possible the d velo,rent of independent libraries %,ith common requirenents and at the same

time provide ctrtai degree of flexibility for organizations to specialize in specific application domains. This flexibility

allows for a quick and decentrah2ed development of srecialued libraries resulting in a rapid expansion of the reuse librar'.

base.

The Domzan AnaiNsis component plays a key ole !n cre.ting domain specific libraries that support a reuse-based softare

deselopmenL The model Ls decompcicd to very low detail.

The oreenwtauon format is SADT. a a-ademark o( SofTech. SADT is a technique for thinking in a sucwtured a% about

Lrge and complex problems and includes a graphical notaon that is clear and precise in communcatung system

functionality.
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AO - Dev elop reuse libraries
Al - Assess organization capabilitip- for developing a reuse library
A-1 - Define reuse program plan
A3 - Assess reuse poterial for domaini of inter'st
A4 - Cre---,tzise library infrastructure

Fnalyyze domain
A6 - C ustomize generic Asset Management Sy :tem

BO ' Manage reuse libraries
B1 - Populate library
B2 - Supply and filter assets
B3 - Input assets
B4 - Operate and maintain iibrary
B5 - Maintain'verift catalog and classification' scheme
B6 - Generate usage -eports for feedback and evaluation

Library activitics are divided in two rna'n goups: library dorvelopment and library. manaaemnent.4

Library development includes assessing an organzatton's capabiitiy to dcv'. lop and maiintain a reuse library, deining a
reuse plan tailored to dhe organizatins needs, assessing the reuse poential for the applic-Aii- iinmiun where the libr-ary is
going to be used, the analysis of the domain. and cai!ring a generic library system to support system c. sucjon based on
domain Tcific archite.tures.

L~brary .nanagement includes [he initial F/VuLon of the library. supply of quality assets, caualoging and classifying new
asse ts, Ihorary o pera tion arid maintenaance. r ainteniance and vecrification of :alo< and classifi cati on sche me, and report
generazion and e' aluation.

To date only the domain anal~sis process has been de--eloptd inoroughly and to a yen low level of detal. Altlrouizh the
.cmn~uning act'iues are only descnibed in general, the library model provides a crmpletc framework for the o,,rall process.
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

DEVELOP REUSE LIBRARIES
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

DOMAIN ANALYSIS CONCEPTS

* Domain analysis is a key technology for implementation of
domain-specific reuse-based software development

* What is DA?

- Neighbors: "The activity of identifying objects and operations of a
class of similar systems in a particular problem 4omain." [1980]

- Simplified View: "'DA is systems analysis for a class of systems
rather than for a single system." (PD ,

- General View: "DA is the process by which information used in
developing SJW systems is identified, captured, and organized with the
purpose of making it reusable." [PD)

* Process based on a methodology for deriving specialized classification
schemes

* Exploits iteration concept: identification, selection, abstraction, and
classification cycle 00~ A,..,t A

Domain analysis holds the key to a systematic, formal and effective practice of software reuse. To be effective, reusable
asset$ must integrame easily within a predefired and preferably, standard architecture. The task in domain analysis is to
develop such an architecture and provide the information needed to specify standard components.

Most proposed approaches and methods for domain analysis assume that domain knowledge exists and is readily available

and usable. Experience indicates however, that acquiring and structurng knowledge is a bottleneck of domain analysis.

The current model is based on an earlier model proposed in 1987 based on a method for deriving faceted classification

schemes for special collections.

The key concept is an iterative loop of identification, selection, abstraction, and classification of domain information.

This loop can be represented as a spiraL

52
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

SPIRAL VIEW OF DA
0

selection identification

structuralZ complexity

abstraction classification

O The spiral starts with identification of specific objects, opermaions, and relatonshps at a high level of abstraction.

Relevant objects and operations are selected and then abstracted to capture their essential attributes/characteristics or

features.

The objects and operations are then classified by their common attributes.

As the spiral progresses. structures are integrated into larger elements of the architecture.

This basic process is similar to a process practiced in library science to derive classification schemed called Literary

warrant.

The new approach complements this boutom-up approach with a top-down preliminary identification of generic

architectai.
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MNODEL

SUMMARY OF THE DA APPROACH

* Select domain with highest reuse potential "

- Look at current projects: scope and define domain
- Evaluate current/future needs, current practice, feasibility
-- Define purpose

* Top-down analysis

- Identify high level architecture and functional model
- Select functional components with high reuse potential
- Re-define architecture (with reuse in mind)

* Bottom-up analysis
- Vocabulary analysis
- Classification model
- Functional clustering

* Derive generic architecture
- Map bottom-up functions into architecture
- Adapt architecture ,

- Derive other models

I
This is a summary of the proposed domain analysis process.

The activities in the dotted box can be considered as preparation for domain analysis. The objective is to assess the reuse

potential of a selected domain and to define the purpose of the analysis. The purpose of a domain analysis may range from

providing a basic understanding of the domain to developing a common architecture including specifications for reusable

building blocks.

The process follows a sandwich approach. It is based on a combination bottom-up and top-down approach similar to the

one used in developing software systems. During the botton-up stage, low level requirements, source code, and

documentation from existing systems are analyzed to produce; a preliminary vocabulary, a taxonomy, a classification

structure, and standard descriptors. During the top-down sage, high level designs and requirements of cunr,-t and new

systems are analyzed for commonality. The outcome of this analysis includes a canonical structure common to all systems

in the domain, identification of stable and variable characteristics, a generic functional model, and information on the
interrelationships among the structure elements.

The outcomes of both approaches ae integrated into reusable structures. This integration process consists of associating the

products of the botom-up analysis with the structures derived by the "op-down analysis. The result is a natural match

between high level generic models and low level components. Assembly of new systems from basic components, thus,

becomes a library search and retieval operation using the domain models as skeleton guides.

5
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

PREPARE DOMAIN INFORMATION
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

APPLIC4ATIONS
0

e Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) reuse initiative
- Domain analysis of four simulators (V-22, UH-1, P-3A/B, C-17A)
- Produced domain models of common subsystems that support

creation of reusable software objects
- Produced domain vocabulary for the NTSC Reuse Library

* Other STARS projects
- Being used as one of the building blocks for the STARS CONOPS

document
- Being adapted to support ASSET procJses
- Being integrated into the SCPM

* Future work
- Assess feasibility of automation
- Extend and refine to include domain engineering activities

Dm AAiW PiGl1

O The STARS Domain Analysis Process Model has been used in the flight simulation dormtn. T'e Naval Training Center

(N'rSC) Reuse Initative project used it to do a domain analysis of four flight simulators, the V-22 Operational Flight
Trainer, the UH-I Flight Simulator, the P-3A/B Tactical Navigation Modernization Operational Flight Trainer, and the
C-17A Weapons System Trainer. The objective of this domain analysis was to produce a set of domain models which will
support the creation and reuse of software objects for the NTSC Reuse Library. This in turn supports reuse-based software
development.

The model is also being used as the basis for the "Create Assets" process in the STARS CONOPS document. it is being

modified to support ASSET domain analysis activities within their reuse library processes, and it is being integrated into the
STARS Composite Process Model.

Future work include analysis and assessment of primitive activities for possible automation and integration into a software
development environment, and extension to include some domain engineering activities dealing with asset creation.
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DOMAIN ANALYSIS PROCESS MODEL

SUMMARY

* The Domain Analysis Process Model was developed as one of the

building blocks for a process for establishing reuse libraries

e Domain analysis concepts

* High level view and some details of the model

e Listed example of a specific application and use in other STARS
activities
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ASSET LIBRARY OPEN ARCHITECTURE
FRAMEWORK (ALOAF)

Dick Creps
Unisys Defense Stems, Inc.
4 December 1991
(703) 620-7100
creps@stars.reston.uni sy.com

0 This presentation is about the Ast Llrbmy Open Architecture Framework, known as the ALOAF, that is being
developed under STARS. The ALOAF is a set of interfaces that is being defined to facilitate interoperability
between heterogeneous asset libraries and portability of tools across dfferent asset libmxy mechanisms.
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44
• Motivation

• Objectives and Approach

" Basic Principles

" ALOAF Specifications

* Status and Plans

• Call for Feedback

This talk will first discuss why STARS believes an Asset Library Open Architecture Framework is needed. i" will
then focus on the specific objectives of the ALOAF effort and desctibe the approach that is being taken. Some
technical background information and some of the basic principles underlying the ALOAF wol then be discussed,
followed by a desription of the ALOAF specifications defined to date, in significant detail. Next, the current status
of the ALOAF effort and the plans for 1992 will be presented. In closing there will be a call for participation and
feedback from STARS affiliates and the STARS community as a whole.
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TIRENEEDFOR ALOAF1ENEED FOR AN ASSET LIBRARY OPENARCHITECTJRE FRAMEWORK

0
The Megaprogramming Paradigm Will be Facilitated by Ready
Access to a Large Base of Reusable Assets Stored in Asset Libraries

The Number of Asset Libraries is Increasing ... So is Their
Heterogeneity

- Different Tools
- Different Data Models
- Different Platforms

* Library Heterogeneity is Desirable

- Reuse Library Technology and Processes Still Immature
- Domain Specificity = > Diversity

* Thus, Mechanisms are Needed to Enable Heterogeneous Asset
Libraries and Supporting Tools to Interoperate Effectively

O The megaprogramming paradigm that STARS is addressing focuses strongly on the develo-.aent of systems through
the reuse of odsting assets. This paradigm will be faclitated if software engineers have ready acess to a large base
of reusable assets stored in asset libraries.

Fortunately, the number of asset libraries capable of supporting megaprogramming is increasing. However, those
libraries are proving to be quite heterogeneous for a variety of reasons, such as their use of different asset library
mechanisms and tools, their dependency on different underl)ing hardware and operating systems, and their use of
different data models (and even different styles of data models) to describ the assets they contain.

This degree of library heterogeneity is not necessarily bad, and is actually desirable at the present time. One of the
chief reasons for this is that reuse Library technology and associated reuse-related processes are still highly immature.
and it is important at this time to conduct additional experimentation to assess the technology and acquire lessons
learned before standardizing on some small number of specific approaches. Furthermore, one of the key trends in
reuse libraries today is to emphasize a focused, domain-specific approach. This approach will necessarily promote
heterogeneity because the specific library data models for different domains will naturally be quite diverse. In
addition, it is important at this stage in the development of reuse technology to promote competition among
technology development efforts to motivate needed advancements.

Considering that library heterogeneity is here to stay for the foreseeable future, it is clear that mechanisms are
needed to enable the growmg population of heterogeneous asset libraries and their supporting tools to interoperate
effectively to satisfy megaprogrammer needs.
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ALOAF

OBJECTIVES

Define a General Library Model Articulating Fundamental Asset
Library Concepts

* Define Interfaces to Enable Heterogeneous Libraries to Interchange
and Share Assets

* Define Interfaces to Enable Seamless User Access to Mulile
Libraries Through a Set of Portable, Interoperating Reuse 'iwols

* Foster Establishment of Standards for Library Interor)erability

Four specific ALOAF objectves have been defined to address the identified needs.

First of all, we felt it necessary to define a general, conceptual model of an asset Library, to help us articulate
fundamental library concepts and properly define and scope ALOAF capabilities.

Secondly, we wish to define a set of interfaces to enable libraries to interchange asset descriptions and asset contents,
and possibly to share single copies of asset data where appropriate.

In addition, we are striving to define a set of programmatic interfaces to enable seamless user access to a variety of

asset libraries through a set of interoperating reuse tools that are portable across different asset library mechanisms.

Finally, since one of the key objectives of the STARS program as a whole is to promote development and adoption of
software engineering standards, perhaps the most important ALOAF objective is to foster establishment of widely
accepted standards for Lbrary interoperability.

6
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ALOAF

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

* Jointly Developed by STARS Prime Contractor Teams

* Primary Initial Focus on STARS Asset Library Needs

Validated Concurrently by Primes Through Iterative
Implementation, Experimentation, Feedback

* Scope Being Extended Beyond STARS Library Mechanism-,- by:
- Working with Related Standardization Efforts
- Influencing Them Where Approprate

- Incorporating Relevant Evolving Standards into ALOAF

- Influecing 

The 
Where 

Apropriat

O This slide descrabes the overall approach that STARS is taking to develop the ALOAF.

The ALOAF is being jointly developed by representatives from each of the STARS prime contractor teams and
IfMTRE Corporation. This joint approach will ensure that a broad spectrum of views is reflected in the document
and that the needs of all the primes are adequately addressed. As this implies, the initial focus of the ALOAF effort
has been on STARS' perceived asset library needs.

A key element of the approach is that the STARS contractors, who are also tasked to develop and integrate asset
library mechanisms are an ideal testbed for the ALOAF results. The ALOAF will thus be validated by the prmes
concurrent with ALOAF development and evolution, through an iterative cycle of implementing the ALOAF
mechanisms, experimenting with and assessing the mechanisms, and providing feedback to the ALOAF team to
enhance and evolve the mechanisms.

However, in accord with our objective to foster the establishment of standards for library interoperability, we will
also strive to extend the scope of tLe ALOAF beyond just the STARS library mechanisms. Our approach here is to
work closely with related standardization efforts such as tne Reuse Library Interoperability Group (RIG), influence
those efforts where appropriate, and incorporate the relevant emerging standards back into the ALOAF.
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

* Short-Term:

- Focus on .Asset Interchange Between Libraries, in Terms of a Simple
Common Data Model for Describing Assets

- Validate Initial Asset Interchange Through Experiments With STARS
Asset Library Mechanisms

e Long-Term:
- Focus on Seamless Library/Tool Interoperability and Generalized

Asset Interch?,ige
- Define Extensive Set of Asset Library Services

- Provided by .ALOAF-Compliant Servers
- Accessed Directly by Client Tools Distributed Across a Network

- Establish Interfaces for Generalized Description and Interchange of
Library Data

STARS is focusing on both a short-term and a Iong-term strategy for ALOAF development and validation.

The short-term strategy, designed to take advantage of existing technology and provide a basic Library interpemblity
capability that can be employed now, focuses on the interchange of assets between librai This interchange is
facilitated by a Common Data Model for desNq the general characteristics of assets in a common form. An
initial experiment is currently under way to assess and validate this approach by using the STARS asset library
mechanism and additional such expertiments will be undertaken as the ALOAF evolves.

The long-term strategy focuses on the notion of "searnless interoperablity of libraries and their supporting to),s, as
well as on generalizing the asset interchange capabilities. In a seamless environment, the lifary user will have
network aocess to a variety of libraries that all appear to be relatively homogeneous, with the probable exception f
their data models. This will be effected by defining a set of standard asset library services accessible from
ALOAF-compliant servers by client tools distributed across a network, via some form of client-server protocol.
Libraries will continue to interoperate via asset interchange, as well, but the intexchange capabilities will be
generalized to enable libraries to interchange a much richer set of information than can be represented by the
Common Data Model.
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ASSE LIBARY MODEL

Asset Ubaary Mecanis
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ALOA~F
ALOAF SPECIFICATIONS (1)

0
* Meta-Data Model

- Provides Common Structural Mechanisms for Defining and
Accessing Asset Library Data Models

- Fundamental to Asset Interchange Specification and Service Model

* Asset Interchange Specification

- Commcn Data Model
- Interim Asset Interchange Language (AIL) to Accommodate

Short-Term Interchange Approach
- Library-Independent Representation for Library Data Models

- Library-Independent Representation for Asset Descriptions
- Transfer Envelope for Library Data Model, Asset Descriptions, and

Asset Contents

O The next three viewgraphs provide a more detailed overview of the ALOAF specifications we are defining.

At the core of the specifications is a meta-data model 'which defines a set of common structural mechanisms for
defining and accessing individual asset lbrary data models. Specifically, the meta-model enables the definition of
data models in the form of class hierarchies, wherein each class can be assigned attributes and participate in
relationships, and the attrbutes and relationships are inherited down the hierarchy. The meta-data model is
fundamental to both the Asset Interchange Specification and the Service Model (another portion of the ALOAF
specifications, described in a subsequent slide), because both of these aspects of the ALOAF rely heavily on a
common method for descraibing and manipulating libray data models.

The Asset Interchange Specification will provide a means for interchanging assets between liraries by describing the
assets and associated data models using a set of common formats. The short-term approach to asset interchange
required that two things be defined:

o A Common Data Model (CDM) allowing assets to be described in terms of a set of general asset characteristics
that are typically used to describe assets in modem asset libraries.

o An Asset Interchange Language (AEL) for describing assets textually in terms of the CDM. AlL specificaton are
inported and exporteo by libraries to effect asset interchange. The AIL is an interim language that will be
superceded by the long-term asset interchange solution.

The long-term approach to asset interchange will require the following:

o A library-independent textual notation for representing ibrary data models in terms of a common meta-data
model

o A library-independent textual notation for representing asset descriptions in terms of a particular library data
model

o A wand eenlope to encapsulate Library data model specifications, asset description specifications, and asset
contents

The ALOAF is assessing a number of eisting standards, such as CDIF, IRDS, and SGML, for their applicability to
these latter three needs.
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ALOAF
ALOAF SPECIFICATIONS (2)

COMMON DATA MODEL
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This is a pictorial representation of the ALOAF Common Data Model (CDM). It consists of a rather simple class
hiera-chy, with a class called Object at the root of the hierarchy. 'Mere are a couple of attrUbutes used for essentially
bookkeeping purposes defined in the Object class, and these attributes are inherited by the other classes in the
model.

The heart of the Common Data Model is the Asset class. It has a variety of attributes to describe various general
properties of assets. The atrbutes at the top of the list, in the standard font, have integer or string values. The
attributes in italics represent relationships emanating from the class, with the target class of each relationship noted
in brackets.

The Organization, and Person classes are intended to supplement the Asset class by providing information about the
organizations and people who created or are points of contact for assets. The File class emss to represent
information about the files that constitute the "contents" of an asset.

Using the Common Data Model, assets are represented as objects that are instances of CDM classes. A typical asset
might be represented by a single Asset object, one (or possibly more) Organization objects, one (or possibly more)
Peron objects, and one or more File objects, all related to one another approprately through the CDM relationship
attrbutes.
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A.LOAF SPECIFICATIONS (3) R

O . Service Model
- Initial Focus on Essential ("Core") Services Common to All Library

Mechanisms
- Likely to Eventually Include Optional Extended Services
- Individual Services Defined in POSIX-Style Language Independent

Form
- Accommodates Programmatic Interfaces in Multiple Languages

- Service categories:
Library Management Asset Location
Data Model Session
Asset Description Metrics
Query Access Control

* Programmatic Interface

- Ada Instantiation of Language Independent Service Specifications

ALDWO.4,MVU

The ALOAF Service Model is a collection of asset library framework services that are provided programmatically or
through a clientiserver communications protocol. These services are intended to be common among ALOAF
conformant hibrary mechanisms and thus to enable library tool portability between library mechanisms. The focus of
the ALOAF Service Model activities to date has been on a set of "core" services representing capabilities that are
considered essential to asset library operation. In the future, it is envisioned that the Service Model will include a
variety of optional extended services.

The services are being defined in a programming-language-independent form that is very similar to that in which the
POSIX servics are defined. This specification approach does not bias the services toward any specific programming
language and thus should readily accommodate ALOAF programmatic interfaces in multiple languages. However, in
addition to the language-independent interfaces, the ALOAF will eventually include an Ada instantiation of those
interfaces for implementation within STARS.

The services have been decomposed into eight specific categories:

o Library Management services, to enable the overall management of asset lararies and their high level contents
o Data Model services, to enable the creation and manipulation of library data models in accordance with the

ALOAF meta-model
o Asset Description services, to enable the creation and manipulation of asset descriptions in accordance with a

particular library data model
o Query services, to enable asset descriptions to be queried in terms of a particular library data model
o Asset Location services, to provide information needed to access asset contents via underlying SEE services
o Session services, to control the initiation and termination of sessions during which ALOAF services are accessed
o Metrics services, to enable the collection, manipulation, and etractin of lirary usage metrics
o Access Control services, to control user access to particular library elements

Another potential ALOAF specification that is not included in this slide is a detailed client-server communications
protocol that would be used by ALOAF client applications across a network to obtain services from ALOAF servers.
A future version of the ALOAF is likely to include such a specification.
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ALOAF
STATUS AND PLANS

* Version 0.5 Completed in August, Distributed for Review

- Common Data Model and Interim Asset Interchange Language
Defined

- Initial Asset Interchange Experiment Underway, Based on Above

* Version 0.8 Now Available, Review Strongly Encouraged

- Meta-Data Model Selected

- Majority of Services Defined in Language Independent Form

e Version 1.0 Available in February 92

- Complete Set of Core Services
- More Complete Asset Interchange Specification

* Subsequent Periodic ALOAF Updates

- Reflecting Comments, Lessons Learned, Standards Evolution

* Initial ALOAF Server-Summer 92
A AL Z

This slide provides information about the current status of the ALOAF and our plans for its future development,

particularly during 1992-

Version 0.5 of the document was completed in August and was distributed to a limited set of individuals for review.

Version 0.5 included the Common Data Model (CDM) and the interim Asset Interchange Language (AEL) to

facilitate initial asset interchange erperimentation. An initial asset interchange capability has been developed based

on the CDM and ALL, that capability was demonstrated at TgU-Ada and a't improved version is being demonstrated

here at STARS '91.

Version 0.8 of the document is now available for STARS '91 attendees to take home with them. We strongly

encourage those who do take a copy to review it and provide us with comments. In Version 0.8, the initial ALOAF

meta-data model is defined, and a majority of the services in the Service Model have been defined in

programming-language.independent form.

ALOAF Version 1.0 wWl be available in February 1992. It is expected to specify all the core services. It should also

contain a more complete Asset Interchange Specification, including either the library data model representation, the

asset description representation, or both. Version 1.0 will be considered the baseline against which initial ALOAF

service implementation will be performed.

Beyond Version 1.G, the document will be updated periodicaUy to reflect both internal and external comments,

lessons learned through ALOAF implementation and eperimentation, and evolution of related standards. Among

the first things to be done after Version 1.0 will be the specification of Ada service interfaces.

SALC, under subcontract to BM, will be producing the initial ALOAF implementation in the Summer 1992

timeframe. This implementation will be an ALOAF server, providing service access via a client-server

communications protocol.
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ALOAF
ASSET INTERCHANGE EXPERIMENT

INTERNtCTI
L.brary A AFS Ubary B

BEGIN

-Enter library A

-Search for aset
* None found

- -Erter 5brary B

-Searcht forase
-Find asset

Impoc asset va AS EXOn- t asset via AFS

SEA-ct asse for reuse

AL.OFACA"AZIVG

END

G AS noted in the previous slide, we have been conducting an initial asset i'.terchange experiment based on the

Common Data Model (CDM) and Asset Interchange Language (A14 The Unisys and IBM asset library
mechawns have been modified to export and import asset descriptions using the AIL. T7s figure illustrates the
basic interchange scenario that is being used.

At the top we see a workstation having access to both a Un ys RIP library and an IBM AMS library via the

Internet. (Note that the workstation and library sites also have access to AFS, the wide-area network Mle system
product from Transarc Corporation. AFS enables all sites to directly access a common set of files across the
Internet.) In this scenario, a user (for exmple, a library administrator), searches for a particular asset or class of
assets in Library A, but finds none. Thinkng it desirable to have such a class of assets installed in Liar A
(perhaps because Library A is at the user's local site the user accesses Library B and conducts an analogous search

in that library. Upon finding a suitable asset, the user exports the asset by generating an A3. specificatior descibing
the asset and placing it in an AFS fle (the files constituting the contents of the asset are also accessible via AFS).
The user then switches back to LAiy A and imports the asset using the AIL spec, thus making the asset directly
available to other users of Library A.

We have found this style of asset interchange to be useful, but not completely satisfying, primarily because the

Common Data Model describes only general characterstics of assets, rather than their detailed domain-specific

characteristics. However, extending the Comnmon Data Model to accommodate all domains would render it
enormous, unwieldy, and very dificult to understand. What is needed is a capability to describe individual library

data models in accordance with a particular meta-data model, so that exported assets can be described in terms of

their native data models. This will provide the human performing asset import with a more complete and focused set

of information about the asset to faciitate some of the more difficult aspects of asset import, such as asset

classification. Such an approach is highly consistent with the long-term ALOAF asset interchange strategy.
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RELATIONSIP TO _RIG

4
The Reuse Library Interoperabiity Group (RIG) is Pursui
Objectives Similar to ALOAF, With Much Broader Participation

* STARS, ASSET, and CARDS are All Well Represented in RIG
- STARS Instrumental in Founding RIG

* Little Direct Overlap Between RIG and ALOAF Efforts at Present
- RIG Emphasizing Asset Interchange Via Standard Data Model
- ALOAF Currently Focused on Library Services, Meta-Model

Approach to Asset Interchange

* ALOAF Concepts Being Transitioned Into RIG as Appropriate
- e.g., Initial Common Data Model, Meta-Model Concepts

e ALOAF Team Wll Incorporate RIG Results When Available
- Ensure Broad ALOAF Applicability

- Help Validate RIG Results

A key aspect of the ALOAF approach to foster standards for library interoperability is the STARS relationship with
the Reuse Lbrary Interoerability Group (RIG The RIG is a pre-standards organization that is pursuing objectives
Renerally similar to those of the ALOAF However, the RIG features a much broader base of participation, with
over 20 organizations currently involved. You are encouraged to pick up a copy of the RIG press release here at
STARS '91 to learn more about the organization.

STARS, ASSET and CARDS are among the organizations that are actively participating in RG activities. Several
mdividuals with direct STARS afiliations are workng actively in RIG technical subcommittees- Also, it is worth
noting that STARS (including ASSET) was instrumental in founding the RIG earlier this year.

At the present time, there is little direct ovexiap in the work that the RIG and the ALOAF are each actively
pursuing. The RIG is cm,,ently emphasi ,g asset intermhange v.a a standard data model, although they are
considering meta-model issues relating to asset interchange, as welL The ALOAF has already visited the issue of
asset interchange via the Common Data Model and has conducted some live experiments, but the ALOAF efforts
appear less ambitious than the RIG's in this area. On the other hand, the ALOAF is now actively developing an
extensive set of lbrary services and is moving forward relatively aggressively on meta-model based asset interchange.

The two efforts thus appear to be complementary at this time, with the ALOAF pushing the frontiers of lbrary
interoperabidity and offering its results for RIG consideration, wiiile the RIG is playing the more conservative role of
identifying areas that are ready for standardization and fleshing out candidate standards in those areas. ALOAF
team members will continue to work directly with the RIG to transition ALOA&F results as appropriate, and wil also
be poised to incorporate RIG results back into the ALOAF when they become available, In this latter role, STARS
will ensure that ALOAF applicabihlty extends beyond just the STARS lirary mechanisms, and will also act as a
testbed to help -validate RIG results.

7
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STARSALOAF3TARS COMMUNTY INVOLVEMENT

We Need Input and Feedback Via:

- Review of the ALOAF Document
- Trial Use of Current STARS Library Mechanisms and Future

ALOAF-Compliant Mechanisms

Input From a Variety of Perspectives is Desired

- Library Mechanism Developers
- Reuse Tool Developers

- Reuse Library Designers
- Library End Users
- Standards Organizations
- The Software Engineering Community in General

4~AWCsV/15

0 In closing, I would like to extend a call for you and your organizations to contrbute to the ALOAF effort by
becoming direc ly involved as "T affliates or simply by taking the time to review the ALOAF document and provide
us with comments We need input and feedback in a variety of forms, ranging from review of the document to trial
use of the current STARS lbrary mechanisms with asset interchange capabilities and the future fully
ALOAF-compliant l1rary mechanisms.

Also, we would like feedback on the ALOAF from a variety of perspectives, including library mechanism developers,
developers of ALOAF client tools. reuse Ma designers and data modelers, library end users impacted by asset
interchange and seamless interoperability, related standards organizations, and the software engineering cormmuty
in general, which is grappling with similar but more complex issues in the area of SEE frameworks.
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STARS Library Mechanisms:
Comparisons and Experiences

Marlene Hazie
The MITRE Corporation
4 December 1991
(617) 271-2192
hazle@mitre.org
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:
OUTLINE

* Definition and roles

* Multiple Approaches

* Common characteristics

* Differentiating characteristics

e Reusabiity Library Framework (RLF)

9 Asset Management System (AMS)

e Reusable Object Access and Management System (ROAMS)

* What do we want you to do?

By this time in STARS'91, and indeed in the STARS program, I hope that you know something about the STARS
liar mechanisms. If you have not yet seen the current versions demonst ated here, I encourage you to do so.

My purpose is not to describe the mechanisms in detail, but rather to talk about the role of library mehansms in our
concept of reuse-based development, why we have multiple mechanisms, and the common characteristics among the
STARS lWrary mechanisms. Then for each of the mechanisms I will discuss the characteristic. that differentte
among them. I will also present summary information about the use of the mechanisms thus far and the material
available to support their further use and e-'aluation by STARS affiliates.

I
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS: ( RA
o DEFINITION AND ROLES

* Asset Library Mechanism: Asset Library Framework + Tools

* Asset Library Mechanisms support processes in all reuse
process families

- Collecting, organizing, and characterizing reusable assets
- Making asset information available to a user
- Accumulating metrics and feedback about assets and the library

Asset Library Mechanisms support various user roles

SrA$ LU MftA..4*ft*./ VGJ

_,As you have seen in the earlier ALOAF presentation, we define an asset library system or library mechanism to
consist of a set of framework services plus tools. The framework services provide for basic operations on lbrary data
models and asset information. The tools aggregate and sequence services to provide higher level capabilities.

.i ~ .4 Asset library mechanisms support processes in all of the reuse process families identified in the Reuse CONOPS.
They support the domain analysts and asset developers in capturing models and assets. They suppor the library
managers in organizng and characterizing assets. They enable the software engineers who need the assets to search
for and understand them. They also provide a means for accumulating information about the assets and the library
operation that is fed back into the plannir.g and management function.

Because it supports these multiple processes and roles of a reuse operation, the library mechanism can can be seen.
together with the library data model, as the means to bind the processes together by faciitating the capture and
dissemination of information about the domain, the assets, and the reuse operation.
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* Unisys: Reusability Library Framework (RLF)
- Formally-Encoded Domain Models; knowledge based tools
- Developed in Ada under the STARS foundations program

* IBM/SAIC,'SPS: Asset Management System (AMS)
- Multiple Classification Schemes; user-friendly definition
- Derived from SPS's Automated Reusable Components System

(ARCS)

* BoeingIDEC: Reusable Object Access
and Management System (ROAMS)-
- Object-orientedlextensible repository
- Uses commercial SEE framework to achieve tight integration
- Derived in part from Boeing's initial repository experience

XL4Rr La) M~AASWW"/E

The three STARS lbrary mechaniss arc RLE AMS, and ROAMS. The Unisys Reusability Liray Framework
(RLF) is motivated by th, notion thAt formally-encoded domain models and assoiated tools are fundamental to
domain specific reuse. It supports knowledge based techniques. RILF was initiated and has been evolved under the
STARS program over the pest four years.

The ICBM team's library mechanism is the Asset Management system (Ams). Ams is guided by the notion that
multiple classification techniques and search modes aze needed to support various domains, and that ckissifcation
scheme definition should be supported through a user-friendly interface. AMS is derived from the SPS ARCS, which
was developed under aL. Army CECOM SBIR program.

The Boeing Reusable Object Access and Management System (ROAMS) Provides an object oriented library
capability. It achieves tight integration of the librry with the SEE by being implemented as exensions of the DEC
COHESION and Common Data Dictionary Products. It is based in part on Boeing's earlier STARS repositoryS prototype-
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS: (
ADVANTAGES OF MULTIPLE APPROACHES

• Evaluation of different approaches to reuse and supporting technology

* Maturation of technology through application

* Investigation of interoperability among heterogeneous libraries

e Examination of different degrees of integration of the library
mechanism with the SEE

- Stand-alone library
- Integrated into framework

* STARS strategy is to
- Evaluate the mechanisms in the context of reuse
- Development scenarios
- Standardize on ALOAF specifications

STARS L& ., AU.,IHtkiVGS

0 Because little reuse-based development has been done thus far, there is a lack of experience from which to draw
requirements for reuse processe- and their supporting tools. However, given the widespread conviction that effective
reuse is key to improved software engineering several reuse library systems have been developed, both inside and
outside of STARS. These mechanisms vary from each other in many ways, reflecting different hypotheses about how
to best support reuse-based software engineering.

Although the STARS mechanisms have been used to capture domain information and assets, and to support the
STARS primes in accessing and exchanging assets, they have not yet been practically used to support reuse-based
development or maintenance of software systems. This is by and large true of other library mechanisms as well, with
the notable exception of the CAMP library. There is also little experience with the use of libraries to support domain
specific reuse or to manage many different types of assets.

We believe that it is advantageous to apply different mechanisms in realistic scenarios, so that we can understand
how the characteristics of library mechanisms affect reuse. We want to see how different classification techniques
affect asset retrieval. We want to understand what impact architecture orientation and the nature of the domain have
on li bary mechanism requirements.

Our pursuit of multiple library mechanisms today enables us not only to evaluate different approaches in inter.al
and affiliate applications, but in so doing to, to mature different technologies. The maturation will allow the
mechanism to be applied, and thus more thoroughly assessed for their effectiveness, in the STARS demonstation
projects and beyond.

The existence of multiple lray mechanisms within the STARS program enables us to prototype and experiment
with the ALOAF interoperability provisions, concurrently with their development. We are also in a position to look
at the effect of different degrees of libary integration into a SEE.

The STARS strategy is to continue to pursue multiple approaches to providing lbrary support, to evaluate the
mechanisms in the context of reuse-based development and maintenance operations, and to implement the ALOAF
standards in the lbrary mechanisms. We will thus achieve interoperabibty among the STARS library systems and
promote the sharing of reuse tools while we are gaining experience about the impact of library mechanism
charactrstics on the reuse processes.
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

* Library data model tailorable to domain End organization

* Support the STARS standards portfolio interfaces

* Open interfaces for reuse and other tools

* ALOAF conforming
- Asset interchange
- Services providing tool interface

SZ40 Lklw A Hs WI, ,A

4
Important common characteristics of the STARS libary mechanisms are shown here. All STARS lbrazy mechanisms
suppot user definition and modification of the lirazy data model. This means that the data model can readily be
tailored to a specific domain and/or to a specific organization to accommodate the lands of assets and kinds of
information needed.

Each of the librazy mechanisms will supportrmtegrate the open interfaces supported by the STARS (and the prime)
SEE, as appropriate. The STARS Standards Portfolio identifies those interfaces, which include, for example,
X.windows.

Each library mechanism today has open interfaces to the library services so that reuse tools, and other tools, cn
utilize those services.

Each library mechanism will be ALOAF conforming and thus able to interoperate with the other STARS
libraries-echanging assets and enabling direct access to assets by the other primes' tools.
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:
DIFFERENTIATING CHARACTERISTICS

0
" Domain Modeling/Asset Classification technique

* User Interface

" Search ModeI
" Asset Inspection

" Platform

" Maturity

C) Other cbaracteristics vary across the STARS library systems and help to differentiate a,no' them. The frst four are
characteristics whose impact we wish to understand better. The las two may influerm.e the choice an affiliate would
make in selecting a brary mechanism for evaluation.
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~STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:
RLF

* Domain Modeling/Asset classification technique
- Structured inheritance network

- Class/object hierarchy, arbitrary relationships/attributes,
multiple inheritance

- Accommodates variety of classification methods e.g.,
taxonomic, faceted, keyword

- Rules to capture domain heuristics, provide user guidanice

* User Interface

- X-windows; graphical presentation of network hierarchy

* Search Mode
- Browse through displayed network
- Textual Query
- Rule-based guided search

STrA*. L, M. mwIHM'~VA

The RLF provides the capability to define and store a ci object hierarchy with user determined relationships and
* attrbutes and wiah multiple inheritance. It can be used to implement a variety of classtions methods for assets. It

also provides a knowledge-based capability in that rules may be associated with the nodes of the network and used to
provide user guidance for traversing the network.

The user interface is organized primarily around a graphical presentation of the network hierarchy. At each network
node RLF provides a conten-senstive set of commands to support browsing, inspection, and retrieval of library
assets.

The search modes that are supported by RI include the capability to browse through the network by pointing and
clicking A tertual query capablity ard the assist mode of rule-based guidance also facitte search. The asset
inspection capability of the RIU enables the user to inspect tertual information such as abstracts, source code, and
documentation. It also has mechanisms to invoke eaternal tools to prcvide other ways of understanding an asset such
as lookinS at design diagrams or doing an on-line test of the asset. Other special functionality provided by the RIU is
the ability to import and export assets in accordance with the current asset exchange specification that is a part of
ALOAF.

8
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:

* Asset Inspection
- Mechanisms to inspect textual asset information e.g., abstract,

source, documentation
- Mechanisms to invoke external tools to analyze other asset

information e.g., to display design graphics, inspect
formatted documents

* Other Functionality
- Import/export of assets

0
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:4
RLF APPROACH TO DOMAIN MODELING

Domin
Knowledge Base

SUMR LAhsM~ I~W
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0 RLF USER INTERFACE

STARS La M.di&Wea'fI
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:RLF

r Current Platforms:
- Sun 3, Sun 4
- Depends on Unisys STARS Reusable Graphical Browser and

Ada/Xt Products

* Status
- RLF 2.3 currently available
- RLF 3.0 demoed at STARS '91 and available late December '91

- Improved modeling and browsing capabilities
- Greater integrability with external tools

- Key 1992 enhancements
- Improved documentation
- Improved attribute structure browsing, query capabilities

and rule-based capabilities
- ALOAF compliance

Sr4CT L M.ma~i~.I~L2

The platforms on which R!.F crrently runs are Sun 3 and Sun 4 workstations with SznOS 4.1 (and later versions)
and the Verdix 6.0.3 Ada compiler. The RLF depends on two other Unisys STARS products, the Reusable Graphical
Browser and the Ada XT implementation.

Version 2.3 of RLF is cuarently available. The version that you see here at STARS 91 will be available by the end of
this year. Over the next year several existing capabilities of the RI.F will be enhanced and the RLF will be made
compliant with the ALOAF asset interchange and servi specifications.

I
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS: R
IRLF

0
Application thus far
- Air Force CARDS Command Center Domain Model and Architecture
- Naval Research Laboratory Navy Tactical Command and

Control Library
- Unisys IR&D Ada Library

- Unisys IR&D Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) library
- Unisys Domain Model of Ada/Xt software

What is available to work with

- RLF source, binary, documentation
- User manials

- Example libraries
- Anti-submar;ie warfare

- Ada benchmarks rt,&" Xh6m.,- k.IYG,3

O The RLF has been used by people other than its developers in several applications as shown in this slide- It is the
library mechaism supporting the Air Force CARDS library, an operational library that you will be hearing more
about in the next presentation.

The material available to potential users, in addition to the RLF software and associated documeatation, consists of
user manuals and examples of the library data models that tave been constructed using RLF. There are user manuals
for the graphical browser, for the librarian, for data model construction and for rule base construction.
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STARS LIEBRARY MECHANISMS:

AMS0

* Domain modeling/asset classification technique
- Object-oriented class hierarchy, arbitrary relationships/attributes

- Faceted (controlled vocabulary)
- Keyword indexing (uncontrolled vocabulary)

- Text indexing

e User interface

- X-windows indented tabular presentation of
classification hierarchy

* Search mode

- Forms based query

- Textual query
- Browse through taxonomy
- Relationship traversal N*&.,w._ d,&0,

The domain modeling and asset classification techniques offered by the AMS are based on an object oriented class
hierarchy that allows for arbitrary relationships and atributes associated with the objects. The AMS provides explicit
support for the faceted classification technique that was discussed in yesterday's briefing on the Domain Analysis
Process Model. It also provides for indexing of keywords and of textual material associated with an asset.

The user interface presents asscation information in tabular form. Search modes currently supported by AMS are
form based queries and textual queries. AMS also supports browsing through the object collection based on user
defined taxonomies and traversal of the object base using attribt:e relationships within the data model. The asset
inspection capabilities allow for display of textual information and ,or the display of graphic information by -g'C.rated
design tools.

The AMS currently supports the import and export of the clasification hierarchy, i.e., the data model, as well as the
asset information.
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:AME)
*Asset inspection

- Textual files
- Graphics displays via integration with design tools

*Other functionality
- Import/export of classification hierarchy
- Import/export of assets

STAR Ld..vMw kHIVy
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS: aAMS CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE .
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0 AMIS USER INTERFACE
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:
~AMS

* Current Platforms: IBM RISC/6000 AIX, Sun

* Status:
- Currently single user beta version
- Key 1992 enhancements

- Multi-user ALOAF compliant version available 7/92
- Commercial release by SAIC/SPS 9/92

* Application thus far:
- Naval Training Systems Center flight simulation reuse library

* What is available to work with?
- Beta test software under license from SPS
- Product definition document for asset management system
- Preliminary User's Guide
- Flight simulator domain vocabulary document

The AMS cirrently runs on the IBM RISC6000 AIX workstation and on Sun 3 workstations using the Verdix
compiler.

The version of AMS that you are seeing demonstrated is a single user Beta version. During 1992 a multi-user
ALOAF compliant version will be developed, with a commercial release planned for net fall.

The AMS has been used on a Naval Training Systems Center reuse library for the flight simulation domain.

Material that is available to potential users of the AMS is the Beta :est software under license from SPS, a product
defintion document that describes AMS user capabilities, and a preliminary users guide. An ecample of a domain
specfic library built using AMS is also available in both document and classification scheme import format.
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:ROAMS

* Domain Modeling/classification technique
- Object-oriented class hierarchy, arbitrary relationships/attributes
- Supports various classification methods

* User interface
- X-windows based
- Scamless extension of COHESION user interface for SEE

* Search mode
- Browse class hierarchy
- Traverse relationships via static links
- Graphical (icon-based) browsing

STARS Lam"AW immaiflmig

0 The domain modeling classification technique supported by ROAMS is also an object-oriented class hierarchy that
allows for arbitrary relationships and attributes. It also supports various classification methods determined by the
needs of the domain. ROAMS does come with a "starter" brary data model for which some explicit special support
is provided.

The user interface of ROAMS is, like the others, X-windows based. It is an extension of the COHESION user
interface of the Boeing SEE.

The search modes supported by ROAMS allow a user :o browse the class hierarchy, to traverse relationships among
assets through links in the data model, and to browse through the library by clicking on icons associated wnth asset
types.

Asset inspection within ROAMS is provided by the COHESION framework capabilities for presentation of textual
and graphical material and also by the COHESION framework capabibty fo invocation of tools that can provide
other views or means of understanding assets.

Other functionality currently supported by ROAMS is that which facilitates keeping track of and manipulating
derivauves, alternates and versions of assets within the library.
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* Asset inspection
- Uses COHESION presentation capabilities for text and

graphics display
- Uses COHESION control integration capabilities for transparent

tool invocation based on type of asset and asset descriptive data

* Other functionality

- Supports asset "derivatives", "alternates", and "versions"
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:0 ROAMS OBJECT HIERARCHY (PARTIAL)

Asset Version Asset Element
Ordered Asset Document Element
Sub Ordered Asset User Comment Element

Document Asset Evaluation Record
Requirements Analysis Document Inspection Record
Domain Anlysis Report - Metric Analysis Record
Manual Asset Problem Report

User Manual Domain Model Element
L__ Installation Guide T ERAModelKSoftware Component Variation Matrix

Elementary Code Unit Requirement
Ada Code Unit Testing Information

Ada Spec Unit Test Plar
Ada Body Unit Test Actual Output

Domain Model - Build Instructions
LT Legal Entity

Individual
Library Subscriber

STARS L ahbl.. G2!

0
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:ROAMS USER INTERFACE
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~STARS LIEBRARY MECHANISMS:

ROAMS

Current platforms: DEC VAX/VMS, VAXstation/VMS,
DECst.tionIUirix; requires DEC COHESION

Status:
- Currently ROAMS multi-user client/server

Demonstration capability
- Key 1992 enhancements for prototype capability

- Basic repository capability
- Keyword search
- Primary Ada life cycle support capability
- Hyper-text browsing
- Rule-based search

Application thus far:
- Boeing/STARS internal use

s-u Lamy M.smiw w/HV=i

O ROAMS currently runs on the indicated Digital Equipment platforms and requires the COHESION framework.

The ROAMS that you are seeing here is a demonsuation capability. In the next year ROAMS will be evolved into a

working prototype with the additional capabilities indicated on the chart.

Thus far ROAMS has been used only internally by the Boeing STARS effort.

Material available to understand and work with ROAMS at the present is licensable software from DEC and
associated manuals. That is augmented by the ROAMS object hierarchy design.

0
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STARS LIBRARY MECHANISMS:

Wh1at is a-.,ailable to w'orkwvith?
- Software:

- COHESION (licensed from DEC)
- CDD/Repository (licensed from DEC)

- Documentation:
- COHESION Product Manuals (DEC)
- CDD/Repository Manuals (DEC)
- ROAMS Object Hierarchy Design (Boeing)

- Technical alliance:
-Available for prime affliates

SUAM L*M-."NI~
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STARS LIEBRARY MECHANISMS: I

WHAT DO WE WANT YOU TO DO?

o Become a technology transfer affiliate
•Understand what we have, assess it through use in your environment,
and provide feedback to us
- Ideally, use the library mechanism(s) to support reuse-based

development
- But review of a document, or one capability would be

a contribution

We need feedback on
- User interface
- Functionality
- Performance
- Reliability
- Effort to learn/use
- Completeness and usability of information provided

$TAMS LAN WY N',.IAWV=2

-0 We would like you to become a technology transer afflate and join us in the effort to accelerate the shift to domain
specific, reuse-based software development. The prime teams h've applied the evolving library mechanisms internally
and wil continued to do. However we need application and evaluation from a spectrum of potential users to guide
the evaluatioa of the STARS processes and mechanisms towards effective, production quality products.

We would like to have the libray mechanisms applied and evaluated in the contet of a reuse-bse operation,
encompassing many life cycle activities. But we welcome lesser contributions such as the review of documentation or
the assessment of a single capability-for example the libary data model construction capability, or asset browsingmpbility.

We seek your feedback about these listed characteristics of the current STARS lbrary mechanism. We also need
your input about additional capabilities or features of the library systems that will facilitate reuse-based software
development.
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STARS '91
ASSET SOURCE FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY

A 0 Jim Moore
IBM Federal Sector Division

________ASSE 2 December 1991
A;-- 4'(301) 240-7843
FW tc o moorej@ ajpo.sei.cmu.edu
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OUTLINE

" Mission

" Facility

" Contents

" Infrastructure for an industry

" Relationship to other efforts

" Who to contact

ASSUc/Mvqud G2

0
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ASSET

MISSION
S0

* Congressional mandate: "National Software Technology Repository"

e Charter:

- A DoD focal point for reuse

- Distributed operation

- Stimulation of a national reuse industry
e Roles:

- Marketplace

- Brokerage

- Clearinghouse

O Congress mandated that the STARS program create a "National Software Technology Repository". DARFA responded by
creating the ASSET project and awarding it in January 1991 to IBM and their major subcontractor SAIC. ASSET is in-
tended to provide a focal point for software reuse within the Department of Defense. We plai, to achieve this through a dis-
tibuted network of reuse libraries. In the long term, we believe that this network and thc other activities of STARS and
ASSET will act as a catalyst to help stimulate the development of a national industry in reusable software, components and
ensure that the needs of the DoD are served by that industry.

We perceive three roles for ASSET, which we can express as metaphors. The first metaphor, "marketplace," means that

ASSET will help create the electronic marketplace where commerce i software components can be conducted by both pub-
lic and private consumers and producers. The second metaphor, "brokerage," means that ASSET will a:tively seek to
match up producers and consumers in this marketplace. The third metaphor, "clearinghouse," means that ASSET will take a
leadership role in stimulating the development of national standards which will enable electronic commerce in reusable
components.
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ASSET

FACILITY

9 Location: Morgantown, WV

- Excellent telecommunications

- West Virginia University (software reuse program)

* Computer facilities

- Open

- Scalable

- 4.2 gigabytes of disk storage

- Currently, SRL library mechanism

- Investigating new technology library mechanisms

ASSTOW-Z

Te first instance of the ASSET repository is located in Morgantown, WV. Aside from other advantages like a generally
low cost of living, Wm Virginia offers ASSET a specific advantage in its excellent state-of--h-art telecommunications
inraum. aure. Fiber-optic cabling and digital phone switching are common throughout the state. Morgantown, in parucu.

lar, is atractive because of the ongoing software reuse program at West Virginia University and because of its closeness to
the Software Engineering lzstitut in Pittsburgh.

Ou- intial computer configuration is built upon an open, scaleable architecture: "Open" because it is built upon industry
standards like POSIX and X; "scalable" because it is configured around a token ring permiting the easy a.diuon of process-
ing or storage resources. Currendy, we have installed 4.2 gigabytes of direct access storage.

Our initial library access mechanism is the STARS Reuse Library (SRL) tool prototype developed earlier in the program.
We are currently investigating newer technology mechanisms and plan to select one shortly.
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ASSET

FACILITY (CONT.)0
a Communications

- Ten 2400/9600 baud modems for dialup

- S00 number

- Internet access

* Staff: Seven

0 We provide communications access to users -via both dial-up and Inernet. For dial-up, we have installed ten 2400/9600

bps modems which can be reached via an 800 number. Imerret access is provided through a router connected to a regional
retwork. In addition, we are conducting interoperability experirnents via direct connection to other reuse libraries.

The current staffmg at ASSET totals seven people on site plus additional support provided by other IBM and SAIC people.
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• ASSET

CONTENTS A

* Currently,

- STARS Foundations collection

- STARS Primes products

* Planned emphasis:

- Ada bindings to standards

- Cross-domain components

- "Yellow Pages" - like directory service

I . .MiA= /M a* V VCA

I
ASSET has been o,rmional for less than three months, so it is important to differentiate current capabilities from planned
capabilities.

Currently, ASSET provides access to the STARS Foundations collection and to selected products of the STARS Primescontracts. ASSET will provide additional services to STARS progam personnel and to Technology Transfer Affiliates.

In adding to our collection, we plan to emphasize Ada bindings to standards and cross-domain components. In our experi-ence, Ada bindings are among the most requested reusable software components; we plan to provide explanatory informa-
tion, pubLic-domain bindings, and references to commercial products which provide standard Ada bindings.
We p.m to provide "ooth goveniment-owned and proprietary cross-domain components, bux do not plan to specialize in any
particular application domain ourselves. We will leave domain specialization to other reuse libraries and will provide easyreference to those libraries by implementing a "yellow pages" directory which will assist users in finding appropriate librar-
4es 2nd vendors.

,1.
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ASSET

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR AN INDUSTRY

* Distributed network of libraries

* Interoperation among libraries

* Diverse characteristics

- Domain specialization

- User interfaces

- Fee structures

* Mixed public/private market:

- Products

- Search/retrieval methods

- Value-added services

O I mentioned that ASSET's long-team goal is to catalyze the development of a national industry in software components.
We think that industry is developing anyway and it's important to ensure that it will deal with the unique requirements of

the Departnent of Defense. It is inevitable, for cultural reasons, that there will be many reuse libraries. So, the challenge is
to ensure that these libraries will be able to interoperate. ASSET is working with other projects of the STARS program to
obtain necessary technology, like ALOAF, and with the Reuse Library Interoperability Group (RIG) to formulate proposed
standards for intuoperanon.

This variety of libraries will offer a diverse set of characteristics to users and we think that's a good thing. Different librar-
ies will specialize in different applicaton domains, will provide user interfaces suitable for different users, and will have fee
structures suitable to different kinds of businesses.

We anticipate that the market will be a mixed public/privaLe market- Some products for example will be public-.domain

others will be government-owned; and others will be offered for sale by private entrepreneurs. We can antcipate that the
search and retrieval mechanisms offered by individual libraries will be supplemented by value-added mechanisms provided

for a fee by private entrepreneurs. We can also antcipate that private companies will offer other value-added services like
consulang and systems integration.

All o these things will happen anyway. It is ASSET's job to plan. facilitate, and catalyze so that the needs of the Depart-
ment if Defense are saisfed by this indLsty.

0
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S"M ASSET

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EFFORTS

* STARS Program

- Technology source, e.g. ALOAF

* RIG - Reuse Library Interoperability Group
- Industry/government consensus group

- Standards to facilitate interoperability

- Most reuse library programs are participating

* CARDS - Central Archive for Reusable Defense Software

- Planned interoperation with ASSET

- High-tech, domain-specific search/retrieval

ASSUTMWWVG3

Of course, ASSET is one task of the DARPA STARS program. Other projects within STARS are important sources of
technology, e.g. ALOAF.

ASSET is a member of the Reuse Library Interoperabiliry Group (RIG). The RIG is a voluntary goverunent/industry con-
sensus, group which currently has twenty-thre members including some major corporations, like IBM, some government
agencies, like NIST, and most of the major reuse library programs. The RIG's mission is to investigam the problems of
interoperability among reuse lIraries and to propose standards which address those problems. These proposals will be for-
warded to standards--maing bodies, like ANSIL for their action.

ASSET is cooperating with the CARDS (Central Archive for Reusable Defense Software) program in performing inter-
operability experiments. CARDS is an example of a library will be apply high-technology search and retrieval techniques
to a specific application domain.

I
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ASSET
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER EFFORTS

(CONTINUED).0
Cooperation with:

- CIM/tAPID

- HPCC

- AdaNet

- Others

ASjr4osIV09

0 In addition, ASSET is cooperatng with other efforts like DISA's CLMiRAPID library, the inter-agency High Performance

Computing and Communications initiative, NASA's AdaNe library, and other programs.
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ASSET

WHO TO CONTACT

* Director: Dr. Lawrence Jacowitz, IBM

* Deputy Director: Howard Berg, SAIC

. Other key people:

- Jim Moore, IBM

- Chuck Lillie, SAIC

* Address:

ASSET
2611 Cranberry Square
Building 2600, Suite 2
Morgantown, WV 26505

IBM is the prime contractor responsible for the ASSET project and SAIC is the major subcontractor responsible for the op-
eration of the library. The key people in Morgantown are Dr. Lawrence Jacowitz of IBM, the Director of the ASSET h.
brary, and Howard Berg of SAIC, the Deputy Director. Key people in the Washington, DC area are Jim Moore of IBM,
(301) 240-7343, and Dr. Charles Lilie of SAIC, (703) 749-8732.

The address of the ASSET library is given on the slide.
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WHO TO CONTACT (CONT.)

.0"

o Phone numbers:

- For humans: (304) 594-1762

- For modems: (800) 362-7738

* Internet address: info@asset.com

0 One can contact the people at ASSET by calling the number on the slide. Once an account is established, one can access
the services of ASSET by phoning the 800 number given on the slide. ASSET persornel can also be contacted via Internet
at the given address.

0
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CARDS

Rose Armstrong
EWA
304-36-/-0770
armstrong@stars,reston-unisys.com

C4RX4wwvWVO

O CARDS is an Air Force sponsored program contracted under *Jhe auspices of STARS. There have been successes
with do==n specfic reuse and architectue-based compo~nents, but it is difficua to make this approach the standard
way of doing business. The CARDS project will address the issues that must be handled in order to make domain
specific reuse happen.
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MISSION

" Development of a "Knowledge Blueprint" in support of implementing
domain-specific reuse

" Expand and refine the prototype reuse environment for conmand
centers

" Help eliminate cntural barriers to reuse within the DoD community

CARDS is defining a knowledge blueprint for domain specific reuse. CARDS has developed a simple model of the )
command and control domain in order to validate the domain reuse processes. Some of the processes that will be
included are the domain analysis process, the incorporation of COTS software for use in domain architecture,
incorporation of reuse into the software development, and the development of tools to support reuse. The CARDS
project will d-velop methods that will help organizations incorporate reuse and provide reuse incentives. Reuse must
be integrated completely into the software development lilecycle. It is our intent to look for ways to eliminate many
of the barriers to reuse in DoD: to faclitate reuse being treated as an inseparable aspect of the overall software
engineering process and to provide recommendations and guidance so DoD can create incentives for reuse.
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"KNOWLEDGE BLUEPRINT"

* Create, evaluate and refine the domain specific processes by using a

prototype application domain

* Incorporate current technology

* Use a simple model of the command and control domain

* Increase validation of blueprint with a second domain

* Develop handbooks for direction level staff, program managers, legal
contractors, tool vendors, and system engineers

O The Knowledge Blueprint is a flemble plan that will define the domain specific reuse process. Many people within
the software development reuse community have developed reuse processes for various stages of the software
development life-cycle. The CARDS project will evaluate and refine already developed processes and create new
processes where necssary. CARDS will work with STARS and DoD reuse efforts. The blueprint will be based on the

STARS Reuse Concept of Operations and will provide instruction for tailoring other processes for domain specific

reuse. Automation possibilities will be investigated for domain specific asset generation and qualification, asset usage

evaluation, and system composition.

The Blueprint will be addressed in a series of handbooks that will explain and support domain specific reuse for
different audiences. These handbooks will form a large part of the blueprint for reuse being developed by the DoD.

A Direction Level Handbook will address domain specific reuse for individuals having responsbility for an

appliction domain. An Acquisition Handbook will be targeted to DoD program managers, legal and contracting
personnel Issues such as data rights, cost benefits of reuse, license agreements, incentives and model contract

wording will be addressed. Acq'isition and management strategies of eisting government and industry reuse
pro-$ams and prototypes will be reviewed. An Engineer's Handbook will provide clear guidance with specific actions
necessary to fully exploit the benefits of reuse-based rapid prototyping using a domain specific library and domain

knowledge. A Component Developer's and Tool Vendor's Handbook will define actions necessary to develop

reusable assets and support tools.
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CARDS

CARDS COMMAND CENTER LIBRARY IRA
4

* Testbed for evaluation of blueprint

" Command and Control Domain Model encoded

" Populate library with assets for prototyping

" Develop and evaluate the domain specific usage and component metrics

" Limited early usage to selected govcrnment organizations

The CARDS command center 1brary has been encoded with a simple command and control domain model done by
ESD/AVS domain experts. The library has been populated with components provided by ESD/AVS. CARDS has
begun identification of domain specific usage and component me.trics. Library functions are based on processes
already developed by other reuse libraries. CARDS command center library primary goals are to validate the
CARDS blueprint (discussed in Track 4), and thus facilitates the introduction of Domain-Speciic Reuse into other
organizations. At the present time only four user sites will be designated with two possible sites added within the next
year.

11
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CARDS

0
Reuse Research Community Mdl

Universiies ModeL
0 DSSA Components

Blueprintn

Domain-Specific

Other Command
Center Program

Other Programs

O This slide graphically illustrates the cooperative work going on between CARDS, STARS, RIG, Universities, DSSA,
Prism and other projects within the reuse development community. The blueprint will be developed with cooperation
of other organizations. The RIG and ALOAF will support the necessary processes needed for interoperability
between Lbraries. In order to change the cultural barriers to reuse, education must take place within academia.
CARDS will support the development of reuse based software engineering curriculums. Prism will be developing a
formal command and control domain model, definig requirements and developing components necessary for this
domain. CARDS hopes to interact with the Prism staff in order to validate the domain model, requirements,
components and the necessaly processes.
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CARDS

CARDS NETWORK

CARDS Library

over the nont year. A direct line to ESD/AVS will be activated by the new year. The fourth user site still needs to be
determained.
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CA.RDSFORMALLY ENCODED MODEL-GENERC [VA
COMMAND AND CONTROL SAMPLE

The encoded model for CARDS is the command and control domain. This generic domain model was developed bythe Air Force at ESD/AVS. Ile model as shown illustrates the high level of abstractions within a seniantic net that
CARDS supports. The component in the instances shown on this slide are: sybase, delorem and arc info. Forehple, Soeadme is CAD is theinstanc e om requirements for the databe manager. ne database manager is

necessary to the implementation of the mission application portion of omn.and and control.

r
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CARDS
FORMLALLY ENCODED MODEL-GENERIC E:D

COMMAND AND CONTROL SAMPLE

smofterelationships between the components in the domain architecture. Pop up menus are used to navigate
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CARDS

SUMARY

* Prototype Command Center Library to support formation and
validation of blueprint

e STARS product usage

e Builds on STARS CONOPS providing various user views

* Coordination with ASSET

In summary, I would like to emphasize the goals of CARDS. CARDS primary goal is to develop and validate the
"knowledge blueprint* by prototyping the command and control domain and a second domain. CARDS will build on,
validate and feedback to the process strengthen over the next year. We already have meetings on a regular basis with
the ASSET staff. The purpose of these meeting are to collaborate efforts wherever possible. For instance, metrics.
library policies and procedures, backup echange and interoperability are some of the current areas of coordination.
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STAR s'91
/O TRACK 3 TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

Tuesday December 3, 1991
2:00-2:45 Technology Support-Vision, Strategy, Larry Frank, Boeing

and Achievements

2:45-3:15 Break

3:15-4:00 Project Support Environment Dr. Peter Feier, SEI
Services Reference Model

4:00-4:30 Break

4:30-4:45 STARS Standards Portfolio Jim Hamilton, Boeing

4:45-5:15 STARS Role in Standards Maturation Bob Ekman, IBM

8:00-8:45 SEMATECH: Software Methods Jeffrey Kantor and Claude Baudoin,
and Tools Program SEMATECH

8:45-9.30 Community Involvement Working
Group: Technology Support

'0
STARS '91

TRACK 3 TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

Wednesday December 4, 1991
8"30-9.15 IBM STARS SEE Evolution Strategy Mary Catherine Ward. IBM

9-.15-9.45 Break

9-.45-10:30 Unisys STARS SE'. Evolution Dr. Thomas E. Shields, Un.rys Defense
Strategy Systems, Inc.

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00-11:45 Boeing STARS SEE Evolution John Neorr Boeing
Strategy

1:45-2:30 Technology Feedback Session Hans PoLzer., Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.
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SEE TRACK INTRODUCTION A

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT:
VISION, STRATEGY, AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Larry Frank
STARS SEE Architect
3 December 1991
(703) 351-53C7
frank@starsro,slynunisys.corn

VGI Cover
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TECHNOLOGY SUPORT
~A-

STARS VISION MISSION

e Domain-Specific Reuse-Based
* Tec.'inology Supported
* Collaborative Development by Geographically

_____ Dispersed Team

VG2 Title: STARS VisionlMission

In his opening plenary presentation, John Foreman addressed the STARS visiorn, mission, and strategy in accelerating
the shift to a megaprogramnming model of sofiware development. This presentation will describe, at a global level,
how technology will be incorporated within a Software Engineering Environment (SEE) and evolved into a
well-integirated, adaptable, tailorable environment supporting a process-d1riven, reuse-based engineering approach to
megaprogramming.

4I
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

OUTLINE

* Megaprogamming Context

* Vision and Strategy

* Approach

* Achievem2nts

0 VG3 Title: Outline

In order to understand the nature of the requisite technology support for this shift to a megaprogramming paradigm,
we will context megaprogramming by comparing the envisioned paradigm with current practices. A model of how
SEEs are evolving will be presented along with a vision of what is entailed in fostering this evolution and the strategy
for achieving it.

The high-level activities reflecting the STARS approach will be discussed along with the process of evolving the SEE.
Various aspects of the SEE evolution will be explored and notable achievements discussed.

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

PARADIGM COMPARISON

CURRENT PARADIGM ENVISIONED PARADIGM

Ad hoc (Level 1) process maturity Defined, measured, repeatable
(Level 3-5) process maturity

Few valid quality indicators Quality metrics coupled to process

Cost/schedule/predictability Predictive development and cost
problems models

Progress indicators generally lacking Process measurement and control
and of questionable value

Poor communication in Network based collaborative
geographically dispersed project development
teams

Adversarial environment Increased partnership
.sW-- &"-iLAW-VG4

VG4-VGS Title: Paradigm Comparison

Message: The goal of the megaprogramming software engineering approach is to develop unprecedented systems
from precedented components using defined, repeatable, and measureable processes and to be able to predict the
costs of the development.

We offer some insight into what the characteristics of the megaprogramming paradigm is by contrasting and
comparing it with those of the current software engineering approach. Any engineering or development approach is
predicated on a development methodology and the underlying processes which support it.

The notion of being process-driven is ba3ed on the ability to manage develepment based on wel-defined. repeatable,
and measureable processes in contrast to trying to manage deve!opment activities based on an ad-hoc approach. In
order to provide continuous quality improvement, it is necessary to quantify, capture, and analyze quality indicators
both in terms of the product and the process(es) employed to produce that product

Greater organizational process maturity (as kidicated by the SEI process maturity levels), embodying the above
principles, leads to the ability to predict development costs earlier in the system life-cycle, and hence, provides the
lead time to take corrective action.

In lar.e scale, complex development projects, development teams will, likely, be split across organizational
boundaries and across geographically dispersed sites. This further exacerbates the already difficult task of
communication among these teams. Eisting processes will have to evolve to enable the effective management and
control of collaborative efforts. Tooling will also evolve to meet demands of network-based collaborative
development.

Currently, reuse of asets occur, primarily, by transferring domain knowledge from one project to another in the
form of the knowledge base represented by the project engineers and developers. The envisioned paradigm calls
forth the (re)use of domain architectures, process and other reusable assets. In particular, we would like to be able to
synthesize larger and larger components from precedented components. (continued)
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TECLNOLOGY SUPPORT

PARADIGM COMPARISON

CURRENT PARADIGM ENVISIONED PARADIGM

Primarily re-invention Reuse based
(Little, if any, reuse)

Little advantage taken of application Domain specific architectures,
domain knowledge and experience process and other assets

Line at a time Component based

Few standard interfaces Open architecture/standards based

VG4-VGS Title: Paradigm Comparison (continued)

Current development is too often based upon treating each new development effort as unprecedented. Algorithms,
utility "modules", and, at times, specifications are reused, but on an ad-hoc basis. Under the envisioned paradigm,

composition rules and "module" interface formalisms will be defined, evolved, and matured to enable the synthesis

of unprecedented systems from precedented components.

Finally, in order to achieve the full benefits of megaprogramming, increased partnership among users, developers,
and the government will become necessary. Increased partnership between the user community and the developers is

becoming a reality. Many current development strategies are predicated upon it, when practiced. But many barriers

between the government and system developers currently exist. In particular, current acquisition and procurement
policies do not provide the requisite incentives to the contractors (developers) to warrant the full employment and

shiring of reuse processes and assets across projects.

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

. Based upon open architecture framework

a Adaptable approach for incorporating new technologies

* Packaged as an integrated Software Engineering Environment (SEE)

* Supports distributed computing and network-based collaborative
development

e Continuous improvement in portability, adaptability, reliability, and
scalability

VG6 Title: Vision

Message: The SEE is the delivery vehicle for provisioning services to the systems builder and integrator, and
ultimately to the end user. The underiying framework serves as the integration platform upon which tools are
deplcyed and integrated on a needs-driven basis.

Past attempts at providing monolithic environments that are responsive to development needs, irrespective of
application domain or projects within domains, have not met with great success. The STARS approach is based upon
an open architecture framework. This f.-amework ronsists of extensible core services which utilize a set ." line of
text: Thames 10pt flush leftof open standards as aocumented in the STARS Standards Portfolio SSP).

As tools are integrated into this framework-based, open architecture environment to meet the demands and needs of
thc development project, further standards will be identified, as needed, within the profile to accommodate tool and
data interoperability. This open SEE architecture will support a "plug and play" environment, easily adaptable to the
application domain and tailorable to the specific project needs.

It will also enable continuous improvement in tool portability dcross platforms and environments, adaptability of
tools to changing development processes and needs, reliability of installed components and the environment itself,
and the scalabiLity of system components within the environment reflecting the scalabiltity of process formalisms
supporting distrnbuted computing and network collaborative development.

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

SEE EVOLUTION

0 e Tranition to Framework-Based Environments Incorporating Process and Reuse Capabilities

' Process Reuse

CASE Mechaaism Nfechanism
CASE

Tools
DOD

UnquenDomain
Tools T s TOLSpeifi

( T TOOLSeool

O VG7 "ritle: SEE Evolution

Message: Framework-based environments provide greater flebiity in the abiLity to adapt and tailor environments

to project needs. They also provide the potential for vendors to reduce their tool development costs. Also, STARS
proides value-added capabilities by way of process and reuse mechtanisms.

Current SEEs exact a hea'y cost both to the software developer and the tool builder. To integrate N too's within an
environment potentially requires dealing with O(N"2) interfaces with respect to information sharing between and
among those N tool By integrating these same tools with the framework, and using framework provided services as

weUl as the repository services, the integration problem can be reduced to dealing with 0(N) interfaces. Thus, the
problem can be reduce by an order of magnitude (as a function of the number of tools within the environment).

Also, vendors currently provide (within each tool) many of the selfsame services as are provided in the framework.
With the advent of the framework--based environment, tool builders could take advantage of these framework
services to obviate the necesity of developing and maintaining these services as part of the tool infr-astructure.

Ultimately, and ideally (from a environment integrator's perspective), we would like to see tool architectures that
provide visibility of functional interfaces within the tool (or tool suite) so that other layered services or tools could
invoke that functionality while conforming to the standards that ref use an open systems architecture.

While STARS provides value-added capabilities in the areas of reuse and process mechanisms, the envisioned
environment, instantated for a given development project, is guided by the organization's business processes as well
as the processes that inform the development methodology,. This is the basis for what i.s meant by process-driven

development.0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

OBJECTIVES

0
" Demonstrate the benefits of framework - based approach to

instantiation of software engineering environments (SEEs)

" Provide tarsition support to reduce adoption risks inherent in

integrating and utilizing new technologies

" Ensure that the basic infrastructure is available to support

- process management and control
- reuse libraries and support mechanisms
- tool interoperability and integration

T*dwA&V SppiL-A!VGa

VG8 Title: Objectives 0
Message: In order to realize the potential productivity increases that megaprogr:_mming portends, it must be
technically feasible, reduce overall life-cycle development costs, and deliver qfality sytems in a timely manner
(better, cheaper, faster).

Megaprogramming will dramatically impact the way systems will be built. Tools, by themselves, can not provide the
needed productivity gains. The system development methodology and associated processes and disciplines must
change to reflect the new development paradigm. Toos, in a real sense, reflect the attcrv.tion of these
(sub)processes.

As with any fundamental change in the way business is done, the shift to a megaprogramming paradigm will
encounter cultural impediments within the adopting organization. To overcome these bariers and to reduce the
inherent risks to its adoption, STARS will demonstrate the efficacy and efficiency of 'e framework-based approach
on real DoD programs.

STARS will provide transition support to the selected demonstration prc-ects to;L" : project staff in fily exploiting its
capabilities while miniming the impacts of adoption within the project organization itself.

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES

Develop open architecture specification

SEE Incrementally grow generic SEE capability

Development "

Instantiate SEE for demonstration project

OVG9 Title: Activities

Message: Monolitnic SEEs fail to meet the evolving needs of the development environment. They are diffixult to
adapt to multiple application domains and to tailor to specific p:oject needs within those domains. Moreover, they

are expensive to maintain.

To fulfill the stated objectives, the STARS strategy is: to identify and build the SEE infrastructure based on an open

arch:tecture framework.; to aug"--ent its basic capabilities by integrating tools within the framework-based

envuonment; and to instantiate and deploy these SEEs on the selected demonstration projects.

I
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACTIVTIES DETAIL

Develop open architecture specification

SEE * Identif) candidate indubtry standards
Development e Identify core service requirements

e Support open architecture working group

* Involve user and vendor communities

* Evolve specification

* Conduct risk reduction prototyping activities

e Develop top level information model

VG10 Title: Detailed Activities4

Message: The critical elements supporting an open architecture specification are: identification of the core services,

relevant standards, and supporting information model.

STARS has defined the reqi.,ements and criteria that characterize the extensible set of framework services with

input from external workirg pro.ps addressing similar problems. These we:e u ed to identify candidate open

standards which were subseque.itly profiled in the SSP (see Jim Hamilton's and Bob Ekraan's presentations).

Since STARS seeks to fully exploit commercial products in the SEE build-outs, the vendor community was briefed on this

standards portfolio at the CASE Vendors Workshop in July 1991. The vendor community was given the opportunity to

react to the standards portfolio. The reaction was, generally, favorable.

To improve the usability of the framework-based SEE, STX-RS is currently engaged in prototyping tool portability and

tool-to- framework integration and interoperability. The results of the expernments and protyping activities will be

documented in reports and lessons learned documents.

To further improve tool and f.-amework interoperability. we are working closely with the prunes' commercal counterparts

and other interested paries to derive top 1,-vel irformation models supporting both framework services and augmented

SEE capabilities as they are integrated ,itnui the environment.
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TrCHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES DETAIL

Development Incrementally grow generic SEE capability
* Experiment early with prototypical frameworks

. Integrate and test COTS tools

e Prototype reuse, process, and DoD unique tools

* Customize framework for DoD use

9 Tune SEE for performance
* Refine information model

Support evolution of selected industry standards

i

QVG1l Tie: Detailed Activities

Message: Prototyping/experimentation with the integration of various COTS tools is being carried out to ensure the
usability of these environments on the demonstration projects.

In order that the SEEs, that the primes will instantiate for the demonstration projects, be usable on those projects.
prototyping efforts are being conducted in the areas of: tool-to-tool interoperability, tool-to-framewrok integration. and
framework/SEE administration.

COTS tools are being integrated within the SEEs to improve their eventual usability on the demonstrations. Whatever

tools arc istanimated i-: use on these projects will be integrated (to some level) within these environments. The lessons[ learned with these prototyping efforts will be documented and employed to reduce the integration effort- on behalf of thedemonstration projects.

Also, reuse and process technologies developed on the STARS program (and elsewhere)*w be integrated, where feasible
and where supported by the business case, to improve the usability and effectivty of the SEEs deployed on the prujects.

As additional func.ional capabilities and tools are integrated within the SEE, the supporting information model AilJ berefined and emended. Moreover, as new tools are integrated, the SSP must be augmen-,d to address additional standardsnecessary to maintain the openness of the arcihitecture and to support tool interoperabilhty as well as the interoperability
of the information model, and further, to promote data sharing across th- tools that will populate the enironment.

10
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES DETAIL

Development

Instantiate SEEs for demonstration project

* Customize SEE

- Interface to asset libraries application

- Adapt to selected domain

- Tailor to specific project

- Integrate tools ;s required

o Develop system administrator
concepts/guidelines

o Baseline demo project configuration
o Develop SEE user training

* Train environment support personnel

* Train system admii.istrator and SEE users

VG 12 Title: Detailed Activities

Message: To promote usability of the instantiated SEE and improve its performanoe, the supporting prime will work
closely with project staff to customize, adapt, and tailor the environment to the project's development environment

As the projects are identified, the supporting prime will work with the projects to identify and integrate any
domain-specific. DoD specific, and project unique tools supporting the project's development effort. The SEE
instantiated for use on the demonstrations must be customized with respect to the tools integrated for use theren
and for usability and performance. The SEE will be baselned for the selected project and project staff will be trained
in its administration.

14
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

STARS SEE APPROACH

Point Technology ] F irona
ion Evolution L Cultural

* Framework- e Scalable open Guidelines and 0 Successful
based SEE test- archicecture techniques for ex- dernonstraron
beds * COTS supplied tending core services of

* Prototype tools * Guidelines for adap- famework-
information * Tool portability ring/tai onng SEEs based approach
models experiments across to application do- * Commercial

multiple frame- -mainsprojects technology for
work-based SEEs Identify and publicize instaniating fra-

* Evaluate tool-to- cost benefits of fra- mework-basedtool mework-based ap-
interoperability proach * Frameworks as

* Integraton of pro- part of commer-
cess and reuse cal plaform
mechanisms

* Explore frame-
work-to-frame-
work
interoperability

0 VG 13 Title: STARS SEE Approach

Message: The STARS SEE development approach is an iterative one that seeks to evolve existing SEE capabilities
based upon prototyping and experimentation. To ease the cultural impacts of adoption and to reduce technical risk,
ongoing releases of SEE capabilities will be tested through trial usage on internal projects and by STARS afrliates.

Initial efforts at provisioning framework-4ased SEES have involved the instantiztion of SEE testbeds and generating
the supporting information models. These will evolve over time to form the interation platform upon which
additional tools will be integrated to build out the SEEs which, in turn, will be the delivery vehicles for supportug
:he demonstration projects.

To realize the benefits of the framework-based SEE, it must be adopted and used by organizations involved in
building systems for both government and industry. To ease the cultural impact of adoption and to reduce the
associated technical risks, it is imperative that these cultural barriers be removed and the attendant risks mitigated.

We feel that this can best be acwmpiished by demorstrating the feasibility and utility of the framework-based
approach and, by inference, sucessful demonstrations of development activitics. To this end, the SEEs will ,e used
on real DoD projects as well as internal projects. Additionally, we hope to enist the aid of affiliates to further test
their efficacy.

Even as these projects are actively using the SEEs to develop systems, feedbacK from them continuing prime
activities, and from affiliates will be used to refine and evolve the SEEs themselvcs. We plan to maintain active
involvement of both the framwework providers and the tool vendors to evoive and mature their products to improve
SEE utility and performance.

Guidelines for adapting and tailoring SEEs to application domains and projects will be documented along with
O lessons learned and usage guidelines. The results of actual usage, as well as attendant benefits, will be published and

disseminated.

Ulumately, we expect frameworks to be offered by vendors and p:'oviders in much the same fashion as graphical user

interfaces are currently. That is. they will become part of the commercial platform offerings.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

SEE EVOLUTION

1990 1 1991 11992-93 1993-94 1995
ARCHITECr DEVELOP I SUPPORT REFLNE

I i and Instantiate for Demonstration I
I I Demonstration Projects

* jLessons Learned Projects

El ininal Reqrernents Plans
I * Lessons Learned

01+' . -r-sbd (SEE(s) T . EE..) Proof
0 r Support Plan Tested

*1 SEEs
I I *I Deployed -SE

Prevous I

STARS Wn
Products ss

I Technolo ' Transfer 1

VG14 Title: SEE Evolution

Mesage: The development schedule supports the major, high-level activities in the SEE area.

Early STARS foundation activities supported the technology exploration and definition of the SEE architecture.

Requirements and criteria have been defined for the SEE infrastncture, the framework. The STARS SSP

documents the open standards supporting these framework services.

SEE testbeds are currently being used to prototype and experiment with tooi portability, tool-to-framework
integration, and SEE support services. Experience obtained therefrom will be used to further refine and evolve the

SEE specificauins and to provide feedback to the framework providers and tools builders.

Experience and lessons learned from the aforementioned prototyping activities will be used to instantiate SEEs for
the demonstration projects. The target date is October, 1993.

The SEEs instantiated and deployed for use by these demonstration projects will be adapted to the particular
application domain and tailored to the demonstration project within that domain. Domain and DoD specific tools will

be integrated into these support environments as wel as any project unique tooling that t% driven by specific project
development needs.

Ei.en as the demonstration projects are utilizLng the instantiated SEEs, further efforts will be expended or refining

and evolving the framework-based SEEs. The projects may elect to take advantage of these refinement and

maturation efforts by updating their then current baseline configurations. Results of these continuing efforts will be
documented published. and disseminated as part of the overall STARS evaluation efforts.

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

SEE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS MODEL

WorkingDemonstntion
Groups___Evaluate_ Projects

Rescgulsa

EarlyTechnology
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evolvingthe SEE
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Thoe toeles heseacdretresns teireresls andw ofuture sptais wiflabeiaddiess thn resentti by tec ofAR thiei

Thire~ moenupoved foTrS eEEnolntaion: btasi ence esltyh technoo eelopbthentgineou andgnu
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products. The continuing evolution of com.nerctal technology and tools are (re) inserted into the process via the
technology insertion subtask.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

IYRRESULTS OF FIRST ITERATION

Define Requirements, Frameworx and Standards

Dehine Reqireeants Environment PortfolioAr'chitectures, and Requirements (SrP)
Portfolios

Host Meetings Framework . CASE
Convergence Vendor's

and Workshops Meeting Workshop

r Next Generation Computer Resources (NGCR) / Project
Support Environment Standards Working Group (PSESWG)

Participation in t!7 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Emerging Integrated Software Engineering Environment (ISEE)

Standards Efforts CASE Integration Services (CIS) Committee

c Portable Common Interface Set (PCIS) Program

Ada Semantic Interface Specification (ASIS) Working Group

VG16 Title: Results of First Iteration

Message: STARS has produced infrastructure documents supporting the SEE development efforts and begun the
transitioning activities. STARS also actively supports similar efforts with external groups and organizations to aid in
the two way transitioning of technology and infrastructure information.

STARS has been influenced by, and in turn, has influenced others in the SEE/framework area. These efforts will be
addressed in detail by JuL Hamilton and Bob Ekman in their respective presentations, "STARS Standards Portfolio
(SSP)" and "STARS Role in Standaro; Maturation."

0
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT A
STARS ROLES AND RELATIONSHIPS

0 STARS Primes (Boeing, IBM, Unisys)

* Test Beds/Open Architecture e Joint Technical Development: Pr-cess and
* DoD-specfic Adaptations Reuse

* Individual Technical Activities

* Te,:hnology transition-demo of evolving capa-
bilities

Vendor Community Primes Commercial Counterparts
(DEC, IBM, Unisys)

* Suppliers of S/W engineer-
ing tools populating SEE * Suppliers of tools and environments

* Supporters of STARS technical direction

Note: Each instantiated SEE consists o:
- Existing commercial capabiliies
- Third party vendor capabiities
- Prime-specific technical extensiois/adaptarions

O VG17 Title: STARS Roles and Relationships

Message: STARS and the primes have sought the active participation of the primes' commercial counterparts and
the greater vendor community. We think that this participation is crucial to instantiating and deploying SEEs on the
demonstration projects as well as the continuing maintenance and support of these SEEs.

STARS continues to seek the active participation of the primes' commercial counterparts and the vendor community
in the program. In July 91, the technical direction of the STARS program and the STARS Standards Portfoho was
presented at the CASE Vendors Workshop (CVWS). Participants at the workshop were provided a forum in which to
provide feedback to the program. Their reactions have been noted and incorporated into infrastructure documents
and piautaig efforts.

The commercial counterparts have provided ongoing guidance (sanity checks) on environment activities and have
indicated support of the technical directions of the STARS program. They underscored this support at the CVWS
and have provided active support to the SJAG.

The primes continue to maintain responsibility for the joint and prine-cpecific technical activities. They. together
with the STARS program management team have responsibility for technology transition to the commercial sector
and other groups, agencies, and organizations outside of STARS. STARS has also defined an affiliates program to
identify and atively involve technolo, receptors to assist the program in further transitioning activities.

0
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TECENOLOGY SUPPORT

SEE CONCEPTUAL ARCBITECTURE

System Engineering Functional Activities 0
" Problem Definition e Implementation

" Design Synthesis * Project Management

System Engineering Environmernt Common Services

" Authoring * Process Control
* Reuse Support e Thsk Control

Open Framework Interface

Framework Services

* Data Management * Tool Integration Support

* Messaging * Process Enaction Support

L>

VG 18 Title: SEE Conceptual Architecture 0
Message: The SEE conceptual architecture provides the context for understanding the various functional capabilities
required for supporting the development environment.

A given instance of a SEE does NOT can NOT and will NOT support any development project irrespective of the
application domain and specific project and Dod unique needs. A context is needed for ,-tionalizing the support
requirements for a developmen! project. The SEE conceptual architecture provides this context.

The model presented does not represent any manifestation of a physical architecture, nor is it complete with respect
to functional capabilities needed to support the demorstration projects. It shou.ld be read notionally. It is presented
here only to emphasize, that the SEE is something more than a framework, and that there are other common services
needed in the environment supporting software engineering activities in addition to those offered by the framework.

Peter Feler in his presentaion, -Project Support Environment Services Reference Model", will further discuss
additiona! environment services requisite to supporting software development.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

FURTHER PROCESS ITERATIONS

0Demonstration Protc rM iJonng Studies o )ijno E

u7. r for procez and retise expen-

/LA SEEs * OMS queries0

0 Prveoro S N1

SE SELmleamao Erperinuitto Desnonrint

A

*lnutSTARS Center T

" IVjAh4 Anakyras (XVr At oeher undying pre5c121auomt)
" E'tuztuuoa (PCIE vs OSF DCF) FLE

Metric Toos

O VG19 Title: Further Proem Iterations

Message: Further iterations of the SEE development process will focus on evolving the SEE through prototyping
efforts and through usage of the testbeds in supporting internial projects

SEE tesibeds -vill be deployed on interani projects 'vithin the primes' organizations and the results used to evolve
both the SEE -pecifications and the capabilities supported in the testbe'.s. Reus and process mechanisms will be
itegraiced (jprtsenta*,ion, control, and data levels) within the SEE based on need, usage, and expected returns.

Exrpcriments will be conducted on accessing geographically dispersed reuse libraries, and on the exchange of reuse
assets across these libraries.

Infoiration modeling supporting deeper levels of integration and interoperability will be a prime concern.
Experiments will be conducted in exending the informnation model saipporting framework services. The commerrial
nrtners have indicated interest in pursuing these efforts and propose to actively become involved in such.

'restbeds will also be deployed at each prime location and the STARS Center. The latter wil be used to demonstrate
the evolving SEE capabilities to STARS affiliates, venders. and other interested parties These demonstrations are
expected to commence Lite firlst quarter. 1992.
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TECIELNOLOGY SUPPORT

FRAMEWORK EVOLUTION

TOOL PORTABIUTY 0(same tool, different framework) Framework X L"Famwork j

(different tools, same framework) Framework Z

TOOL iNTEROPERABILITY
(different tools, sharing data via framework) _,,,Framewor O _ _ _

FRAMEWORK INTERCIDERABILITY To8TolC Tool D(different frameworks sharing data) , R

VG20 Title: Framework Evolution 0
Message: Frameworks will continue to evolve. STARS will maintain an active role in furthering this evolution.
Tool portability is a chief concern of the STARS program. Some of the proposed prototyping efforts will address
portability issues. Current efforts are centered on tool integration and interoperability. Each prime is focusing on
issues of presentation, control, and data integration, and on the guidelines for integrating tools within their
respective environments.

Further details will be addressed in the primes' presentation on -SFE Evolution Strategy."
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
INTEGRATION DIMENSIONS

0Contrl Integraticn

e!

Methods

Event
Triggers

IPCRPC

Data

PreseIntaratio

- File Database ExTtert;nble t inmenri

SNon Graphical 
Types

T oWhndowg Mechanissn

Ul UGenerators

,j l Separate from Tol

Presen ton
ia np lion fg$ln.tymihtmen

VG21 Title: Integration: Dailetysions

Message: Tool integration is a focus of prot yping activities by each prime. The granularity (coarse versus fine) of
integration one "rfaes to achieve across the dimensions of presentation, control, and data has implications fcr thetype of services required.

The following are offered as concise delinitions of presentation, control, and data integration together with what the
potential rnplications of granularity might mean:

Presomntation integration: the ability within the environment to provide a consistent "look and feet" across the tools
within the environment. The effect is both visual as well as behavioural. At a coarse level, this is constrained by the
rma-machine interface implemented within the tool or tool suite. Finer levels of granulanty neme. sitate-, the
parametrization of the WLMI across all functional interfaces wAthin the tool architectu-e.

Control integration: the ability within the environment to control initiation, serialization, and synchronizzuon of
process or task execution. It also includes the notion of being able to establish pre-ambles and post-ambles for
subprocesses or subtasks and to invoke these or other subprocesses/subtasks based on the evaluation of the
pre-amble/post-amble. At the coarsest level, would be the ability :o invoke a given process/task, a binary executable
for example. At the finest level, it would imply the ability to embed methods, triggers, and control points within a
process network and to subsequently control execution of subprocesses/subtasks within that network based on
evaluation of the control structures (pre-ambles and post-ambles, among other.).

Data integration: the ability within an environment to share data referenced via a common representation acrossO tools, services, and functional components. At the coarsest level, this would include the ability to reference files
where the semantics of the underlying data representation lies within the tool itself. At the finest level, it would
include the ability o reference finer grained objects within a defined class/type hierarchy where the semauntics of the
data within the hierarchy is publicly available and referenced by a common meta-model. (continued)
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VG21 Title: lntegration Dimensions (continued) J
Thc primes wil address their strategy for integra:ion of roods within the SEE in their rc-spective presentations on.
-STARS SEE EN-olution Strate-_v." Peter Feiler in the presentation. -Project Environment Services Refe-ence
%lodei' %kill argue for a fourth dimension, process integration.
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TECHLNOLOGY SUPPORT [

ACHIEVEMENTS CONTEXT

Point Technology Cultural Institutional-
Solutions ization

O VG22 Title: Achievements Contet

Message: STARS has various achievements to its credit. These will be contexied in terms of the characterization of
the STARS approach.

The achievements of the STARS program in the SEE area are contexted in terms of the STARS SEE Approach.
They will be characterized in terms of achievements that contribute to or are manifested as: Point Solutions,
Tcchnology Evolution, Cultural Impact, and Institutionalization.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACHIEVEMENTS

Solutios Evolution Impact ] , ' zatuional-
[atoo

" Developed and distributed over 50 copies of Ada/X-window
bindings

" Universal Ada Test Language (UATL) in use on LFL-X and
F-22 programs

" Instantiated three (3) SEE testbeds

VG23 Title: Achievements-Point Solutions

Over 50 copies of the Ada/X-window bindings have been delivered to various organizations. This effort has been
picked up by commercial companies and are a basis for their product offerings.

The Universal Ada Test Language (UATL) is in use on the LHX and F-22 programs. It promises to reduce the
development costs of testing by 30%.

Each of the three primnes (Boeing, IBM, and Unisys) has instantiated SEE testbeds. D'ttails will be presented by the
primes' presentations on "SEE Evolution Strategy."
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACIEVEMENTS

Point Techolon [ mtF Institutional-
Solutions ization

Documented STARS Standards Profile (SSP) and briefed it at
CASE Vendors Workshop (July 91)

Coordinated First Framework Convergence Conference (FRAM
CON I) (January 91)

Continued liaison with external working groups, agencies, and
standaids organization

Continued prototyping of alternative integration/ interoperability
approaches

- Tool-to-tool
- Tool-to-framework

O VG24 Title: Achievements-Technology Evolution

The STARS Standards Prortfolio (SSP) was briefed to the vendor community at the CASE Vendors Workshop, July
1991, for their reaction and feedback. Its reception was, generally, favorable.

STARS coordinated the first framework convergence conference (FRAMCON I) which was sponsored by NIST
January 1991. Various issues were identified and explored. Similarities and differences between ATIS and PCTE were
noted and discussed. There seems to be sufficient interest in convening a second framework convergence conference
to examine issues in greater detail.

Bob Ekman will address the STARS continuing efforts with external groups, agencies, and standards organizations.

As mentioned before., the STARS primes continue to prototype alternative integration and interoperability
approaches with respect to tool-to-tool interoperability and tool-to-framework integration. Details will be addressed
in the primes' 'SEE Evolution Strategy."
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT -Aa

* Point 1  Tehnl tta *Institutional- 1
Solutions Evolution •, n

* Implemented nationwide file system (AFS) network across Primes
and Government to facilitate network-based collaborative program
activities

e STARS providing a "neutral ground" to facilitate and catalyze
technology exchange

* Documenting guidelines and lessons learned based on prototyping
activities

Drafted reuse and process concept of operations (CONOPS) to be
used along with a SEE CONOPS to refine and evolve SEE specifi-
cations

VG25 Title: Achievements-Cultural impact E
Within the STARS program, a nationwide ile system (AFS) has been implemented to support the collaborative
program activities. Several of the STARS documents have been distributed via this network.

STARS will continue to provide a -neutral ground" to facilitate and catalyze technology exchange. FRAMCON I is
an example of this activity. We are currently exploring other topics that might lend themselves to this method of
technology exchange.

STARS primes are currently documenting their activities, guidelines, and lessons learned with respect to their
prtotyping and experimental activities.

The Reuse Joint Activity Group (RIAG) and Process Joint Activity Group (PJAG) have drafted concepts of
opeations (CONOPS) which will be used as input, along with the SEE concept of operations to refine and evolve
the SEE specifications.

2
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

ACHIEVEMENTS

Point Technology CulturIl-Institutiona
Solutions Evolution Ima izatio..

" Facilitated STARS Primes' commercial counterparts (DEC, IBM,
Unisys) technical direction and support agreement

" Sponsored CASE Vendor Workshop and will maintain liaison
through affiliates program

Ted', Sm,,.'J L FhA'G2e

3 VG26 Title: Achievements--Institutionalization

STARS program management, primes' program managers, and the STARS SEE architect met with the primes'
commercial counterparts (DEC, Nashua; IBM, bronto; and Unisys, Rosevile) to discuss the technical direction of
the STARS program. The commercial counterparts supported the technical directions and have provided support to
the program. They also participated in the farst framework convergence conference, and have indicated interest in a
poposed second conference.

STARS sponsored the CASE Vendors Workshop (CVWS), July 1991, to present to the vendor community the
program's technical direction and to brief the SSP. Case vendors have been invited to STARS 91 to maintain currency
with the STARS program. Continued liaison with the vendor community will be effected under the auspices of the
affdiates program.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

SUMMWARY
' 0

Software-Intensive
System Development

VG27 Title: Summary 0
Message: Productivity increases are achievable through the application of megaprogramming concepts, supporting
processes, and reuse and SEE technologies.

In order to accelerate the shift to megaprogramming and to realize its potential benefits as applied to large-scale,
complex. software-intensive system development projects, it will require thesynergistic effects represented by the
confluence of technology thrusts in the reuse, process. and SEE areas.

Megaprogramming will happen with or without the STARS efforts. The STARS role is to accelerate its pace. The
technology underlying and suporting this envisioned paradigm is central to proving the feasibility of the approach.
However, the crucial element in accelerating its pace is removal of the cultural bariets that impede its acceptance in
both the government and the industrial organizations that will be impacted by this new way of doing business.

STARS can affect the rate of acceptance of the megaprogramming approach by demonstrating its effiency and
efficancy on real DoD programs, and by working with both the government and industry sectors in improving the
partncnhip needed to fully exploit its benefits. At the least, this will require the incentivization of industry to: define,
evolve, and reuse domain-specific architectures; refine and evolve the processes supporting the megaprogramming
approach; and incorporate new/emerging technologies in the supporting software engineering environments.
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Acronym List

O ABET Ada Based Environment for Testing
AFS A TRANSARC Product (Andrew File System)
ALOAF Asset lbrary Open Architecture Framework
APP Application P'rtability Profile
ASIS Ada Semantic Interface Specification
ATIS A Tool Integration Standard/Atherton Tool Integration Standard
CASE Computer Aided Software Engineering
CIS CASE Integration Services
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DCE Distributed Computing Environment
DoD Department of Defense
ECMA European Computer Manufactuer's Association
FLM Framework Information Model
FJAG Framework Joint Activity Group
FRAC Framework Requirements and Criteria
IM Information Model
rPC Inter-Process Communication
IRDS Information Resource Dictionary System
ISEE Integrated Software Engineering Environment
NGCR Next Generation Computer Resources
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OAF Open Architecture Framework
OMG Object Management Group (continued)0

0
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OMS Object Management System
OSF Open Software Foundation
P1175 A Standard Reference Model for Computing System Tool Interconnection
PCIS Portable Common Interface Set 0
PCTE Portable Common Tool Environment
POCD Process Operational Concept Document
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface
PSESWG Project Support Environment Standards Working Group
ROCD Reuse Operational Concept Document
RPC Remote Procedure Call
SEE Software Engineering Environment
SEMATECH A Consortium
SIM SEE Information Model
SlAG SEE Joint Activity Group
SOCD SEE Operational Concept Document
SSP STARS Standards Profile
UATL Universal Ada Test Language
UI User Interface
UIMS User Interface Management System
XVT Extensible Virtual Toolkit

0
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Project Support
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Peter H. Feller

December 1991
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Peter H. Feller
phf@sei.cmu.edu
(412) 268-7790

Acting program manager of Software Engineering Techniques program

Project leader of Software Development Environments project

Alan Brown Kurt Wallnau
Susan Dart Aian Christie
Howard Slomer (resident affiliate)

CASE Technology project
Dennis Smith project leader
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Outline

Background

Purpose of reference model

The model

A PSE analysis tool

Systems Integration of PSEs

o )

NOTES 0

For more information about the SErs work on Software Ergineering
Environments see the information table or several present representatives

PSE Project Support Environment

SEI Software Engineering Institute
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Background

oNOTES
Conceptual work on PSE services reference model at SEI in the contect of
environment work on architectures and integration approaches. Concept
paper available as SEI technical report.

SEI provides technical lead for the NGCR PSESWG reference model subgroup.
This subgroup will produce a PSE service reference model report. NGCR PSESWG
contact is: Tncia Obemdorf: (215/441-2737) tricia @NADC.NADC.NAVY.mil.
See NGCR PSESWG flyer at information table.

SEI actively contributes to NIST ISEE in both the process management subgroup
and tool integration subgroup. NIST ISEE currently leads the international effort
of refining the NIST/ECMA framework reference model. NIST ISEE contact is
Bill Wong: (301/975-3341) wong@swe.ncsl.nist.gov

* SEI contributes to the coordination of these efforts as member of their executive
committees.

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
ISEE Integrated Software Engineering Environments
ECMA European Computer Manufacturing Association
NGCR Next Generation Computer Resources effort by Navy
PSESWG Project Support Environment Standards workshop Group
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Characteristics of the Reference
Model

Populated PSEs

Different engineering domains

Architecture independence

Product independence

SEE = PSE populated with software engineering
services

NOTES 0
The reference model covers a complete computer-based environment, i.e.,
an environment framework populated with tools.

The model accommodates the domain of Software Engineering as %ell as
other domains.

The term project support refers to the fact that the model accommodates
both engineering activities and management activities.

The model does not impose a particular architecture-in fart one of its
purposes is to characterize different architectures.

The term service indicates that the model does not reflect particular tool
products, but is used to characterize them. One tool may provide a number
of services.

SEE Softw -ngineering Environment

PSE Projev.. ..jpport Environment

0
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PSE Sre.vices Reference Model
Service descriptions

Organization of service',

Graphical depiction of PDESRM

pa

2. NOTES
The PSESRM is not a picture.

It consists of
* a set of service descriptions ,. "ecified along several dimensions
* an organization of these sern,.;as into a stoucture that is characteristic to

this model
* a graphical depiction of this organization of services for the

purpose of communication

Reminder: The PSESRM document will be available as a NGCR PSESWG
document in 1992.

A paper discussing the concepts of the PSESRM and its use will be
available as an SEI technical report in January 1992.

Other papers on the objectives, goals, and strategy for PSESWG are
available. See the NGCR PSESWG flyer.

NIST/ECMA framework reference model papers are available from NIST.

PSESRM Project Support Enironment Services Reference Model
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A Versatile PSE Analysis Technique
Description and comparison of PSE products

Comparison and selection of tool products

Characterization of PSE and tool implementations

Investigation of integration approaches

Identification of PSE interface areas

t

NOTES
The PSESRM can be used as a basis for analysis of a variety of aspects of
PSEs. This presentation will highlight the use of the PSESRM as an
analysis technique for:

0 describing desired populated PSEs
a comparing populated PSEs
• selecting tool to be placed in a PSE
0 describing both functionality and implementation of PSEs and tools
* determining ways to integrate tools
* selecting relevant interface standards.

3
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Domain Concepts and
Implementation Mechanisms

~NOTES

This illustration shows a separation of services into those provided to the end user
of a populated PSE and those that are available in the infrastructure to implement
the end user services. This separation allows us to examine PSEs and their
integration at the conceptual level of the engineering and management domains
independently from integration at the mechanism level of the implementation.

Tool products can be characterized through a combination of end user and
infrastructure services.

End user services can be provided in terms of framework services and platformservices, or can interface directly with the host or target system.
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Infrastructure Services
-_-

&ro

....... = 7-l.- -

NOTES

The framework services represent those of the NIST/ECMA reference model.
The framework services are considered to be part of a PSE product set. The
illustration shows service groups. Each service group contains a number of
services not shown here, but documented in the NIST/ECMA framework
reference model report. The data services (OMS) are shown hure as
consisting of two subgroups, object model and object storage-a useful
separation for our analysis.

The platform services are expected to be provided by the underlying computing
environment. Their interfaces are relevant, but not necessarily their
implementation. The platform services are expected to correspond to POSIX.

The host and target system are shown as two servces. The purpose of this is
to raise awareness of the distinction between the development environment
and the application environment. Tools that are part of a PSE may interface to
the host environment via the framework and platform services or directly
through the host system services, while potentially interfacing to the target
environment via a different set of services.

OMS Object Management System
1/O Input/Output I
UI User Interface
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PSE End User Services__
-- N

Sa--- -

0 NOTES
The engineering services are grouped into several (not necessarily
exclusive) engineering domains. One of the domains is that of engineering a
populated PSE, referred to in the figure as PSE construction. Each domain
contains service groups which are refined into services

At this level of the PSESRM we find (engineering) domain specitic concepts
and information models. For example, this is where configuration
management concepts such as long transaction or information models such
as multi-language symbol table formats can be found. Individual services as
well as service groups may have information models associated.

SE Software Engineering
EE Electrical Engineering
ME Mechanical Engineering

0
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Process and Project Support
Environments

I."

NOTESs ~16w k~i~~

thei inonito models.m triawb

STeS ineesetaing sericess in PSsdtermwich byul thea prces ti

PBPPSE(SE)s.

PPSE Populated Project Support Environment
PBPPSE(SE) Process Based Populated Project Support Environment

for Software Engineering
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PSE Service Requirements

U-W

)NOTES
The requirements for services to be provided by a PPSE are determined by
the process to be supported. This can be illustrated as a view the user of a
PPSE has of the end user serces in the PSESRM. This view uses the
process level as a filter.

A particular service may be used in different parts of the process.

4
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"~Stow b~egma.~bur -Process, Roles, and End User Services

Urn A

I*|

NOTES 0
The view concept via the process level can be interpreted in several ways:

" different PPSEs supporting different processes can be characterized;

" a particular PPSE and its end user services can support several process variants;

" different users of a PPSE may have different roles, each represented by a
different subprocess. These subprocesses interact and make up the complete
process. Each subprocess acts as a filtor to the subset of end user services
appropriate to the role.

0
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Service Overlap and Coverage
SE doaai

- Coding

Debu.gging
Ceeig genorion

Tow~ing
40 Asl.

a TM oW geneb.'n

d nw-geauwd
Co~g~ uguralo

Vwshf I umwIQwfl
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0 NOTES
Analysis at the end user service level.

Different tools can be characterized by the services they provide.

This service profile can be used in two ways:
"to determine service overlap between tools to be combined in a PSE.

Service overlaps may require attention, as incompatible concepts may be
supported or common information models may be maintained
redundantly.

"to determine service coverage by a given set of tools in order to satisfy
the requirements of a desired PPSE.
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Tool Implementation Profiles
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NOTES 0s
Tools implement the end user services they provide through infrastructure
services. Some infrastructure services may be implemented by the tools
themselves, while others are expected to be available in the execution
environment of the tool.

The illustration snows one tool implementing its data dictionary through its own
data base while the Other tool expects to use a separate data base product. At
the same time, one tool implements its user interface itself on top of platform
services, while the other tool uses higher level UI services, e.g., X-Motif.

When examining these implementation profiles, areas of conflict can be

identified, inclLuding:
* difference in data (oblect) model used
* potential differences in "look and feel"

This illustration also highlights the need for tools to make interfaces to
infrastructure services they implement publicly available in order to encourage
different degrees of inrtegraion and interoperation.

00 Object OrientedER Entity Relationship
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Requirements for Interfaces
Replacement of tools

Interoperation between tool instances

Tight coupling of tool sets

Interchange between tools

Management and engineering

Adaptation of PSE services

o NOTES
The need for interfaces can be determined by examining what can change in a
PPSE.

* Debugger product X can be replaced by debugger product Y.

* Two instances of the same documentation system product or two different
documentation systems products need to interchange information

* A design tool set consists of edition, analysis package, layout capability, and
code generator. These components share information models and concepts.
Subsets of these may be visible outside this to collection of services.

" Information may have to be transformed in order to be mapped between the
information model of a design tool and a code tool.

* Management tools such as metric collection tools are interested in certain
information from a number of engineering services.

• Many tools offer a layer which allows tailoring of the services. Exampies are
user interface tailoring and user profiles for tools.
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Data Integration and Interoperation

NOTES

Data integration is not a single fixpoint. There are degrees of integration and
interopertion. Integration occurs at the level of data storage data model, and
information model.

Different tools with varying data storage, data models, and information models are
amenable to different integration approaches. Each combination has its own
cost/benefit tradeoff.

SADT Structured Anals and Design Technique
DBMS Database Management System
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iThree Dimensions of Integration
Presentation

Standard bODOM~a

-' Data

Metas" - -/ - - -/-

Contr'ol

0 NOTES
This represents a view of integration commonly accepted by the CASE
industry. Notice that a particular integration approach typically does not follow
a single dimension.

It has been recognized that a process dimension has to be taken into account.
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Three Aspects cof Integration

NOTES 0
This slide illustrates that there are three aspects to each of the three
dimensions of integration. Presentation integration is used as example.

The PSE end user sees the system presented at the process, end user
(concept), and infrastructure (mechanism) layer. Typically user interface
services are discussed at the mechanism layer, e.g., much of Motif's "look and
feel" is related to UI mechanisms such as menus.

The presentation interface at the end-user service layer addresses issues of
how to present engineering domain concepts consistently. Similarly, the
process to be followed by the user can be presented in a number of ways.
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Integration as a Relationship

i i process interface

de Ids-cyc I steps

I J
tool process Tools 4 services

I tool-tool control n x

tool-tool datatn
tool-tool presentation

tool-framework

4framework interface

I.

o NOTES

Thomas and Nejmeh recognized that integration is a relationship between two
entities, not a property of a single object (see SETA2 invited presentation).

Taking process into account as well, we have tool-process, tool-tool, and tool
framework integration. Tool-process integration consists of large grain (life
cycle) and small grain (life cycle step) processes being supported by tools.

Two observations:
0 Tool-tool is a binary relationship. For n tools there are nxn integration

possibilities.

0 Thols are not services. Tools provide end-user services, but may also
implement framework services.

SETA2 Second International Symposium on Environments and Tools for Ada

0
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PSE Interface Areas
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NOTES4
Tools are characterzed by the end user services they provide, and the
infrastructure services they implement and use.

The process view of end user services reduces the number of relevant
tool-tool interfaces.

Tools have domain interfaces at the conceptual level, and implementation
interfaces to the base computing environment (e.g., uNix) and to the
integration vehicle (e.g., a BMS).

Tools have certain classes of implementation architectures. Integration
approaches use certain infrastructure services. This reduces the number of
relevant infrastructure service interfaces. A particular tool, because of its
architecture and its restriction to a certain integration paradigm may not need
to adhere to the complete set of PSE infrastructure service interface
standards.

BMS Broadcast Message Service
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System Integration of PSEs

a m="p and bVeramai

Federated presentation, data and control
Integration approach accommodates
heterogeneity and evolution.

NOTES
PSEs are large systems and have to be treated from the systems
integration per.pecUve.

ThM three major steps of PSE systems integration (selection, integration,
and adaptation) have to be performed at all three layers of the PSESRM.

Since PSE technology will continue to evolve rapidly, PSE architectures
need to accommodate for the evolving technology, provide a migration
path, and support heterogeneity of technology.

A federated systems approach utilizing a combination of control, data, and
presentation integration technologies that can interoperate, will be
demonstrated by STARS.

0
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STARS '91

STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

Jim Hamilton
*The Boeing Company
3 December 1991
(206) 773-3745
hamilton@szar.boeing.com

Good afternoon. My name is Jun Hamilton from the Boeing STARS Team. I will be describing the STARS Standards
Portfolio.



[ Define Requirements, Framnework and Standards[ Architectures, and 001-Environment Portfolio
Portfolios Requirements (SSP)

Host Meetings So-Framework 11011-CASE
andWokshpsConvergence Vendor's
adW rsosMeeting Workshop

Next Generation Computer Resources (NGCR) / Project
'Support Environment Standards Working Group (PSESWG)

Participation i-i SW Naioa institute of Standards and Technology (NISi)
Emerging 1111010 integrated Software Engineering Environment (ISEE)
Standards Effixts CASE Integrtion Services (CIS) Committee

%~Portable Common Interface Set (PCIS) Program

Ada Semantic Interface Specification (ASIS) Working Group

This chart is a common otim for my presentation and the one tha follows (Bob Eknan - "STARS Role in Standards
matumzon-)

I'm going to talk about the STARS Standards Portfolio - t SSP - a list of standards that STARS is committed to. I wili
desairbe how these sitandards are related to STARS software engineering environments. I will present the SSP and it's
evolution, and I will solicit your feedback.

The 55? was originally called the STARS Open Architecture Framework (OAF).
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

THE ROLE OF STANDARDS

0

pProducss

Require- 
Users

ments

OStandiards are an integral part at the process. but not directly observed by users. Standards provide a common point of
reference and developmnent. They may also act as a filter for product selection. Consensus is the key to the standards

This is how mrerrenus, standards, products, and users relate.

I. "Requirements" are gathered from several places (RFPs. NIST. STARS, process technology, reuse technology).

2. "Products" are developed to meet needs as expressed in requirements.

3. "Standards" are developed to formalize existing technology or to push forward new technilogies.

4. -Products" and "Standards" do a dance of new ideas and implementations.

S. "U', rs" use products - not standards. They feedback their commentL on products to the product developers. And
thes, feedback their understanding of missing capabilities to the requirement gathers.

There are essentially two paths to the development of standards...

I. Use existing products to establish a common ground (examples: IBM PC, Adobe PosScnpt)

2. Establish a goal where no product exLst (examples Ada. ECMA PCTE).

Bodi meftds ae desirable, but STARS will focus more on the second path.

0
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

PURPOSE OF THE SSP

" Identify standards that support software engineering environment
integration

" Support an analysis of standards to identify overlaps and holes

" Document a STARS consensus

" A filter for elements of a STARS software engineering environment

" A reference point for future work

These ame the objectives for the SSP.

The SSP is needed by STARS, and useful for other organizations.

POSIX and GOSIP is not all you need - you need more software engineering domain specific standards.

STARS is not developing sandards.

You can use the SSP today.

0
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

THE CURRENT PORTFOLIO

In the Portfolio Under Consideration

POSIX.1 DCE
X Window System NFS
Motif VTP
X.4001X.500/FT.AM IRDS
Telnet/SMTP/FTP ASIS
PCTE SPDL
ATIS CGM
GKS PostScript
PHIGS CDIF
ODA/ODIF
SGML
Ada

O The porfolio is a maturing list. The titles for the columns are.-

-In the Portfolio" = the standard met all the crnena.

'Under consideration" - the stndard meets some of the criteria.

smdard - controlling organization - title

POSIX.1 - IEEE - Portable Operating System Interface
X - MIT X Consortium - X Window System
Motif - OSF - Motif User Interface
FTAM - CCITT - OSI File Transfer Access and Management
X.400 - CCTTT - OSI Message handling system
X50 - CCITT - OSI Network directory services
Telnet - DARPA - TCP/IP interactive session protocol
SMTP - DARPA - TCP/TP Sample Mad Transfer Protocol
FrP - DARPA - TCP/IP File Transfer Protocol
PCTE - ECMA - Portable Common Tool Environment
AVIS - CIS/IX3H6 - A Tool Integration Standard
GKS - X3H3 - Graph.cal Kernel System
PffGS - X3H3 - Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
ODAODEF - ISO/lEC JTCI - Open Document Architecture/lnterchange Format
SGML - ISO/AEC JTC1 - Standard Generalized Slarkup Language
Ada - AJPO - Ada programming language
DCE - OSF - Distbuted Compuung Environment
NFS - IEEE - Network File System
VTP - CCIT - OSI Virtual Tcrminal Protocol
IRDS - X3H4 - Information Resource Dictionary System
SPDL - ISO/lEC ITCI - Standardized Page Descriptor Language
CGM - X3H6 - Computer Graptcs Metafde
PostScript - Adobe - Page descnpuon Language
CDiEF - EIA - CASE Data Interchange Format
ASIS - STARS - Ada Semantic Interface Specification
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

SELECTION CRITERIA

1. Related to software engineering environments

2. Coverage of a portion of the requirements

3. STARS prime contractor concurrence

4. Availability of conforming products within STARS timeframe

S. Maturity and acceptance of standard

These am the cnea for selection of a STARS standard. The permit STARS to coordinate the assemblage of the STARS
SEE&

1. Software enginwring relevance - generally applicable

2. Requrements coverage - this was an engineering effort

3. Conmercial counterpart concurrence - market place dimensxou

4. Availabihty - this is the pragmatic filt"

S. Maturity - ccasideration of source of standards - intemional, national, federal, de jure

0
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LISTS'-

0 Framework Services SSP NISTIAPP OSF

Data Repository PCTE IRDS
and Integration ATIS SQL

RDA
PCTE

Data Interchange ODA/ODIF IGES
SGML CGNI

ODAIODIF
SGML
STEP

Operating System POSIX.1 POSIX (.1/.2/.5) OSF/I1
GNMP

Communications X.400/XO0/FTAM GOSIP OSFI1
TeinetiSMTPiFTP TFA(NFS) DCE

NCS/RPC

User Interface X Windows X Windows Motif
Motif XVT
GKS GKS
PHIGS PHIGS

Several other organizations are developing lists, usually with different intents and motivation, but it is interesting to
compare-

- -Framework Serviccs" are general classes of requirements - similar to the "NIST/ECMA Framework Reference
Model" sections.

- "NIST/APP" is a list from the -Nauonal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Application Portability
Profldci APP)".

- "OSF is a list of the Open Software Foundauon's products.

Relaed Orgnizations

AJPO - Ada Joint Program Office
ANSI - American National Standards Institute
CCITT - Consultative Committee ior Internaional Telephone and Telegraph
CIS - CASE lncranon Services Committee
DARPA - Defcnse Advanced Rescamh Pr)ctLs Arncy
ECM.A -EAoVfan Computer Manulacturcrs A-ocuiuon
EIA - Elecic Industries Associauon
IEEE - Insitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ISO/JIEC JTCi - Intenational Standards OrganLzatuon/Intemnauonal Elcctrotechnical Commission - Joint Technical

Committee
MIT - .Massachusetts Institute of Technology

SNIST - National Institute of Standards and Technology
OSF - Open Software Foundation
X3H3 - ANSI Tochnca Committee on Graphics
X31,4 - ANSI Technical Committee on !RDS
X3H6 - A.NSI femhn"caJ Commituce on CASE Tool Integat'on ModeLs
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STARS STANDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)
TOOL WRITER'S VIEW

X Windows P GH K
I S

Motif S SGML

0 S

PC TE POSIX CGM
U ~~X.400 ASCI

VTP X.500 TSCF

DCE Tool 9 JF
T NFS IRDS Post-

C Script gI~ ASIS S0

c PCTE L

POSIX

This is the tool writer's view, if all the STARS standards included in the SSP were folowed, in a single collection of
products.

Notice the overlay and atemajuves.

It's not a pretty picture, but it is what they have to choose from. So how does a developer choose? Well. the answer is

"pratu ,caly.

1. The most rehable service (a persistent objecibase must be persistent).

2. The easiest to use (if it is too complex then it will not be used).

3. Available on the developer's platform.

4. The le= expensive to acquire and rahintain.

0
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STARS STAkNDARDS PORTFOLIO (SSP)

SUMMARY

*Version 0.5 available

*Use of standardized framework services will require changes to
existing tools

" Continued focus on object management system st.-m-ards

" Planning e-vaiuation and analysis of infor.-nation models

* We want your inputs to furthcer evolve the SSP

sabt"ia P~ d4VNG9V

OIn summary. the SSP is available, useful, and mnaturing. We want your participation.
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STARS '91

STARS ROLE IN
STANDARDS MATURATION

Robert W. Ekman
IBM Federal Sector Division
3 December 1991
(301) 240-6431
ekmanb@ rckvml .vnet.ibm.com

Good afternoon. My name is Bob Ekmran from the IBM STARS Team, and I will be covering the STARS role in standards

maturation.

0
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STARS ROLE IN STANDARDS MATURATION

STARS APPROACH TO STANDARDS

Define Requirements, Framework and StandardsDefine Requrements, Environment Potoi

Architectures, and Stfnlid
Requirements (SSP)Portfolios

Host Meetings g Framework CASE
Convergence Vendors

and Workshops Meeting Workshop

, Next Generation Computer Resources (NGCR) I Project
Support Environment Standards Working Group (PSESWG)

Participation in " National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Emerging Integrated Software Engineering Environment (ISEE)

Standards Efforts CASE ntegration Services (CiS) Committee

4%k Portable Common Interface Set (PCIS) Program

Ada Semantic Interface Specification (ASIS) Working Group

This presentation will further dcscribe the STARS approach to standards.

I will continue the description .f of the STARS approach to standards, which was started by Jim Hamilton and his

explanation of the STARS Standards Portfolio (SSP). I will cover STARS hosted events, and how STARS has participated

in emerging standards efforts.

You will see how STARS influences the direction of industry through outbound technology transfer. And you will see how

STARS benefits through inbound technology transfer. This is how STARS assures itself it is in-line with industry

directon.
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STARS ROLE IN STANDARDS MATURATION

STARS AS A FACILITATOR

.0
Products

CASE and
Platforms

Require- -
Users

ments Demonstration
Projects

Standards

O Lcts us rust re-look at the role of standards in improving software engineering...

The process of standards maturation is a slow moving process. STARS is facilitating and accelerating the actions between
requirements, products, s.andards, and users. STARS is placing emphasis on reference models, standards profiles, and Ada
support These actions have been recognized and welzomed by both industry and the standards groups. The STARS
demonsration projects are the ultimate winner in this strategy.

The STARS role assumcs (or implies) certain rcsponsioilities from the product developers

Framework provider responsibilities:

- build to standards
- arcLkitect frameworks
- productize the frameworks

Tool vendor responsibilities:
- populate the SEEs
- use the standardized frameworks
- meet special needs

STARS responsibilies:

- provide a neutral temtory for tool vendors, framework providers, and standards groups
- experiment with and refine methods of framework integration
- establish demonstration projects

0
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STARS ROLE IN STANDARDS MATURATION

STARS HOSTED EVENTS

Framework Convergence Meeting

- Brought together framework experts and providers

- Examined framework integration differences

- Published proceedings

* CASE Vendor's Workshop

- Brought together CASE vendors and framework providers

- Presented STARS Standards Portfolio

- Work group sessions discussed CASE/Framework issues

- Distributed "CASE Vendor's Handbook"

- Videotape of presentations to all attendees
Sumi.." M a--O--,'VG4

STARS has taken an active role in SEE technology

Framework Convergence Meeting

- Held January 22-23, 1991 AsNIST in Gaithersburg

- Par.icipanu: STARS prime conuactors, STARS commercial counterpauis, PCTE, ATIS, and CAIS implementators.

- explored and documented

- similarities and conflicts of type hierarchy and data models
- possibilities of method dispatching for P-TE
- different strategies of versioning and configuration management

- Proceedings are published in an IDA document (D-972), available from DTIC

STARS CASE Vendors Workshop (July 23,1991)

- Held July 23-24, 1991 in Seatte

- Built a market consensus for the STARS standards and overall program

- Attendance: 135 vendors, DoD representatives, STARS paroicipants

- Dataquest released a CASE tool market analysis - "CASE Vendor's Handbook"

- Videotaped the presentations aid distributed to attendees
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STARS ROLE INq STANDARDS MATURATION

NGCR/PSESWG PARTICIPATION

* Next Generation Computer Resources (NGCR) /
Project Support Environment Standards Working Group (PSESWG)

- Establish a collection of interface standards for Project Support
Environments

- Provide guidance to DoD software engineering projects

* What STARS contributed

- Chaired working groups, and participated in meetings

- Authored White Papers, sections of the Reference Model, and parts
of the Available Technology Report

* How STARS benefited .

- Provided a reference model for SEE capabilities

- A checkpoint on the STARS Standards Portfolio

ONGCR/PSESWG...
Sponsor. Navy

Membership: Open, by individual

Meetings: 4 per year. last at Newport RI in November

Publicaons:
"PSE Reference Model White Paper"
'Available Technology Report

PSESWG will provide STARS with a SEE reference model.

NGCR is looking for tri-servicc sponsorship.

Newr tem standards selection used the STARS Standards Portfolio as one input.

PSESWG is adopting the "Feiler" model for SEE svices and capabilities.
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STARS ROLE IN STANDARDS MATURATION

NIST/ISEE PARTICIPATION

e National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) /
Integrated Software Engineering Environment (ISEE)

- Define an open system ISEE and identify tool interface standards

- Establish a consensus for US Government guidance

o What STARS contributed ...

- Chaired working groups

- Authored sections of the Reference Model

- Participated in the product mapping exercise

9 How STARS benefited .

- Provided a reference model for framework based SEE integration

- Developed experience in concepts of SEE integration

a
NISTflSEE

Sponsor. NIST

Membership: Open, by individual

Meetings: Twice per year, last at Reston VA in November

Publications:

-Reference Model far Frameworks of Software Engmcnng Envuonment"

NIST/ISEE will provide STARS with a framework services reference model.

N15T is producing a joint refernce model with ECMA/TC33.

T7U ISEE work is coordinated with NGCR/PSESWG efforts.

70
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e CASE Integration Services (CIS) Committee

- Standardize the models of CASE tool integration

* What STARS contributed..

- Helped transform the committee into an ANSI Technical
Committee MXHO)

- Supported the Demonstration Working Group

* How STARS benefited

- Formation of a recognized standards body to work on the issues of
SEE tool integration

- Models of interoperability between SEEs

0I s...

Sponsor Vendor Group

Membership: By Organizauon

Meeiings: 4 per yeaw

Publications:
"Projct Proposal for the Development of an American National Standard for CASE Integration Services"
"CASE Integration Services B=s Documeat"

CIS will provide STARS with models of tool integration.

CIS is looking at approaches to tool integration, with emptasis on object-oriented approaches.

The CIS base document is derived from A Tool Integration Standar'd (ATIS).

Direction is non--divergence from PCTE. and looking for services from IRDS.

X.31-6 will have initial meeting in January in Washington DC.
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STARS ROLE IN STA4NDARDS MATURATION

PCIS PARTICIPATION

" Port-able Common Interface Set (PCIS)

- Bring interface technology to the environment user

" What STARS contributed..

- Environment experts to help establish a consensus

- Authors and reviewers of base line documents

" How STARS benefited

- Definition of SEE requirements

- A connection to NATO and international efforts

PC'S ...

Sponsor~ NATO Special Working Group on APSE (AJPO represents the US)

Membership- By A.JPO Invitation

Meeings: Ad-hoc

Ptablaca on
Iternational Requirements and Design Criteria (IRAC)Y

"Interface Technology Analysis"
"Requirements for the PCIS Program"

PCIS is a source for SEE requirements for STARS.

PCIS is part of the STARS long ten. strategy.
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STARS ROLE -N STANDARDS MATURATION

ASIS PARTICIPATION
0

* Ada Semantic Interface Specification (ASIS)

- Develop a standard programmatic interface to Ada compiler
libraries

" What STARS contributed ...

- Encouraged vendors to participate

- Organized and chaired meetings

- Published the specification

" How STARS benefited .

- An agreement among Ada vendors to provide common interfaces
into compiler libraries

- Improved portability of Ada tools

S.W&*s

O A.SIS ...

Sponsor STARS

Membership: Ada Vendors

Meetings: Ad-hoc

Publications:
"ASIS. Version 0.4, Vendor Independent ASIS"

ASIS supports prtabilty of Ada tools.

There is currently a buy-in by TeleSoft and Rational, with interest from Cadre, Verdix, and other.

STARS held a BOF at the October TRI-Ada Conference.
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STARS ROLE IN STANDARDS MATURATION

SUMMARY

0ol
NIST
ISEE

cis NGCR
cis PSESWG

ASIS -- STARS ~-~Pcis

Ada PCTE

POSIX.

Ifm, 0WM1D0WGt
STARS will continue to support NIST. NGCR, CIS, ASIS. and PCIS. But it needs to be recognized that botl STARS and
these organizations are maturing. STARS may be able to relax its focus because t 'success in seeding these efforts. We are
allo to made-off doing standards work inside STARS because of the collection of otganizations that are working on the
isues outsde STARS.

Infornazio models, both abstract and specific implementations, are a growing focus area STARS is interesting in
undersanding the issues. We will be working toward some form of convergence.

As a final word, I would emphasis that participation in these standards efforts requires considerable effort. Corporations
contribute their expertise. the Government seeds and facilitates the efforts, and individuals professionals have supply
ingenuity and personnel time.
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STARS '91
IBM STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

Mary Catherine Ward
IBM Federal Sector Division
4 December 1991
(301) 240-6135
wardmca rckvm l,vnet.ibm.com

SEE E'.w Su. wl VGi

OThis presenzation describes the strategies of the IBM STARS Team for instantiating SEEs for use on the STARS
Demonsaauon F."ojecLs. The STARS goal is to evolve the SEE into a well-tinegrated, adaptable, tailorable environment
supporung a process-driven, reuse-based enigineeing approach to megaprogramming.

7
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IBM STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

OUTLINE 0
" Context

e Overview

" Evolution precess

" Integration approach

" Process and reuse focus

" SEE evolution plan

" Summary

SEE Evao SuaJfh.AWVG'

This presentation a,..dess the IBM STARS SEE evolution stregy including 0
9 the stategy for evolving to a framework-based, integrated, COTS supplied SEE;

• support for tk various levels of integration: presentation, contol and data-

• integation of ruse library mechanisms, and process definition and management capabilities; and

* supporting products, including automation of meihods and technologies for SEE usage including tool intcgration and

SEE system administration and managene.L

7
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IBM STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

IBM STARS SEE OVERVIEW0
" Tailorable to a SEE Solution

- Based on project profile and product maturity

" Based on IBM AIX Technical CASE

- Incorporates value add efforts from STARS

- Incorporates project specific capabilities

" Incremental insertion of presentation, control, data and process
integration capabilities

* Focus on gaining real project experience to evolve environment
capabilities

SEE Em, Sq/,. .,WVG

O The IBM STARS SEE is a combination of hardware platforms and softwarc tools which support Ada software development
from requirements analysis through code generation. testing and maintenance. The SEE is adaptable. i.e.. it is tailorable to a
-SEE solution" which meets the specific needs of a pxoject based upon the project profile and product maturity (SEE
solutions are also assembled to evaluate solutions to particular problems.).

THE IBM STARS SEE is based on IBM's AIX Technical CASE Solutions and incorporates value add efforts from STARS
(especially in the areas of process and reuse). Particular SEE solutions may incorporate project specific capabilties.

To date. SEE solutions have been assembled from COTS products and STARS prototy-pe. providing a loosely-integrated
environmenrt. The goal is to evolve the SEE soliuons into framework-bascd, integrated. COTS supplied SEE solutions.
The !BM STARS Team plans to support the incremental insertion of presentation. control, data and process integration
capabilities and their use in assembling SEE solutions. The IBM STARS Team places its SEE solutions into active project

use to identify, validate and refine environment capabilities.

0
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IBM STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

EVOLUTION PROCESS
0

~Alpha Solution 2

Alpha Solution I

Strategy iteration Solution ) Rvew+ eut

SEE . IWVa

Integrating SEE solutions and inserting the technology into real projects requires effort. This effort must be applied over
time to take advantage of new developments and experiences gained through active use of the SEE.

The IBM STARS Team uses a concurrent, yet iterative approach to evolve its environment capabilities. It is concurrent in
the sense that multiple SEE solutions may be assembled and evaluated in parallel. It is iterative in the sense that these
solutions evolve over time incorporaung enhanced capabilities, new technologies and user feedback.

In planning, the IBM STARS Team outlines its objectives and evaluation criteria. A solution, (or multiple solutions) is

assembled based on the goals and objectives. The solution also takes itm account project needs, new technologies, product
maturity, standards conformance etc.... The solution is demonstrated and/or placed into active project use. Feedback is
captured and the solution is evaluated agaist evaluation criteria. The IBM STARS Team provides results to STARS, IBM
commercial, CASE vendors and other technology organizations.

This approach (including the interim SLE solution and experience) will enable us to evo!ve today's environment capabilities
to a framewotk-based environment supporting a process-driven, reuse-basea engineenng approach to megaprogramming
for the Demonstration Projects. We Nill also use this approach to assemble and evolve the Demonstration Project SEE
soluucn.
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IBM STARS SEE EVOLLTION STRATEGY

VIEW OF ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES

9 -re only one piece of the puzzle

* Are identified, validated and refined through experience

- Real project use

- Demonstrations

- Integration and adaptation efforts

* Are integrated at different levels and speed

e Evolve at different rates into prototypes, commercial products and[ standards

O The IBM STARS Team acknowledges the following as important observations and premises by which we work:

i * environment capabilities are the technology support for the people and the processes and methods that they use to
develop systems;

environment capabilities are identified, validated and refined through experience. This experience is gathered from

real project use, demonstrations and integration and adaptation efforts;

environment capabilities can be integrated at different levels and sull be effective. We recognize the its possible, and
even desirable to have different tools integrated at var)ing levels; and

* environment capabilities evolve at different rates into prototypes, commercial products, and standards. Gone are the
monolithic environments with all capabilities at equal development maturation.
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EXAMPLE CURRENT ELEMENTS
PROCESS AIX CASE

Inter-"'" '/"'" ""-.leaf / cc, "
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This diaSram depicts example elements from the IBM STARS SEE. Note that the circles represent integration frameworks

and the triangles represent technology support tools. The process and reuse support tools are prototypes developed by the
IBM S ARS Team and are described below. The IBM STARS SEE elements are assembled to form SEE solutions.

Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant (CEPA) is a prototype that automates a portion of the Cleanroom process which
allows engineers to follow the Cleanroom process more easily and effectively. Cleanroom uses a formal approach of
specifying a pipeline of small, user executable increments. utilizing rigorous practices to create software that is of cxtremely
higai quality and using staisual quality control methods to certify the correctness of software. CEPA was implemented
u., ng KI Shell, an environment for implementing process models as an executable process-driven application.

,: ftware Process Management System (SPMS) is a prototype tool set to support software process engireering in the
analysis, modeling, design, developr.:nL evolution and support of organizational and project-specific software development
process models, A process model represents the generic sequence of tasks, milestones, constraints and products neccssary toVproduce a specific type of product.
Asset .Management System (AMS) is an expenmental reuse library mechanism supporting librarian acuviues, (for example.

the definiuon and maintenance of classificauon schemes and the cataloging of assets) and subscriber acuvites (for example.
searching, retneving and bronsmg assets). AMS supports classification schemes dcfined by the IBMI/SAIC Domain
Atalysis Process Model. in support of domain-specific software reuse. AMS is designed zo run on muluple plauorms and
operate with other reuse lt'rar) mechanisms and cooper tung tools across a wide area network.
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ALPHA SEE SOLUTIONS

9 Real project uce

- Three Alpha Test sitcs

* Demonstrations

- STARS Technology Center

- IBM Gaithersburg

- Conferences (STARS '91, TRI-

II,
SEE Emiom SD/.'*.,WVG'

In preparation for instantiating SEE solutions for the Demonstration Projects, te IBM STARS team established an "alpha
test" subtask. The purpose of this subtask is as follows:

" learn how to deal with the cultural and technical barriers to transition to framework-based environments
incorporating reuse and process sup)ort;

" gain early experience and feedback in the use of the SEE solutions;

" provide a vehicle for technology transfer and

" be a precursor for the STARS Demonstration Ac.tvity in defining preliminary proje:t selection criteria, how to
support projects in using and evaluating a SEE, and how to capture inforrauon from evaluation projects.

Currendy we have three active alpha test projects. These projects are using, or are planning to use, a vide range of SEE
tools and methods covenng the system life cycle. However, to provide some focus to the alpha test effort, each project was

asked to concentrate on a specific aspect of the lifecycle (currcndy7 software design. requirements traceability, reverse

eng~fiherig and reusability ). The plan is to increase the scope of the alpha test activity in 1992 by introducing frameworks,

and process and reuse mechanisms into the alpha test projects.

The alpha test projects provide us with valuable feedback on our alpha SEE soluuons. In addition, the IBM STARS Team

acuely partcipates in conferences such as STARS '91 and TRI-Ada '91 to demonstrate our soluuons to a wider audience.0 IBM STARS SEE dem(.nstrauon sites also iclude the STARS Technology Center and the. IBM Gaithersburg facility.

The rmader is referred to CDRL 0'032. SEE Technical Report, f)- a complte discussion of our alpha SEE -olutions, our
alpha w. st pro)Cec and our lessons leaed to date.
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EXAMPLE SOLUTION
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~INTEGRATION APPROACH

Control Data

Early - Assemble SEE So!utions - Experiment with PCTE
1992 - Coarse Grain - Coarse Grain

- Use Internal Developer's - Use Enterprise II| Workbench
Wrbaenh - Instantiate Portion of AD/Cycle IM

s- Alpha Test - Coordinate with STARS/Unisys

Late - Continue Coarse Grain Solutions - Begin Coarse Grain Data Integration
1992 - Continue Alpha Test - Leverage off STARS/Unisys

193 - Enhance Integration from Coarse Grain -> Fine Grain

& on - Focus on Demonstration Project Capabilities

SEE F. S~mqy1.idN9

The next six charts outline the approach of the IBM STARS Team for incorporating control and data integration capabilities
and their use in the SEE solutions. The IBM STARS Team will not actively focus on presentation integration issues aside
from the support provided by the framework.

During early 1992, the IBM STARS Team will assemble SEE solutions using coarse grain control integration capabilities
based on HP Broadcast Message Technology. HP Broadcast Message Technology supports close communication of
independent tools, allowing the tools to communicate in a networked, heterogeneous environmenL Message requests allow
one tool to invoke the functionality of another tool and notification messages allow tools tor the user) to define triggers that
respond to events and initate other acuons. The IBM STARS Team will use an internal developers workbench prototype as
its integration framework. We will demonstrate and 'alpha test' the resulting SEE solutions.

In parallel, to augment our primary focus on control integration, we plan to experiment with coarse grain data integration
using the Enterprise II framework. Enterprise II provides PCTE data integration services (currently at the coarse grain
level). We pLan to coordinate our efforts with the Unisys STARS Team in the data integraon area, as their resources will
initally focus on data integration. Our intent is to focus on the infornaton model and bring our AD/Cycle experience in
this area to the STARS Team.
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PRESENTATION TITL-E
DIMENSIONS OF INTEGRATION

EARLY 1992
Control Itegration

Tniggers

Daabs Ese ~
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Presentalion
Integration SEE Eli, &3 WVCO

This picture graphically represents the planned itegraion capabilities of the IBM STARS SEE ia early 1992 as described
in tke previous chart-

Note that the measure on each axis is the 'granularity' of the data, control or presentation integration capabilities.
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INTEGRATION APPROACH

Control Data

Earlv - Assemble SEE Solutions - Experiment with PCTE
1992 - Coarse Grain - Coarse Grain

- Use Internal De'eloper's - Use Enterprise II
Workbench

- Based on HP BNS Technology - Instantiate Portion of AD/Cycle IM

- Alpha Test - Coordinate with STARS/Unisys

Late - Continue Coarse Grain Solutions - Begin Coarse Grain Data Integration
1992 - Continue Alpha Test - Leverage off STARS/Unisys

1993 - Enhance Integration from Coarse Grain -> Fine Grain

& on - Focus on Demonstration Project Capabilities

SEE F. ,= 3i*ad.IVG I

O As 1992 progresses we plan to continue our focus on coarse grain control integration and begin balancing this strategy with
more emphasis on providing and using coarse grain data integration services in the SEE solutions. We plan to rely heavily
on the Unisys STARS Team and leverage off of their work in this area.

Solutions assembled using both control and data integration services will be demonstrated and placed into real projects for
active use. Selection of the underlying framework(s) wil be based on availability and prior experience gained by the IBM
and Unisys STARS Teams.

8
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PRESENTATION TITLE
DIMENSIONS OF INTEGRATION

LATE 1992
Control Itegration U)
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Tnggers
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This picture graphically represents the planned integration capabilities of the IBM STARS SEE in Late 199Q as described in
the previous chart.
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INTEGRATION APPROACH

Control Data

Early - Assemble SEE Solutions - Experiment Aith PCTE
1992 - Coarse Grain - Coarse Grain

- Use Internal Developer's - Use Enterprise II

Workbt'ch

- Based on HP BNMS Technology - Instantiate Portion of ADiCycle IM

- Alpha Test - c.oordinate with STARS/Unisys

Late - Continue Coarse Grain Solutions - Begin Coarse Grain Data Integration
192 - Continue Alpha Test - Levera2e off STARS/Unisys

193 - Enhance Integration from Coarse Grain -> Fine Grain

& on - Focus on Demonstration Project Capabilities

SEEEU St eVAVtW.dVG13

O Dunng 1993 and throughout the demonstration time-frame, the IBM STARS Team plans to enhance the capabilities of the
SEE solutions. In particular we plan to evolve from coarse grain control and data integration to fine grain. Heavy emphasis
will be placed on supporting the Demonstration Project with a tailored, adaptable SEE solution and supporting work prod-
ucts such as training, and intLegrauon guidelines. We will support, adapt and evolve the Demonstration See solution over
the lifeume of the demonstration.

0
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PRESENTATION TITLE
DIMENSIONS OF INTEGRATION

1993 AND ON __

Control Integration0

Event

IRi

Data
CxTensible Integration

Presentation
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This picwre mrphically represents the planned integration capabilities of the IBNI STARS SEE in 1993 and beyond 2s
descibed in the previ(,us chart
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PROCESS AND REUSE FOCUS

0 * Processes

- Cleanroom Engineering

- Software-First Life Cycle

- Domain Analysis Process Model

- Reuse Library Operation Process Model

- Asset Certification Process Model

" Reuse Concept of Operations, Process Concept of Operations

- Identifies processes

- Outlines how they fit into different lifecycles

" Standards

- ALOAF - Asset Library Open Architecture Framework

J SU E d.w SumpfW.t$ICI

The next two charts highlight the IBM STARS Team efforts in the process and reuse areas in preparation for the

Demons raon Projects. The first chart focuses on our efforts in identifying and defining processes and standards. The
second chart outlines process and reuse mechanisms identified for incorporation into the IBM STARS SEE solutions and
further evolution of their capabilities.

The joint activity groups (one member from each STARS prime, a STARS prime system architect and other members) for
process and reuse focus heavily on identifying and defining the processes to support megaprogramming. Key processes

developed or in development by the IBM STARS Team include:

* Cleanroom Engineering Process - process for creating software that is of extremely high quality and uses staustical

quality control methods to certify the correctess of the software.

" IBM STARS Team Software-First Life Cycle - An IBM STARS Team instantiation of the class of life cycles
known as Software-First Life Cycles.

" Dommn Analysis Process Model - process for developing generic models and architectures that support multiple
products across and application domain.

" Reusc Library Operation Process Model - process for operating an asset management system.

" Asset Certificaton Process Model - process for ceruffing asscis in an asset management system.

O Another important effor by these groups is the participation in defining an Asset Library Open Archiecwre Framework

(ALOAF). The goal is to ensure seamless interoperablity between different reuse libraries on different platforms with
possibly different data models.
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PROCESS AND REUSE FOCUS (CONT.)

0
" Process Support

- Project planring, process enactment, role based process modeling,
etc.

- Candidae tools

- KI Shell, SPMS, Microplanner

* Asset Management Support

- Classification scheme definition, cataloguing of assets, search for
assets, etc...

- Asset Management System

- ALOAF compliant server

- Subscriber, librarian clients
SEE E-,km Ss*V/W&WYaVG16

To provide process capabilities in a SEE, one must provide support for process activities such as project planning, process 0
enactment and role-based process modeling. The IBM STARS Team has identified a suite of candidate tools which cover
the wide-range of process activities. Currently these tools are loosely integrated, but plans exist to evolve the tool
capabilities and integration levels for better process support in the SEE solutions. The reader is referred to CDRL item
03705, Software Process Tools and Techniques Evaluation Report, for a complete discussion of the IBM STARS Team
process capabilities and plans.

To provide asset management capabilities in a SEE, one must provide support for asset management activities such as

classification scheme definiuon, asset cataloging, and searching. The IBM STARS Team has developed a protot)e called
Asset Management System (described previously) to provide asset management support in the SEE solutions. AMS will
have an ALOAF compliant server and we plan to develop subscriber and librarian clients that use the server. Currently,
AIMS is in prototype form but SAIC and SPS have recently announced their intent to commercialize iL ANS will evolve to
support enhanced data and control integraLion capabilities to suppon asset management in the SEE solutions.

0
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SEE EVOLUTION PLAN

0
7/92 1/93

- Coarse Grain Control - Coarse Grain Data
SEE Solutions SEE Solutions

- AMS Server & - AMS Subscriber
Librarian Client Client

- Loosely Integrated - Coarse Grain Control
Process Support & Data Integration

- Lessons Learned of Process Components
- Cultural Lessons Learned
- Integration - Cultural
- Technologies - Integration

- Technologies s -E ,-.ic,

O The next two char recap the IBM STARS SEE evolution strategy and depict the expected products and major milestones.
By 7/92 we expect to be able to demonstrate SEE solutions based on control integration capabilities and by 1/93 we expect
to expand the integrtion capabilities to include coarse grain data integration. We expect the AMS Server and initial
Librarin Client to be completed by 7/93 and the Subscriber Client shortly thereafter. By 7/92 we will still have a loosely
integrated process tool suite, but this tool suite will be upgraded with both coarse grain control and data integration
capabilities for incorporaton into the SEE solutions by 1I93. Both the reuse and process capabilities will be placed in
actual project use as soon as possible. We expect to gain lessons learned on cultural impacts, integration issues and new
ec hologies.

0
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SEE EVOLUTION PLAN (CONT.)

A0
7T93 10/93 1994 1995

- Fine C rain Control - Demonstration - Refine Demonstration
& Data SEE Pi-ojects Project SEE Solutions
Solutions

- Tailoring of - Incorporate advances
Demonstration & new technologies
Project SEE
Solution - Lessons Learned

- Cultural
- Lessons Learned - Integration

- Cultural - Technologies
- Integration e

- Technologies
SEE Eh'.Mm 5U-.'&~4VG1$

10/93 marks the onset of the Demonstration Projects. we e'nect to work with them pnior to this date to set goals, and0
objecuvcs. understand and influence their processes, and Lc bin SEE solution tailoning and tiaining. We will support the
Demonstration Project, and adapt and evolve their SEE solution throughout the demonstration Lime frame. We%%xill
continue to focus on capwnang lessons learned and developing support products such as integration guidelines for use by
others who plan to transition tO Mlegaprogramming.
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o IBN1 STARS SEE is tailorable to SEE solution
*Integration evolution strategy

- Coarse grain control - BNIS

- Coarse grain data - PCTE

- Fine grain control and data

- Presentation integration technology from IBNI AIX CASE

- Process integration through mechanisms and framework services

-P Leveragye off Unisys STARS

*Test on real projects

SEE E-1-, S-VyM.,VG19

OIn summary, the IBM1* STARS Team plans to incrementally insert and use presentation. process, control and data

integauon capabilitues in our SEE solutions, advancing from coarse grain to fine grain support a-id use. The IBM STAR.S
Te-am and the Unisys STARS Team evolution strategies complement each other and we plan to leverage off each other's
experience.

The IBM STARS SEE solutions will be placed in active projects to obtain feedback and experience on the cultural and
technological obstacles in Lransitioning to a framework-based enviri-nment supporting a pro'zess-driven. reuse-based
engineering approa~h to meraprogramming.
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IBM IBM STARS SEE

Toni SlosData Inte.-ratiun

OSFI I MotifControl Integration
broadcast Messages

r This diagram maps the planned IBM, STARS SEE integration services against the NIST Reference Model. The pl-Ans are
for the IBM STARS SEE to use PCTE for data integration, BINS for control integration and 051 Motif or its successor
for preszrtaton integration.
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STARS '91

0
Prototype demonstrations

- Cleanroom Engineerng Process Assistant (STARS)

- Software Process Management System (STARS)

- Asset Management Systerm (STARS)

- Developer Workbench (IBM)

SEE Evd S-WV/*.WCI

0 The IBNM STARS Team and the IBM Corporation exhitits at STAR '91 will include demonstrations of the following

protot,, s: the Clearuroom Engineering Process Assistant (CEPA), the Software Process Management System (SPMS) , the

Asset Ma.agement S,,stem (AMS) and the Developer Workbench. CEPA. SPMS and AMS have been previously described.
The Develorer Workbench is a technology demonstration of an internal development workbench that uses BMS technology

for control integraton of developer's tools including editing and configuration management capabilities.
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ACRONYMS

AIX Advanced1 interactive Executi%'

AMS Asset Management System0

BMS Broadcast Message Server

CASE Computer Aided Software Engineering

CEPA Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant

HP Hewlett Packard

IBMt Interi~onal Buriness Mlachines Corporation

INM Informnaion Model

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

PCTE Portable Common Tool Environment

SAIC Science Applications lntermabonal Corporation

SEE Software Engineering Environment

SPMS Software Process Mfanagement System

SPS Software Productivity Solutions, Inc.

STARS Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable SystemsQ

Ul User Interface

Product tradcrmaxks referred to in thi! presentation.

Atlgcn ii a Lradciiurk of MNlak V

AIX is tradcmark of thc IB;Mv Corporation

Intcrlcat is a tradcmark, of Interleaf

KI Shell is a tradcmark of Universal Energy Systems

%Microptanncr Xpert is a trademark of Micro Planning Inc.

OSF/N'otif is a trademark of thc Open Systems Foundatin

Rational is a tradcmark of Rational

Team%%ork is a trademark of Cadre Technologies

Word~Perfect is a trademark of WordPcrfcci CorporaL'on
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STARS '91
UNISYS STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

Dr. Thomas E. Shields
Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.
4 December 1991
(703) 620-7028
shields@stars.reston.unisy-s.com

Unw.i'.4 STR ESIS.Ma, ,. V(I

i his presentation describes the strategy of the Unisys STARS team for instantiating a SEE for use on one of the

STARS demonstration projects. The STARS goal is to evolve the SEE into a well-integrated, adaptable, tailorable

environment supporting a process-driven, reuse-based engineering approach to Megaprogramming.
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" Context

" Overview

" Evolution process

" Integration approach

" Relationship to process and reuse focus

" SEE capability plan

" Summary
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EVOLUTION STRATEGY

*Transition to Framework-Based Environments Inc.-rporating Process and Reuse Capabilities
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and mnethodologies. In particular, a STARS SEE supports domain specific reuse-based software development
processes.
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DIMENSIONS OF IaNTEGRATION
a

Control Integration

Methods

Triggers

[PC'IRPC -

Execution ,

Data

File Database Extensibe Integration

Non GrapLical

- nddowing Mechaaisms

"Look & Feel" Tool Kits

MLi Generators
L Separate from Tool

Presentation 1,,,o SrAR S&ES h.ai,,VC

Integration

"Control integration" refers to the ability to transfer contrcl among a set of activities in a seamless, transparent %
manner. Examples of control u.-'gration mechanisms include shell scripts, remote execution, remote procedure calls
(RPC), point-to-point messages, and broadcast messages. This dimension spans coarse-grained composition of tools
into tool ensembles at the environment level to fire-grained composition of tool fragments into tools at the tool
level.

"Data integration" refers to the ability to use common C.ta formats permitting a tool to easily use the results
produced by other tools. Examples of data integration mechanisms include Object Management Services (OMS),
common data schemas, and tool interconnection languages. This dimension spans management of coarse-grained
data fide-sized objects) at the environ nent level to management of fine-grained data (byte-sized objects) at the tool
level.

"Presenrtation integration" refers to the ability for tools to provide a consistent (visual and behavioral) interface to
the user. This is also referred to as "common look-and-feel".
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OVERVIEWJ0
* "Trial-by-fire" derrnstration of transition to framework-based SEE

" COTS PCITE-based ftJTework technology

- Entity-,'elation-attribute (ERA,) based Information Model (IM)

" Reuse libra.-y technology integrated with other tools

" Process managcrient technology

" Technology and experience from internal alpha project transitioned to
STARS demonstration project

U-) STA"& SLE-h.... VGS

O The Unisys STARS approach is to gain experience with the application o SEE framework technology on relatively
controlled, but realistic, alpha projects, and then transition that expe-ence, along with proven framework technology,
to one of the STARS sponsored demonstration projects beginning ii October 1993. The plan is to incrementally
insert commercally available data and control (and to a lesser eaent, presentation) integration technology into active
internal alpha projects within Unisys Defense Systems.

Unisys Defense Systems has standardized on a loosely cotnpled set of software development tools. This baseline will
be trasitioned to a framework-based SEE using the s-:ne (and similar) tools, integrated with reuse and process
management technology. The lessons learned from ,iis experience will be particularly important to the potential
problems of transitionng .a PDSS project to a ST'.RS SEE.

Unisys STARS is using the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) product from GE Emeraude primarily for
data integration, and intends to use lHP's Softbench product for control integration. PCTE provides control
integration mechanisms, as well. Unisys will also introduce other PCTE-based horizontal tool products, such as the
European Advanced Software Technology (EAST) environment from SFGL

0
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BASELINE SEE 0*
" Unisys Defense Systems' standard SEE

- Loosely integrated collection of software development support tools
- Software development process manual
- DoD-STD-2167A product-oriented
- Primarily intended for Ada development

" Integration technology

- Sun Unix
- Local area network (LAN) with Network File System (NTS)
- Unix shell scripts
- "Manual"-ation

V.. STARS SrZE d1VC

I-$ $t$k

The Unisys Defense Systems standard software development environment is in use by both production and IR&D 0
projects within the company.

The environment consists of a set of loosely integrated software development tools: IDE's Software through Pictures
product suite; READS, a Unisys internally-developed requirements tool; CCC for configuration management;
Interleaf for documentation production; the 20/20 spreadsheet product for metric analysis; and, in most cases, an Ada
compiler (either TeleSoft or VADS).

A important aspect of this standard environment is that Unisys has developed a standard software development
process manual. taidored to this choice of tools. This manual defines the processes to be (manually) executed during
various phases of software development and maintenance projects generating DoD-STD-.2167A compliant
documentation. The manual also specifies product and process metrcs to be (manually) collected; these metrics are
analyzed using standard spreadsheets.

0
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UNISYS INTERNAL ALPHA PROJECTS
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O The goal of the Unisys internal alpha projects is to gain experience in the process of STARS SEE framework

technology transition. The primary focus of these alpha projects wil be to learn how to deal with the cultural and

technical barriers to insertion of framework integration technology (as well as reuse and process management

automation) into an existing project with an exisig standard set of software development tools and processes. A

secondary focus wW be under'standing the issues relaed to replacing a project's current "tools of choice" with

eclur-alent tools that support finer-grained integration, and issues related to enhancing a project's current "processes

of choice" with reuse-oriented process steps.
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SEE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
PROCESS 0

Internal Unisys Defense Systems alpha projects provide a vehicle for
the learning process

" Evolution (1991-1993, and beyond)

- Toward fine-grained integration, as made feasible by tool vendors
- Toward generic IM with support for tailoring to tool and project

specifics

* STARS demonstration project (October 1993-1995, and beyond)

- STARS will provide integration technology, experience with applying
that technology and tailoring assistance for the specific project

- Technology support level will evolve over the project's lifetime

L-y SUAR SLEJS.461108~

Internal Urdsys Defense Systems alpha projects will provide a vehicle for learning how to (and, possibly, how not to) 0
insert framework, reuse, and process automation technology into an existing project environment with defined and
measurc- standardized processes. These internal alpha projects will focus on coarse-grained integration of COTS
tools already in use by a project team, and on adapting and tailoring the SEE via tool- and project-specific
information modeling.

The particular software development tools, reusable assets and processes used for the internal alpha projects may or
may not be 3pplicable to, or even available for, the STARS demonstration project.

The Lnisys STARS team will bring selected framework integration technology, experience integrating software
de;elopment tools with reuse and process management technology, and an adaptable, tailorable underlying generic
information model baseline to the STARS demonstration project. The Unisys STARS team will support that
demonstrtion project in the inital instantiation, tailoring, and training for use of a project.specific SEE, and in
supporting, adapting and evolving that SEE over the lifetime of the demonstration. Both user feedback as well as
availablty of evolving COTS product technology will play a role in the SEE evolution process.

t
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INITIAL DAI c INTEGRATION

0
" Encapsulate baseline SEE tools within PCTE OMS

- Translate repository view of PCTE to Unix File System iew expected
by tools

" Integrate Unisys STARS reuse library technology with baseline SEE
tools
- Rehost existing C.AIS-A version of RLF
- Coarse-grained usage of OMS technology

• DoD-STD-2!67A product-oriented Infomnation Model (IM)
- Model encapsulated tools (input/output products)
- Model static structure of the software development process manual
- Software Life Cycle Support Environment (SLCSE) IM

Ud, STARS SEU-19-dVG59

O 0 During the 1990 timeframe, Unisys built an experimental SEE hosted on CAIS-A OoD-STD-1838A), a portable
tool integration environment incorporating an ERA-based OMS. Unisys is currently upgrading that environment
under funding from NOSC. This experimental SEE focused on tool data integration. CAIS-A is not currently
supported by any commercial products, so we have selected a PCTE-based product to form the baseline for the
STARS demonstration project supported by Unisys. Since PCE also incorporates an ERA-based OMS, Unisys will
be able to leverage considerable experience with ERA-based tool data integration. Unisys expects to be able to
transition this PCTE data integration expenence to the IBM STARS team when they begin to address data
integration issues.

Since the Unisys internal alpha projects will be producing DoD-STD-2167A compliant documentation products, the
underlying ERA Iniormation Model (LM) used with PCTE *-ill need to reflect this focus. The Air Force Rome
Laboratory has been sponsoring a project called the Software Life Cycle Support Environment (SLCSE), which
includes a DoD-STD-2167A ERA-based M. Unisys plans to start with the SLCSE data schema as the initial
baseline for the PCTE M, suitably tailored for the particular tools used within Unisys. The Rome Laboratory
recently awarded a contract to ISSI for the SLCSE Enhancements and Demonstration Program. As a pan of that
program, Enhanced SLCSE (E-SLCSE) will probably adopt the PCTE standard OMS interface. Urisys and ISSI
have begun discussions that should lead to coordinated efforts to move the SLCSE M to a PCTE technology base.

0
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Control Integration

Event
Thgo-ers

OMS. SMSData
\ \ Fit atabase Etensible er

Windowing IMechanisms:i
"Look 4. feet" Tool Kits

UT Generators
LUt Separate fot Tool

Presentaxion
Intlegrationl V. S7r4A SFEVA..V'10

Thiis is a depiction of the framework integration space that will be used in the initial phase of SEE integration.
Although the initial phase will concentrate on data integration, PCTE tool encapsulation mnakes use of the PCTE
eecution facilities. Presentation integration will not be explicitly addressed either, but there will be some
commonality, at least at the X11 level.
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DAT-A INTEGRATION EVOLUTION

*COTS PCTE OMIS technology base is evolving in the direction of
~ I fine-grained data integration

e Vehicles for evaluation of fine-grained data integyration technology

-RLF, RE-ADS
- Software through Pictures version 5 (Open Repository)

* Evolve project-specific IM into a gen-.1c, tailorable, IMI

TRW's Projec: Master Data Base (PMNDB) EM
-Initial tailoring to DoD-STD-2167A for use by internal project

*Shai'e lessons learned across SKARS program

T1he 'Unisys STARS team wl support the alpha and demonstration projects with whatever PCTh ONIS technology
base is made available by cormmercial vendors during the period of the demonstration projects. Thc anticipated

progresion of support of the PCTE standard' from GIE Emeraude is PCTE 1.5, with some extensions frc.n PCTE +

(Emeraude's V12 product baseline) now, PCTEF+ compatibility in the spring of 1992, and ECMA PCTE compliance'4 sometime in 1993 (Emcraude's VZ0 product baseline). Beyond this evolution to compliance with the current EGIMA
PCTEF standard, PCTE is expected to e-volve. prior to the end of the STARS demonstraton project, in thr direction
of supportrng (either directly or interoperatrng with) fine-grained dita integration technolo~gy. VWhether or not this is
applicable to STARS depends bxtl- on iendors of PCTIE-cornpliant trarnework p.odicts supporting the new
functionality and on software developmnent toul vendors "opening up" the da'a repr-.torv access f-zilit'es of their
respective tools. For example, HP is proposing what they are calling Extendej Tool Integrativa Servi.zes (XTIS) as a
combination of the current ECMA P=TE faciliucs for coarse-graired objects with something as Yet undefined (at
lea st publicly) to support fine -5rined objects as the product evolutiun direction for Sof tbench.

Unisys is planning to evaluate the ability of Lurrently available PCTE ONIS technology to support fine-graiined
objects. This investi2ainon could "e done with a number 3f vehicles such as RLF. a READS conversion from thc
Ingres RDBMlS, and (the not yet aailable) release 5 of IDE's CASE tool product suite, which will include an open

:ntertace ~ V toteu rvidt ''str,' ad low-ji intezrat,.r1 of the IDE toolset on top of any dat-i repository
technology tmat an support IDE's oper, repository interfacL, such as PiT.,
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INITUL CONTROL INTEGRATION
bI

Utilize coarse-grained control integration of PCTE
- Execution of encapsulated Unix tools

- Transparent distributed invocation of tools

* Evaluate HP Softbench BMS technology

- Augmentation and/or replacement for PCTE facilities

- IBM STARS team lessons learned

[ ~~U-' STAP.R SEX 1--U V;. t'

The initial use of control integration wAill be to support coarse-grained tool composition, providing straightforward

Ii automation of tool invocation. The abiliv to automatically invoke the appropriate tool to view a reusable asset just

4loated Aithrt the reuse library (e.g., a syntax-directed text editor for source code, a graphical design editor for a

design document) is an example of control integration.

The Unisys STARS team intends to focus the majority of its resources initially on data intcgration. We therefore plan

to relv heavty on the work done by the IBM STARS tcam in the control integiation area, as their resources Aill
;nitafLI% foc js on control integration.
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C)This isadepiction of the framework integration space pro-vided by PCTE.
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.Primary technologies: PUTT and HP Softbench BMS

It- BMS proiides flexible event triggering

*Evolve from coarse- to fine-grained control integration

- As feasible, add embedded control "inside" tool boundaries
-PCTE: message queues, notification, triggers

- HP Softbench: message generation for signlificant "tool events"

*Leverage control integration experience of IBM STARS team

C-'~. STAR.S SLE. AL;g.. VCJA

The Unisys STARS team plan-s to use RLF and/or READS as :caddy available platforms for incorporatingQ
fine-grained. embedded control integration. Additional opportunities for incorporation of fine-grained ccntrot
integration between tools depends on thc tool vendors 'operung up" their tools at control point boundaries. As other
tool vendors such as IDE. ptovide support for HP Softbench and/or PCT'E control integration, Unisys will
incorporate those capabilities into the evolving SEE.
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INTEGRATION ADDING BMNS

Control Integi-ation

* MCtOOds

* 1* B.MS

\0\ . 1s. SMS D~
a aas Ertersible Inte?1-aton

Presen a ion
ln~egnu~on 

U STAM4 SEE £A.dj VG 13

This is a depiction of the frame-work integration space pro-vided by PCTE in combination with HP's Softbcnch
Broadcast Message Serer (B.MS) technology.
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PRESENTATION INTEGRATIONDA

*STARS has chosen Motif as the standard "look-and-feel" technology

*H? Softbench and EAST provide en-vironment-specific "look-and- feel"
toolkits (Motif-based)

* Look- and-feel " commonality across tools and the environment is
dependent on vendors/implementors

tjL-" T&SL3.4l

The Unisys SEE activues will not focus on presniation integration issues, other than as a byproduct of using tool
encapsulation facilities provided bCOSframework products suhas HPSoftbench adEAST which both include
facilities for providing a comamon "look-and-feel."
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COTS ITEGRATION

02 Concrol Integration

M:Lhods

T. z s H? BMS

GMS. SMSData
Integration

H-? Softbencht
EAST ad Motif' ~ .z~~um
Tool Ki kLok &Feel- Tool Kits

CSqae from Tool

Presentation
Interation V- 1' ST A dVz

OThtis LSa cepiction of the framework integration space Unisys STARS expemt !o, be using provided by COTS
technology for the demonstration project. The COTS integration space may expand beyond this. depending on
evolution of product technology.
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RELATIONSHIP TO PROCESS FOCUS

0
" Process integration through framework services

" Provide enabling technologies for:

- Non-obtrusive collection of process/product metrics
- Event-based task execution

- Process/project management

" European Advanced Software Technology (EAST) enironment

- Evaluation for potential applicability to SEE
- PCTE-based environment product

- Process model driven environmeDt

- Horizontal tools: CALS-compliant documentation, CM,
process/project management

" Unisys Defense Systems software development processes

Z.'" S7ARJ SEE! SA., VrG j8
The relationship to the process ' -us activities is to provide the underlying technology to support process integration. 0
The Unisys STARS process foct is on process measurement (automated met.ric collection and analysis) to support
measurement-driven feedback. The baseline technology for this capability is the Arcadia Amadeus prototype from
Dr. Rick Selby at the University of California at Irvine.

Unisys will evaluate the EAST environment as a potential COTS baseline for a process-centered environment.
EAST provides process and project management capabilities tightly integrated with documentation and configuration
management tools. The IBM SEARS team will. in parallel, be evaluating the Entreprse II environment, which is a
competitor of EAST. Based on these two product evaluations, both teams may (or may not) decide to incorporate one
or the other of these products in their respective SEE solutions provided to the STARS demonstration projects.
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PROCESS INTEGRATION

O) Control Integration

Methods
HP BMS + PCTE Tiggers

Thgger/

IPO C-.

cu'ton,

OMS.SMS Data
-- Integration

N F~ae aabase E.vensibicType

I-I? S.ofbench. gMechausms
E-AST and M
ToolKits k&FeTool its

V"I Generators
U.I Sepaate from Tool

Presentation
Inhegrauioa s.. r r L.V:

Q This is a depiction of the framework integration space Unisys STARS will be consid-ing for use for the STARS
demonsirauon project provided by prototype technology. This may become COTS integration space by the start of, or
sometime during, the STARS demonstration project. Object Management Service (OMS) triggers are not currently
part of the PCTE standard, nor are they pari of the GEE Emeraude PCTE prodict at this time. However, Emeraude
has a prototype implementation of triggers in a variant of their product built for a research project, and Unisys has
requested access to that variant of the product to support prototype process integration experimentation.
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RELATIONSHIP TO REUSE FOCUS ~P

10
e Integration of reuse library technology with other tools

- Data integration: PC TE
-Control integration: possibly PCTE and/or HP Softbench BNIS

Provide enabling technologies for:
- Reuse process management
- Distributed reuse libraries

The relationship to the reuse focus activities is to provide the underlying technology to support tight integration of0
reuse library technology with other software development tools. The purpose of this reuse/tool integration is,
ultimately, to support the introduction of reuse-based processes into the SEE.
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SEE CAPABILITY PLAN

Jul 92 Baseline SEE with coarse data intezration
Lesscns learned reports
EAST and HP Softbench evaluation reports

Oct 92 Baseline SEE with coarse controL,'presentation integration + reuse - process
Start internal Unisys alpha projects

Jan 93 Refinement of baseline SEE based on user feedback

L-essons learned reports

Jul 93 Baseline SEE with fine-grained data.control integration

Lessons learn.d reorts
Initial tailored SEE for demonstration project

Oct 92 Demonstration project "begins"

Oct 93 - 1995 Incrementaily refine demonstration project SEZ
Le.ssons learned reports

L,.. STARS SfE h I,'21

This chart depicts expected products and major planned milestones of the Unisys STARS SEE evolution process.
Internal alpha projects must start not later than October 1992 in order to have adequate time to gain useful
experience to ensure success of the STARS demonstration proleX.- beginning in October 1993.

Unisys expects to be able to demonstrate an initial baseline SEE at the STARS Technology Center by July 1992.
incorporating coarse-grained data integration, adding coarse-grained control integration to that baseline by October
1992. Unisys will have an initial reuse and process mana,ement capability availabie for use by the internal alpha
projects i October 1992 as well. There will be at least two ncremental improvement releases of the baseline SEE
celivered to the alpha projets, based on user experiences and on evolving technology availabihty.

Unisys expects to have identified the STARS demonstration project we will be supporting by the February 1993
uweframe. This will allow sufficient time to work with the project pannsng team to define an initial instantiation and
tailorng of a project-spe ic SEE by July 1993. This lead time is needed to allow for initial training of the SEE
capabiities for the project team pnor to the start of the demonstration project in October 1993.
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SUMMARY I)

ST.ARS Reuse PCTE Object Management UC
Capabilides Services (Data Interetion)

E.AST/PCTE,'Softbench
.- Commurucation Services

EAST/Softbench'-Motdf (ControlIlntegration)
User Interface Management
(Presentation Integration)

STARS Process~ Capabilities

Proc=s Integr-ation

UAL STARS SWSI$..1,vGZ2

Ihe Unusys STARS SEE evolution strategy focuses primarily on developing expertise wit~h data integration (
technology, in particular with developing an adaptable, tailorable Information Model. The SEE integration
framework will also incorporate control integrntion. but we plan to rely heaivily on the lessons learned and experience
of the MBM STARS team using HP's Softbench BMS product technology, rather than reinvent the experience from
ourselves. The Unisys team wil utilize the presenta tion integration technology provided by HP Softbench, and/or
possibly by the EAST environment.

ECNMA PCTE is the key component for caarse-grained data integration, but the current PCTE standard will likelyI .need to be supplemented with additional services for management of fine-grained data. Th.e current HT Softbench
BMS technology supports coarse-graied tool composiion, but likely will need to be supplemented by additional
fine-grained tool -composition mechanisms. In both areas. the abiliy to capitalize on fine-grained integration
mechanisms will depend on software development tool vendors "opening up" their products. The SrARS program as
a whole will be working with idustry to fa, litate product evoluwson in this directioii.

The state is to "tearn by doing" in preparation for supporting the STARS demonstration proct, through
incrctmental evolution of the Unisys L~efense Systems' standard baseline SEE in the context of internal STARS-
s-uppoted alpha project. The end retult will be adaptab'e. tailorable SEE integration frame-vork technology and
experience that can be transitioncd to the STARS dernonst'-ation project.
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STARS '91
BOEING STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

John Neorr
The Boeing Company
04 December 1991
(206) 773-5907
neornistars.boeing.com

This presentation shows the Boeing strategy for evolving their STARS SEE. Several elements of our strategy are
similar to those of IBM and Unisys. This is to be expected given the spcifications developed jointly by the three
prunes and given the current state of technology. One unique element of our strategy is our alliance with the Digital
Equipment Company (DEC) and our use of their COHESION product set.

0
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AGENDA
" Context

" Overview

" Evolution process

" Lttegration approach

" Process and reuse focus

"SEE Evolution Plan

" Summary
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BOEING STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

0. BOEING STARS SEE OVERVIEW

Based on DEC COHESION framework
- Object-oriented repository based on ATIS standard
- Process enactment integral to framework

Integration of System and Software Engineering
- Synergy with internal Boeing activities
- Computer Aided Project Engineering (CAPE)
- Systems and Software Engineering Organization

• Develop/maintain/build from SEE system specifications

* Incorporates reuse and process technology products and
lessons learned

* Incremental development via iterative model

0
As noted in the introdution, the Boeing STARS SEE is based on the DEC COHESION preiuct set. This includes
their framework product, CDD/Repository. CDD/Repository is object-oriented and based on "A Tool Integration
Standard" (ATIS). This standard provides for a self-defining type hierarchy, a set of services for managing data
within the repository, and a set of services dealing with method (or process) enactment.

Another feature of the Boeing SEE is its support to both systems and software engineering. This integrat-d approach
to systems and software engineering is synergistic with Boeing's own approach to system development. For example,
one effort underway at Boeing is creation of a support environment called the Computer Aided Project Engineering
(CAPE) environment. Lessons learned on CAPE and domain specific requirements from CAPE will assist in the
evolution of the Boeing STARS SEE.

CAPE is being developed by the Boeing Defense and Space Group's Systems and Software Engineering Organization,
the same organization that staffs STARS. This organization provides policies, procedures, and tools to support an
integrated approach to systems and software engineering. These procedures are compatible with Government
standards such as MIL-ST*D-499A and DoD-STD-2167A and, as such, are similar to procedures found in otier large
aerospace foms. They should prove useful as test cses for adapting the SEE to specific processes.

The Boeing SEE will be created based on Boeing SEE specifications derived from specification documents developed
by STARS joint activity groups. A chart later in this presentation depicts the relationships among the various STARS
documents.

In addition to commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) tools, the Boeing STARS SEE will incorporate products and lessons
learned from their own work on process and reuse and from the work of Unisys and IBM. Note that our strategy in
building a SEE is to incorporate and integrate tools developed elsewhere. Our SEE will be built incrementally with

# periodic releases. Each new release will have additional functionality and will provide opportunities for
demonstrations and feedback.
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THE SEE EVOLUTION PROCESS

STARSA

Syst~tem rDeffm irton

Like the IBM and Unisys SEEs, the Boeing STARS SEE will evolve with time. As you can see from this chart, we
plan periodic releases a the SEE evolves. There will be a release every six months, each release containing more

functionality. The release in October of 1993 will be used on a demonstration project to determine the effect-'eness
of a SEE embodying STARS technology. It should be fully functional at that time. Depending on the feedback,
subsequent changes and new relns will be made through 1995.

The large circle in the middle of this chart represents our SEE development process. Note the two major inputs to
this process. STARS requirements are all of those requirements emanating from the joint activity groups, from the
demonstration project, and from ad-hoc sources. These requirements are distilled into a Boeing SEE specification
document as shown on a laer chart. Prodncts used by this prcs come from the commercial sector and come from
work being done on other STARS tasks in the area of reuse and pr'ocess.

A very important component of the STARS program is technology transfer. It order to bring about significant
productivity imp~rvemn in system development and maintenance we nee to transition new proxduct, ideas, and
other technology into Government and Industry.

Inside the big circle, which represents the process for b',ilding the SEE, are four sub-.processes. Beginning with the
System Specificatio sub-process and proceeding :ounter-clock'wise, each one of the four sub-pr'ocesses tends to be
sequentially executed. Of course, we don't live in a perfect world, so sometimes a subprces is revisited during a
single six-month increment. Major outputs from each phase (sub-process)are shown flowing from one phase to
another.

A synopsis of the subpoese is as follows:
1) The system specification process basically "distills" all of the various requirements into a single Boeing SEE

system specification.
2) This specificationsis analyzed ana a set uf requirements to be addressed in the design and build phase is allocated.
3) The design and build phase takes the allocated requirements, builds a SEE and hands it over for testing.4) Once the system is tested, it is made available to the "outside world" (as depicted on the chart). hesson are also

made available for the next pass around the loop.
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A SPECIFICATION-BASED DEVELOPMENT

F -- wwoo F __
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Standards Portfolio (SSP); standards preceded their incorporation into tue SSP. On the other hand, the Process
Operational Concept Document (POCD) and the Reuse Concept of Operations (CONOPS) document, have been

developed in parallel. The dashed arrow shows that there is some relationship between the two documents, but not a
uict dependency.

The FRAC. SSP, Reuse CONOPS, and Asset L'brary Open Framework (ALOAF) dc~.ments have been developed by
STARS join: activity groups. Standards been developed by various standard bodies, and the Boeing Prces Model as
specific to Boeing. The SEE System Specification is unique to the Boeing STARS SEE.
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COHESION INTEGRATION APPROACH
Control Integration

L (fin)

Control points and policies
Methods

Event
Trlers CDD/RemIt!ry

*CAS
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File Database types (fine) DataI 'Cm,-ii- Integration
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Non-graphical
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(fine) C I S uaiy

Presentation
Integration

The chart, which shows the three dimensions of integration, also shows how COHESION products map to the various
dimensions. It is important to note that the products shown here are FRAMEWORK products. That is, this chart does
not depict tools. Rather, it depicts those services that enabae a SEE to be built and provide some granularity of
integration. The concept of fine versus coarse granularity is reflected on the chart. For instance, data integration
between two tools is considered to be of coarse granularity J they communicate by exchanging data via files. On the
other hand, fine granularity data integration between two tools is realized when they share data via a common
reposizory.

In terms of data integration. CDD/Repository provides the ability to have fine integration. This allows what we call a
repository-centered SEE. A later chart will provide more information as to what types of tools will populate our
SEE. Our current environmnt which is being demonstrated at STARS91 already supports fine-grained integration.
The trick is continuing to populate our SEE with tools which will sbare a common information model and provide
adequate performance.

Aspects of control integration are supported via the COHESION products, CDD/Repository and Application Con:rol
Architecture Services (ACAS). ACAS is designed to provide integration of third party tools that do not share a
common repository. ACAS provide a means to integrate tools via message pasing. CDD/Repository, which
implements A Tool Integration Standard (ATIS), provides a feature called preambles and postambles. This capability
will cause procedures respec*.v,.ly to be invoked prior to invocation of a method (preamble) and/or after invocation
of a method (postamble).

Granularity of presentation integration is shown on the bottom left scale. Like IBM and Unisys, Boeing will be using
the STARS standard interface, Motif. The DEC COHESION product, VUT, is a user interface generator, that
generates Motif-based interfaces. This product will be incorporated into the Boeing SEE as required.
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0 CAPABILITY FOCUS: PROCESS

SEE is process-driven
- Process control part of the framework
- Currently preamrnies and postambles
' Evolving concept of control points and policies

* Process development based on Process Operational Concept
Document (POCD)

" Using Proto + and RDD for process modeling

" Process enactment based on high level specification

0
One of the key features of the STARS SEEs is that they are process-driven. That is, the SEE has built into it, some
knowledge of the user's process so that it behaves as the user would expect. This may be in the automatic invocation
of processes, the ordering of processes, built-in audits, process metrics, and other process-related features. Through
the use of COHESION, certain features of process control are built into the framework. That is, the CDD/Repository
provides not only for the invocation of methods, it provides for preambles and postambles. A preamble is simply a
user-defined program that executes prior to a method, and a postamble is a user-defined program that executes after
a method. Currently, working as a subcontractor to Boeing, Honeywell is evolving a technique using control points
and policies to control method invocation. Control points and policies provide a rich set of process control
mechanisms that can be used to enhance the rapabilities of CDD/Repository's preambles and postambles.

As shown on an earlier chart, the inco-poration of process technology would be predicated on the specifications
found in the Process Operational Concept Document (POCD). On functions specified in this document is process
modelling. Currently experiments are being conducted using Proto+ and RDD for process modelling. As these tools
prove effective for process modellig. the-y -iAll b2 incorporated into the Boeing SEE.

Currently control points and policies have to be written in C or Ada, based on a some sort of high level process
model or specification. Thus the translaticri of a process model to enactable control points and policies is
cumbersome and labor intensive. As a result, Honeywell not only is building mechanisms for process enactment using
control points and policies, they are investigating ways in which a high level process specification can be compiled
directly into control points and policies.

0
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CAPABILITY FOCUS: REUSE

• Centered about Reusable Object Access Management

System (ROAMS)

• ROAMS based on extensions to ATIS type hierarchy

* Provides access to related assets
- Source code
- Test plans
- Requirements
- User Manuals

• Initial methods include
- View
- Retrieve

* Incremental enhancements
- Administrative functions
- Rule-based search

Saa* SftVX6iV= 0
Reuse capabilities provided by the Boeing SEE are centered about a tool called the Reusable Object Access
Management System (ROAMS). This system takes advantage of the extensible ATIS type hierarchy in
CDD/Repository. Using the concepts inherent the object-oriented database, ROAMS provides the capability to definie
an abstract object called an "asset" (refer to your proceedings in the Reuse Track for more information on reuse
assets). An asset object then has several sub-types such as: source code, test plans, requirements, user manuals, and so
on. Because the system is extensible it is a simple matter to extend the type hierarchy to create new types of related
assets.

Our initial implementation, which can be seen during the demonstation period, supports the capability to view and
retrieve assets. The look and feel of ROAMS is consistent with other framework tools because they are all based on a
standard CDD/Repository navigator which uses Motif widgets.

ROAMS will continue to be enhanced as our SEE evolves. These enhancements will include adminitrative functions
for asset check-in and check-out and functions for rule-based searching.

0
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0 SEE EVOLUTION PLAN

Incremental Release Process Reuse Other

" Preambles and - Initial release of - Loose Integration of
4192 Postambles ROAMS requlrementsidesign/

documentation tools
-Enhanced project

__________________ management

" Process modeling * ROAIMS rule- -A( * Enhanced Ada
10/92 rototype search development

" Entrol point and * Distributed repository environment
policies enactment * Performance lessons-
mechanism learned

" Abilty to enact a * System architecture * Pefrac anlsis~
4/93 process specification and design synthesis tol

-Testing tools
-Demonstration project

tools identified

" Process-driven SEE *ROAIMS administration * Demonstration project
093supporting system tools available tools integratedli13 fe-ycle ROA.MS guidebook

" Metrics
" Guidebook

10/95 COMUMERCIALIZED SUPPORT

QSum E.i sm"",ft.uvoI

The plan for evolution of the Boeing SEE is shown on this chart. It shows the fizntions. features. and deliverable that will be available at six
month intervals. It should be noted that this is the CURRENT plan. Out evolutionary development plan is intended to provide us with the
flexibilily to accommodate. clange as we discover mnore about process. rettse ad SEE tools and technology.

In the area of process we ame anly using preambles and postambles and will continue to do so in April of I99. Subsequent releases c f the
SEE will provide tools for process modeling (10/92) and process eactnst directly ftom a high level specification (4193). By Ocober of
1993. the SEE will contain a proces specification for the systemn develIopment life cycle andi tools will behave accrdingly. Also at that time,
mietics will be provided as well as a guidebook for tailoring the SErs proem.

As nottd earlier. ROAMS will develop incemenally. The initial release of ROAMS (curreruly being dlanonstated at STARS 91) will be
included in our 4/92 SEE. It will probably have minor e nanmt at that time depending on lessons-leamed in the interim. Subsequent
releases of ROAMS will supot rule-based searches amid distibuted repositories (10/92) This will be followed (4/93) by integrxed
capabilites for synthesizing system architecnure or designs based on domain analysis. By October 1993. tools will be available for
evaluating assets for aceptac into ROAMS. Other capabilites for easily classifying assets ad getting tharn into and out of the repository
will also be available.

Tools ini support of specific fwctonal areas will be incremetally added to the SEE Thi chart: purposely does not identily specific produicts -
rather. it idenifies the gaeeal ftmetional areas that will be supported saoss time- We believe the lessons learned about integration of tools into
a repository- based is mor. important thani the partcular tool being integratee- We need to be able to develop strategies for integrating third
party nooks and for developing common information models for reposizory-centered SEF-s. The lessons we learn and the technology we
develop can thant be crmisitioned into the commercial marketplace.

WVe anticipate having a fully populazed SEE by October 1993 in order to support a STARS derno. tration prOjecL

The demonsrtl'o, pro .ect will conminu through Octoe 1995. id (as the chart indicates) the final objective is to have the tools and
technologies in the SE supported by the commercial rmrketplame
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BOEING STARS SEE EVOLUT(ON STRATEGY

POPULATED SEE OVERVIEW

Tool Slots to CDD/Repository (ATIS)/ Data Integration Servi: -: ROAMS
Pro01 - Project Mgt.

I* Modeling Extensions• Preambles & ,,Ada Extension
Postambles\ o* / * eAda Extension

* Control points Other Extensions
policies Tas Management Services

IVEISAGE SERVER

_Based on ECMA Refore'n Model

This chart is a view of the fully populated Boeing STARS SEE, showing where DEC COHESION products fit and
where other tools and products fit. This model is based on the European Computer Manufacturing Companies
(ECMA) framework reference model and is used for depicting and describing framework services and their
relationships.

A data repository and associated data integration services are provided by the CDD/Repository product which
implements the ATIS standard. CDD/Repository provides a self-defining type hierarchy that allows the definition of
data and meta-data alike. The type hierarchy can be extended to allow the definition of domain specific types
together with their attributes, relationships, and methods. The current release of the Boeing SEE has been extended
to accommodate the classifying of some types of assets and to allow the integration of project management and
program development data.

Task management services are supported by both ACAS and CfDD/Repository. These services will be those used to
implement process invocation and control using preambles, pootambles, control points, and policies. The user
interface is supported by Motif.

This chart also shows tool slots populated with those types of tools that we plan on having in our environment. Again,
we have avoided using specific product names. What we are primarily concerned about are the techniques used for
tool integration and the common information model in the repository.

0
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0QBOEING STARS SEE EVOLUTION STRATEGY

~SUMMARY

- Boeing/STARS SEE predicated on COTS solution

• Incremental development process provides flexibility

- Technology transition is a key component

=-hftftSgftV.G11

In summary, our strategy is predicated on COTS solutions. Our alliance with DEC and our use of their COHESION
framework prouutLs is a key part of this strategy. Our incemental development strategy will enable us to be flexible
as requirements change, new lessons are learned, and new products become available. Finally, it is important to
understand that creation of a SEE is not the primary purpose of our work. Rather, our work. like the rest of the
STARS effort, is focused on technology trarzfer. Our intent is to provide Government and Industry technology for
accelerating improvements in software development and maintenance - improvements that will enable us to build
better systems quicker and cheaper.

1
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Acronymns used in this Presentation

ACAS - Application Control Architecture Services

ALOAF - Asset library Open Framework t)

ATIS - A Tool Integraion Standard

CAPE - Ccmputer Aided Project Engineering

CDD - Common Data Dictionary

CONOPS - Concept of Operations

COTS - Commercial. Ofs-The-Shelc

DEC -Digital Equipment Company

ECMA - European Computer Manufacturers Association

FRAC - Framework Requirments and Criteria

IBM - International Business Machnies

POCD - Process Operational Concept Document

RDD - Requirements Driven Design

ROAMS - Reusable Object Access Management System

SEE -Software Engineering Environment

SSP - STARS Standards Portfolio

STARS - Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems

0
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STARS '91

0 TRACK 4 TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

Tuesday December 3, 1991
2.00-2:45 Technology Tranition Process Priscilla Fowler SEI

2:45-3:15 Break

3:15-400 STARS Technology Transition Joe Morin. SEI
Strategies

4-00-4.30 Break

4:30-$:15 Reuse Acquisition Issues Bob Bowes, DSD Laboratories

SAO-9".0 Community Involvement Working
Group: Technology Transition

0

STARS '91

TRACK 4 TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

Wednesday December 4, 1991
8 3 -9:. STARS Demonmron Projects Dan Burton, SE)

91--9-4S Break

9-.45-10.0 Megaprogramming Adoption Risks, Dr. Jerry Pixon, Unisys Defense
St tegies, Discussion Systems, Inc.

10.30-11.00 Break

Il0.-11:4S CARDS j.eLue Bluepnnt Ham Polzer Unasr Defense Systems, Inc.

'.4-2:30 Technology Feedback Session Am Hensee, USAF ESD

0
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Software Technology
Transition
A Mini-TutoniJ for STARS '91

Priscilla Fowler
December 3, 1991

Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense
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Outline
Technology transition: definitions

Technology transition timing

Technology transition mechanisms

Technology transition in organizations

The technology receptor functions

Getting started In organizational technology
transition

For more information
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A Maturation Transaction

0 This model is derived from the change agent model used in
diffusion research. Change agents provide a link between
producers and consumers, helping to translate the meaning
and implications of the technology to the potential users in the
users' own terminology. This diagram depicts roles in one
maturation transaction. Players in each bubble gather and
process information, add value, and translate the results for
their constituents. Roles are not always equated with specific
indMduals. The players within each bubble address issues
relevant to their context:

* organizational issues
* innovation issues
* commitment issues

Most work to date focuses on the "push' side of the model.
Advances in marketing and dissemination in general have led
this effort. it is important to note that the models and issues are
the same for entities across the diagram. The later sections of
this tutorial focus on improving the transition capabilities on the
"pull' side of the equation.

0
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Technology Transition Basics

Colaboeadwa

Any technology is "new" in a context where it hasn't been used
before. Technology transition, at the most basic level, means
taking a Ogeneric" technology and mapping it into a specific
organizational context. Technology is "generic" because of the
assumptions made by its builders about the contexts of its
potential users. Even with good market analyses or
requirements analyses, there is never a perfect match between
these assumptions and the specifics of the context in which it will
be used. And those who know the technology seldom know
enough about the spdcfic context to do this mapping without
help. Thus we use the model of collaboration between
technology experts and context experts, I.e., users. Working
together, people with these different perspectives can make the
match, most likely adapting both context and technology in that
process (this is the concept of 'mutual adapaon', as described
by Dorothy Leonard-Barton's work on innovations such as expert
systems [Leonard-Barton 881).

Another way of describing what happens here is to say that
this mapping process requires orchesting the actions that
move people up the commitment curve.

6
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Technology Development Process

0 This generalized research and development process is typical
of those found In the R&D management literature. In this
model the feedback loops are omitted, just as they are often
omitted in the "waterfall model of software development

Most often this model is used to describe the entire technology
development process from raw idea to finished product. We
are using the model a ittle differently. Few technologies evolve
from basic science to finished product within one organization.
We'd like to use this model as a process that recurs within
different organizations throughout the technology maturation
rite cycle. The literature on the diffusion of innovations and
computer-human interaction supports this idea of
reinvention." The stages in the diagram have different

meanings depending on the missions, skills, and motivations in
each organization. This process recurs until either the idea
dies or it reaches some level of use in the outside world. One
way to view the process is that each organization adopts
technologies according to their risk profile and works to
reduce the risk relevant to their missicn, adding value to the
overall maturation of the technology.

0 How does this maturation occur?

7



IDA Maturation Study
Software technology maturation study sponsored
by the Software Technology for Adaptable,
Reliable Systems (STARS) Program. The Institute
for Defense Analyses (IDA) commissioned
case study analyses of 14 technologies:

* .j.ow=ge msed gYU * SCR methd7olog
*software .gk,..rng DODD-SS
formal verifleatimr technology *AFR 800-14

* wn~pllr consmctlon • ocet models* metrics * Smalltac-e0
..aba c d t ypes SRBI

a*ucturod progranming * Unix

L~ A,

[Redwine 84] was commissioned by the STARS Program,
Between February and May 1984, in-depth case studies were
created for each technology listed on the slide. The case
studies focused on the technical activities performed at different
organizations that helped to mature each technology. Some of
this list may not be familiar to &l in the audience:

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Software Cost
Reduction (SCR) Project - A-7E study done by Pamas at
al.

* DoD-STD-SDS - precursor to DoD-STD-2167A
* AFR 800-14 - "Lifecycle Management of Computer

Resources in Systems" - 'This regulation establishes
policy for the acquisition and support of computer
resources."

0 SREM - Systems Requirements Engineering Methodology
developed by TRW, Huntsville, under the sponsorship of
the Army's Ballistic Missile Defense Advanced Technology
Center (BMDATC). Initially looked at requirements and
specification - TRW has extended SREM for use by other
customers.

The authors provided a timeline for the major events in the
maturation of each technology so that the technologies could be E
"measured" using a common Yardstick.

8
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Technology Maturation Framework

The evolution of the technologies was described
using a staged maturation process:

* basic research

" concept formulation

" development and extension

• Internal enhancement and exploration

" external enhancement and exploration

" popularization

CUsing these timelines, the authors of the report mapped the
technical and transition actvties into this maturation
framework:

" basic research: appearance of a key idea underlying the
technology or a dear articulation of the problem

* concept formulation: clear definition of solution approach
via a seminal paper or demo

" development and extension: usable capabilities become
available

* enhancement and exploration (intemal): shift to usage
outside the development group

* enhancement and exploration (external): substantial
evidence of value and applicability

* popularization: at 40% and 70% market penetration levels

A major point brought out in the case studies is that the lack of
sharing of knowledge and experience with a technology across
organizational boundaries greatly inhibited the transition of that
technology. As we discussed earlier, this lack of sharing
results in reinvention of the technology within the multiple
contexts adopting the tecnnology. We posit that this0reinvention contributes to the authors' finding that technology
maturation, as they defined it, takes 18 +/- 3 years.

9



Commitment is a Phased Process

Adoption

E1 Understanding
5

Contact

Both kbidials and groups make counInier ntto the adoption ci
new technoloies Int a regular pattefit

" C40att- the transition target has had contact with the technology
two~g some means, e.g., dowmrerts, briefings, marketing information,

" Awareness - tMat contact (or others) make the target aware of the existence
Of t technolog.

" Understanding - the target understands the techniology wen enough
to be conversant Int the relevant details.

" Trial use - the target agrees to use the technology for some purpose
on a trial basis, e.g., a pilot proteict, prototype developmnent, etc. This
is often done to facifiate the *adoption decision.

" Adoption - the target agrees to use the technology more widely within
their organbation for an application that is related to the targets
bjsiness purporse

" lrettutonalization - the use of the technology is made part of the
stanidard practices of the organizations

There v an enterplay between the ooinmitrM ajim and thes models from
Rogers and Curtis:

" DI lerent ilornution needs
" Dillerent timne fame
" Different success criteria

10
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Receptiveness to New Technology

The study of the diffusion of innovations has been a major
research area since the 1940s. "Diffusion is the process by
which an innovagon is communicated through certain channels
over time among members of a so/a system" [Rogers 83,
p.5.]. The bell curve represents classes of potential adopters:

* innovators - venturesome, cosmopolitan, technical
expertise, often control financial resources

• early adopters - respectable, opinion leader, role model
* early majority - deliberate, seldom hold leadership

posit.ons
* late majority - skeptical, adopt In response to peers, risk

averse
* laggards - traditional, often isolated

Membership in these "market segments" changes depending
on a number of factors, including the results of previous change
efforts, the type of technology, and an individual's role in the
organization or change effort. This model can also be viewed
as a surrogate measure for risk aversion, e.g., individuals on
the left side of the model are more willing to take a chance on a
new technology.

Maturation extends the diffusion concept to include
value-adding act.vities performed by participants in the
technology development life cycle.

11
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Technology Implementation Roles

Champion

Upper management (authorizing sponsor)

Line management (reinforcing sponsor)

Change agent

Pilot project team (first users)

Target users (balance of users)

People in each of these roles experience the commitment curve
differently and at different times. For example, the champion
proceeds up the curve ahead of everyone else (probably one of
the innovators or early adopters described by Rogers). Let's
take a look at what level of commitment is required when by
which of these people (or groups of people).

The sponsor role at the upper management level provides
resources, strategic and policy direction, and final approval to
proceed with the implementation of a technology. At line
management level, the sponsor may authorize resources and
direct efforts toward planning for mplementafion and trial use.
The product champion is the individual who initially ntroducas
the diea of a particular technology, and informally advocates it,
calling it to the attention of others. The change agent is an
individual or team, drawn from line management or software
personnel, who does the detailed planning and implementation
of the technology. The pilot project team tries the technology for
the first time on behalf of the larger organization. The target
users are the remainder of the organization who will eventually
implement the technology. Routine, everyday use of a
technology is called Institutionalization'.

12



Commitment Timing by Roles

PhMM

Ao~u~ .1o n

bPwAWn Telmog

OTWAmd guu

f7 -

Very generally, the timing of commitment is related to roles within
the transition process. This picture gives a rough idea of how
different participants in the transition process proceed through
the stages represented on tMe commitment curve. For purposes
of managing the transition process, it is helpful to think in terms
of two categories of actives: information transfer, ard technology
implementation. The mechanisms that fall into the former
category are most likely familiar to you; those that fall into the
latter category may be less so.

0
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Commitment Mechanisms by Role:
Information Transfer

S 2 2 2 2.I 22. I

U- -

Inforinadwo transfer Is often contused with technology transition. whereas in0
reality it is only part of technology transition. It is an port partu because it
is what effects contac. awarness, and undersUdng, and can be managed
rmuch mar systemuically and strategically thd typicully is. So wel spend a
few mirioan It.

Sponsors, at both senior and iddle managemn nt leWis, need o-mnaon as
imuch as fth engineersu and practitioners who wWl be danfion, chang
agents, and use. They are often torgotlen, or ttir need for intomation is
rot atended to ealy enoug On way to deve a gru of pat
sponsor is to pvide to maaement mte bra*, It h rms d ms
wch as congan nmpapes or presen ttorm a arual meetings of
orponste teciioni emrr i s, the oppo uft o har aout new
techoloie and how they mrigM appy to the orgu1auor. In additon to
descII Me "tmloes temelves, It can be N seu to describe ow othe
organfaions are usi tram, and how.

Mecha, sms for technial peionmel are very laminar, InJding inomul
col ia such as brown bag lundus; Ibales; demntrations. cnerences,
and so on. Most people are famliar with these, and have some skiD musing
tese. What is less careMuly considered is to whom hese acttes are
targeted and in what sequence. Use of the conybrent curve along with
some analysis of potential users can help hers.

0
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Commitment Mechanisms by Role:
Implementing Change

, , jI ,/o,.

0 Mechanisms for implementing change are more labor-intensive than
those for information transfer, and thus are more likely to be used once
sponsorship is obtained and resources for transition are allocated.
These are the mechanisms that support the use of new technology in
practice. For example, without skills from training, new users are often
frustrated and waste considerable effort attempting to learn a new
technology from peers, documentation, or experimentation. Without
proactive standards revision or waivers, new technology which is being
piloted will hit roadblocks, and the additional resources required to
communicate with standards personnel add overhead to the pilot use,
muddying the evaluation of the technology. Without pilots themselves,
premature attempts are made to use new technologies with no "shake
down" period, and problems of technology transition are often blamed
on the technology itself, which then gets discarded.

There is another corideration here often omitted from technology
transition planning. Management may need to do its job differently.
The classic example of this in a software engineering context is how
management reacts when no code is immediately produced on a new
software project. Management needs to be educated not just about the
technology cont3nt, but also about the changes they need to make in
their own practices, such as how they track indicators that technology
implementation is proceeding successfully. Sometimes management
needs new skits as well as new information.

15
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Layered Behavioral Model

-- 7
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NIMI~bo DynmiaBehavior

Curtis, Krasner, and lscoe conducted a field study of the
software design process. Between May and August 1986, the
research team conducted Interviews with personnel on 19
application development projects In 9 companies. The
applications ranged in size from 24 to 1000 KLOC and included
embedded systems, operating systems, Computer-Aided
Design (CAD), and telephony.

While their research focused on *creation,* we can argue that
most technologies are "reinventecr in each context. Any
analysis of the technology maturation and adoption process
must recognize differences in orientations, motivations, and
responsibilities.

Depending on the context, needs, and possible impacts of the
technology, those seekirg to implement the technology may
have to address multiple levels within the organization. John
will later discuss the "cascading sponsorship* across
organizational levels that is often required to implement such
technologies.

Technology maturation and adoption is a learning and
knowledge transfer process. [Curtis 88] suggests that we look
at cognition and motivation to understand the process. The next
models to be discussed examine issues at this level.

16
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Dynamics of Organizational Change
Level of Learnng Required

Culture

Strolgy

II II Stnjczre

Pmcadurs

I I I

T T
Yrs Months Weeks Small Lanme

"ne to Magnitude of Technological
Adjust Change Sought

QThe magnitude of a technology-driven change depends on the
overall impact of the technology on the organization. A new
design method, for example, may be part of a larger effort to
change the way an organizaton does business as part of a
quaity improvement program.

Conversely, a new CASE tool may only be used in a small part
of the organization, and will have little impact beyond a
specialized application.

More often than not, the advent of multiple small technologies
can be seen from a broader perspective as a larger effort, with
greater impact on the organization.

0
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Technology Receptor Function

Provide technology transition expertise and
experience, acquiring and maintaining new skills
and knowledge.

Provide support for technology transition plans and
Implementation, Including pilots.

Gathor and analyze a history of technology
transition plann and lessons.

Lets now look more closely at the technology transition function
proposed here.

What expertise might we look for in the technology transition
function? Candidates need not have an MBA in technology
management, but we do suggest the following:

1. Both people and technical skills
2. Credibility with technical people and wdh management
3. Experience outside this partcular organization
4. Several years experience inside this organization
5. Some knowledge of technology transition (material from this
tutorial, and from the SEPG Guide [Fowler 90] would be helpful)
6. A strong interest in strategic planning

18
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Technology Receptor Function- 2

Facilitates institutionalization of selected
technologies

Coordinates working groups in the context of
overall strategy

Can be a central location for other scarce
skills or services, e.g., process definition, metrics

0
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Getting started: the incremental
approach revisited
Get and maintain sponsorship.

Begin small: start with one working group focused
on one technical area.

Use this first effort to develop planning skills as well
as technology transition skills.

Grow this group Into a technology receptor function.

Expedite early results, but keep the big picture in
everyone's mind.

Document and analyze history and lessons.

The principles we've discussed for technology transition also
apply to putting all the recommended elements into place. The
set of three key elements-cycical approach, plan hierarchy,
and organzational architecture-comprise a major innovation for
most organizations. Unless your organization has most of these
elements already in place, we recommend you start small. Use
a single working group as a prototype. Don't immediately
establish a formal steering committee, but rather work informally
with one or two key managers who agree to act as sponsors.
Develop your planning and technology tranistion skills by trying
these approaches on small-scale change efforts where you can
manage the risk and limit the visibility of your mistakes. When
you are successful, talk up the results and sho how they
support progress toward the ultimate goal, but be very careful
not to promise too much too soon. Document your lessons and
use your initial results and experience to bootstrap a larger
effort, evolving your way towards a full-fledged and systematic
approach to ongoing technology transition.

20



Priscilla Fowler
Software Engineering Institute
Internet: pjfasel.cmu.edu

(412) 268-7748

To receive full copy of ICSE13 Tutorial on "Software
TechnologyTransition," and to add your name to
a software technology transition mailing list.
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TRANSITON

STARS 91 CONFERENCE
TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION STRATEGIES

Joseph Morin
SEI
03 December 1991
(412) 268-9594
jfm@sei.cmu.edu

T7 /G-1

This presentation will discuss the approach STAIS is taking with respect to
technology transition. It will discuss the STARS approach to information
dissemination as well as the STARS approach to working with receptor groups
in order to accelerate the installation and adoption of megaprogramming
upport products.

0
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Relationship of transition to STARS Objectives.

Accelerating the paradigm shift.

Transition approach.

Transition impact.

Roles in technology transition.

Effort allocation to customer interactions.

Activity summary.

Conclusions.
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TRANSITION

STARS PROGR.A OBJECTIVES0
Objective 1:
Demonstrate the envisioned paradigm in a familiar context.

Objective 2:
Provide transition support tv reduce the adoption risk in evolving to the
envisioned paradigm.

Objective 3:
Ensure the basic capabilities (process and product technologies) are available to
support the envisioned paradigm.

paradigm shift. The'program's objectives are designed to succesfully transfer
technology; however, they are not in themselves the activities of technology
transition. The previous speaker has outlined models of technology transition.
Now we will discuss the STARS strategy for applying those models to actual
transition activities which support the program's objectives. For our purposes,
the focus will be on objectives 2 and 1 in that order. Objective 3 is, for the most
part, a precondition to transition activities and we will not dwell on it in this
track.

0
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TRANTMON

ELEMENTS OF A PARAD.IGM SHIFT

1) Characteristics of the current paradigm are clearly stated.

2) A vision of the desirEd paradigm exists.

3) M!gration paths are def'red.

4) Evolutionary and revolutionary aspects of the new paradigm are identified.

5) Technologies to support the paradigm are identified and worked into the
available technology base.

6) Constituents understrnd potential benefits of the new paradigm.

7) Process and produ-t technologies which support the paradigm are successfully
demonstrated.

NOME
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TRANSIT[ON

ACCELERATING THE SHiFT

1) Paradigm comparisons in DoD, DARPA, and STARS documents.
Other documentation of identified and latent DoD needs.

2) DARPA Software Technology Strategy; STARS adaptation of

Megaprogramming Vision.

3) SWAP; SDP 2000; CARDS blueprint; SEI CMM; JLC Reuse Committee;.

4) Build on industry standards and commercial base to facilitate Evolution.
Demonstrate viability and benefit of revolutionary aspects (minimize).

5) DARPA Software programs; STARS process / reuse / technology support
thrusts; coordination among DoD software technology programs.

6) IDA cost modeling work; Cost / Benefit data from demo projects.

7) Alpha & Beta usage; IT affiliates; STARS demonstrations and lessons
learned.

C)n
The current paradigm and the envisioned paradigm are described in a variety
of existing or planned documents.

Migration paths are being defined by STARS and others:
DoD's Software Action Plan (SWAP);
STARS Software Development Plan (SDP) of the year 2000;
SEI's Capability Maturity Model (CMM);
etc.

The emphasis is on evolutionary rather than revolutionary change.
Use of commercial standards and technologies is preferred.

The technology base is being extended to support the new paradigm
via STARS work ( discussed in the other tracks ) and via other
DoD software programs.

Cost / Benefit determinations and a base of success stories are key
factors wbich we are providing.

2
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TRANSITION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION APPROACH

Poinit Tehoq Z7kic
Solutions > vlt

=90
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Techilav mawtdraf Sbteag Rsk Reduction Ao
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* S?,otu ondProducts - lstuzited
" TAW Point eai ouin

As Youi can see, Part Of Our strategy is to apply transition principles to evolving
our transition activities. We are currently at the point of moving from point
solution trasitcn activities to an integrated transition strategy under the
guidance of a transition coordinator to be appointed shortly. The intil-
strategy and activity definition will be evolved through use and in light of it's
cultura impact. Dissemiination of trqnitica l eso'rs !crzned will in itself
become a valuable transition activity supporting eventual institutionali. ;ion.
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TRANSITION

STARS TRANSITION LNIPACT

Commercialization ,

ASSET,
o I~m m  on ]oDemo Projects,

• Air'fiates,

0MM= n loalpha&beta
r.C) STARS 'XX,

_...r.n ..., STARS Center

Bulletin Boards,
& Newsletters

ime7

NOTES

STARS transition activities are intended to move the community up
the adoption curve as quickly as possible. Different members of the
community will move up the curve at different times and rates. Not
surprisingly, activities designed to move up through higher levels are
more resource intensive than those at lower levels. This will be dealt
with in part through feedback from higher level activities into the
information base being disseminated as part of the activities
promoting Awareness and Understanding. The program will not
in and of itself carry through to institutionalization. However,
the way will be paved for commercialization as a path to
institutionalization.

0
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TRANSITION

ROLES IN TECINOLOGY TRANSITION

What are the solutions? What are the problems?

.... Industrial Base / !*,.jcO1 is

0
NOTES

This adaptation of a chart introduced in the previous talk attempts to
show the roles of STARS program participants in the transition
proce.

The program itself is a producer and consumer of technology. It is
also concerned with establishing the delivery vehicles and forums needed to
bring producers and consumers together.

The primes, subs, and affiliates are a subset of the overall DoD software
Industrial base with which we are concerned. They include members focused
on production, advocacy, reception, and consumption to varying degrees.
The involvement of this group and the lessons learned by this group Will
be directly relevant to motivating the larger industrial base.

The Demo projects will involve the major commands which are the ultimate
consumers of the technology as well as the contractors and support
organizations which represent them.

0
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TR-ANSITION

TRANSITON ROLES ELABORATED

WHO WLA-T WHY

STARS Vision, Direction, Motivation, Sponsorship
PROGRAM Resource, Forum

PRLMES Technology maturation Technology Base
& SUBs and integration

COMMERCIAL Technology production Commercialization
COUNTERPARTS and advocacy (supply side)
& AFFILIATES

AFFILIATES Technology reception Commercialization
and consumption (demand side)

DEMO Application Adoption Barriers
PROJECTS development case "Validation"

studies

NOTES

This chart elaborates the roles just introduced to one more level of detail.
It is not all encompassing; however, it does help associate the activities
(what) of the participants (who) with a transition objective (why).

3
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TRANSITION

CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS

EFFORT / SKJLL/ INTERACTION
MONEY

Low Broad
(x) Information Dissemination (many)

Primes & Affiliates (Prime & TT)

Product Testing
(Alpha, Beta, Gamma)

Application
Development

(Demo

High Narrow

(lox) (few)

NOTES

Although there are only three application development projects,
there will be a significant number of people involved in each and as
mentioned the results will become part of the general information
distribution activities.

3
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Identify and Work with

Create Awareness and Receptor Groups
Understanding ofL

Megarogrmmig ViionProvide Incremental Releases of
and its Benefits STARS Technology for Review

STARSand Feedback

Collaborate with Vendors for Work with Tr and Prime
Commercialization of Affiliates for Trial Usage

Technologies Supporting I
Megaprogramming

Collect and Disseminate Lessons
Learned wrt Megaprograinming

C ~~NOTES 4(Gl
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TRANSITION

CONCLUSIONS

" STARS Transition Strategy can fulfill the program objectives.

" Transition is premised on an active feedback loop.

* Transition will not occur without your active involvement:

- Maintain your status as an Information Affiliate;

- Seriously consider becoming a TI Affiliate;

- In either case, provide us feedback on the vision, the process and
product technologies, our transition activities, and on the cultural
impact of all of the above.

NOTES

0
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION
REUSE ACQUISITION ISSUES

Robert J. Boes
DSD Laboratories, Inc.
3 December 1991
(508) 443-9700

TEcH TXAMISMW ffI
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* Software Reuse - S tat e-of-the-Practi ce
- Maturity Levels
- Business Practices

* Findings and Recommendations

* Lessons Learned

" Regulatory and Business Practices - Status

" Reuse Guidebook

* Summary

Providesa overview of wbat iuwil be covered in this presentaima
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Business/Acquisition Technical
Policies and Procedures Environment

Barriers Maior STARS Focus
" Policies *Reuse CONOPS
" Regulations - RIG
* Law * A-LOAF

Lessons Learned
Business Practices Not
Adequately Addressed

Fom n the "m need for a set of busines/acquisition poliie and proedures and
n Appropriate temial enviroment to enable integration of software raw into the

acquisition pr.Coodusion: In the past, busns Practices have been inadmatay
addresd to achieve succeasul integration.
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*Conclusions

Technical Maturity is Advancing; Business Maturity Lags

- Lack of Refined Business/Acquisition Policies and Procedures

- Business Support Tools (Guidebooks) Needed While Regulatory/

Business Environment Matures

Expmnds the thmne that b~usies practices uzaftity in software 1W ag far bhn
the tedial advanc. Almo lays the groundwork for asseting the necssty for
additionl work and products to improve this significant and inappropriate discrepancy.

Uo
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~~~TECHNOLOGY ASO

BUCOMSSPNENT ICNE: FOU SNATION(-7CRA

RUSES PROCCES

A BOT R A C T R E RC E V E A N N IN
Z-0 \..4/17N\\WV/

REONZ0LS 'NDRTN NERT

Isa iara mi msi'iuters bneitotemm fter
/ru zo4 ; adno.~a mpita.Tediga sdidt

mENaTzate theAG Uiilrl lydb wn S Epatc n~mligtefudto

tosuprtal mnil mzaisWTECH OLteaYefot oad~ hi t

uneIs m h a daitir, subdivides te rem sbctuminate. ra f h es
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

a ---

Objectives _

S Gaidebook- ;

A@

E==&k the sUab-f-t&Vadim in rem through we o a pictorial represtatio of a
mmbI of iWnton which ue" the potial to wimimie the dviemt of preset
r1 objediv% The inm-m box bigbhigh those proposed tools that may ast in
aerai~mg the idnlbto. Provides anothe- mutraio of the crtiW inportance of
bum pmra ir Amessfu ruse impalftbon.

0
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* Reuse Not Well Understood

" Business Practices Tools Primitive

*Focused on Individual Programs

*Few Available

*Not Disseminated

" Non-Technical Community Finds It "Too Hard To Do"

"Technical Community Frustrated by Lack of Maturity in Business/

Acquisition Policies and Procedures

Addresso some of the orpni~inioaal beha'vicr ianu that impad reum.
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ACQUISITION REGULATIONS

" Difficult to Use

- Policies, Regulations, Clauses: Poorly Crafted & Poorly Written

" Software and Technical Data Covered Together

- Separate Treatment Required

" Commercialization Not Encouraged

Highigt cfready &idn dida within the acquisitio rqguliti that goven
the acqiwitio of software
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TECILNOLOGY TRANSITION

SOFTWARE RIGHTS -F

* Use of Software Rather Than Source of Funding Determines Rights

Ownership

- Most Contentious Issue Between Iradnutry & Government

* Commercialization Not Encouraged

- Government Retention of Rights is First Choice

* Disti:ction Between Software "Rights" and Copyright Not Clear

* Acquisition Personnel Focus on "Rights" Without Understanding
Copyright Implications

2E ThANOMIWEiVG 9

0

Demaibe the amftmoc surounding this issue, and the difficultits in uo~iiq aumt
couttemtio btwanindustr and the GevermnL
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

GOVERNMENT SOFTWARE RIGHTS

" OWNERSHIP: Right to Use, Disclose, Duplicate, Release in Whole or
in Part, in any Manner, for any Purpose

" COPYRIGHT: Exclusive Legal Right to Reproduce, Publish and Sell
for other than Government Use

7M 7R.4O7M5wzU/~s 10 0

Defin the tas own rsip and copyright, to enha understanding of te issues
involved in their ue. H1grlighls the confusion that vises, since the Whereo rights
specified hwen often coflid-
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

COPYRIGHT DARPA

Regulations Assume Contractor Will Claim Copyright Regardless of
Who Owns Software Rights

- NASA is Different

* Copyright Law for Software is Evolving

- Apple Embroiled in Suit Over Use of the "Look and Feel" of its
Windows Format

0

Use of crpyrights is descibed, and an euample of wm7= Iitigation is eplored.
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TECIINOLOGY TRAIN'SITON

DERIVATIVE WORKS

* Many Reuse Products Will be Derivative Works Software

* Who "Owns" the Derivative Work?

- Example:'

1) Government has Ownership (Unlimited Rights) of Software

2) Developing Contractor Retains Copyright

3) New Contractor uses Software to Create a Derivative with
Corporate Funds

4) New Contractor Claims Ownership, BUT Development Contractor
has Retained Copyright

* Result = Beginnings of a Difficult Situation
111 TXmaO aJOWFSA'G12

A further cmpficaden of the owrhp issu is addressed
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TEC 4OLOGY TRANSITION

RECOUPMENT

* Government Recovers Investment on Foreign and Commercial Sales

* Clause Interpretation Can Potentially Cause Excess Recovery

* Significant Disincentive for Commercialization and Derivative Reuse

* Government Currently Reconsidering Policy

TEW VM rA~ISONObv~ 13

0"

hlihts the ificulties in aonma dalbin mreae software due to roupment, and
the potential for the Goveament to rcover more than its original investmet in
software development

0
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

LIABILITIES T ,RR

* Liability Specter Looms in Software Reuse

• Warranties are Not the Answer

- Commercial Warranties Typically Limited to Software Itself with
no Responsibility for Consequential Damages

- Typical Government "Solution" is a Clause Absolving Government
of Damages in any Reuse Environment

* Well Documented and Maintained Software Will Make this Issue Moot

. Commercial Software Proves the Point

/'(:V /,Ar/N/ ON'/0

Lwm relaing to the liabity impediment are addred.

0
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TECIDN0LOGY TRANSITON

PATENTS

" Software Patents are Relatively New Phenomena

- Use is Increasing

* Significant Disagreement on "Patentability" of Software

" Further Complications for Derivative Works

n= TAAMUM7ONWEWuv. 15

0

Addrmsu imc ei assodated with applyng patmt protection to softwar and
inhaicrdifioalties for future users of such software.

0
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

LESSONS LEARNED (2A R

* Attitudes and Perceptions have Significant Impact

* Regulations, Laws, Policies Contribute to "Degree of Difficulty" and
Confusion on Software Reuse Implementation

- Formal Changes Slow to Come

• Training for Acquisition Personnel Sparse, at Best

* Limited Focused Effort to Improve Business Policies and Procedures

Addresms some of the lason lamned with respt to eah of the impediments
prerioey ou tinp, bed on owr work to dI# A sus of tbm i dm ied with
ubs==* reaadalom to support cortectiom/mprovement.
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Reuse Business Training Needed

- Development of Guidance for Executives, Managers, Workers

* Regulations should Provide more Focused Discussion of Software

- Industry Involvement Necessary to Refocus Properly
- Readability Enhancement Required

* Contractor Retention of Software Rights and Copyright should be
First Preference

- Retention Period should be Sufficient to Encourage
Investmnent/Commercialization

Dimazs imm peahib*n to tnining, modificaon of reguadlons and aoatrador
retiou of rights and copyrights.

D
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

RECOMMENDATIONS §

" Develop Methodologies/Incentives to Encourage Derivative Works
(Reuse)

- Improve Use of Licensing, Royalties, Award and Incentive Fees
-Develop Tools (Guidebooks) for Acquisition Personnel
-Create a "Win/Win" Environment for Original Software Developers

and Reusers

" Encourage Reuse by Lessening Recoupment Burden

-Proposed Changes (25 Oct 91 Federal Register) are Steps in Right
Direction

-Develop Tools for Acquisition Personnel

* Minimize "Liability Issues" Paranoia through Training

- Integrate into Guidebook

0
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D * Business Practices must Contend with Evolvingy Software Patent
Practices

- Potential for Chaos Exists without Training Foundation for
Acquisition Personnel

Commitment to Software Business Practices is Continuing Need

*Establish Permanent Focal Point as Champion

Highight some citica rmssu pe-tainin to bwinas pracbacs
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" FAR Part 27 Remains an Interim Rule

- Section 834 Senate Defense Authorization Bill Seeks DoD-Industry
Committee

" Recoupment Policy Under Review Within DoD,

- Oct '91 Revision Out for Comment

" Proposed S1581 Would Provide Copyright Protection for Software
Produced by Government Employees

- Mixed Reviews to Date

7=JI 7RAN=lOMOWVVC 20

Aftw noftgz area of concen, 1esosm learned, and appropriate rememadaions, we
provide th cu.a su= of regulatory initiabve&
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

GUIDEBOOK FOR REUSE

Addresses Reuse Concepts aud Strategies from Perspective of the
Acquisition Cycle

Proaram Phaps-/Milestones from DoD! 5000.2

•Reuse Considerations Integrated into:
Requiremnents Definition Acquisition Strategies
Concept Studies and Validations Source Selection EvaluationsSystem Development, Production, RFPs/Clauses
Deployment, Maintenance/Support Contracts/Specifications/Work

Statements

TEOh TM%'TII7IONtZOWESf'G 21

We have Rsb a basis for identifying key voids in btoi:m practice is.
Rqi equetly, in ord to nsppor software rece objeiv, we d gcribe os ongoing
wrk amed toward developing a guidebook to addrs the neds of high-level

actiaa wtv
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TECINOLOGY TRANSITION

SUMMARY

* Continue to Support/Press for Regulatory Change

. Provide Incentives to Industry and Government

* Guidebooks for Reuse

- Acquisition/Business Processes and Contract Language
- Executive, Managerial, Working Level

* Training and Support to Personnel and Individual Projects

M= ?TUfl7MEOWIZZ

Rsps importame of addresi key buim= practice iues, in orda" to enue futwe
Soo of rems wav

0
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STARS '91
STARS DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

DanBurton
Software Engineering Insitt
4 December 1991
(412) 268-6833
dburton@seincmu.edu

In earlier presentations, STARS demonstration projects have been mentioned. This presentation pro-
vides a more in-depth look at STARS dernons on projects.
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STARS Demonstration Projects

OVERVIEW

Motivati-on

What

How

Status

I'll talk about why STARS is doing demonstration projects; what we see as demomnsraton projects,
bow we plan to identify, select, and ran the demonstration projects; and where we are in thlis process
today.

0
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STARS Demonstration Projects

Motivationt

Show the value of Megaprogramming- a

Process-driven,

Domain-specific Reuse-based,

Technology-supported,

Collaborative Development

software engineering paradigm on DoD systems

As you have seen from earlier presentations, STARS' vision is that megaprogramming is an emerging
new soft-re engineering paradigm and that the STARS' mission is to accelerate the adoption of mega-
progrm.n g concepts and technologies within the DOD community. The strategy STARS has adopted
to achieve this mission is threefolc ensure the basic technologies and capabilities are availabie to sup-
port employing the megaprogramming paradigm, show that the megaprogramriing paradigm can be
used successfully on DOD systems, and to provide trnsition support to reduce the risks of adopting the
rrgaprogramming paradigm.

The demonstration projects primarily support the second part cf this sr ategy by applying the megapro-
gramnming paradigm to some actual DOD system.

0



STARS Demonstration Projects

Motivation

Reduce adoption risks in DoD's evolution to IMIegaprogranming
software engineering paradigm through:

* case studies of success stories
* lessons learned
* quantification of benefits

The demonstaion projects also support the third part of the stratgy by providing the opportunity to
document with case studies the application of the megaprogramming approach to some actual DOD
systems, collect lessons learned in uansinoning to and applying megaprogramnming, and quandfy some
of the benefits of using the megaprogr mming appMoach.
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Support the maturation of capabilities needed to support
Megaprograrnnnnng paradigm

" understand issues of transition to megaprogramnming approach
" feedback from demonstration projects L d to refine capabilities
* 'tested" commercial technology base

Q - P~DwwwG

The demonstration projects also sapport the f=rs part of the strtegy by providing an opportunity to test
nuny of the rnegaprograrnmting technologies in the context of a real DOD applicatiorL The feedback
provided by the denionstration projects will help in refining these technologies and toots so that more
matire capabilities will be available.
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STARS Demonstration

What

Demonstration Projects:

" Software intensive
* Process-driven, Domain-specific Reuse-based, Technology-supported

software paradigm
* Actual DoD system or subsystem
* Developed by Govt/Contractor, not STARS program
* Use STARS technology

D hqew=M'.WVCA

Our goal is to demonstrate the value of the rngaprogramming paradigm on actual DOD systems. In
order to have a credible demonstrton and to understand the transition issues, the actual developer
needs to be separate from the STARS program. It could be an in-house goverment organization or
DOD contractor. Over the last couple of years, the STARS program has developed technologies and
capabilites to specifically support the rnegaprograrming paradigm. Most of these capabiliies will be
embodied in a Software Engineering Environment (SEE) that each STARS Prime contractor is assern-
bling. These SEEs and other STARS developed technologies will be used in the demonstration
projects.

0
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STARS Demonstration Projects

How
0

Select "appropriate" DoD projects (3)

Prepare projects to use Megaprogramming concepts and
technologies

Develop system using Megaprogrammng approach

Capture, analyze, and publicize results

The overall process for doing the demnstration projects is outlined here: selecting appropriate
projects, preparing each project for the demonsuation, developing the demonstration project applica-
ton, and capwiring the results.The next cha shows a timeline for these activities and the steps are
described in the following slides.

0
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STARS Demonstration Projects

~TIME LINE

Seon ena

Potential Programs

nailor SEE, process & reuse assets

Develop application

Capture, analyze, and publicize

07 J1 Oc'192 OJ 93  OA 94  c4 95 7ct9
65
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STARS Demonstrationo. Projects

Created Demonstration Joint Activity Group (DJAG)

Representatives from:
* STARS program
* STARS Prime contractors
• Services

Responsible for:
* selecting and recommending demonstration projects
* developing a concept of operations for the demonstration process
0 monitoring the demonstration projects
* reporting on the results of the demonstration projects

In order to plan, select, and oversee the demonstration projects, a working group (DJAG) with repre-
sentaives from the STARS program, STARS Prime contractors, and the Services was formed. The
DJAG is responsible for doing the project selection activities, doing the high level program planning
for the demonstration projects, monitaring the demonstration projects as they are conducted, and
reporting on the results of demonstration projects.
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STARS Demonstration Projects

How

"Ideal" projects:
" size sufficient to be valid demonstration
" schedule compatible with STARS
* organization/management receptive to change
" willing and able to utilize new technolocy and processes
" domain appropriate for architecture-based reuse
" reuse assets exist or can be obtained
" organization has software process awareness
* security classification won't get in way
" Ada

We are currently in the process of identifying candidate demonstration projects. These are some of the
traits of the "ideal" demonstration project.
A project should be large enough that prograniing-in-the-large is demonstrated. We are looling for
projects that would require in the range of 16 to 20 software engineers over a 24 month period.
The schedule for the project must be compatible with ours. The developing organization must be able to
interact with STARS beginning early in FY93 to get prepared for applying the megaprogrrnung par-
adigm to the project The demonstration project development should begin early in FY94 and complete
by early FY96.
Adopting the megaprograrmniig paradigm will reqaire a cultural change in the development organiza-
tion that can only effectively take place if that organization fully supports the change. Included in this
change is the adoption of the SEE supplied by the STARS Prim associated with the demonstration
project.
Domain-specific reuse is a key element of the megaprograrnming paradigm, so the demonstration
project must be in a domain appropriate for domain-specific reuse and a set of domain-specific reusable
assets should be available to use in the demonstration project.
Another key component of the megaprogramming paradigm is software process. The develpment orga-
nization should have a process awareness and a documented software process.
One of the major goals of these demonstration projects is to provide success stories of adoptng andD using the megaprogramnming paradigm on actual DOD applications. Therefore, we want to work with
projects that can allow the results to be made available openly and that will be able to talk about their
experiences openly.
The project should be an Ada project

67
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STARS Demonstraion Projects I

Prepare project:

* Establish organization baseline
• Educate project personnel in Megaprogramming concepts
* Enhance project process to incorporate reuse
* Instantiate tailored SEE for project
* Incorporate reuse assets into SEE
* Incorporate project processes into SEE
" Train project personnel on SEE, process, and reuse mechanisms
* Pilot developments

When a "promising" project has been identified, we will then see if we can form a parmership with that
project to "craft" a demonstration project that meets both STARS' and the project's objectives. Once a
partnership has been formed, STARS will then begin preparing the project to adopt the megaprogram-
ming paradigm. The initial steps of this phas- will be to educate the development organizaticn person-
nel in mregaprogramrning concepts and to baseline the development organization in terms of process
matrity, productivity, and quality. After und-rstanding the development organization's software pro-
cess and supporting tools, STARS will work with the development organization to incorporate reuse
into their software process and to determine the tool suiti: needed in their SEE. The SEE will then be
as -mbled, the modified software processes will installed in the SEE, the reuse assets incorporated in
the SEE, and iutgration testing peonned on the SEE. Development organization personnel will be
trained in the use of the SEE, process, and reuse mechanisms. The develpment organization may then
do some mnal pilot projects to refine their software process before starntn the demonsration project.

0
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STARS Demonstration Projects

How

Develop application using Megaprogramming approach.
" Project uses Megaprogramming concepts supported by STARS

technology to develop system
* STARS provides assistance and monitors:

- provide on-site supoort
- gather and analyze data on usage
- refine SEE, process, and reuse mechanisms
- leverage lessons learned across projects

) D,= P, ==t eU

As the development organization works on the demonstuaon project, the STARS Prime associated with
the demonstraion project will provide on-site support to the development organization and monitor
how the project's usage of the megaprogramming paradigm is going. The STARS Prime may assist the
dvelopment organization to refine their processes and may tune the SEE to better support the demon-
stradon project. As things are learned in one demonswation project that may benefit others, they will be
spread to the other p-jects.
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STARS Demonstration Projects

How

Capture, analyze, and publicize:
* Gather data from demonstration projects
* Determine impact/benefits of Megaprogramming approach
* Compile lessons learned about transitioning to and applying

Megaprogramming concepts
• Disseminate results to community

Before, during, and afterwards data will be collected from the development organization for the demon-
station project. During the demonstration project this data will be used to determine how well the
megaprogramming paradigm is working and to make rrid-course correc ons if necessary. At the com-
pletion of the demonst-ation projects, the information will be compiled into lssons learned about tran-
sitioning to and applying the megaprogramming paradigm, and to detemine the impact of using the
rgaprogrming paradigm. These will be put into reports that will be made available to the DOD
commnity.

0
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STARS Demonstration Projects

Status

Initial draft on selection plan

Identifying candidate projects through Services

Beginning to explore partnerships

Developing demonstration plan

The DJAG is currently concennatng on project selection. We have initiated activities with each of the
Services to identify good candidate projects and expect to finish this activity by the end of this fiscal
year with agreements for three demonstation projects. In parallel to this, we are developing an overall
plan for the demonstration process that will define the demonstraton process, identify the data to be
collected during the demonstration projects, and describe how the data will be analyzed and reported.

71
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STARS Demonstration Projects

Status

Points of contact for Demonstration Projects:

Dan Burton DJAG Chair
(4,21) 268-6833
dburton@sei.cmu.edu

Capt Becky Abraham DJAG Deputy Chair
(703) 963-4456
abrahaqm@ajpo.seLcmu.edu
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STARS '91
N[EG.APROGR.A-MPG XDOPTION RISKS AND

STRATEGY DISCUSSION

4 Dp,=ba "

Gvood zormg, I am Dr Jany Pixton from the Unisys STARS Progrm I am cirrmty a Resident Affiiate
a the Softvw-ae agineerig Instiuew icing on softme process ar-~~nn
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TRA2 ASI'IO.N

PURPOSE

The purpose of this session is:

" to identify potentUl adoption risks for
M eg~'rogramm 'g and,

" to discus -trateges titat wi'l reduce that risk.

Th session is designed to enlist your help in looking for potential barriers to the adopion of the
Megprogamming paradigm

And to s= somie discussion of possible cnir'.ive methods that might be used for risk red ioa.
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TRANSMION

FORNMAT OF SESSION

Reuse
Current sflateuv
Discussioa of adoption risks

Process
Current strategy
Disssion of adoption risks

Software Engineering Environment
Current strategy
Discsso of adoption risks

The format to be used in this session is slightly different than otta sessions. What I going to do is
break our 45 minutes (of briefing and qwucns) into 3 segments. Eah segment (reuse. pmcess and
enviroanent) wiL s mt with a brief irnoducton of the curent approach that STARS is following in this
Prtcul technica tranfer mL Then. I wM moderate an 8 mnne dixson period on other risks that
the audiece thinks are impotant and solict some methods to reduce that risk. The discussion will be
recrded in outline form a-, we go along. We will repeat this for ea=h of the 3 segmems. Following that.
there will be a few minutes to discus any issues that did not fit into these 3 areas.

0
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STAEI*LO O TRANSITIO 0 JUlm ?.l~~U

*AdhOC solunm boonI reJawcfld
*Staridalemocapahlrba * SclI sc~ubors * G64efiiis
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* Il2t~bfiw, Wd M Aoo ruk reducbm
"a~gigb * Mba -Qft

You will see this tesiiplate, of the four trantsition Steps that STARS is usi. to inroduce new ideas into an
orgaxazation's software development envtronment. on each of the 3 apprceches that I explain. The teplate
represeats stages of mamrimy for the introduction of new methods into an organizaion On the left, the new ideas
are being protoxyped in in ad hoc,. 1imuxet manner. As you dwcid that this is a good method that de~cves wider
use, you s=t to maur the method by evolving tte supporting techn~ology and by manipgig the organizational
change causedi by the inrdctioa of the new method. This is an izuafive cycle, of teckq~y evolution and
cultural change, which may take several roundls before the method becomes widely mcpted by the
a);ma~ion. Once this acceptance occurz, the method becomes instiwtionaLized with a broad base of usage.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITON

STAXRS REUSE APPROACH

Point Technoloay Cultural ncri

*STAS stpotrsord 0 SucUen.1oei

0 Ow Oearhterure * Lirl MM gujiele fo esi warual

In.*s] S' ARS * 2n~d gerwabon STAS operatori noc o uo
lbramnl 0 Rtim Prcse es

0 Oapatxtty to *M,4 0 C= hrmi
I~ acos iibranes a-jzsabo s-.~ure

" Intgrbi twi SE~s * t~ dpo

* P - and toots to hanoboo
S2ZW ssetCMWM . Gw iine an rgt-

ubuzrion ~ ~ , aoIngMue Ld awa
Managrner wwydor " buins

* Udonxlt wtr3.t
drekonvt5 pan

* C.ARDS reuse

Anaty2~pabb=~

klson leamd

For the STAR~S Reuise area, the approach to technology transfer that is being taken consists of starting with
prototype meuse librants, such as CANT and RAPID, and the initial S1TAR.S repostory technology. This is being
evolved Into 2nd generation reuse fibraries build around an open2 archimtciw frmework so ftat organ ioa
can implermt libraries on multiple platforms. 17hese libraries will be integrated into their environmels
Processes ame being developed to help organizas manage reusable M~s

The cultinal impact is being reduced by the early inmodutrion of the concept of software component roewith
guideline an how a comrpany can develop reu=1 e assets as a business st-tegy. Chian gts to acquisition policy
ame necessary to encourage this trend. Bluerits forre ILbraries are- being deveaotd. e.g.. by CAMDS, and
success stories, of the benefs to projects of doing reum, are being publiaizzd.

The STARS effort will mea: the benefits of reusable assets as a business strategy dunmg the 3 dmstraton
projects. stxr~g in October 1993. This %-U7 be followed by cominerculintion of this technology for wide
spread use.
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Now we have about 8 -irl~ fcr discussion of some areas that you fea am important adoption risks for us to

consr I will mode= the discasim~

Some pot~ral rLsks are irilded hert, as samplms to givt you some ideas for discussion:

" Acquisiton policy (benefit frx= reuwg. shift to manage families of systems)

" Investmnents in apphicam oo =,n bkzes and componenits

" Change Managemnent

" Dihotomy of comomunity conss on amhciect vs ompany compeanve advantage

" Lack of retme base and pmucal xei

* Lack of -- ket size
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TECHLNO0LO0GY TRLAINSITION

STARS PROCESS APPROACH

PoInt 1 "nolog Cultural -ttca

Solutions --.iolution IMPat
*Con cJ tot) zCi U I demn~a-

andri~ idou s ratois C4 !~~ ~d e'riol an man-. 0I~xr-a eibrary of fundameal1 9 G63eiine anid bechnu agtr-ert on DoOSaAaeprm Is, tar prcs defirnon and qe

* L--s mrodieiing 0 caatfiy o omos a *wsrrnn Ccmrner~a
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The technology =asferzaprac for process s~swith the work that the Software Engineering InSdt and
others have done to identiy and document =PCeec-tCSted software PVCeSSMS Also, various process modeling
and Prv~ess meastrment ergpame=i have been =oduced, such as the Arcaia project at the University of
Southern Califorlm

Th~is base is being evolved by STARS to cctistrtcz a Process ASse Library of experience-tested software
processes. The ability will be present to support m ereent and performance analysis of process
components. This will prvide suppot for early atterapts at Sta ce Process Control of software, processes.
The Process Asset Libary will eventually have the capability to compose new software processes from reusable
plocess assets.

Since this is a relanve new subjeict for indiituy (the Software Engineering Process Group is the closest concept
today), g'ndehnes and techniques for process definition, tailoring, measurement and management will be
developed to aid businesses in improving their software development processes.

The cost benefit of process-driven development will be determined dting the demonstranon projects.
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TECHN'OLOGY TRAINSMTON

PROCESS A DOPTION RISKS?

" 0

Some potenta risks are includ-d hee, as sSamples. to give you some ideas for discussin:

• How do pro=e engineers appear, get wained and operate in organizatons?

• How do we pmveitx process engineers frm aWeng as ee= staff. like Coafigmuanon Managemnt and Quaity
Assurance have bee neatAd in past?

* DoD STD 2167A is document driven vice pwcess driven. Wll it get in the way, like it has for parallel development
in "builds" or Ada?

• How matuity do organizations need to be before benefiting?

* Increased inveszrnent in training and educa on

* Lack of ProUies (e.g., metrics..)

• Can we take the concept of process metd= (which industry has been struggling with for some time) and expand it
into the next generation concept of pres definition with automated measuremets?
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Work on prototype frameworks and initial intforniation models are being ezpaded to open architectures which
will allow environments to be sized to the project and for tools to be moved from one environment to another.
This is the delivery vehicle for the process and rcuse technology. For the first time, process and meuse aspect
will be integrated into t6e environment.

Guidles will be produced so that businesses can adapt, and taior, the Software Engineerig Enviroiment for
their appliaon domains and projects& Anothcr important cultural impact am to be addressed is how to capture
legacy processes. from your orgaiunon. into the new envizatiment. Guidelines will be developed on succesful
ways to do this.

Commercial componerlm will be used, by the Comercia Countespa:u to develop the environiment. Successful
demcristraton of framnework-based environments wil aid in their commercial aceptance.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

SEE ADOPTION RISKS?

I 0

Some potential risks am included he to give you somte ideas for discussion

• How will legacy tools, which represent investments still on 6e books, be icluded in the new environment?

" The levels of investment in software tools has never been very high considering the complexity of the task.
Other =tuplex tasks, snuc as mechanical design (which have been automat,.d using Computer Aided Design)
aund ;hop floor tooling (which have been automated usng numerical conuol). have seen large investments
because management peaceives that the job can be done more cost effectve. How can this perception be changed
for software?

0
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

MEGAPROGRAMMNG ADOPTION RISKS?

i~
1D

I realize t at the thre areas, of reuse, process and environment. that we have disxussed might not have been
sufb,:ent for you to discuss scrne other aspects. Are therm any other barriers or adoption risks associated with
Mega ramming tha: you want to mention?

For example:

Arm there other ctiviies going on that could help, or a=eerte, the adoption of Megprogramming?

•emonswaaon projects?

• Tochnology franner?
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

ADOPTION RISKS SUMARY

0
" An approach has been described for each of the 3 STARS technology

areas (reuse, process, and environment)

" Through group discussions, we have identied other potential adoption
risks areas

" This additional insight will greatly assist STARS in reducing the
adoption risks for Megaprogramming

An apixuach trtea ogy transfer has been derbed for each of the 3 STARS technology areas (reuse.
process and environment). Throgh group discussions, we have identified other poential adotion nsks
aras. This additional misight will greatly assist STARS in reducing the adoption risks for
Mcgapropamnming.

The discussio can contme duing the breaks with all of us. or at a later time.

Thank you for you ideas, For furthe infoarmon, cwtat

Dr. Jerry R. Ptto, 412-268-3656, jpixxonseicnmuu

0
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION
r' i..)REUSE ADOPTION RISKS?

* Acquisition policy (benefit from reusing, shift to manage families of
systems)

* Investments in application domain architectures and components

* Change Management

* Dichotomy of community consensus on architecture versus company
competitive advantage

* Lack of reuse base and p -actical experience

* Lack of market size
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION

PROCESS ADOPTION RISKS?

" How do process engineers appear, get trained and operate in
organizations?

" How do we prevent process engineers from appearing as excess staff,
like Configuration Management and Quality Assurance have been
treated in past?

" DoD-STD-2167A is document driven vice process driven. Will it get in
the way, like it has for parallel development in "builds" or Ada?

" How mature do organizations need to be before benefiting?

" Increased investment in training and education

" Lack of Policies (e.g., metrics ... )

" Can we take the concept of process metrics (which industry has been
struggling with for some time) and expand it into the next generation
concept of process definition with automated measurements?

0
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TECHNOLOGY TR.-NSmON

O SEE ADOPTION RISKS?

How will legacy tools, which represent investments still on the books,
be included in the new environment?
The levels of investment in software tools has never been very high

considering the complexity of the task. Other complex tasks, such as
mechanical design (which have been automated using Computer Aided
Design) and shop floor tooling (which have been automated using
numerical control), have been large investments because management
perceives that the job can be done more cost effective. How can this
preception be changed for software?

0
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TECE NOLOGY TRANSITON[

MEGAPROGRAMING ADOPTION RISKS .

" Are there other activities going on that could help, or accelerate, the

adoption of Megaprogramming?

" Demonstration projects?

" Technology transfer?

0

0
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STARS '91
CARDS REUSE BLUEPRINTI

Hans Poizer
Unisys Defense Systems, Inc.
3 December 1991
(703) 620-7595
polze@stars.reston~unisyscom
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" Blueprint concept

" CARDS network structure

" Reuse adoption handbooks

* Technology transfer initiatives

" Summary

This presentatio discusses the bluepnt for domain-specific reuse being developed by the CARDS (Cental Ardiive
for Reusble Defense Software) progmm -1 the purview of the USAF ElecMoni SyStezns Diviion (ESD) and the
SrARS progmm. We wM~ discus the concept of the "knowledge blueprint" for reuse; the phy~csioni ur "e of the
prototype reuse lxbary that series as a base for validation of the blueprmn? the set of reuse adoption handbooks that
fom the heart of the blueprint the other technology tansfer binitives being undertaken by CARDS; and, finally, a
mmmary of the CARDS blueprint.
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRINT

THE BLUEPRINT

CARDS is responsible for production of a blueprint for domain specific
reuse

This blueprint

* Is a plan of action for instituting domain specific reuse into an
organization

• Is constructed as a "profile," organizing the information and
referencing other documents for the detail

* Contains instructions on tailoring general processes and environments
for use in a domain specific reuse oriented environment

@ Is to be transferred to a variety of programs to start them into domain
specific reuse with limited initial investment

CAWS Aw XW Wb'1'=

The primazy mission of CARDS is to develop a "Inowledge blueprint" for domain-specific reuse.

0
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRINT

BLUEPRINT CONCEPT

franchse Plan

Library Process Fducation

Library Polcies and Produes Directon L Handbook a Plan

Manual Acquisicrn Handbook

Library User's Gude Engeer's Handbook
Domain Model Document Com e D ops and Tool

Technicl Conce7 Document Vendor's Handbook
Syuern Engnee's Course

Manager's Caise

CARDS has thift main goaLs:

o Develop a prototype Mrary for the command center domain as a testbed for the reus concepts

o Develop a "knowledge blueprint" for domai-speciC reuse

o Develop a raining pian to teach domain-speic reuse to others

The prototype larary wrk is developing a set of documents that describe the proces of sering up and populaing
this l-brai. These documents can be used by others -ezrested in seting up domain-specfc reuse lbtaries.

The knowledge blueprint is made up of documents descnbing the whole process of introducing and making effecive
use of domam-specfic rese.

The taining portion of the project is explkity tasked with teaching domain-spofc reuse to others.
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CARD REUS BLUEPLN-
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CARD RESE LUERL0

CARDS A 3 gu~

" Ceral lbrarxy mnaget and maintenance sie in Faixmcmt, V

o Four initiAl remote access sites, accessing the librazy via Internet

" Can be crtended to more sites as desired; addiiional tria users for the command center reuse 1brary are solicited

o Accesto lbra2is idencl at alsites

o Places access to bbrary at the figertips of the command center developers

" Cooperatfrg with ASSET lbuiy m ezients, on lbrary component interctiange and mnteroperabllity
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Blueprint is to be packaged as a series of reuse adoption handbooks

" Modeled after SEI Ada Adoption Handbook

" Addresses the Needs of various blueprint user coinmuniles
- Direction level staff
- SPO legal, contracting, program management
- SPO engineers and system houses
- Component developers (industry and government) & reuse and

process tool providers

CA I!; A~f BmmNftviZ

The heart of the kowledge blueprint for domain-specir~c reuse is a series of Reuse Adoption Handbooks. They are
modeled after the Ada Adoption Handbook produced by Carnegie Mellon University's Software Eng~eermg
Institute

In order for rems to become widespread. various gmoups of people will have to be convinced of ias advantages and
taughi how to implement it. These handbooks will adrs the issues from the perspective of

o Dircton level staff, who oversee many programs

o Contra~g and program inanagesnent personnel who will be issuing RFP's for specific programns

o Engineers who will be performing contracs mvokving reuse

o Component developers, who will develop assets that will be reused, and

o Tool vendors, who wil provide software tools to aid the reuse process.
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CARDS RE"USF BLUEPRIENT

HANDB OOK C ONTENTS 0

Blueprint subject areas addressed across the handbooks are:

" Process-drives all other aspects of the blueprint: how the process
affects each level

" Acquisition -system acquisidon rules that have significant effect on
reuse

" Benefits -investment costs and expected return on investment for
reuse fer each level

" Training-what training is required for this level to effect a reuse
program

" Security-protection of secure components in the recommended reuse
environment

" Consensus-ebtaining multi-organizational consensus on domain
models

--" 0

There are several issues that cut acoss seveal of the dderet calegories of people urvolved wih reuse, and wil
thus be addresed m several of the Handbooks.

o Pres-affec all categories

o A-recon, aquilon, ana engeers are all afteed by rules that encourage or discourage reuse

o Benefits-all categones need to know, 'What's in it for me?

o Secwny-decto level and progr managers want to be as-ured their programs are secre; engineers and tool
vendors have to know how to ensure the secu M.

o Consensus-all those mvolved must rewh consensus on reuse

0
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRLN7

DIRECTION LEVEL HANDBOOK

Direction level staff: those with responsibility for multiple programs in an
application domain

Handbook enables direction level staff to make intelligent decisions on
whether and how to implement reuse in their domains

* Explains domain specific reuse in direction level terms

" Explains costs and benefits

* Proides question/answer format to enable them to get started in reuse

* Provides guidance of how reuse and rapid prototy-ping could be used to
assist in definitizing user requirements

0 The directim level haud'ook addresses reuse issues from the perspective of people who oversee many prog3ms.
They are in a postion to foster reuse and also stand to pin a lot with the adoptou of reuse. A single proam,
because of the addea c-pense and aggravaion, may resist developing components that on be used by other
progams. but a dwe can see the cverall beneis acaos programs.

0
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRINT f

ACQUISMON BAN)BOOK

Enables DoD personnel to str'-cMre RIFPs and contracts to facilitate
re: 'and provide overall cost-savings and quality increases for DoD

" Builds on and extends STARS task in acquisition issues

" Directly addresses contracting/licersing guidance

" Identifies incentives to motivate reuse

" Provides guidance in constructing RFPs so as not to preclude reuse
and in evaluating RFPs and contract performance with reuse in mind

" Explains costs and benefits frcm a single program life-cycle perspective

" Training classes available for DoD and contractor personnel

a',Lay current RFPs are suc=ed to acey discoumrage re-as. This handbook vr 1 eplai why t--sc is benefiaIl to
a sineg program and how to write RFPs that encourage the contrcor to adopt reuse
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CARDS REUSE BLLUEPRINT

ENGINEER'S HA-INDBOOK

Enables contractor and DoD personnel to uiwderstard how to create and
evolve high-quality, lower cost systems by e!mploying, reuse

* Recasts STARS reuse CONOPS in terms for the engineer

9 Guides DoD and contractor in deflnitizi,,g requirements through
- reuse-based rapid prototyping

*Guides DoD and contractor in utilzing, r.-7jsable assets to compose
systems

*Bulds on STARS reuse processes to proVle guidance on integrating
* reuse and domain-specific concerns into the development process

*Training classes available for DoD and contractor personnel

*CA=X A-W 3*M~*ZJ

C)te engmeerswho are acally carrying out system development arn vital to the success of reuse; their passive
rsaneor lack of ndestandrag could sabotage the poss'batty of successful reuse. Tbhis handbook explais the

concepts and mech-wimn for reuse adopticn by the system develo .,ers across the entire Lie-cycle, from requirements
definition through prototype to deLherd system and mantenan,
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COIPDONENT AND TOOL HANDBOOK

Enables component developers and tool vendors to understand how to

create reusable components and tools for reuse

* Guidance for developing reusable components

* Specifies requirements for tools to support reuse-based system
development and maintenance

* Explains incentives for developing these components and tools

For reuse to be saccessfn, commerai reusable components and software tools thaassist reuse wm hm to be
rely available for purchase. This handook =forms pote ual venlors of the needs and the benefits to thn of
meeting those needs.
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRIN7

SUPPORTS ASPECTS OF TT MODEL0

[ Adotion Exeive level and acqusiton
handbooks erable removal of
non-technical barmes to reuse

I on Enneer's Handbook fclitaes imnfation
and unli-tion of reusable ass=

Adopion Handbooks for e Pe s, i ,
legal and contnacg smag and sy,.em
engineering stff exlain reuse as it is
relevant to that audience

connT - *

The Software Engneerng ie (SEfI) has developed the above S-curve ind=ng the sages mvolvd along the
"-y uar the i )i a,-aio of ream We show where these handbooks w, fit on thislpath. Ihey wMl aid an

orpamation m moving from awarene of reuse, to undersanding to msallation, and then to adoption of rese by
the organizati.

0
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The main focus of the CARDS reuse blueprint is on technology transfer

" Reuse adoption handbooks are the basis for tech transfer1* - Reviewer of handbooks
- Trial users of handbooks

- Future users of handbooks

" trial users are major agents of technology transfer
- Internal receptors and advocates
- Agents for reusing code from elsewhere (that in itself is transferring

technology)

T-he prnary mi~on of CARDS is to larn about appliimaio of domain specifiC reuse through unplentation and
use df a Prototype ibtay, and then to dissmbate the informaim as widely and effecively as possile. The Rems
Adojptmo Handbooks ane the center of this s= g, but not the only aspc of the propamn addressing tedolog
trmnsfe. The triaI m of the Prooye itsel are leaning reuse, and vii be agents of change within their

ornious. Furthermore, the very act of reusing om-c nents from other o anaioas is transferring technology.
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRENr

MORE TECHNOLOGY TRAN SFER

" Working with sizable sample of DoD software community regarding

reuse

" Command center domain model polls together much knowledge of
command centers which can be taught to others

" CARDS is looking for interested DoD command center programs to
participate

" In early 1992, CARDS will perform an initial assessment of software
dom ins across DoD

" Looking for candidate domains to be implemented in late 1992 to
provide an additional validation of the blueprint

" Working with DoD/CLIM software reuse initiative to facilitate reuse
adoption

0 In addiion to the blueprint and the protoripe lbrary nus, there are other aspes to technoIor =nder by
CARDS:

o We ae working with other DoD V interesd in rese

o We are looking for other interead command center gromp to participate with the prototv.r command
ceter LIbray, and

o we are lookin&g for a second domain for wh-h to begin nplemenatio of a doi -specific library in late 1992.

0
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CARDS REUSE BLUEPRINT

BENEFITS OF BLUEPRINT

Implements many of the 1.991 JLC San Antonio I Reuse Panel
recommendations for eliminating the barriers to reuse in DoD

" Provides the basis (building on STARS) to enable reuse to be treated as
an inseparable aspect of the overall software engineering process

" Provides recommendations and guidance so that the DoD can create
incentives, and eliminate disincentives from its current acquisition
process

" Provides guidance/handbooks at various levels of detail to enable DoD
and contractor staff to successfully implement reuse

addes seeWof these obstaca istedi above) and encurage their eimiatio
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CARDgSs REUSE BLUEPRIN7 I

e The blueprint, in the form of reuse adoption handbu,.ks, will be major
focus of technology transition for CARDS

o Trial users of handbooks and reuse library prototypes wil be an
important influence on blueprint

9 Reuse library prototype available for adoption by interested users

* CARDS is worldng with DoD/CD! software reuse initiative to facilitate
reuse adoption

C4=A £b"%,WfbnVZ

Those imterested in paricipatng as a tl user size for the Command Center lbrary, or those from another domai
mteres.ed m setting up a reuse hbra for that domain, should contact Mr. Scanon of USAF ESD at 617-377.484.

0
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CARDS REUSE BLU'EPRIIN-r

FURTER INF OXaTION

* CARDS is looking for another user site for the command center library

* CARDS is looking for a secCnd domain to verify the blueprint

" CARDS is under the direction of USAF Electronic Systems Division

* For further information, Contact Bob Scaxlon at ESD, 617-377-8484

0
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0 STARS AFFILIATES PROGRAM

STARS has established an affiliates program. This program provides an
opportunity for the software community to participate in the
technology activities associated with the STARS Program and to join
with STARS in accelerating the paradigm shift to megaprogramming.

STARS affiliates are individual :epresentatives of organizations
involved in software development for the government, including
government contractors, universities, government agencies, and
environment/tool vendors.

Three levels of affiliates have been established:

Information Affiliates: Information Affiliates have access to
information regarding the STARS program such as newsletters; are
included on the STARS mail list; have access to the bulletin board;
and may participate in the monthly briefings and demonstrations at the
STARS Technology Center.

* Technology Transfer Affiliates: This level of affiliate is expected
to cooperate with the STARS program on a consistent basis to aid in
technology transition to/from STARS and the DoD community.
Technology Transfer affiliates are expected to appoint a single point
of contact within their organization who will participate actively in
technology exchnge working group meetings These working group
meetings would be coordinated by STARS and would meet periodically
with network interaction between meetings. Sub-groups migit be
established to focus on specific technology areas. These affiliates
would become familiar with the STARS Program and participate in all
working group meetings. They may also be asked to be alpha test sites
for new STARS products.

* Prime Affiliates: A Prime Affiliate works directly with one
of the STARS Prime Contractors (Boeing, IBM, Unisys) in technology
activities relevant to the -rARS Program, such as product evaluation,
technology transition, technology integration, and tuol development.
In addition to participation in periodic workshops as described above,
Prime Affiliates may also participate in prime team meetings. Joint
activities with any of the Prime Contractors are arranged directly
with that prime on r' case-by-case basis.

Participation in the Technology Transfer or Prime Affiliate program will
require that you complete an affillates questionaire and sign a
non-disclosure agreement.

Affiliate- 1



Labor, travel and trial usage expenses associated with participation
in the &ffiliates program is the responsibility of each affiliate's 0
parent (sponsoring) organization. STARS provides meeting
accommodations and network access.

If you are interested in becoming a STARS Affiliate, please indicate
the level of affiliation and address your request to the STARS
Technology Center, Attn: Afiliates Desk, Suite 400, 801 North
Randolph, Arlington, VA 22203 or call (703) 243-8655 or Email to
"afflhates-desk@stars.rosslyn.unisys.com".

0
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0 STARS AFFILIATE
NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

The Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems (STARS) program is
directed out of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) with
contract administration provided by the Air Force Electronic Systems Division
and sponsored by the Department of Defense (DoD) through the DoD Consolidated
Software Initiative. This Agreement is entered into as of this
day of ,19_, by and between the STARS program and

_ (Affiliate). For purposes of this
Agreement, the term Affiliate is used generically to include any entity of
any kind, or its employees or agents.

The parties agree:

1. The STARS program in discharging its obligations to the DoD may
have access to proprietary information belonging to third parties.
The STARS program's mission is to accelerate the paradigm shift to
megaprogramming - a process-driven, domain-specific reuse-based,
technology supported ways of doing business. Instances may occur
where the aforementioned irformation or technology will be held as
proprietary to the U.S. Government.

2. The Affiliate, in connection with the work of STARS, may have
access to STARS, third party proprietary information, or to
Government information designated "For Official Use Only". The
foregoing described information or technology shall be disclosed
within the STARS program on a "need to know" basis and shall not
be disclosed outside of STARS without specific written authorization
from the STARS program office and the Electronic Systems Division
(ESD) Public Affairs Office.

3. Any information disclosed to the Affiliate shall not be deemed to be
confidential or proprietary and the Affiate shall have no obligation
with respect to any such information which:
a. was known to STARS or to the Affiliate and unrestricted at the

time it was submitted by a third party, or
b. was previously cleared for public release through the DARPA

STARS Program Manager or the STARS program office
(ESD/AVS) or cleared through the ESD Public Affairs, or

c. is in the process of being cleared for public release through
ESD/AVS or the ESD Public Affairs, or

d. is received by the Affiliate from another third party without
restrictions and without breach of the agreement with the
initial disclosure.

Affiliate . 3



4. In the caoe of STARS information designated '"Distribution Statement
C," the Affiliate will be relieved of the limitations imposed herein
upon receipt of specific written authorization or removal of the said
designation by the STARS Program Office (ESD/AVS).

5. Upon ending affilation with STARS, the Affiliate will not, either in
whole or part, take or keep any drawings, blueprints, documents,
computer programs, compilations or technical data, specifications
or other records of a'xiy nature (whether written or in machine
readable form) proprietary to STARS or to any third party, or any
Government information designated 'Tor Official Use Only", or any
reproductions of any of the foregoing described information.

Affiliate STARS
By: By:
Date: Date:

0
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Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems (STARS)

Affiliates Questionnaire

Note: If you need additional space, use the back of this questionnaire, or additional sheets.

1. Company/Organizaticn Name

Division/Group/Organization

2. Primary Contact:
Name
Address:

Phone:
FAX:

Internet:

O 3. What level of STARS affiliation do you want?

a. Technology Transfer

b. Prime (Circle preferred Prime - Boeing, IBM, Unisys)

4. What is your Company's/Organization's rximary business area?

(Mark all that ar. applicable)

a. Systems

b. Software

c. Hardware

d. Manufacturing

e. Consulting

f. Systems Integration

g. Other (please specify)

0
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5. Does your company/orgarnization (please specify which) have an active technology
receptor organization? 9

6. If yes to question 5. please provide contact information:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

7. Please describe your company's/organization's primary area of interest in software
engineering technology.

.0
8. Please describe how being a STARS Affiliate can best serve the needs of your organi-
zation (i.e., in what area are you interested in working with STARS)

9. Comments (please provide any additional information, views, or questions you may have):

10. Please attach a one-page position paper describing area(s) of greatest interest where
cooperative development would be mutually beneficial and a short resume' for each
participant.

Affiliate - 6
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STARS NEWSLETTER
MAILING LIST

The STARS Newsletter continually updates its mailing
list with new additions and changes of place of
employment or residence. To be added to the mailing
list or to have your mailing address changed, please fill
out this form and mail it to:

STARS Technology Center
Suite 400
401 North Randolph Street
Arlington. Va. 22203

O New Addition to List 0 Change of Address

OMr. OMrs. OMs. E Other

Name

Organization/Company

Address_

City State_ _ Zip

Telephone -

E-Mail Address

Information - 1
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DEMONSTRATIONS

STARS Technology Center (STC) Demonstrations

Beginning early in 1992, demonstrations at the STC will
be held on the fourth week of every month.

For information on what is to be demonstrated, as well
as on which day of the week it will be demonstrated, call
the STC Demonstrations Coordinator at (703) 243-8655.
Initially, demonstrations will be provided in response to
requests.

Refer to the attached map for the location of the STC.

Information - 2



HOW TO OBTAIN ITEMS FROM THE DEFENSE
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER (DTIC)

OR
FROM THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SERVICE (NTIS)

DTIC ccntains items that are not releasable to the
general public. To obtain items from DTIC, you must be
government or a contractor and be a registered DTIC
user. Please refer to the information provided below or
contact DTIC for details.

0 Defense Technical Information Center
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Va. 22304-6145
Tel: (703) 274-7633

The general public can obtain items approved for general
release from !TIS. Items can be ordered through the
mail or over the phone. A variety of payment options is
available.

NTIS
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Va. 22161-0001
Tel: (800) 553-NTIS (553-6847)

(703) 487-4650

0
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ACRONYMS USED IN THESE PROCEEDINGS

AAA Artifacts, Agents, and Activities
ACAS Application Control Architecture Services
ADA Programming language
AF Air Force
AFS A distributed product of Tramsarc
ABI Action Item Browser
AIL ASSET Interchange Language
AIX IBM Advanced Interactive Executive operating system
AIX Advanced Interactive operating system
AJPO Ada Joint Program Office
ALOAF ASSET Library Open Architecture Framework
AMS ASSET Management System
ANS Artificial Neural Systems; American National Standard
ANSI American National Standards Institute
APP Application Portability Profile
APPLIA Ada Process Programming Language based on Aspen
ARCS Automated Reusable Components System
ASIS Ada Semantic Interface Specification
ASSET ASSET Source for Software Engineering Technology
ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare
ATIS A Tool Integration Standard (DEC); Atherton Tool Integration Service

BMS Broadcast Message Service

C2 Command and Control
C3 Command, Control and Communication
CAIS- Common APSE Interfa Set -Revision A
CALS Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support

CAMP Common Ada Missile Packages
CAPE Computer Aided Project Engineering
CARDS Central Archive for Reusable Defense Software
CASE Computer Aided Software Engineering
CC Configuration Control
CCC Change and Configuration Control (Product name)
CCMISR Command Center Processing and Display System Replacement
CCITr Consultative Committee for ITT Corp.
CDD Common Data Dictionary':Crz CASE Data Intercane Format
CDRL Contract Data Requirements ListCECOM CommunicJtions and Electronics Command (U.S. Army)

CEPA Cleanroom Engineering Process Assistant
CGM Computer Graphics Metaffle
CLM Corporate Information Management
CIS CASE Integration Services committee
CLIPS A NASA expert system shell -C language
CM Conriguration Management
CMM Capability Maturity Model
CODASYL Conference On Data Systems Languages
COHESION A digital software environment product

Acronyms -1



CONOPS CONcept of Operations
COTS Commercial, Off-The-Shelf
CRDA Cooperative Research and Development Agreements

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DC Data Coraestion
DCE Distributed Computing Environment
DDR&E Design Development Research & Engineering

IADEC Digital Equipment Corporation
DISA/ i Defense Information Systems Agency/Center for Information Management
DoD Department of Defense
DSSA Domain Specific Software Architecture

ADC Defense Technical Information Center

E-SLCSE SLCSE commercialization effort
* EAST European Advanced Software Technology

ECMA European Computer Manufacturers Associations
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
EE Electrical Engineering

EIA Electrical Industries Association
EIS Engineering Information System
ER Entity Relationship
ERA Entity-Relation-Attribute

FAR Federal Acqution Regulation
FCDSSA Fleet Combat Directorate Systems Support Activity

FFRDC Federally Funded Research and Development Center
FIM Framewo Information Model
FJAG Framework Joint Activity Group
FRAC Framework Requirements and Criteria
PIS Praction of Savings
FT Fraction of Time
FTAM OSI File Transfer Access and Man gement
PIP TCP/IP File Transfer Protocol

GCC Generic Command Center
GIE Groupement dlnterets Economiques
GKS Graphical Kernel System
GNMP Government Network Management Program
GOSIP Government Open System Interconnection Protocol
HP Hewlett Packard
HPCC High Performance Computers and Communication

I&T Integration & Test
1/0 Input/Output
ID IDentification
IDA Institute for Defense Analysis
DE Interactive Development Environments
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
Im Information Management
Im Information Model
lOC Initial Operational Capability
IMCON Information Modeling CONvergence

Acronyms - 2



) IR&D Independent Research & Development
IRAC International Requirements And Criteria
IRDS Information Resource Dictionary System
ISAIM Indexed Sequential Accei, Method
ISEE Integrated Software Engineering Environment
ISO/JEC JTC1 International Standards Organization/International Electrotechnical Commission

Joint Technical Committee
IST" 1 6 International Software Process Working group No. 6
ISSI International Software Systems, Inc.
IW CASE International Working group on CASE

JLC Joint Logistics Commanders

;DSI Thousands of Delivered Source Instructions
KI Knowledge Information

LAN Local Area Network
LOC Lines Of Code

MCCR Mission-Critical Compuier Resources
ME Mechanical Engineering
MFPL Message Format Processing Language
MIL-STD-2167A Military standard for defense systems software development
MIS Management Information Systems
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology

O MIS MultiLevel Secure
MM Man Months
MTV Message Translation and Validation
MVP MultI-View Process modeling project
MVP-L MVP Language

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NAVAIR NAVal AIR Systems
NBCD Network-Based Collaborative Development
NCCPM Navy Command and Control Process Model
NCS/RPC Network Computing Services/Remote Procedure Call
NFS Network File System
NGCR Next Generation Computer Resources (navy program)
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NOSC Naval Ocean Systems Center
NRAC NATO Requirements and Criteria
NTIS National Technical Information Service
NTSC Navy Training Systems Center

OAF Open Architecture Framework
OCD Operational Concept Document
ODA/ODIF Office Document Architecture/nterchange Format
OMG Object Management Group
OMS Object Management System
Os Operating SystemO OSF Open Software Foundation
OSI Open Systems Interconnection (ISO standard)
OTS Off-The-Shelf

Acronyms - 3



P1175 A standard reference model for computing system tool interconnection

PAL Process Asset Library
PCIS Portable Common Interface Set
PCe' Portable Common Tools Environment
PDAG Process Definition Aviory Group
PDES Product Data Exclha-ge specification
PDSS Post-Deployment Software Support
PHIGS Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
PM Process Management
PM Process Model
PMDB Project Master DataBase (TRW IR&D project name)
P")CD Process Operational Concept Document
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface
PPL Process Programming Language
PREIS PRototype Engineering Information System
PREIS Policy Representation using PREIS
PRISM Portable Reusable Integrated Software Modules
PSE Project Support Environment
PSESWG Project Support Environment Standards Working Group
PSL.PL Process Support Language/Process Programming Language

Q/I Question/Issue
QA Quality Assurance

RAASP Reusable Ada Avionics Software Package
RAPID Reusable Ada Products for Information systems Development
RDA Remote Database Access
RDBMS Relational DataBase Management System

READS Requirements Entry Allocation Decomposition System
RIG Reuse library Interoperability Group
RJAG Reuse Joint Activities Group
RIF Reusability Library Framework
RMP Risk Management Plan
RNTDS Restructured Navy Tactical Data System
ROAMS Reusable Object Access bianagement System
ROCD Reuse Operational Concept Document
ROI Ret -n On Investment
RPC Remote Procedu-e Call

S/W SoftWare
SADT Structured Analysiv and Design Techniques
SAIC Science Applications International Corporation
SBIR Small Business Innovative Research
SCPM STARS Composite Process Model
SDE Software Development Environment
SDIO Strategic Defense Initiative Office
SDP Software Development Plan
SE Software Engineerng
SEE Software Enginering Environment
SEI Software Engineering Institute
SEMATECH A consortium
SEPG Software Engineering Process Group
SETA 2 Second international Symposium on Environments and tools for AdaSFGL Name of French software company

Acronyms - 4



o SGML Standard Generalized Markup Language

S M SEE Information Model
SJAG SEE Joint Activities Group
SLCSE Software Life Cycle Support Environment
SMTP TCPAIP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SOCD SEE Operational Concepts Document
SOP Standard Operating Procedures
SPC Software Productivity Consortium
SPDL Standardized Page Descriptor Language
SPMS Software Process Management System
SPO Systems Program Office
SPS Software Productivity Solutions
SQL Standard Query Language; SQL database language
SRL Software Reuse Library
SSP STARS Standards Portfolio
STARS Software Technology for Adaptable. Reliable Systems
STEP Spec To Executable Program; Standard for Exchange of Product model data
SW Software
SWAP SoftWare Action Plan
SWTP SoftWare Technology Plan

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
TELNET TCP/IP interactive session protocol
TFA(NFS) Transparent File Access
TT Technology Transfer

O3I User Interface
UIMS UI Management System

V/M/S VisiowiMision/Strategy
VAX DEC product
VMS VAX VMrtual Motitor System
V7P OSI Virtual Terminal Protocol

WAN Wide Area Network

X X Window System
X3H3 ANSI technical committee on graphics
X3H4 ANSI Technical committee on IRDS
X3H6 ANSI Technical committee on CASE tool integration models
X.400 OS! message handling system
X.500 OSI network directory services
XTI X/open Transport Interface
X1VT X Virtual Terminal; eXtensible Virturl Toolkit

Acronyms - 5
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